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REFURBISHMENT COST STUDY OF THE
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM OF A SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE
by D. W. Haas
SUMMARY
This report documents the phase I study results, which are definitions and
and planning activities for phase II. Phase II will consist of performing various
maintenance tasks to establish test data on refurbishment costs and to develop
efficient refurbishment techniques. During phase I, design and cost details
associated with ablative, metallic and nonablative nonmetallic types of thermal
protection systems (TPS) and associated attachment techniques were identified,
evaluated and characterized. In particular phase I consisted of defining primary
load carrying structural arrangements, defining suitable TPS attachment techniques,
generating operational labor cost estimates, evaluating design and cost uncertain-
ties, and designing TPS component parts for a full-scale mockup and formulating
a detailed experimental test plan.
In our examination and definition of primary and support structure for the
various TPS concepts, indications are that structure components have little, if
any, effect on scheduled TPS maintenance when the externally removable panel
concept is employed. This assumes that the deflections experienced by the primary
and support structure under repeated loading conditions are always within design
limits and surface continuity is maintained. Any adverse loading conditions which
would tend to distort the structure could complicate panel removal by binding
mechanical fasteners. This would be unscheduled maintenance, the analysis of
which is unpredictable in a paper type study. The arrangement of primary and
support structure does not seem to dictate the TPS type and attachment method.
Properly designed, the primary and support structure can accommodate a variety
of approaches so that replaceability and/or interchangeability of panels can be
accomplished with nominal effects on the refurbishment cycle.
Certain TPS attachment methods evolved as prime candidates for space shuttle
application. These include multiple mechanical fasteners and pi-straps for
ablative heat shields, a key/keyway concept for the nonablative, nonmetallic heat
shields, and flush fasteners and pi-straps for metallic heat shields. The most
critical design aspect concerning feasibility and related maintenance of heat
shield attachment is joints and seals between adjacent panels. Incompatibilities
exist. On the one hand, gaps between panels must be provided to allow for the
normal expansion and contraction of the panels under various environmental
extremes. Yet these same gaps have to be minimized, if not eliminated, to pre-
vent the inflow of hot boundary layer gases and water. Gaps are caused by a
variety of conditions the most critical of which are attributable to cryo tank
shrinkage, primary structure thermal gradients, body deflection during booster
separation, panel expansion during entry and manufacturing tolerances.
The problem is not as acute with some type of heat shields as with others.
In the case of ablative heat shields, si!astic type seals provide sufficient
flexibility to resolve the problem. The same problem is solved with metallic
heat shields by overlapping panel joints° However, in the case of the HCF heat
shield the problem is more critical due to the expansion and contraction charac-
teristics of the material. In this instance the goal of the designer is to pro-
vide a joint and/or seal which is compatible with the anticipated use life of the
basic heat shield material (i.e., i00 flights) so as to minimize refurbishment.
Silastic seals, in this case, have limited application because of their reusabil-
ity aspects. Overlapping the joints with other high strength temperature metals
or ceramics in combination with various stepped geometry is a possible solution.
The results of phase I clearly indicate that maintenance labor costs are
primarily sensitive to the type and method of attachment of the particular TPS
being considered. Depending on the concept employed and projected use life of
the construction materials, variations in labor costs of two orders of magnitude
can be realized for a representative space shuttle flight program (i.e., 445
flights over i0 years). Probably the most significant factor affecting refurbish-
ment labor costs is panel size. Indications are that labor costs decrease as
pane] size increases whereas elapsed time requirements increase as panel size
increases. For removal and replacement of the ablative and HCF heat shield
systems, there appears to be little cost advantage in refurbishment of panels
greater than 20 square feet. In the case of metallic heat shield systems the
break even point seems to be between 40 and 60 square feet. The degree of
uncertainty in these cost estimates lies in the exact tradeoffs involved between
the number of men and the quantity of support equipment needed to handle and
install a panel as the panel increases in size. Since no spacecraft built has
employed a significantly large panel (i.e., greater than 20 by 20 inches) main-
tenance data is limited if not nonexistent.
Uncertainties exist concerning fastener installation and removal, the latter
appearing to be the most critical. In the case of an ablative or HCF heat shield
system, fastener removal involves first locating the fastener and secondly removing
either the used or conditioned insulating material down to a depth which exposes
the mechanical fastener, allowing its subsequent removal. Fastener location may
or may not be a serious problem. If the technique of using small pilot holes in
the insulating material proves to be a workable scheme, removal will be relatively
straightforward. However, if after exposure to a thermal environment these holes
become obscure due to the products of ablation or fusing of the coatings, compli-
cations could arise which would involve time consuming and costly refurbishment
techniques. Depending on the number of fasteners used this could make a particu-
lar attachment concept noncompetitive. Unfortunately, there is not sufficient
data available to assess its severity. In the case of metallic fasteners the
problem also exists but with potentially less severity. In this instance the
problem consists of coatings flowing into the attach points causing fasteners
to freeze up, making removal more difficult.
Another critical problem area involves the adequacy of the maintenance opera-
tion to make panel repairs while the panel is still attached to the vehicle.
This may involve nothing more than reconditioning surface scratches to complete
material replacement. The ability of the maintenance crew to inspect the damaged
part, assess the degree of repair necessary and then to make the repair hinges on
the location of the repair on the vehicle and the tools and equipment needed.
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These latter items could range from only light hand tools to complicated jig
fixtures. The advantages of repair in place is that it eliminates or minimizes
time-consuming removal operations of a complete panel assembly which, of course,
is a goal in achieving low operating costs.
In those instances where accurate cost estimation was difficult, or where
technical or practical feasibility of a concept was questionable, detailed
experiment plans were developed to resolve uncertainties. These plans call for
fabrication and experimental testing of component parts of selected TPS for a
full-scale mockup at NASA-LRC during phase II. Included in these plans are com-
ponent part quantities, number of personnel, personnel skills, experiment proce-
dures, measurement and equipment requirements, schedules, and costs.
The most efficient method of resolving key problems is through experimental
examination of specific refurbishment tasks on actual or simulated hardware. The
test program outlined in Task 5 is aimed towards examining those concepts which
exhibit desirable individual characteristics insofar as minimizing refurbishment
activities associated with future space shuttle maintenance and those concepts
which when combined in an experimental program cover the full spectra of antici-
pated refurbishment problems.
To accomplish this fabrication and assembly, activities will be closely moni-
tored and controlled through cost-effective administrative control systems. TPS
panels fabricated for mockup use need not be flight quality, minimizing quality
controls. The key to a successful test program lies in the manner in which the
data is obtained, data accuracy, and data presentation methods. For these reasons
a field tested video tape recording system, used by MDAC on related programs, pro-
vides the best method of measuring human performance. A significant factor
effecting TPS reuse/refurbishment is its physical change after exposure to ground
and flight environments. Thus, a certain amount of testing is desirable to create
a realistic maintenance environment. As a minimum this environmental testing
should include entry temperature simulation. Timely initiation and completion of
the phase II effort will greatly enhance the overall aspects of TPS design and
cost predictions for future space shuttle activities.
3
INTRODUCT ION
One of the most significant factors affecting design and cost aspects of
thermal protection systems for space shuttle application is reuse and/or refur-
bishment. The economic feasibility of a manned space shuttle hinges on the
ability to reuse a vehicle from 50 to i00 times with minimum refurbishment.
Therefore, the designer's goal is to minimize refurbishment and increase reusable
life of various components. These requirements, and the costs involved in
current vehicle development, demand that new techniques be developed for appli-
cation of potentially high performance materials.
Three basic overall cost elements of a typical space shuttle vehicle are
those associated with research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E);
investment; and operational phases. Past experience has shown that in each
phase one of the most critical cost drivers is the vehicle thermal-structural
system. It is significant that the combined thermal-structural system of the
vehicle contributes over 20% of total program costs and is thus an area where
the achievement of cost goals is imperative. A sufficient amount of knowledge
has been accumulated so that RDT&E and investment costs can be predicted with a
high degree of confidence. However, additional operational cost data are
necessary, particularly in the area of recertification, before total system
cost can be realistically predicted.
Within the operational activity, the labor costs associated with inspection
and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance (i.e., repair and replacement) repre-
sent areas where cost predictions are limited. The manhours involved in inspec-
tion, repair and replacement, of course, depend on the particular thermal-struc-
tural arrangement being considered. Based on the traffic rates considered, the
refurbishment cycle may or may not effect vehicle turnaround time.
Thus, the success of any highly reusable system depends in large part on
achievement of low operating costs. A key challenge to this achievement is the
development of thermal protection systems requiring easily performed, routine
inspection and a minimum level of unscheduled repair and replacement. Economi-
cal development of these desirable characteristics in a thermal protection
system will occur only if those refurbishment activities to achieve low-cost
goals are identified and related to appropriate system design features before
the designs are committed to production. This is the intent of the study
results described herein.
Specifically, the purpose of this study was to identify costs associated
with inspection, repair, and replacement of components of typical thermal protec-
tion systems for space shuttle orbiter application (phase I) and to develop
efficient techniques for performing these operations (phase II). This report
deals with the results of phase I only since phase II is not funded to date.
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In particular, the following tasks were accomplished:
Define primary load carrying structural arrangements in terms of the
type of contruction used and material application (task i).
Define suitable attachment techniques for various types of heat
shields and primary structure (task 2).
Provide detail operational cost estimates for the refurbishment cycle
associated with the thermal protection system configurations selected
(task 3).
Evaluate refurbishment activities to determine critical cost drivers
and status of design feasibility (task 4).
Design heat shield panels and attachment components for a full-scale
mockup and formulate a detailed experimental test plan for obtaining
valid cost data and determining efficient refurbishment procedures
(task 5).
This document is the final report of phase I of A Refurbishment Cost Study
of the Thermal Protection System of a Space Shuttle Vehicle performed for NASA-
LRC by the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - East (MDAC-East), under
contract number NAS 1-10093. Phase I of the study was performed over an eight-
month period beginning in June 1970. A summary of results is contained in NASA
CR-II1833.
Mr. D. W. Haas, study manager, was responsible for overall technical direc-
tion of the study. In support of the study manager were other members of the
McDonnell Douglas engineering staff, including Mr. V. M. Gerler, Mr. E. J. Carroll,
Mr. J. Komeshak, Mr. H. S. Zahn, and Mr. J. K. Lehman.
Mr. C. W. Stroud, of the Materials Division, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Va., was the technical monitor for the study.
CANDIDATE HEAT SHIELD SYSTEMS
To achieve more visibility and understanding of refurbishment problems
(i.e., techniques for performing specific operations, and attendant costs) in
the initial design and subsequent recertification of thermal protection systems
(TPS) for an orbiter space shuttle application, general TPS characteristics of
a representative space shuttle configuration (in terms of exposed areas and unit
weight estimates), a representative thermal structural requirement definition,
and specific heat shield concepts are reviewed herein.
Orbiter Space Shuttle Configuration
The general arrangement and basic geometric data which effect a represen-
tative orbiter space shuttle configuration TPSdesign are presented in figure i.
The specific configuration cited is a fixed-wing reusable vehicle being consi-
dered by MDACduring the NASAphase B space shuttle study. This configuration
accommodatesa crew of two with a payload capability of up to 50 000 pounds to and
from orbit.
The total wetted area of the vehicle is estimated at 19 575 square feet
which includes the fuselage, wing, and horizontal and vertical tail surfaces. Of
this area, approximately 52%requires someform of reusable/refurbishable thermal
protection system to protect the primary structure and internal subsystems. In
the remaining 48%of the vehicle, temperatures are sufficiently low to permit the
primary structure to act as its ownheat sink or the primary structure is
covered by somecomponent, such as cargo doors, where TPSis not required. In
these vehicle areas the structure is considered totally reusable. Of that por-
tion of the vehicle requiring sometype of heat shield system only 5%(nose tip,
chines, and leading edges) represents extremely high surface heating areas in
which special design considerations must be taken.
The estimated total vehicle dry weight is 184 000 pounds, 13%of which is
attributable to TPSand 38%to primary structure. The remaining 49%is distributed
between all other vehicle subsystems. Taking 13%of the vehicle's total dry weight
and 52%of the vehicle's wetted area yields an average TPSunit weight of 2.4 ib/
ft2. Similarily, 38%of the vehicle's total dry weight and 100%of the vehicle's
wetted area results in a primary structure unit weight of 3.6 ib/ft 2. Therefore,
the total thermal-structural system unit weight is roughly 6.0 ib/ft 2. These
unit weight estimates vary depending on the type of heat shield system used and
its location on the vehicle. The intent is to give relative values to better
understand problems.
Various heat shield systems/attachment techniques discussed in subsequent
sections are not necessarily based on identical unit weights. Thus, a particular
concept which shows a low refurbishment cost potential maynot represent the
minimumweight design or vice versa. Tradeoffs involving weight and cost must be
madein the case of the final TPSselection for a particular vehicle configura-
tion. Such tradeoffs were considered beyond the scope of the current study.
Thermal-Structural Requirements
The type of TPSemployed is dictated by natural and induced environments
to which it is exposed during various phases of mission flight. Magnitudes,
rates, and period of exposure to these environments on various componentsare of
critical importance in TPSdesign.
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Body
Wettedarea 13 457 ft2
MI volume 79 000 ft3
Wing
Wettedarea 2858 ft2
Theo area 1970 ft2
Horizontal tail
Wettedarea 1500 ft2
Thee area 1000 ft2
Vertical tail
Wettedarea 1760 ft2
Theoarea 880 ft2
l ORBITER GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
Natural environments include rain, dust, wind, meteoroids, etc, which may
require, in certain instances, that additional protective devices (e.g., coat-
ings) be applied to the basic heat shield system. Reusable/refurbishable
aspects of these protective devices are significant factors in vehicle recertifi-
cation and, as such, were analyzed under inspection and repair task analyses
(task 3). Induced environments include aerodynamic heating, pressures, acoustics,
etc, which result from vehicle configuration aerodynamic design and the selected
flightpath from launch to touchdown (including emergencies). Each of these
environmental conditions lends itself to detail analytical and experimental study.
Maximum temperatures specify material and thus the type of heat shield
system to be used in the TPS. The class of metal materials with moderate tempera-
ture capabilities, represented by stainless steel and titanium, are restricted to
about 900°F. Materials referred to as superalloys have potential usefulness up
to 2000°F. Between 2000 ° and 3000°F it is necessary to use refractory metals,
with melting points above 4000°F and the ability to retain their strength at very
high temperatures. Ablative and nonmetallic, nonablative materials (e.g., HCF
and carbon/carbon) become competitive above 2500°F but are most effective in the
temperature regime above 3100°F. Figure 2 shows the temperature distribution
over a representative space shuttle configuration which indicates that over 75%
of the vehicle's surface experiences temperatures below 2000°F.
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Differential pressure conditions experienced by the TPS, in general, size
the heat shield panels and are used to determine spacing requirements for mechani-
cal fasteners. During various phases of flight, positive and negative pressures
are experienced. For the most part, positive pressures size the panels while
negative pressures determine fastener spacing. A representative pressure versus
temperature profile for high and low crossrange orbiters is shown in figure 3.
These data show that a peak limit pressure of 1.75 ibf/in 2 occurs at 200°F. For
the purposes of this study, design (ultimate) pressures are limit pressures
increased by a 1.4 safety factor. This safety factor with the peak pressure
shown in figure 3 yields a design pressure condition of 2.45 ibf/in 2 for sizing
the panels. The critical loading condition for determining attachment spacing is
a limit pressure of 1 ibf/in 2 acting outward on the panel. This condition could
occur during ascent if entrapped air is not allowed to vent rapidly.
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FIGURE 3 REPRESENTATIVE PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE PROFILE
The predominant source of external panel vibratory excitation is random
acoustic pressure. During lift-off, the acoustic environment results from rocket
noise and is maximum near the aft portion of the booster. Panel excitation
during ascent is due to turbulence in the boundary layer which becomes maximum
at approximately the same time as peak differential pressures. To account for
this phenomena in panel sizing, a_ additional factor of 1.2 is applied to the
pressure condition of 5.45 ibf/in quoted previously to give an ultimate design
pressure of 3.0 ibf/in which was used in this study.
Types of Heat Shield Systems
During this study three basic TPSwere considered including ablative heat
shields, metallic heat shields, and nonablative-nonmetallic heat shields. Each
type maybe used with passive insulation, active cooling, or combinations thereof.
Active cooling system options vary from exterior surface transpiration cooling
to direct protection of primary structure using coolant distribution tubes. The
active cooling system approach was not considered in this study. In subsequent
paragraphs of this section, characteristics of each basic heat shield type are dis-
cussed.
Studies conducted to date indicate that the externally removable heat shield
panel concept for a space shuttle vehicle TPSis the most efficient meansof
achieving near optimum system reusability/refurbishability. The panel concept
offers minimumweight (primarily due to structural-temperature allowables) and
shorter vehicle recertification turnaround times, since the whole vehicle
(including internal systems) need not be involved in the refurbishment cycle.
Ablative heat shield. - The ablative TPS is characterized by nonmetallic
materials which, when heated, undergo a thermochemical or thermophysical phase
transition. Advantages of an ablative system are many, as it combines heat
sink and radiative capabilitie_ and mass transfer in absorbing heat, and good
insulating qualities, especially for low density heat shields. Tradeoffs in
insulating value and mass transfer heat absorption allow more uniform shield
thickness distribution over the vehicle perimeter. In some cases, temperature
and heat flux tolerance allow as much reradiation as do presently practical
radiative systems. Ablators are state-of-the-art and allow a temperature over-
shoot capability not offered by metallic heat shields. Current disadvantages of
an ablative system are limited reuse capability and time-consuming refurbishment.
Various classes of materials have been used or proposed (depending on the
application) for ablative systems, including silica/silica fiber composites;
mixed inorganic or organic composites with silica, nylon and carbon fiber rein-
forced resins (phenolics, epoxies, and silicones); and carbon/graphite based
materials. High or low density composites (i0 to 150 ib/ft _) for charring and
noncharring systems have been considered. Low density elastomer ablators use
gas blowing agents or additives (microballoons) to achieve low density. Studies
conducted for s_ace shuttle vehicles have indicated that low density
j o(i0 to 35 ib/ft ), low thermal conductivity (0.05 to 0.i0 Btu/hr-ft- F), and
relatively high surface temperature (3000 ° to 4000°F) materials are well suited
for the application. In this study, only the elastomer type ablation material
was considered for refurbishment analysis.
One of the major advantages of ablators using a silicone resin base is
applicability to a variety of formulations and processing techniques. Compres-
sion, vacuum bag, and injection molding techniques have been used to fabricate
ablative structures of various complexities. By compression technique, the
material is loaded uniformly into a metal mold and pressed at a relatively low
pressure (_ i00 ibf/in2).
A widely used fabrication method consists of loading the basic resin system
into the cells of a honeycomb, generally a fiberglass/phenolic matrix which may
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or may not be bonded first to a substrate. Loading is accomplished by trowel
fill/vacuum bag or vacuum filling (pulsing), depending on material viscosity.
The trowel-fill/vacuum bag fabrication technique was considered as the baseline
for the refurbishment analysis of this study.
Another application technique for elastomer materials is spraying. Airless
and air atomized equipment have been used for this purpose. Ablative material
may be sprayed directly on primary structures and cured, or sprayed on panels
and attached by fasteners/adhesives. Spray applied ablators have been used in
numerous aircraft and missile applications and, depending on panel use and loca-
tion on the vehicle, may be applied in densities from 15 to 60 Ib/ft 3. Elevated
temperatures are usually required to effect a proper cure but a few room tempera-
ture curing resins are available for certain critical design applications where
only room temperature cures may be tolerated.
The ablator is usually attached to the substructure by a bonding agent and/
or mechanical fasteners. Bond material selection becomes quite complex and, as
expected, becomes a function of mission, vehicle configuration, and mechanical
and thermal stresses. The bond must have elongation to maintain its integrity
when subjected to stresses resulting from the differential thermal expansion
between the ablator material and the substructure. At lower temperatures, the
bond shear modulus must be relatively low in order to prevent excessive stress
development in the ablator or the substructure. The bond must have sufficient
strength at high temperature to maintain the heat shield integrity during those
portions of entry when the backface temperature reaches peak values. If the
bond does not have adequate strength at high temperature, system weight is
increased because additional ablator is required to limit the backface (bond-
line) temperature to be compatible with bond properties.
Bonding materials are generally classified by rigidity considerations. If
the bond does not deform, it is considered rigid. A bond which can accommodate
small tensile and compressive deformation, but which can absorb shear deforma-
tion, is considered semirigid. Elastomer materials are generally classified
as flexible bonds.
Cure temperature is quite important. When the ablator is attached to the
substructure at elevated temperatures, the zero stress condition of the result-
ing composite is at values higher than at room temperature.
In some cases the designer will use mechanical fastener techniques to
enhance bond performance. When this is done, care must be exercised so that
the fastener has the proper strength when it must perform during entry. For
example, if the bond is inadequate at the higher bondline temperatures, the
mechanical fastener must still be intact.
Heat shield refurbishment requires removal of used ablator and replace-
ment with new material. For a panel design, this may be accomplished by
removing used panels and substituting new ones. The used panels can then be
refurbished or discarded, thereby minimizing vehicle turnaround time. Direct
application to the vehicle skin would require that the used ablator be removed
directly from the primary structure and new ablator applied. This type of
refurbishment may increase vehicle turnaround time since the whole vehicle may
be involved in the refurbishment cycle.
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In either case, the elastomer type of ablator is sufficiently soft that
refurbishment can be accomplished by a variety of techniques. This ablator can
easily be cut with a knife, or other sharp edge, layer-by-layer downto the
substrate. It can be skived, abraded, or scraped using tools of intermediate
hardness between the soft ablator and the substructure, thereby avoiding possi-
ble substrate damage. The char formed on elastomerics is soft and powdery;
over this, a thin layer of silica forms. The char is easily removedby scraping
or abrading and brushing before removing the virgin material.
Techniques for removing elastomers include use of chemical reagents. Sili-
cone rubber can be madeto revert to a semiliquid state by reaction with amines.
The resulting softened mass could be scraped off and washeddownwith solvents
leaving a clean substrate.
The techniques mentioned above are clearly more effective and efficient
than those used for removing rigid bonds. Rigid bonds, of such hardness to
warrant grinding techniques or abrading cycles of much longer duration, result
in higher cost and present a constant hazard of substructure damage,e.g.,
gouging, requiring time-consuming and costly repair.
Elastomer ablator refurbishment does not necessarily require complete
removal of the used ablator and its attachment to the substructure. One
approach to refurbishment is to originally provide a thickness of ablator ample
for several flights. After the first flight, only the charred or spent ablator
is removed, a relatively simple task. This imposes an initial weight penalty.
Another approach is to refurbish the ablator simply by removing the charred or
spent ablator downto the virgin material. Newablator would then be applied
over the virgin material by spraying or brushing on an amount of new material
equal to the charred or removedmaterial. This method requires no new bond as
the coating material readily bonds to the virgin material. Curing is performed
on the vehicle. Ablator thickness is measuredby pins imbeddedin the ablator
at specified intervals and attained by sanding the surface to the required
height. If the specific material application requires elevated temperature cur-
ing, ablator panel removal is necessary.
Metallic heat shield. - The use of metallic radiative panels supported off
a cool structural shell with a layer of insulation between is a feasible TPS
concept over major portions of the shuttle vehicle and is limited in its appli-
cability only by elevated temperature strength and oxidation characteristics of
the metal. Systems which use the radiation concept accommodate the imposed heat
load by emitting radiant energy back to the atmosphere from a high temperature
surface. Metals are intrinsically durable materials and therefore are capable
of extensive reuse. However, metallic materials have oxidation or strength
limitations which are subject to the synergistic time-temperature-pressure and
stress effects.
The most likely candidates for metallic radiative heat shields on the
shuttle include titanium, nickel and cobalt base superalloys, TD nickel-
chrome (TD NiCr), and coated columbium alloys.
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Selecting the upper use temperature limit for a metallic material involves
evaluation of factors such as creep strength, metallurgical stability, rate of
oxidation, life of the oxidation protective coating, and effect of oxidation
protective coatings on the mechanical properties of base materials.
A significant portion of TPS panels and structure components for the
shuttle could be fabricated from titanium and superalloys with the ratio of
quantities of these materials dependent on the established critical temperature
limit for titanium alloys. The generally accepted temperature limit for long
time exposure of titanium alloys is = 900°F. However, current analyses show
that maximum loading occurs at low temperatures with only very minor loads and
short exposure times at maximum temperature. On this basis, the titanium TPS
panels could be designed by low temperature loading and the critical maximum
temperature established by high temperature creep or metallurgical stability
limits of the alloy. This could mean 200 ° to 300°F increase in the upper
temperature limit of titanium alloys (i.e., 1200°F max) and a substantial
weight savings over use of superalloys in this same temperature range.
Large surface areas of the shuttle TPS will be subjected to temperatures
in the 1200 ° to 1800°F range. Conventional nickel and cobalt base superalloys
are the most efficient and economical materials for this application. Super-
alloys have been used extensively on spacecraft developed over the past i0 years.
Applications include both radiative heat shields and hot primary structure.
The shuttle TPS requires an efficient material for the 1800 ° to 2200°F
temperature range. Above 1800°F conventional superalloys are not structurally
efficient materials. Below 2200°F, coated columbium is not weight efficient.
TD NiCr alloy is the most promising candidate to fill this temperature range.
TD NiCr is a relatively new material and very little information is available
regarding its use in a thin gage reusable heat shield application. Thin sheet
properties must be established and the mechanical properties characterized
after cyclic time-temperature-pressure-stress exposure.
The major advantage of the TD NiCr and superalloys over the columbium
alloys is that they do not require oxidation protective coating. Major disad-
vantages include a lower temperature limit and a high thermal expansion coeffi-
cient.
Oxidation is of major concern when dealing with columbium alloys. Tempera-
ture limitations are determined by the ability of a coating to retard oxidation.
At present, coatings have been developed which will permit an upper limit
temperature of about 2500°F for i00 cycles. Major advantages of coated colum-
bium alloys are temperature resistance, availability, fabricability, and prior
use history. Currently MDAC is under contract to NASA-Lewis (contract no. NAS
3-14307) and NASA-MSFC (contract no. NAS 8-26121) to investigate the fused
slurry coating process of columbium and the nature of columbium coating repairs,
respectively.
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Fabrication techniques for producing metallic heat shields vary depending
upon type of construction and the particular material application. Designs
vary greatly and include corrugation and honeycomb sandwich construction, single
and double skin beaded panels, and rib stiffened panels. Recent study results
indicate that some materials are more amenable to certain types of construction
than others. Major fabrication considerations include such items as weldability,
formability, machineability, and heat treatment.
Fabrication with titanium is state-of-the-art; superalloys are reasonably
ductile and may be formed and joined by existing proven methods and oxidation
resistance is acceptable; TD NiCr has directional properties which complicate
formability and low strength welds due to thoria agglomeration; although
readily fabricable, the oxidation protective coating on columbium alloys
necessitates additional processing and poses handling difficulties. In addition
to the above considerations, thin gage (0.005 to 0.010 in.) joining needs to be
fully characterized for all of these metals.
Nonmetallic, nonablative heat shield. - Those materials which are charac-
teristic of nonmetallic, nonablative heat shields include hardened compacted
fibers, referred to by MDAC as HCF, and oxidation inhibited carbon/carbon.
HCF material is characterized by a layer of rigidized inorganic fibers
which combines functions of a high temperature reradiative surface and an effi-
cient insulation. MDAC is under contract to NASA-MSC (contract no. NAS9-11221)
to characterize such a material for space shuttle application.
HCF is a promising candidate for reusable space shuttle applications
because of its potential weight savings, availability, and temperature overshoot
capability. Also, being chemically inert in air at high temperatures, the
material has a good potential for many reuses. Due to mechanical weakness,
these ceramic materials must be bonded or otherwise attached to a structural sub-
strate. The development of suitable reusable coatings is probably the most
critical problem which must be solved before this type of material can be suc-
cessfully used as external insulation on the space shuttle.
Those materials considered most likely candidates are from 12 to 15 ib/ft 3.
These materials are relatively soft, extremely porous, and have inherently low
emittance values. Those classes of materials used to produce HCF are identified
by chemical composition of the fibers; aluminosilicate, silica, aluminosilicate-
chromia, mullite, and zirconia. These HCF are potentially useful for i00
shuttle flights in the range of 2000 ° to 3000°F depending on type.
In this study, only mullite HCF was considered because of its thermal sta-
bility, relatively high strength after extended exposure to 2500°F, relatively
low thermal expansion coefficient, low thermal conductivity comparable to other
HCF, temperature overshoot capability, and capability for adjustment of stress-
strain properties. The HCF is formed by a vacuum felting procedure, cured at
elevated temperature, machined to specific dimensions, and then coated for hand-
ling resistance, liquid waterproofing, and a high emittance. Coating requires
elevated temperature firing.
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For application as a TPS, coated HCF is generally bonded to support panels
when the shield stands off from the structure, or bonded directly to primary
structure surfaces when these surfaces follow the vehicle moldline contours.
Adhesive bonding is used since HCF material does not support mechanical fasteners.
Both elastomer and rigid adhesives have been considered; however, the rigid
types tend to add to any strain incompatibility problem and are not as easy to
process as elastomers.
HCF system refurbishment is similar in many respects to that of the elasto-
mer ablator except there is no char layer to complicate removal. HCF material
is removed to the bond line or plugs are cored out to reach fasteners attaching
the support panel to the primary structure. In either case HCF material is soft
enough for refurbishment to be accomplished by a variety of hand or light tool-
ing operations.
MDAC-East is under contract to NASA-MSC (contract no. NAS9-I1223) to
develop and screen carbon/carbon materials for space shuttle application. These
oxidation inhibited, fiber reinforced, carbonaceous materials offer good potential
for a reusable, reasonable cost, high-temperature resistant TPS. The strength-
to-weight ratio of these materials at high temperatures is unsurpassed and
oxidation protection from 3000 ° to 4000°F appears acceptable. On the other
hand, coatings for refractory metals are limited to about 3000°F.
Most preliminary designs consider carbon materials for leading edge appli-
cations but it may be possible to use them also for basic heat shield panels.
Reinforcement in the carbonaceous material system is based on either carbon or
graphite fibers, usually in the form of cloth. Most of our work has been with
carbon cloth and parts have been fabricated using standard reinforced plastic
laminating processes.
These materials can be inhibited to oxidation by in-depth additives or by
coatings on the surface. Surface coatings offer better protection. Coatings
are applied on all exposed surfaces to protect surfaces from oxidation at high
temperature. Oxidation inhibitors are also placed between layers of fibers but
these are not as effective as coatings in preventing oxidation.
Reinforcement in the carbonaceous composite is usually based on carbon or
graphite cloth (or fibers). The fibers can be in a woven three-dimensional
matrix. In either case, a temporary phenolic binder binds the carbon fibers
together. In the two-dimensional cloth, or fibers, a high pressure (300 to
i000 ibf/in 2) is applied during curing. This technique is the same as is used
in making glass reinforced plastics. In the three-dimensional composites,
resin is introduced without pressure. Composites are then cured and postcured
using a standard phenolic plastic cure cycle. After curing, the parts are
placed in an argon atmosphere and pyrolyzed to 2000°F in an 80-hour cycle.
The initial cost of a leading edge or panel is not determined, since
materials are still under development. Except for the pyrolysis cycle and the
coating application process, costs should be similar to those of reinforced
plastics.
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No coating repair procedures have been established; however, flame or plasma
spraying of coatings has been suggested. Some of the repair procedures appli-
cable to coated refractory metals may be useful to repair coatings on carbon/
carbon.
Insulation materials. - All candidate TPS require internal insulation. As
temperatures are far above the limits tolerable to humans and sensitive compo-
nents, it is necessary to thermally isolate the TPS from the internal shell or
pressure vessel. Although the amount of insulation varies from system to system,
it is virtually impossible to eliminate the requirement without excessive
increases in TPS weight.
There are two applicable basic varieties of thermal insulation. The first
is the load bearing or structural material which is necessarily a relatively
dense substance with inferior insulating capabilities. Its usefulness is
limited to those systems where load bearing ability is essential (i.e., support
junctions). Typical members of this class of insulators are CS-1000, foamed
silicon carbide, and Min-K-2000 (Johns Manville Co.).
The second insulating material, which is very useful in the design of
minimum weight structures for space shuttle application, is the fibrous
material characterized by low strength, low density, and low thermal conducti-
vity. Although this material must be well supported, it provides the best insu-
lating capability with minimum complexity. Insulators typical of this class
include Q-Felt, Micro-Fibers, and Dynaflex.
Selection of a particular material is based on weight, limiting service
temperature, and imposed loads.
TASK i - PRIMARY STRUCTURE ARRANGEMENTS DEFINITION
Arrangements of orbiter primary structural components to which TPS are
attached are defined herein. In accomplishing this task, extensive use was
made of those structural concepts developed by MDAC in its continuing research
and development activities during NASA phase A and current phase B shuttle
studies. To supplement this activity, a review of space shuttle phase A studies
conducted by other contractors was performed to identify representative struc-
tural arrangements (references i through ii). Two orbiter structural arrangements
representing integral and nonintegral tank concepts are described in detail.
Design Considerations
Adequate vehicle primary structure definition is of the utmost importance in
early design stages since the primary structure provides load carrying capabili-
ties and support for the TPS. Major factors considered in the primary structure
components arrangement which affect TPS design include:
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Distance from heat shield panels to primary structure
Temperature drop required from the outer body surface to the primary
structure
Requirements for purge on the launch pad or for postflight cooling.
The first factor affects internal clearances for access to attach heat
shield panels and, in some cases, may dictate completely external fastening.
The temperature drop requirement influences the insulation design and, in order
to minimize conductive heat shorts, will affect attachment complexity. Heat
shorts are most serious where heat shield panels are attached directly to pri-
mary structure, and the design of the insulating spacers between elements of
support structure is difficult. The third factor requires consideration of
adequate flo_ passages between the thermal protection elements and the propellant
tank primary structure (integral tanks). All of these factors were considered in
selecting representative primary structures. In accomplishing this task, design
criteria and guidelines consistent with space shuttle phase B objectives were
adhered to.
Candidate Structural Arrangements
Typical examples of primary structural arrangements are shown in figure 4.
For the purposes of this study we have chosen to categorize these structures
according to endoskeletal, exoskeletal, and combination arrangements.
Endoskeletal applies to those arrangements where primary structural ele-
ments are at some significant distance inside of the outer body contour. Fur-
thermore, structural shape requirements are dominated by factors other than
vehicle external configuration. An example of this is shown in figure 4(a).
This sketch shows a section of a siamesed dual-lobe tank which contains the pro-
pellants for the orbiter stage of the boosted flight and carries major body
shear, axial loads, and bending moments. Frames and stiffening members are out-
side the tank skin.
Exoskeletal structures are those whose elements follow closely the outer
moldline of the vehicle. An example is shown in figure 4(b). In this case,
stiffening members are internal and frames are outside the tank skin.
A combination endo and exoskeletal structure is shown in figure 4(c).
The lower surface body shape departs significantly from the cylindrical tank
structure and is located some distance away. Above the maximum half-breadth,
however, the tank shell structure serves as a heat sink type TPS. Compatible
with this approach, the stiffening members and frames are inside the skin.
A semimonocoque unpressurized shell structure is shown in figure 4(d)
An example of exoskeletal structure, this particular structure consists of
internal stiffening and internal frames and is a candidate approach for the
body nose region.
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Another example of exoskeletal structure is shown in figure 4(e). This
section is a part of a tail surface consisting of an internally stiffened spar
structure.
Applicability of these structural arrangements to specific space shuttle
concepts is presented in table i. Capsule primary structure descriptions are
given for various orbiter vehicle sections investigated by several contractors
during phase A space shuttle studies. Those vehicle sections considered are
shown in figure 5 and include the forward body or nose region, payload doors,
upper fuselage, lower fuselage, and aerodynamic surfaces. Structure classifica-
tion of an exoskeletal or endoskeletal concept, hot (reradiative) or cold
(thermally protected), and the particular material considered for construction
are also given.
Forwardbody
Payloaddoors
Upperfuselage
Lowerfuselage A-A
Aerodynamicsurfaces
FIGURE 5 ORBITER SECTIONAL ARRANGEMENT
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TABLE 1 SPACE SHUTTLE PHASE A ORBITER PRIMARY
STRUCTURE REVIEW
BODY
SECTION
Fwd
Body
Payload
Doors
Upper
Fuselage
Lower
Fuselage
Aero-
dynamic
Surfaces
CONTRACTOR STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
GDC Semimonocoque thermo protected
shell
LMSC Corrugated panel/frame/longeron
with interchangeable heat shield
panels (LI-I5, metallic, ablative)
MDC Upper section: semimonoeoque external
shell construction
Lower section: semlmonocoque thermo
protected shell
_4C Shell/stringer/frame with active
cooling
NAR Upper seetlon: semimonocoque external
shell
Lower section : semimonocoque thermo /
protected shell
CDC Semimonocoque external shell /
MDC Semimonocoque external shell /
GDC Semimonocoque thermo protected shell
with integral tanks positioned fore /
& aft of the payload bay
LMSC Corrugated panels/frame/longeron with
nonintegral tanks & interchangeable /
heat shield panels (LI-15, metallic,
ablative)
MDC Semimonocoque external shell /
_4C Shell/strlnger/frame with active /
cooling
NAR Semimonocoque external shell con-
struction with nonintegral tanks /
positioned fore and aft of payload
bay
GDC Semlmonocoque thermo protected shell
with integral tanks positioned fore /
& aft of the payload bay
LMSC Corrugated panels/frame/longeron
with nonintegral tanks & inter- /
changeable heat shield panels (LI-
15, metallic, ablative)
MDC Externally stiffened integral tank
with heat shield post support stand-
offs
_4C Shell/stringer/frame with active /
cooling
NAR Semimonocoque thermo protected
external shell construction with /
nonintegral tanks positioned fore &
aft of the payload bay
GDC Spar box heam with rib & stringer
stiffened skins (swing wings - thermo /
protected stabilizers)
F_C Spar box beam with hot skins and/or /
thermo protected skins
_C Fin-webbed spars and ribs covered witl
mechanically fastened panels
NAR Spar box beam with hot skins and/or /
thermo protected skins
Phase A Contractors Final Peport
GDC - General Dynamics Corporation GDC-DCB69-04
LMSC - Lockheed Missiles & Space Company 124SC-A959837
MDC - McDonnell Douglas Corporation MDC-E-0056
MDC-E-OI20
_4C - Martin Marietta Corporation MCR-69-36
NAR - North American Rockwell SD69-573-4
STRUCTURE LOCATION
RELATIVE TO MOLD LINE
[EXOSKELETAL ENDOSKELETAL
/
/
/
/
¢
STRUCTURE ENVIRONMENT RECOMMENDED
HOT COLD MATERIALS
/ Aluminum
Aluminum
4
/ Rene 41
Titanium
i" / L-605
/ Aluminum
/ Titanium
/
/ Titanium
/ Titanium
Aluminum
/ Titanium
Aluminum
/
/ Titanium
/ Aluminum
Titanium
Titanium
Aluminum
Titanium
Aluminum
Aluminum
Aluminum
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
stabilizer
Titanium
Titanium
Titanium
F
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In general, the primary structure proposed by most contractors is best des-
cribed as an exoskeletal concept in which the structural elements closely follow
the outer moldline of the vehicle. The upper structure is, in most cases, consi-
dered a hot structure while the lower surface is cold.
In the hot structure approach, where the skin of the primary structure also
serves as a heat sink, titanium is the most likely candidate material since
expected surface temperatures are below 800°F. Titanium alloys possess good
structural efficiencies from high (900°F) through cryogenic temperatures. These
alloys are more expensive than aluminumbut their application is increasing since
they are lightweight and corrosion resistant. The 6AI-4V alloys are widely used,
having good characteristics in annealed and heat treated conditions. These
alloys can be formed, machined, and welded. They have good strength to 750°F,
and acceptable impact strength and notch toughness at cryogenic temperatures.
The 5AI-2.5 Sn alloy has moderate strength and is easily welded. This alloy can
be used to 900°F for extended periods. Newgrade alloys are being developed for
improved ductibility and notch toughness.
For the cold structure approach, wherein the primary structure is thermally
protected, aluminum is the most likely candidate material for construction.
Aluminumalloys are the most widely used materials in primary structures. These
alloys must not be operated at temperatures above 250°F for extended periods of
time. Although strength and stiffness of these alloys are not high compared
to someother materials, efficiency parameters are competitive. The aluminums
are inexpensive, easily formed and machined, and are readily available.
Structural concepts described in table i indicate that several types of
construction are available to the designer. In somecases primary bending loads
are carried in heavy membersor longerons running lengthwise down the vehicle.
These membersare supported at intervals by rings of a stiffness adequate to
prevent general instability failure of the structure. For this type of structure
the primary function of the skin is to transfer pressure loads to longerons and
rings and to support shear loads.
Primary bending loads can also be carried in a semimonocoquetype structure.
In this case the heavy membersare eliminated and the skin is stiffened to carry
the compressive loads in addition to pressure and shear. As in the previous
case, stiff rings at appropriate intervals prevent general collapse of the struc-
ture. Amongvarious design techniques available to generate these structures,
sandwich, stiffened-skin, and corrugation-skin concepts are perhaps most widely
used in current spacecraft conceptual design.
Since these structures are only conceptual, trade studies involving various
options such as integral versus nonintegral propellant tanks, commonversus
separate bulkheads, structural versus nonstructural payload doors, and conven-
tional versus composite materials, are required before the structure is committed
to hardware. For this reason various available alternatives are discussed as
they affect heat shield attachment.
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The conclusion from data in table i is that primary structural concepts,
proposed by different contractors, favor the integral propellant tank approach
for the orbiter design. Basic differences are primarily in number, location, and
size of various structural componentssuch as rings, frames, and longerons. Even
in these instances differences are not large enough to force a decision
between one concept over another at this time.
Representative Structural Arrangements
Primary structural componentsof two orbiter vehicles are described herein.
While the descriptions are for two specific vehicles the discussion is generally
applicable to all vehicles investigated in phase A shuttle studies. The purpose
is to give a visual as well as narrative description of the interface between
the primary structure and the TPSsupport structure, as far as it affects basic
installation and refurbishment cycles of various heat shield concepts. Heat
shield support structure of course, dependson location and size of various
primary structural componentssuch as rings, frames, skins, and longerons.
Physical characteristics of these componentsfor a typical space shuttle appli-
cation are defined for integral and nonintegral propellant tank approaches.
Minimumweight considerations favor integral tanks; however, tank simplicity,
replaceability, and maintenance considerations suggest nonintegral tanks. The
intent of this study was not to select one concept over the other but merely to
showhow each leads to different, and in somecases similar, structural design
concepts.
Intesral tank design. - A candidate orbiter vehicle configuration being consi-
dered by MDAC during the phase B shuttle study is a fixed-wing reusable vehicle
accommodating a crew of two, with payload capability up to 50 000 pounds. This
vehicle accommodates a deployable payload canister 15 feet in diameter by 60
feet. The payload can be deployed directly from the payload bay through a large
opening covered by a single door on the upper fuselage area. The general arrange-
ment and geometry of the vehicle are shown in figure 6(a).
The primary body structure of this vehicle is made up of upper longerons
adjacent to the payload bay, and the propellant tank structure below the payload
and joined by the fuselage side skin panels as shown in figure 6[b). Two
integrally stiffened cylindrical tank shells are joined by a common keel web in
a double-bubble arrangement. The side panels are single skin stiffened by
corrugations and supported by frames spaced at approximately 20 inch intervals.
Ellipsoidal domes form the end closure bulkheads. The tank shells are comprised
of 2219 aluminum skins with integral longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners.
Aluminum was chosen for the tank structure because of its excellent formability,
weldability, and strength down to cryogenic temperatures. Longitudinal and cir-
cumferential stiffeners are outside the shell, presenting a smooth inner wall
for insulation attachment. This arrangement provides accessibility for insula-
tion inspection and maintenance. The integral stiffened tank shell carries a
combination of overall body bending, shear, and axial load in addition to
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internal tank pressure and hydrostatic pressures due to vehicle accelerations.
Titanium rings, stiffened by intercostals, are mechanically attached to the
integral circumferential rings. These rings help to stabilize the tank shell
and distribute TPS truss support loads into the primary tank shell structure.
Forward body: The primary structural shell is composedof longitudinally
stiffened titanium skins, and frames. TPSshingles protect the primary load
carrying structure on the lower fuselage and on someportions of the upper
fuselage. In regions of lower heating on the sides and top of the forward body,
the titanium primary structure is exposed to entry heating.
The forward body/landing gear door interface is shown in figure 6(c). The
cutout in the primary structure is enclosed on two sides by bulkheads that are
outward to form a closure wall in the area between TPSpanels and the primary
structure, whereas intercostals provide the other two walls. The hinged door is
supported by a sill attached to the extended bulkhead. Although the landing
gear bay is not pressurized an elastomer seal restricts direct air passage
into the bay area. A looped spring seal obviates the thermal expansion gap
between the landing gear door and the TPSpanels.
Payload doors: Payload doors are composedof single-faced titanium corruga-
tions which act as hot structure. Primary loads are beamedaround the payload
doors so that they carry local airloads only. The side fuselage/payload door
interface is shownin figure 6(d).
Upper fuselage: The upper fuselage structure consists of single-faced cor-
rugated panels supported by ribs and main longerons, as shownin figure 6(d).
The titanium longerons are adjacent to the payload bay with titanium ribs provi-
ding the structural shear tie between the upper fuselage and propellant tanks.
Single-skin corrugated titanium panels are supported by the longeron and the
20 inch spaced ribs. Titanium was selected for the upper fuselage structure due
to its high strength and stiffness efficiencies. Since temperatures during
entry in this area are below 800°F, no insulation is used to protect the primary
structure. However, a thin insulation blanket attached to the panels restricts
the internal area temperature. As shown, the electromechanical actuated payload
door is supported by the longerons with hinge support fittings on one side and
locking mechanismson the opposite side for securing the door closed.
Lower fuselage: Heat shield panels on the lower fuselage are attached to
beamssupported off the tank shell stiffening rings by struts spaced at approxi-
mately 24 inches across the fuselage, as shownin figure 6(e). The support
structure consists of hat section beamsand links to support the beams. Panels
are supported by the beamsand held in place by pi-straps. Beamsare attached
to the primary structure by support posts and drag links.
Aerodynamic surfaces: Thewing is divided into three major sections:
leading edge, primary box beamstructure, and trailing edge flaps, as shownin
figure 6(f and g). The primary structure is of a conventional box beamconstruc-
tion, employing spars, ribs, and internally stiffened skins. The all-titanium
wing box is a two-cell compartmentusing an intermediate spar, with rib spacing
of approximately 20 inches. The lower surface of the box is protected from entry
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heating by radiative heat shield panels while the upper surfaces, due to lower
temperature environment, require no additional thermal protection. The carbon/
carbon composite leading edge supports itself and is attached to the wing box
forward spar.
Nonintegral tank design. - An example of a nonintegral tank configuration is
shown in figure 7. In this concept, propellant tanks do not support overall
body bending and shear loads. The tanks are within and supported by the outer
primary load-carrying structure. A primary difference between integral tank and
nonintegral tank configurations is that the structural skin of the nonintegral
concept either forms or closely follows the moldline, whereas for the integral
concept, it follows the shape of the tank. Therefore, TPS panels for the non-
integral tank are attached to structural skins using shallow standoff brackets,
where generally for the integral tanks, the panels are supported by truss
members attached to the tank's external stiffening members.
For the nonintegral tank the tank walls resist internal pressure plus
hydrostatic pressures from vehicle accelerations. These inertia loads are dis-
tributed to the primary structure through a series of supports. The design of
these supports must comply with differential expansions and contraction between
the tankage and primary structure. This deformation is due to tank shrinkage
during fueling, tank growth during pressurization and outer structural shell
growth during entry. A feasible support concept with longitudinal and lateral
load reactions is also shown in figure 7. The support fittings at the forward
end react to vertical, lateral, and longitudinal loads whereas tension bars
carry lateral and vertical loads at the aft end. Spherical bearings at attach
points allow transverse freedom of movement when deformation takes place between
the primary structure and the nonintegral tank.
TASK 2 - HEAT SHIELD ATTACHMENT TECHNIQUES DEFINITION
Provision for easy panel installation and removal is an integral part of
previously described heat shield system design. Attachment methods must provide
panel support and a load path for aerodynamic and panel inertia loads to the
primary structure. During this study representative attachment techniques
associated with ablative, metallic, and nonmetallic-nonablative type heat shields
were reviewed and identified for subsequent refurbishment cost analyses.
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Design Considerations
In specifying an attachment technique for a particular kind of heat shield
system, certain thermal-structural factors must be considered early in the
conceptual stages to ensure an adequate design approach. Major attachment
methods selection factors which effect TPS design include:
Heat shield system type
Expected loads and temperature
Applicable material behavior characteristics
Heat shield system size, shape, and cross-sectional geometry
Heat shield system location relative to primary supporting structure
Attachment method ability to maintain surface continuity (i.e.,
smooth aerodynamic surface)
Expansion and contraction characteristics with temperature extremes
Requirements for access to primary structure, insulation, and
internal subsystems
Attachment locations such as panel joints or other surface discontinu-
ties relative to areas subject to boundary layer gas inflow
Easy heat shield system installation and removal.
The attachment technique used (i.e., adhesive bond, mechanical fastener, or
combinations thereof) is primarily a function of heat shield system type, whereas
attachment location and size are dictated in part by positions of primary struc-
ture components such as rings, frames, longerons, and skins.
Magnitudes, rates, and periods of exposure to thermal/structural loads are
of critical importance in heat shield attachment design. These load levels are
functions of heat shield system and primary load carrying structure interface
environments.
Material selection for various attachment concepts requires consideration
of a number of criteria such as material temperature use limits; projected
mechanical, metallurgical, and chemical properties which reflect the allowables
for the time period considered, fabrication characteristics which denote
manufacturing feasibility; and material strength-to-weight efficiencies for
desired temperature ranges.
The particular type of attachment used, in addition to being a function of
the heat shield system, is dictated by panel substrate size, shape, and cross-
sectional geometry. Panel sizing is a direct function of imposed loads and
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material used in construction whereas shape is related to aerodynamic require-
ments. Analytic trade studies have shownthat certain materials lend themselves
more readily to specific construction techniques (i.e., panel cross-section)
than do others. In areas of relatively sharp curvature, panel size could be
limited by fabrication or purely geometric constraints. In addition, the over-
all size of available material stock might require splicing in order to fabricate
panels of the desired size. Tooling, facilities, and general handling
requirements may also influence panel sizes.
Primary structure proximity to the heat shield system mayeffect attachment
type and location. Heat shields which are far from the primary structure may
be more amenableto internal fastening and subsequent quicker refurbishment
activities.
Panels tend to undergo bending distortions due to temperature extremes,
producing edge rotations which could lead to surface gaps and possible inter-
ruption of a smooth aerodynamic surface. Therefore, it is advisable to attach
the panel so that bending is suppressed without inducing large thermal stresses.
To prevent gaps at joints, panels are not rigidly attached to support
framing members. This precludes overstressing the heat shield, attachments, and
possibly supporting members. Onemethod is to attach the panel in oversized
holes so that it is free to expand and contract without restraint in the plane
of the panel.
Requirements for access to primary structure, insulation, and internal sub-
systems maynecessitate either internal or external attachment. Ablative and
HCFtype heat shields are more amenableto internal fastening whereas metallic
heat shields lend themselves more readily to external fastening.
Self-adjusting, flexible gaskets between adjacent heat shield_panels close
gaps caused by panel contraction or deformation in a cold environment, precluding
high enthalpy gas flow between panels during vehicle entry. Gaskets used to
prevent the gap formation must be flexible enough that large in-plane compressive
forces in the panels are not developed when the panels are at elevated tempera-
tures, since such forces maybuckle the panels. The attachments must withstand
these forces and maintain surface continuity.
To minimize vehicle recertification time, attachment methods must permit
easy heat shield panel installation and removal. Therefore, attachment design
concepts must be as simple, reliable, and predictable as possible.
Basic Heat Shield Attachment Techniques
Oncethe primary structure and type of heat system are defined for various
vehicle locations, a suitable attachment between the two systems must be
provided. Since the primary structure and type of heat shield system mayvary
significantly from one location on the vehicle to another, attachment methods
must be relatively simple to accomplish smooth transition. Therefore, the design
goal is commonality.
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Inherent and critical in the refurbishment concept is an attachment method
which allows easy access to internal subsystems so as to minimize removal, repair,
and inspection times of various components. Attachment techniques vary from
proven adhesive/bolt-on approaches to unproven unique designs such as loop-and-
pile, perforated interface, elastomer pillars, and mystic tape no. 7000.
In this study every attempt was made to analyze in detail only those attach-
ment techniques which are amenable to near future space shuttle application.
To make the TPS refurbishment cost results applicable to space shuttle designs,
a close working relationship was maintained between the activities of this study
and MDAC's effort on the space shuttle phase B study. This effort was supple-
mented by a literature review of various concepts proposed by other companies in
the industry (references 12 through 34).
From investigations, certain concepts evolved as prime candidates for
space shuttle application. Descriptions of those concepts which were analyzed
in detail during the cost estimate study task are presented in the following
paragraphs. Although a specific structure is shown for each attachment concept,
this does not restrict the attachment concept from being used on other applicable
primary structural approaches.
In narrowing down the field of candidate attachment methods to be analyzed,
certain guidelines or constraints were adhered to. Each concept chosen for
analysis has one or more of the following attributes:
Simplicity
Accessibility
Reliability
State-of-the-art
Interchangeability
Easy replacement, inspection, and repair.
Ablative heat shield attachment concepts. - Ablative heat shield attachment
techniques lend themselves readily to adhesive bonding, mechanical fasteners, or
combinations thereof. The simplest and most direct approach involves bonding
the ablator to the structural skin of the vehicle or to an intermediate panel
substrate. In the latter case the panel substrate is mechanically fastened to
the primary structure through secondary supports. Elastomer ablators are too
weak to be attached directly with mechanical fasteners.
In the following paragraphs representative attachment concepts are
described. These include:
Concept 1 - bonded attach
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Concept 2 - mechanical fastener attach
Concept 3 - pi-strap attach
Concepts 4a and 4b - multiple mechanical fastener attach
Concept 5 - key/keyway attach.
Concept i - bonded attach: The most direct and widely used method for
attaching an ablative heat shield is direct bonding the resin filled honey-
combmatrix to the vehicle primary structural skin, as shownin figure 8. This
concept was used successfully on Gemini and Apollo. However, direct application
to the vehicle skin requires used ablator to be removed from the primary structure
and new ablator applied. This type of refurbishment may increase vehicle turn-
around times since the whole vehicle maybe involved in the refurbishment cycle.
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One advantage of an elastomer ablator is that it can be easily cut with a knife,
or other sharp edge, layer by layer down to the metallic substrate. Methods for
releasing the bond include use of chemical reagents. Silicone rubber is changed
to semiliquid by reaction with amines. The resulting softened mass can be scraped
off and washed down with solvents, leaving a clean substrate. This technique is
clearly more effective and efficient than those used to remove rigid bonds. Rigid
bonds, hard enough to warrant grinding or abrading cycles of much longer duration,
increase costs and present a hazard to the substructure, e.g., gouging, which
would require time-consuming, costly repair.
Concept 2 - mechanical fastener attach: A typical mechanical fastener attach
concept is shown in figure 9. The TPS panel consists of the ablator (silicon/
fiber glass honeycomb matrix) bonded to a double-faced fiber glass honeycomb sub-
strate. The composite panel is attached, by mechanical fasteners (screws, bolts,
etc) every i0 inches on two edges only to transverse panel support beams while the
other two edges rest on sills between the beams. Transverse panel support beams
are attached to bulkheads of the primary structure. Analyses indicate that mini-
mum weight is obtained for panel lengths of approximately 20 inches along unfas-
tened edges. Additional fasteners may be provided for redundancy if desired.
Panel size and bolt hole spacing analyses for each concept are presented later
in this report.
Holes through the panel, to match the attach pattern in the support beam,
allow access for installing and removing the mechanical fasteners. Following
panel installation, these holes are filled by bonding in a premachined ablative
plug with a high temperature silicone adhesive. If surface mismatch between
plug and panel is < 0.030 inches no surface blending is required. Small holes
in the center of these plugs are used for locating same and subsequently dril-
ling out the plug, allowing access to mechanical fasteners and panel removal
during refurbishment. Panels are not rigidly attached to the support framing
members. This precludes overstressing the heat shield, attachments, and pos-
sibly supporting members. This is done by attaching the panel in oversized
holes so that it is free to expand and contract without restraint in the plane
of the panel.
Gaskets are provided between adjacent heat shield panels to prevent the
inflow of water and hot boundary layer gases into panel joints. These gaskets
must not only seal the joints but be sufficiently flexible to allow for the nor-
mal contraction and expansion of the panels under various environmental extremes.
For this application various state-of-the-art silicone elastomeric type materials
are available which possess adequate thermal and ablation characteristics. Exam-
ples of two commercially available products are General Electric's TBS-757 and
Dow Corning's DC 93-044. In addition several variations of MDAC-East foamed
silicone ablative materials, namely S-6, F-34 and S-20 could be used for this
application.
To date, most gasket materials have been fabricated by either molding or
extrusion methods in the density range from 35 to 45 ib/ft3. Lower density
materials (i.e., 15 Ib/ft 3) are achievable but not necessarily commensurate with
gasket flexibility, compression and tensile requirements. Currently these type
gaskets have no reuse life capability and as such would be limited to the applica-
tion of ablator heat shields only. Gasket configuration depends on the panel
interface and is thus subject to detail design. Several approaches to the problem
for ablative type heat shields are shown in figure i0. The general problem of
gaps for all type heat shield systems is discussed in the section titled Heat
Shield Panel Interface, page 49.
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Concept 3 - pi-strap attach: Another way to mechanically fasten an ablative
panel is with a pi-strap as shown in figure ii. In this concept the panel is
supported along a lip machined along two opposite edges of the panel. With the
panel resting on a support beam, as shown, a strap is positioned over the lip and
firmly attached to the panel support beam. Sills support the other two edges
with gaskets between panel interfaces as in concept 2. Pi-straps could be
provided along all four edges if desired. The pi-strap is formed by bonding a
fiber glass honeycomb matrix to a metal extrusion and filling the honeycomb cells
with the ablator compound (similar to primary panel construction). Pi-straps,
which are not restricted to matching panel lengths, are attached by mechanical
fasteners as in concept 2.
Concept 3 has several advantages over concept i. Although hole spacing in
both concepts is similar, the pi-strap concept requires half as many fasteners
since it secures two adjacent panels edges. The gap between the pi-strap and
adjacent panels is less of a problem since the in-flow of hot gases to the
primary support is less likely due to overlapping.
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Concepts 4a and 4b - multiple mechanical fasteners: Two approaches whereby
the panel substrate, used for supporting the ablator, is immediately reusable
are shown in figures 12 and 13. In these two approaches the ablator matrix
is not bonded to the panel substrate. Instead, many mechanical fasteners are
used. However, a thin face sheet of fiber glass is bonded to the ablator matrix
to support the mechanical fasteners since the ablator material will not withstand
the imposed fastener loads.
Mechanical fasteners are metal studs which in concept 4a (figure 12) are
attached intermittently to the opposite face of the ablator matrix/single face
sheet composite. These studs are inserted into solid fiber glass plugs, imbedded
in the panel substrate, to which nuts are attached. The required spacing of
these studs was determined by analysis to be on 7-inch centers in a grid pattern.
Once the ablator composite is attached to the panel substrate, the panel is
mounted to the supporting structure in a manner similar to that of concept 3.
Although the ablative cover must be attached to the panel substrate before the
substrate is attached to the vehicle, the concept does allow for quick panel
refurbishment without time-consuming bond removal.
The same principal of attachment is used in concept 4b (figure 13). In
this concept the ablator is attached to the panel substrate after the substrate
is secured to the primary structure. The panel substrate is attached to the
primary structure by flush head screws. Predrilled holes are provided in the
ablator matrix/single face sheet composite. Through these holes the ablator
composite is attached to metal plugs imbedded in the panel substrate. Bolt
heads are encased in the ablator and bear against the ablator composite face
sheet. After installation the holes are filled with premachined plugs which are
bonded in place similar to the aforementioned concepts. A slight gap or washer
is provided between the bottom end of the ablator plug and head end of the bolt
for easy access to the bolt head during refurbishment. The biggest advantage of
this concept is that the panel substrate is directly reusable and need not be
removed from the vehicle during the refurbishment cycle. However, during refur-
bishment the plugs will have to be removed before access can be gained to the
mounting bolts for subsequent ablator removal. The quantity of attachment
points required to maintain thermal-structural continuity between the ablator
and panel substrate will determine the real refurbishment advantages of this
concept. From a design aspect, additional ablator thickness may be required to
limit the temperature environment on the fastener. In this regard, the concept
is not applicable in those areas of the vehicle where ablator thickness require-
ments are equal to or below the exposed bolt head depth.
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Concept 5 - key/keyway attach: For the key/keyway attach concept, the panel
is supported and attached along two opposite edges by a key/keyway joint as shown
in figure 14. The keyway or female part consists of two split wedge-shaped rails
bonded or mechanically fastened to the panel substrate at opposite ends of the
panel. The key, male part, which also serves as the panel support sill is
attached to the primary structure and spaced to mate the panel split keyways.
Intermittent notches are machined into the key and the keyways allowing the panel
to drop over the key, after which the panel is moved along the key = 0.75 inch to
achieve a mechanically attached assembly. Sills support the other two panel
edges, similar to concept 2. The key/keyway joint must allow the panels to con-
tract and expand under a thermal environment, yet be sufficiently restrained to
minimize dynamic response to an acoustic environment.
A longitudinal pi-strap (concept 3) is positioned after every third or
fourth panel. This not only controls longitudinal gaps between panels but allows
removing selected panels without removing a series of panels starting at the end
of a row. Gaps between intermittent panels are controlled by flexible gaskets
as in previously discussed concepts.
Metallic heat shield attachment concept. - Unlike ablative heat shields,
metallic heat shields rely primarily on the use of some sort of mechanical
fastener. The fastener head is generally exposed to the environment; subse-
quently, its reuse capability is more limited. Direct accessibility to the
fastener, however, is an attractive feature from a refurbishment point of view.
For these concepts conventional high speed aircraft design experience was heavily
relied on. The following concepts are discussed:
Concepts 6a and 6b - flush fastener attach
Concepts 7a and 7b - pi-strap attach concept.
Concepts 6a and 6b - flush fastener attach: The flush fastener panel
attach concept, 6a, attaches two TPS panel edges to support beams with flush
fasteners spaced i0 inches apart. In concept 6b, shown in figure 15, the
panel is attached by three rows of flush fasteners using an intermediate beam
between the outer two edge support members. Thus, except for the middle support
the concepts are identical. Two panel edges are unsupported except for adjacent
panel interlocking edge members, as illustrated. A sill extends beyond the
panel skin edge to facilitate wedging the adjacent panel between the sill and
external skin. These edge members allow for transverse thermal expansion.
End caps, consisting of a Z section and a right angle, are welded to the
single-faced corrugated stiffened panel. Bushings are welded between the skin
and end caps, surrounding the attach holes, to prevent the skin from deforming
when attach screws are installed. The Z section is also used as a sill by
having it extend beyond the skin edge. This allows the adjacent panel skin
to overlap the sill and thereby restrict any direct air flow into the
vehicles interior area. All sills and overlaps are dimensioned to allow
the panel to be dropped into position and then shifted in two directions to
achieve proper overlapping.
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Hat section panel support beams are attached to posts which are secured
to the primary structure. The panel support shown is one of several possi-
ble. Slots in panel support beams are oriented to allow the panel to contract
and expand radially from the panel center. This central point (neutral point
for thermal expansion) and the center row of fasteners are used for panel
positioning.
When installing the panel the screws must be torqued to a value which will
adequately tie down the panel but allow the panel to expand and contract under
environmental temperature conditions. Other techniques for providing thermal
contraction and expansion in the attachment joint are shown in figure 16.
Concepts 7a and 7b - pi-strap attach: The pi-strap attach concepts 7a and
7b, shown respectively in figures 17 and 18, are similar in principal to
concept 3. In each concept, two opposite edges of a single skin, corrugated
stiffened, panel are placed between a pi-strap ear and a support beam lip. The
other two panel edges interlock with adjacent panels as in the flush fastener
concept. Having positioned the panel on the support beams, the extruded or
machined pi-strap is secured to the support beams by screws spaced at 10-inch
intervals. Strap height and panel thickness are closely controlled to provide
clamping pressure and at the same time allow for panel contraction and expansion
between the pi-strap and support beam.
In concept 7a, panel removal is accomplished by removing only one pi-strap
and loosening the fasteners in the pi-strap along the opposite side of the panel.
The panel is slipped out from beneath the loosened pi-strap and lifted away from
the vehicle.
In concept 7b, an intermediate support is added to stiffen the longer panel.
The intermediate panel support consists of an intermittent slot and key arrange-
ment as shown. The key portion is incorporated into the panel stiffener, which
is welded to the inner surface of the corrugations, along the middle of the
panel. The mating slot portion is incorporated into the middle panel support
beam, which is supported in the same manner as panel edge support beams. Since
the panel must be moved parallel to the transverse axis to interlock the inter-
mittent slot and key areas of the intermediate panel support, two indexing
screws must be installed to keep the center, or neutral, point fixed.
Panel shape is restricted to flat and circular segments because of the
interlocking slot and key design feature. Removal of these panels necessitates
removing first an end closure segment, such as a chine segment, located at the
intersection of the side and bottom fuselage area. Panels are then removed by
starting with the end panel and working toward the defective one.
Nonablative_ nonmetallic heat shield attachment concepts. - The two candi-
date materials considered during this study for nonablative, nonmetallic heat
shields were the hardened compacted fiber (HCF) compound and an oxidation inhi-
bited carbon/carbon composite. In general, the HCF type heat shield is applicable
to large areas of the body while the carbon/carbon material is being considered
for localized areas such as the leading edge of aerodynamic surfaces and body
chines. Representative application of the carbon/carbon material is discussed in
a latter section of this report.
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The nature of an HCF heat shield system is similar in many respects to that
of the elastomer ablator ex_cept that there is no char layer formed during entry
which must be considered during the refurbishment cycle, and HCF reuse life is
not as limited as that of the ablator. HCF materials are relatively soft,
extremely porous, and lack mechanical strength so that the method of attachment
to the primary structure is in most instances by the same techniques as for the
elastomer ablator. However, since the HCF material is not strengthened by the
use of a honeycomb matrix as is the ablator, primary attachment techniques
favor bonding. Attachment methods of concepts 1 through 5 are applicable to
HCF heat shield systems.
Heat shield panel interface. - In the area of heat shield attachment one of
the most critical design aspects concerning feasibility and related maintenance
is the joints and seals between adjacent panels of similar systems. In this area
incompatibilities exist. On the one hand gaps between panels must be provided to
allow for the normal expansion and contraction of the panels under various environ-
mental extremes. Yet these same gaps have to be minimized, if not eliminated, to
prevent the inflow of hot boundary layer gases and water. Gaps are caused by a
variety of conditions the most critical of which are attributable to cryo tank
shrinkage, primary structure thermal gradients, body deflection during booster
separation, panel expansion during entry and manufacturing tolerances. Actual
gap requirements vary with gap orientation (i.e., lateral versus longitudinal).
The problem is not as acute with some type of heat shields as with others.
In the case of ablative heat shields silastic type seals provide sufficient flexi-
bility to resolve the problem as noted previously. The same problem is solved in
the case of metallic heat shields by simply overlapping panel joints. However,
in the case of the HCF type heat shield requirements exist which require special
considerations. In this instance the goal of the designer is to provide a joint
and/or seal which is compatible with the anticipated use life of the basic heat
shield material (i.e., i00 flights) so as to minimize refurbishment. Silastic
seals in this case have limited application because of their reusability aspects.
Overlapping the joints with other high strength-temperature metals or ceramics in
combination with various stepped geometry seems to indicate a possible solution.
The basic TPS for a representative space shuttle orbiter could contain
several types of heat shield and for this reason the interface between two
dissimilar systems becomes important from a refurbishment point of view. One is
interested in whether or not either panel can be removed and replaced without
disturbing the other or if the interface dictates removal of the adjacent panel
first. A typical ablative/radiative panel interface concept is shown in figure 19.
Either the ablative or radiative panel can be removed without seriously affecting
refurbishment of the other.
In this design concept, particular attention is given to large panel thick-
ness mismatch, panel overlap, and differential thermal expansion. Panel mis-
match is resolved by using a stepped panel support configuration. The panel
support is attached to a number of support posts which are attached to the primary
structure. A metal lip is mechanically fastened to the edge of the ablative
panel, thus providing the overlap with the radiative panel. Longitudinal splices
between panels are staggered to simplify and maintain sealing at the corners due
to differential thermal expansion.
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Insulation installation. - In addition to TPS panel attachment, fibrous
(soft) insulation blanket design and attachment is important. Blanket location
relative to TPS panels depends on the type of primary structure and its location,
subsystem protection required, and thermal-versus-weight tradeoff results. An
example of this is shown in figure 20. Insulation blankets in the area of the
propulsion tanks are a significant distance from the lower fuselage moldline.
Since a purge plenum chamber is required around liquid H 2 or liquid 02 tanks, the
inner foil covering of the insulation can serve as the outer plenum wall or
the insulation, less the inner foil covering, can bear against a separate plenum
wall. Figure 20 shows the latter case where the insulation blanket is attached
so that the inner surface bears against a separately attached plenum wall. The
insulation blanket is covered with foil around the edges and one side only. A
wire grid stretched across the blanket and attached to the substructure holds
the blanket in place. Two edges of the grid are welded to angles which are
longitudinally positioned between and attached to panel post attach fittings.
The other two grid edges are attached to studs which are riveted to the circum-
ferential bulkheads.
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Additional thermal protection is required in the area of the post attachment;
consequently, a small slotted blanket is wrapped around each vertical post and
drag strut as indicated. This blanket is held in place by a wire grid which is
wired to the grid which holds the larger, inward blankets in place.
Another concept for attaching the insulation consists of wrapping all sides
and edges of the fibrous material in foil (titanium, inconel, or coated columbium
depending on environment temperature) and bolting the reinforced edgemembers
directly to the circumferential bulkheads and added longitudinal support members.
The blankets precisely mate with the post support areas allowing the inner sur-
face to be used as the plenum wall. Small studs with snap-on buttons keep the
inner and outer sheets separated. Filler insulation strips with retaining
straps cover the attach fasteners.
Panel size and attachment spacing. - Two important parameters which influence
heat shield system design and subsequent refurbishment activities are panel size
and mechanical fastener spacing. During this study an analysis was performed to
determine values for these parameters, the results of which are presented in this
section. The influencing variables considered for these parameters were weight
and pressure. No attempt was made to investigate the effects of panel flutter,
creep, or thermally induced stresses, each of which may influence final TPS
design.
Panel size: Final panel size is based on a number of considerations
including fabricability, handling requirements, weight, cost, attachment method,
and location on the vehicle. Large panels provide the obvious advantages of
fewer joints, fewer heat shorts to primary structure, and low support structure
weight. Small panels weigh less and are easy to handle and fabricate. For this
study, panel length was selected on the basis of weight and panel width was
variable throughout the study.
Components which make up typical metallic, HCF or ablative thermal protec-
tion systems include the following:
Metallic TPS HCF and Ablative TPS
Panel
Support beam
Link
Pi-strap
Miscellaneous (20% of support
beams + links + pi-straps)
Insulation (to maintain 200°F
tank temperature)
HCF or ablative (to maintain 500°F
bondline temperature)
Panel
Support beam
Link
Miscellaneous (20% of support
beams + links)
Insulation (to maintain 200°F
tank temperature)
Metallic panel and support structure weights as a function of panel length
are shown in figure 21 for Rene' 41, L-605, TD-Ni-Cr and columbium panels.
The design pressure, 3 ibf/in 2, is representative of the pressure experienced
by a typical panel on the bottom of a vehicle during ascent or cruise phase. All
panels are assumed to be simply supported at each end. Optimum panel length for
all materials is approximately 20 inches. Insulation weight to control primary
structure temperature is not included because it is independent of material.
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HCF and ablative panel and support structure weights as a function of panel
length are shown in figure 22 for fiber glass, roll bonded titanium, and single-
faced titanium corrugated panels. Panel weight is insensitive to length in the
range of 15 to 20 inches.
Studies have determined effects of making panels continuous over three sup-
ports rather than simply supported at each end. Results indicate that there is
negligible weight difference between the two concepts. Refurbishment cost studies,
therefore, were conducted for both concepts; simply supported 20 inch long panels,
and 40 inch long panels continuous over three supports.
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Since pressures are beamed longitudinally to transverse support members,
panel width is not determined by strength considerations. For cost analysis, the
following three panel widths were considered:
Small - 20 inches
Medium - 120 inches
Large - 300 inches.
Attachment spacing: Two types of mechanical attachments, pi-straps and
flush fasteners, attach panels to the support structure. Attachment spacings
are defined in this section since refurbishment costs are influenced by the
number of mechanical attachments. The critical loading condition for determining
attachment spacing is a limit pressure of i lbf/in 2 acting outward on the panel.
This condition could occur during ascent if entrapped air is not allowed to vent
rapidly.
The pi-strap attachment technique is shown in figure 17. The straps
retain the panel and allow thermal expansions between supports. Bolts are used
to attach pi-straps to transverse beams. Pi-strap width is adequate to allow
thermal expansion of panels. Height is based on panel height which is a func-
tion of panel length and applied inward pressure. Pi-strap thickness and bolt
spacing are determined for a limit pressure of i ibf/in 2 acting outward. Bolt
spacing as a function of applied inward pressure is shown in figure 23 for
Rene' 41, L-605, and columbium pi-straps. Pi-strap material is the same as the
panel material. Pi-strap height increases with inward pressure which results in
increased pi-strap strength and allows bolts to be spaced further apart. For an
inward pressure of 3 ibf/in 2 bolt spacing varies between 8 and 12 inches, depend-
ing on material. A bolt spacing of i0 inches was selected for this study.
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The flush fastener technique is shown in figure 15. Edge members provide
sufficient strength to beam outward pressures to attachments. Bending strengths
of representative panel edge members were evaluated and found to possess approxi-
mately half the strength of corresponding pi-straps. Since loads carried in edge
members are approximately half those carried in pi-straps, the resulting attach-
ment spacings are the same. Therefore, a 10-inch bolt spacing was used for pi-
strap and for flush fastener approaches.
Although the analysis was performed for the metallic heat shield concepts
the results are deemed applicable for ablative concepts 2, 3, and 5. An analysis
was also performed to determine permissible bolt spacing for the ablator matrix/
single-face sheet composite of concepts 4a and 4b. Negative pressures tend to
separate the ablator and fiber _lass laminate from the support structure. Thus,
a negative pressure of 1 Ibf/in _ limit was also used in this case to determine
bolt spacing.
Major assumptions in selecting bolt spacing for these ablative concepts
include:
Panel is critical for negative pressure of i ibf/in 2 limit which
occurs during ascent.
Ablator material has a density of 30 Ib/ft 3, ultimate tensile
strength (F) = 90 ibf/iw 2 at room temperature, and an elastic
(E)_modulus 230 ibf/in a (determined by test on a related project).
Ablator is bonded to fiber glass laminate having following room
temperature properties: Ftu -- 30,000 ibf/in 2, E -- 3.2 x 10 6 .
Panel size is large compared to bolt spacing.
Safety factor = 1.4.
Bolt spacing for various thicknesses of ablator is shown in figure 24. Two
thicknesses of fiber glass laminates were investigated: 0.060 and 0.050 inch.
The upper two curves show spacing based on ultimate fiber glass laminate
strength. Deflections associated with these bolt spacings would be excessive,
therefore, a bolt spacing was determined which limited the deflection to 2% of
the distance between bolts which is a value used on previous TPS studies. These
results are shown by the lower two curves. For an ablative thickness of 1 inch
and an 0.050 inch fiber glass laminate, a 7-inch bolt spacing limits deflection
to 0.14 inch at the midpoint between bolts. Although ablative thicknesses for
shuttle TPS may exceed 1 inch in some areas, it is recommended that the bolt
spacing not exceed 7 inches.
Specialized areas. - Only 5% of the vehicle TPS experiences exceptionally
high surface temperatures (generally greater than 2500°F) which limit the appli-
cation of certain classes of materials. These vehicle areas include the forward
body nose tip, fuselage chines, and horizontal control surface leading edges.
These vehicle areas require special design consideration since their geometry is
particularly configuration oriented. Materials such as ablative and oxidation
inhibited carbon/carbon are well suited for this application. In general,
attachment techniques specified for basic heat shield systems may be applied in
these areas. Representative attachment concepts have been configured to show
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variations in refurbishment activities which mayresult over and above those
indicated for the basic heat shield concepts.
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Integral carbon/carbon leading edge: The carbon/carbon concept, shown in
figure 25, consists of individual panel segments built up with integral span-
wise stiffeners and truss type ribs. These segments form the wing airfoil sec-
tion aft to the 15% chord line. The length of these panel segments coincides
with wing rib spacing which is approximately 20 inches.
Each segment is attached to the main wing box beam at four points. This
four point attachment allows for wing bending without inducing significant loads
into the leading edge. The arrangement of attach points is such that no direct
attachment of panel segments to main wing box beam occurs on the hot (windward)
side. Internal insulation, as required, can be used against the lower panel
surface as well as over the front side of the wing spar to minimize temperatures
at the attach points and the forward spar.
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Access to retractable pins is through a small door in the upper wing surface
(hot structure). As shown, small cables are employed to attach each pin to a
centrally located sprocket. The segment is unlatched by rotating the sprocket
with a wrench, which retracts all four pins simultaneously. With the pins
retracted, the segment can be removed and the pins allowed to snap back into
position, reattaching the ends of the joining segments. As shown in the figure,
overlapping ends allow spanwise motion. This necessitates dropping two adjacent
segments before the trapped or middle segment can be removed. The upper aft
edge of the carbon/carbon segment rests on the flange of the wing spar, whereas
the bottom edge overlaps the radiative TPS panel.
Ablative slip-on leading edge: An alternate to the carbon/carbon leading
edge consists of an ablative sleeve which slips over a metal rib structure as
shown in figure 26. The metal ribs supporting the ablative sleeve are spaced
to coincide with the wing main torque box rib spacing and are attached to the
forward wing spar at the 15% chord plane. The sleeve consists of an ablative
filled honeycomb matrix, bonded to a double-faced fiber glass honeycomb substrate.
The 20-inch long ablative sleeves are attached to the forward wing ribs by flush
fasteners similar to those of concept 2. An alternate design and attach concept
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uses a 40-inch long sleeve with the ends retained by pi-straps plus an interme-
diate row of fasteners through the middle of the sleeve.
Metal end caps are attached to top and bottom aft ends of the sleeve,
overlapping the flange of the forward spar on the upper surface and the radiative
TPS panel on the bottom surface.
Ablative chine TPS attachment: Another specialized area of extreme interest
is the intersection between the bottom fuselage and spacecraft sides known as the
chine area. This area could incorporate either an ablative or carbon/carbon TPS
design. An ablative concept mating with radiative TPS panels is shown in
figure 27. The basic ablative chine construction is identical to the previously
defined ablative panels, consisting of an ablative filled honeycomb matrix,
bonded to a double-faced fiber glass honeycomb substrate. Counterbored holes in
the ablator, subsequently filled by bonding in ablator plugs, provide access to
individual attach screws. The ablative chine segments are attached to chine
supports, which are attached to the bottom and side metallic panel supports.
The upper (single) attachment of the chine support acts as a hinge point, allow-
ing for thermal expansion between bottom and side panels. A metal strip
attached to the upper edge of the chine segment acts as a bearing strip for a
metallic spring seal which is attached to the side metallic panels. At the
opposite edge, a formed metallic strip attached to the chine segment forms a
sill and seal with the bottom metallic panel. This design concept (with minor
modifications) is also applicable for a carbon/carbon chine.
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TASK 3 - OPERATIONAL COST ESTIMATE
Detailed operational cost estimates for various combinations of heat shield
systems, attachment techniques, and primary structural configurations discussed
under tasks 1 and 2 are given in this section. Operational costs, as defined here-
in, are recurring labor inspection and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
costs associated with typical TPS refurbishment activities for space shuttle
orbiter application. In this study, only labor costs to perform refurbishment
tasks were estimated since these costs are primarily independent of vehicle
configuration and program definition. Costs associated with materials, support
equipment, tooling, and facilities were not calculated since they are mainly
configuration and program dependent. However, the nature of each of these
latter cost elements, regarding type and quantity, was identified for each
concept analyzed. In deriving these cost estimates, certain task analyses were
conducted outlining step-by-step activities to perform the anticipated refur-
bishment cycle. These task analyses are summarized in this section and
presented in detail in appendix A.
Refurbishment Cost Definition
Costs associated with heat shield system refurbishment for any entry
vehicle encompass the complete range of operations from design through disposal.
A thorough understanding of relative costs of refurbishing candidate heat shield
systems must include definition of the influence of each refurbishment activity
and heat shield system concept on all operations. The scope of operations and
their interactions are included in figure 28.
Costs defined in this study are those of turnaround operations (recertifi-
cation) directly associated with the TPS. These are the costs of greatest
significance in defining refurbishment costs for a space shuttle and are also
the costs which involve the greatest uncertainties as noted in previous program
studies. However, for a complete refurbishment cost study, a wide range of
support costs must also be considered. These costs not only depend on the TPS
concept but also on program characteristics in which the vehicle employing the
TPS is used. The magnitude of these supporting costs is primarily dependent on
TPS inventory requirements, time available for refurbishment, and the probability
of requiring refurbishment after each flight or after all ancillary operations
such as ferry flights.
Figure 29 shows the scope of costs which must be considered in a complete
TPS concept evaluation in which low cost refurbishment is a goal. However, this
study is limited to the definition of the costs and cost uncertainties associ-
ated with the TPS inspection, removal, repair, and replacement at a refurbishment
facility. The refurbishment process starts with the completion of all preparatory
postflight operations at the refurbishment facility. It is terminated after
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final inspection at the same facility. Labor, material, and equipment require-
ments for direct refurbishment operations at the refurbishment facility are
defined. Principal emphasis is placed on defining labor costs since material
and equipment depend on a specific vehicle configuration and turnaround opera-
tional requirements. Analyses are conducted on a per-panel basis to provide
basic data for eventual total TPS evaluations in a specific program.
The remaining refurbishment cost elements in figure 29 are supporting
elements and are affected by the TPS concept, the vehicle configuration,
refurbishment operations, the program operational concept, and management and
procurement policies selected for a specific program. For example, an ablative
TPS which requires refurbishment by bonding a sheet of ablator material to the
panel substrate requires minimum logistic support. Ablator material and bonding
adhesive are stored in standard sizes and a predictable quantity can be manufac-
tured. Facilities other than those at the refurbishment site are minimum.
Specialized storage is not required, transportation is minimized, and rework for
modification of panel design is unnecessary if modifications are provided in
the form of new substrate panels direct from the factory. On the other hand,
direct refurbishment costs are very high.
Similarly, a radiative metallic panel may be returned to the factory for
recoating or repair. One or more panels may be required in storage for each
vehicle panel. Panels may be shipped for modifications when required. For the
radiative metallic concept, many direct costs of the previous concept are trans-
ferred to support cost categories, and direct costs for refurbishment are mini-
mized. Also, for the radiative metallic concept, reuse is possible without
refurbishment after each flight, which makes refurbishment a probabilistic
event. Refurbishment occurs in this case as an average number of replacements
or repairs per flight with the actual cost for a specific flight dependent
upon many factors but requiring a complete inventory due to the random nature
of requirements. Supporting costs for this concept are high when compared with
direct costs.
From these examples, estimated total costs are necessary to evaluate
TPS concept refurbishment characteristics. These cannot be determined until
specific program characteristics are defined. However, the present need is a
clear understanding of heat shield concept effects on operation costs in the
refurbishment facility independent of its location and ancillary functions. With
such an understanding, the influence of the eventual heat shield selection on
cost of all program operations, including refurbishment, can be clarified.
The definition of direct refurbishment costs used in this study is on a
single panel basis to establish comparative basic cost data that will be
applicable to any allocation of costs among the direct and supporting cost
elements in an actual program cost analysis. Facility amortization and GSE are
excluded since program duration and facility and equipment life depend on
program definition. Likewise, inventory costs are not included since they, as
well as facility costs, depend on vehicle configuration and program operational
concept. Costs which are defined assume panels similar in size and replacement
availability for each TPS concept. Refurbishment time is minimized by assuming
that a replacement panel is immediately available in storage even though such an
inventory may not be required in practice. These assumptions, with the func-
tional span previously defined, establish the scope of operations included in
direct refurbishment costs of this study.
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Refurbishment Task Definition
The wide range of variables applicable to the conditions under which
refurbishment tasks are conducted must be bounded in an organized manner to
achieve the study objectives. The refurbishment tasks which are analyzed must
provide a coordinated data base from which recommended design concepts can be
selected for test in phase II. The method by which the aforementioned variables
were bounded to provide the coordinated data base is discussed below.
Variables which define a refurbishment task must also define the environment
within which the task is conducted. These variables include:
a. TPS panel and attachments structural design
b. Heat shield material
c. Applicable TPS panel size
d. Refurbishment operation
e. Panel function on the vehicle
f. Panel location on the vehicle
g. Interfaces with TPS performing other vehicle functions
h. Interfaces with TPS of different material or design
i. Number of panels or TPS elements to be refurbished
j. TPS elements repair or refurbishment maintenance environment
k. Operational concept under which refurbishment is conducted
i. Refurbishment rates or turnaround time allowed
m. Vehicle primary structure deflection
n. Allowable panel removal sequence
o. Thermal environment history
p. Vehicle primary structure integrity.
Simplifying assumptions are made for variables (i) through (p). Refurbish-
ment tasks are conducted in a sheltered refurbishment facility on a TPS
required by a vehicle similar to those considered for low earth orbit logistic
(shuttle) missions. The primary structure is assumed to be sound and deflections
with the vehicle at rest are assumed to impose no loads on TPS panels. The
vehicle primary structure design is such that no constraint is placed on TPS
panel removal sequence except that imposed by TPS design. Refurbishment is
assumed to occur after a normal mission, and abnormal thermal environments are
not considered. Available turnaround time is assumed long enough to permit use
of the most efficient operations compatible with the TPS design being analyzed.
The most suitable cost base would be the unit costs associated with single
panel refurbishment. Therefore, only the tasks associated with removal of a
single panel are considered except where design requirements necessitate
removal of adjacent TPS elements to gain access to the panel being analyzed.
Variables (a) through (f) produce the most significant influence on
refurbishment analyses of single TPS elements. Items (a) and (b) are self-
explanatory and defined by task 2 of the study.
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TPSpanel size, item (c), is a major variable affecting removal and replace-
ment and inspection costs. (Repair is considered to be independent of panel
size.) The sizes used in the study are defined as small, medium, and large.
Small is the smallest that is logically a part of the typical vehicle. Vehicle
frame spacings of 20 inches are used and, therefore, a panel of 20 by 20 inches
is the smallest considered except for designs including an intermediate support.
For these, the small panel is 40 by 40 inches. The large panel is the largest
considered on a typical vehicle. This would be between two frames but span the
full width of the vehicle on the bottom surface. Such a panel is 20 by 300
inches or, for the concepts including intermediate supports, 40 by 300 inches.
The mediumsize was selected as a reasonable intermediate which will require
manpowerand handling equipment in addition to that required for the small sizes.
This is 20 by 120 or 40 by 120 inches.
Item (d) is categorized into removal and replacement, repair, and
inspection functions. Principal emphasis is placed on the analysis of removal
and replacement since this function is the one primarily influenced by the panel
and attachment designs established in task 2.
Panel functions, item (e), which impose critical refurbishment problems
appear to be vehicle surface, aerodynamic surface leading edges (wing and hori-
zontal stabilizer), and body chines. For all other functions, the TPSattach-
ment design either is significantly similar to the basic vehicle surface panel
attachments, as in the case of doors or aerodynamic controls, or it is not
affected by refurbishment requirements for removal, as in the case of antenna
covers. These covers are a part of the TPSpanel during removal and replacement
operations. Therefore, only the surface panel, leading edge, and body chine
functions are analyzed in this study.
Refurbishment cost varies with panel location on the vehicle, item (f),
but, since most critical TPSsurfaces are on the bottom of the vehicle body or
wing, only refurbishment operations on bottom panels are examined in this study.
This simplifying assumption also defines tasks which present the greatest
variety of _emoval and replacement problems. Repair is assumedto occur, in
most cases, after the panel is removedfrom the vehicle.
Interface variables considered in items (g) and (h) occur in manyplaces on
a typical vehicle. Interfaces with other vehicle functions, item (g), occur
when the TPSis used on a segment of the primary vehicle surface (a panel), a
wing leading edge, a body chine, door, aerodynamic control surface, antenna cover,
or at such critical intersections as that of the vehicle wing and body. At the
line where these functions intersect, special design considerations are required.
Interfaces with other designs and materials, item (h), also occur at those
vehicle positions where the thermal map indicates that a material of more of less
thermal capability (and cost) can be used. A typical shuttle vehicle design
indicates that material changes for metallic TPSoccur frequently on the body
or wing surfaces. However, changes in design concept at these locations are
infrequent.
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Preliminary examination of these interfaces as they apply to TPS designs
established by task 2 of the study, determined that the refurbishment task for
each design was only affected to a minor degree by most of the interfaces.
Only the functional interfaces with the wing leading edge and body chines appear
to influence refurbishment cost. Even here, refurbishment cost differs primarily
because of the variation in vehicle function and the associated thermal require-
ments, rather than as a result of the interface. As a result of this examina-
tion, these interfaces were eliminated as variables for consideration in defining
refurbishment analysis tasks.
As an aid to determining which of these variables is of greatest influence
on refurbishment costs, the dependence of costs on several characteristics of the
refurbishment task must be considered. These characteristics include determina-
tion of handling qualities of TPS elements; the time, manpower, and feasibility
to remove and replace TPS elements; and support equipment required and repair
requirements for time, manpower, and equipment. These factors were used as
criteria for selecting variables that define analyzed refurbishment tasks.
Analysis of these variables is essential to either resolve major refurbishment
task uncertainties or to define the test program to resolve them. The relation-
ship between criteria and primary variables selected for defining analyses is
shown in table 2.
TABLE 2 CRITICAL REFURBISHMENT COST UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
REFURBISHMENT TASK
SELECTION CRITERIA
Handling qualities
Time and manpower
Support equipment
Repair requirements
DESIGN CONCEPT
J
J
/
VARIABLES AFFECTED
I HEAT SHIELDMATERIAL
/
/
/
I
PANEL SIZE
J
J
J
4¸
Principal variables affected are items (a), (b), and (c) of the list pre-
viously discussed in this subsection. The selection of the tasks which are
analyzed is based on the following considerations.
a. Tasks are analyzed for each design concept in all sizes applicable to
the particular concept.
b. Tasks are analyzed for each representative material applicable to a
design concept.
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Co Where task analyses give similar results, only one is selected for
analysis except where analysis of different materials provides addi-
tional data.
d. Those vehicle functions which require only hot structure on the
selected typical vehicle are omitted from the refurbishment analysis.
e. Refurbishment of the vehicle body and wing surfaces represents major
refurbishment costs and this is the primary TPS application analyzed.
Vehicle functions applicable to small areas have little effect on
refurbishment costs and are not selected for analysis.
The specific results of this screening process are shown in table 3. The
rationale for each concept follows.
i
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TABLE 3 REFURBISHMENT TASKS ANALYZED
REFURBISHMENT FUNCTION
ANEL SIZES
SMALL
_.0 by _0 by
NO. DESCRIPTION APPLICATION MATERIAL
1 Bonded Surface Ablator
Surface HCF
2 Mechanical Panel Ablator
fastener Panel HCF
Leading Ablator
edge
Body Ablator
chine
3 Pi-strap Panel Ablator
4A Pi-strap/ Panel Ablator
multiple
fastener
4B Multiple Panel Ablator
mechanical
fastener
5 Keyway Panel Ablator
6A Flush Panel Columbium
fastener
6B Flush Panel Columbium
fastener/
middle support
7A Pi-strap Panel Columbium
7B Pi-strap/ Panel Columbium
middle support Panel Rene
Pinned Leading Carbon/
edge carbon
20 in _0 in
/
J
J
J
f
/
J
J
/
J
/
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MEDIUM LARGE
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Concept i. - Only 20 by 20 inch segments are analyzed since the concept
considers only the use of tiles of this size in applying new material to the
vehicle skin. Repair and inspection include the same operations as the basic
refurbishment task.
Concept 2. - Since an intermediate support is not used, panels 20 inches
long are analyzed. HCF panel removal and replacement is similar to ablative
panel removal and replacement. Where applicable, ablators are analyzed since
experience with these materials is greater than with HCF. The ablative leading
edges and chines in the sizes selected are the principal functional applications
of the TPS other than the vehicle surface. Therefore, these functional applica-
tions are also selected for analysis.
Concepts 3, 4A_ 4B_ and 5. - Since an intermediate support is not used,
panels 20 inches long are analyzed. HCF panel removal and replacement is similar
to ablator panel removal and replacement, therefore, only ablator panels are
analyzed. Repair and inspection operations are similar to those for concept 2
and are not analyzed.
Concepts 6A and 7A. - Since an intermediate support is not used, panels
20 inches long are analyzed. Only the small size is analyzed for concept 6A
since the application of this concept to larger sizes appears infeasible.
For metallic heat shield materials, only columbium is analyzed since hand-
ling, repair, and inspection considerations are most critical for this material.
Removal and replacement of other candidate metallic panels is similar and there-
fore those are omitted from the analysis.
Concept 6B. - Since an intermediate support is required, panels 40 inches
long are analyzed. Only columbium panels are considered as defined for
concept 6A. Also, as defined for concept 6A, only the small panel size is
analyzed.
Concept 7B. - Since this concept uses an intermediate support, panels
40 inches long are analyzed. Only columbium panels are considered as defined
for concept 6A.
Refurbishment Task Analyses
Detailed refurbishment task analyses associated with removal and replacement,
repair, and inspection of the various heat shield attachment concepts cited
previously are presented in appendix A and summarized below.
Thirty-nine individual task analyses were conducted covering removal and
replacement, repair, and inspection activities. Task analyses i through 28
analyze removal and replacement activities associated with basic heat shield
attachment concepts (concepts i through 7) while task analysis 29 deals with
removal and replacement of a representative insulation installation. Task ana-
lyses 30 through 34 address repair activities associated with three types of
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heat shield systems investigated, while task analyses 35 through 39 deal with
inspection procedures for the samesystems.
A typical task analysis format is shown in figure 30. Each task analysis
is identified according to heat shield type, principal attachment concept, panel
location, and panel size. Within each task analysis, various functions of the
refurbishment activity are described in chronological order. Adjacent to each
function, cumulative manhours, elapsed time in hours, and the material, parts,
tools, and equipment to perform that function are given. The total cumulative
manhoursquoted for each analysis is on a per-panel basis. Manhourestimates
for any particular activity are obtained by multiplying elapsed time (given in
0.i hr) represented by a bar, by the number of personnel given next to the time
bar.
I!
HEAT _IELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:. Mechanical
Fastener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 3
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
MANHOURS
o Removal of TPS Panel
i. Locate (6) panel attaching 0.05
fastener plugs.
2. Drill out (6) panel attaching 0.55
fastener plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, 0.60
free panel edges from
adjacent panels.
4. Remove (6) panel attaching 0.70
fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded directly
to the fiberglass honeycomb
substrate and are removed
or replaced as one unit.
5. Maneuver the panel free of 0.75
the vehicle.
6. Transport panel to storage 0.85
area for disposition.
7. Store panel on the prescribed 0.90
storage rack.
o Inspection
8. Visually inspect fiberous 0.95
insulation for damage.
Deterioration and si
overheating.
9. Remove,
insulation
FIGURE 30
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
1 2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i drill
i edge freeing tool
1 socket wrench
1 edge freeing tool
i panel storage rack
TYPICAL TASK ANALYSIS FORMAT
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Removal and replacement. - Manpower and elapsed time requirements for indivi-
dual task analyses given in appendix A are summarized in tables 4 through 7.
Removal and replacement task analyses results are presented in tables 4 and
5. Table 4 gives manpower requirements for each principal attachment concept
analyzed in terms of manhours per square foot of exposed TPS area and elapsed
time in hours to complete the entire refurbishment cycle.
Manpower requirements for ablative and nonablative nonmetallic (HCF) heat
shields are the same. Since ablative and HCF materials exhibit similar charac-
teristics (i.e., relatively soft, extremely porous, and mechanically weak),
attachment to the primary structure can be accomplished in most cases by the
same techniques. Thus, refurbishment activities associated with either heat
shield system, for any particular attachment concept, were treated alike and, as
such, yield identical manpower requirements. This assumes that handling and
workability characteristics of each material are the same. This may or may not
be correct. Handling and workability characteristics of ablative materials are
fairly well defined, whereas those of HCF are not. Validity of these assumptions
will be tested on the full-scale mockup.
Manpower requirements for the metallic heat shield systems do not reflect
the difference between different material application. In the case of the
metallic heat shield system, coated columbium was treated as the reference
material.
The term "small" applies to a 20 by 20 inch panel except in concepts 6B and
7B. In these two cases small implies a 40 by 40 inch panel. These length
dimensions are held constant in the medium and large panels whose width dimen-
sions are respectively 120 and 300 inches. Tile sizes for ablative and HCF
heat shields as used in concept i are restricted to small sizes due to fabrica-
tion and handling limitations. In concepts 6A and 6B, maximum panel size is
restricted to small due to the large interface panel joint required for
accommodating thermal expansion, which becomes excessive for larger size panels.
The relatively large elapsed time requirements for concept i, in comparison with
the other concepts, is due to curing time in the refurbishment of these type
materials when applied directly to the skin of the vehicle primary structure.
Data presented in table 4 were plotted versus panel size, given in square
feet, as shown in figures 31 and 32 to show trends involved with parameter
variation. Manpower requirements decrease as panel size increases whereas
elapsed time requirements increase as panel size increases. In the case of the
removal and replacement of the ablative and HCF heat shield systems (figure 31)
there is little cost advantage in refurbishment of panels greater than 20 square
feet. In the case of the metallic heat shield systems (figure 32) the break-
even point is between 40 and 60 square feet.
Removal and replacement requirements for special areas of the vehicle such
as leading edges, body chines, and internal insulation, are given in table 5.
In these cases, manpower requirements given are the total manhours to perform
refurbishment of a given segment length or insulation area.
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TABLE 4 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT REQUIREMENTS
"-4
O
HEAT SHIELD ATTACH CONCEPT
MANPOWER (MHR/FT 2) ELAPSED TIME (HOURS)
PANEL SIZE PANEL SIZE
NO. DESCRIPTION SMALL MEDIUM LARGE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
ABLATIVE OR HCF
i Bonded
2 Mechanical Fastener
3 Pi-strap
4A Pi-strap/multiple fastener
4B Multiple mechanical fastener
5 Keyway
METALLIC
6A Flush fastener
6B Flush fastener/middle support
7A Pi-strap
7B Pi-strap/middle support
INTERNAL INSULATION
(Ref. Figure 20)
33.1 (ablative)
39.1 (HCF)I. 30
0.58 0.49 0.47
0.72 0.54 0.50
0.72 0.54 0.50
1.17 0.95 0.92
0.47 0.31 0.26
1.45 2.30 3.35
1.85 2.50 3.50
1.85 2.50 3.55
1.95 4.25 5.40
1.25 1.80 1.95
1.25 - -
1.45 - -
1.25 1.95 2.10
3.20 3.50 3.75
- 3.15 -
0.47 - -
0.23 - -
0.49 0.41 0.31
0.47 0.28 0.20
- 0.60 -
TABLE 5 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
REQUIREMENTS - SPECIAL AREAS
CONCEPT
Carbon/carbon leading edge
(20 inch segment)
Ablative leading edge
(20 inch segment)
Ablative chine
(40 inch segment)
Insulation
(20 by i00 inches)
• MANHOURS
1.30
2.15
1.90
8.30
ELAPSED TIME (HOURS)
m
i .20
2.10
1.85
3.15
TABLE 6 REPAIR REQUIREMENTS
CONCEPT MANHOURS
ELAPSED TIME
(HOURS) DESCRIPTION
Ablative 2.10 Ii. I0
HCF 2.60 28.60
Carbon/carbon 0.50 3.50
i to 3 in dia
i to 3 in dia
Surface scratches
Metallic 3.35 7.65 Coating
TABLE 7 INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
(PANEL SIZE: 20 X 20 INCHES)
CONCEPT MANHOURS ELAPSED TIME (HOURS)
Ablative 0.08 0.08
HCF 0.10 0.i0
Carbon/carbon 0.08 0.08
Metallic __(Cb) 0.15 0.15
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FIGURE 31 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT TRENDS, ABLATIVE AND HCF
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FIGURE 32 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT TRENDS, METALLIC
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Leading edges of control surfaces and body chine areas represent a small
percentage of the total TPS of a representative space shuttle vehicle. However,
they do represent extremely high temperature surfaces and, as such, may be
subject to more frequent refurbishment than other areas.
Although not subject to extreme temperatures, insulation represents another
critical refurbishment area which could significantly effect vehicle recertifi-
cation. The relative inaccessibility of insulation blankets is of primary
concern. To remove and replace, repair, or inspect the insulation requires
removal of part of the basic TPS.
Although the requirements shown for the so-called special areas are
relatively small, on a unit basis, they could have a significant influence on
overall vehicle refurbishment cost when considered for a specific configuration
and program definition. Leading edge and body chine areas method of attachment
is similar enough to the basic heat shield systems so that no additional refur-
bishment complications are anticipated.
_. - Typical repair problems associated with various types of heat
shield systems were investigated and a task analysis prepared for representative
material defects. The results of this investigation are given in table 6.
Existing procedures, written from the manufacturer's viewpoint, were used when-
ever possible.
Inspection. - Inspection requirements for various types of heat shield
systems were derived. The estimates shown in table 7 are for visual inspection
of the exterior surface only and are based on a common panel size of 20 by
20 inches.
Adjusted Manhour Rates
Manpower requirements for removal and replacement of single panels produce
errors when used to determine removal and replacement cost of an area involving
many panels. This occurs because removing and replacing a single panel contri-
butes to removal and replacement of adjacent panels of the same design and
function. To provide data for computing cost of TPS removal and replacement
over large areas or over a total vehicle, the single panel costs are adjusted
for the edge interface conditions with adjacent panels and an average cost (man-
hours) per unit area is derived for each concept and panel size. These costs
are compiled in table 8. Average costs are derived by dividing the effort
related to release, attachment, or sealing of the edges between the two panels
at each edge in proportion to the effort applicable to the removal and replace-
ment of each panel. The removal and replacement of each panel is charged with
only that portion of the effort that it requires.
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TABLE8 REMOVALANDREPLACEMENTCOSTSADJUSTEDFORAREAESTIMATES
HEAT SHIELD PANEL SIZE SINGLE PANEL AVERAGE COST
ATTACHMENT CONCEPT L X W AREA COST _
NO. DESCRIPTION (INCHES) (FT 2) (MHR/FT 2) (MHR/FT2)
ABLATORS/HCF
i Bonded 20 x 20 2.8 1.30 1.27
2 Mechanical fastener 20 x 20 2.8 0.58 0.56
20 x 120 16.7 0.49 0.47
20 x 300 41.8 0.47 0.45
3 Pi-strap
4A
4B
20 x 20 2.8 0.72 0.43
20 x 120 16.7 0.54 0.37
20 x 300 41.8 0.50 0.33
Pi-strap/multiple 20 x 20 2.8 0.72 0.43
fastener 20 x 120 16.7 0,54 0.37
20 x 300 41.8 0.50 0.33
Multiple mechanical 20 x 20 2.8 1.17 1.14
fastener 20 x 120 16.7 0.95 0.93
20 x 300 41.8 0.92 0.89
5 Keyway 20 x 20 2.8 0.47 0.31
20 x 120 16.7 0.31 0.26
20 x 300 41.8 0.26 0.22
METALLIC
6A Flush fastener 20 x 20 2.8 0.47 0.43
6B Flush fastener/ 40 x 40 ii.I 0.23 0.21
middle support
7A Pi-strap 20 x 20 2.8 0.49 0.36
20 x 120 16.7 0.41 0.36
20 x 300 41.8 0.31 0.27
7B Pi-strap/middle 40 x 40 ii.I 0.47 0.37
support 40 x 120 33.4 0.28 0.22
40 x 300 83.6 0.20 0.17
Internal Insulation 20 x i00 13.9 0.b0 0.60
h
COST FOR DISCONTINUITIES
(_R/FT)
EDGE ATTACH SEALS
NA
0.218
0.118
0.124
0.218
0.124
0
0.210
0.285
0.510
0.076
0.043
0.034
0.072
0.045
0.033
NA
0.015
0.008
0.013
0.015
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.011
0.013
0.015
,0.000
0.013
0.012
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0
0
0
NA
/!
E
E
li
F'_
Ik
F:
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When the average cost is used to compute the cost of large areas, it is
necessary to adjust this cost for special panel edge conditions that occur
along those lines when the design or panel function changes. These discontinui-
ties in TPS design can occur when the heat shield material changes or at inter-
sections with leading edges, body chines, doors, etc, as shown in figure 33.
The average cost has deleted a portion of effort to release, attach, or seal
these edges. Therefore, this portion of effort, or cost in manhours is also
derived, per unit length of edge, to provide data for adjusting a total area
cost, and thus account for discontinuities within and on the periphery of the
area. Cost adjustments for edge discontinuity are compiled in table 8.
Since designs vary extensively in release and attachment, and sealing
operation combinations, cost adjustments for discontinuities are separately
stated for these two functions. All designs considered in this report can be
treated in this manner. Some special considerations are necessary for several
of the design concepts since the edge designs vary from side to side of a panel.
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Heat shield attachment concepts 3, 4A, and 5 use pi-strap attachment devices
covered with either an ablator or HCF. These require sealing on both sides of
the pi-strap. Therefore, the value given for sealing must be doubled for the
length of the pi-strap. For those edges without a pi-strap, the value as given
in the table can be used. Attachment concepts 6A, 6B, 7A, and 7B are metallic
heat shield designs but require some effort to insert the panel into the sealing
joint on unattached edges. This effort aids both panels, and the adjustment for
discontinuities which use this type of joint, is listed under "seals." If the
edge at the discontinuity is of the attached type rather than a slip type the
adjustment factor in the "edge attach" column should be used. The type of dis-
continuity must be determined to select the correct column and data treatment.
Data presented in table 8 were derived from the refurbishment analysis
conducted in this study. Average costs and an edge factor to compute them are
computed as defined in equations (i) and (2).
(total manhours per panel) - (edge factor x manhours related to
edge operations)
Average cost = panel area (square feet) (i)
The edge factor represents the portion of the total effort related to edge
operations that aid in the removal of adjacent panels. Since edge designs vary,
the portion of effort that aids the removal of adjacent panels depends on
whether the effort is used for removing and attaching the panel or for sealing
the heat shield material. The edge factor computation required that these two
operations be considered separately; therefore, the edge factor was computed as
in equation (2).
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Edge factor = i - [(manhours related to edge attachment) (% applicable to panel)
+ (manhours related to seals) (% applicable to panel)] (2)
The "% applicable to panel" values are either 100% or 50%.
Cost adjustments for discontinuities were computed as in equation (3).
Cost adjustment
for discontinuity
(manhours for edge attachment (or seals)(l-% applicable
to panel))
Length of edge applicable to attachment (or seals) (feet) (3)
Where pi-straps are used, the length of the edge applicable is double the length
of the panel edge along which the pi-straps are installed. Since all computed
data are based on estimates used in analyses and since sealing operations are
similar and independent of panel area for any given concept, an average of the
values given for seal discontinuities may be used for each concept.
Vehicle Cost Projections
To show possible variations in refurbishment labor costs between various
heat shield attachment concepts investigated in this study a representative
orbiter TPS configuration was considered. The TPS area considered was the plan-
form surface of a representative orbiter vehicle equalling 5000 square feet.
Using average cost data presented in table 8 and a labor rate of $15 per
manhour, for specific panel sizes, data presented in figures 34 through 36 were
generated. For examples given, general areas of discontinuities were not consi-
dered since these areas are highly configuration and program oriented. The
curves show differences in refurbishment cost between concepts and the rate of
increase in labor costs with increasing number of flights, based on various use
life estimates per panel. The various panel sizes and cost data used in the
analyses are presented in table 9.
The most significant conclusion is that refurbishment labor costs are very
much dependent on the type of heat shield system and attachment concept used.
For the examples cited, variations up to $8 million for a 100-flight life can be
realized depending on the concept considered. Past experience in cost predictions
indicates that RDT&E and investment costs are less sensitive to TPS configura-
tion than operational costs. However, the results of this study show that opera-
tional costs are sensitive to configuration and thus design and cost feasibility
uncertainties must be established before _ealistic cost projections can be made.
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TABLE 9 REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
I
i
ADJUSTED MAN'HOUR RATES
CONCEPT
NO.
HIS TYPE
PANEL SIZE SINGLE PANEL AVERAGE
COST COST
L xW AREA
_I'N6_ES) (FT 2) ' (MHR/FT 2 ) (MHR/FT 2)
1
2
3
4A
4B
5
" 6A
6B
7A
7B
Ablative/HCF
Ablative/HCF
Ablatlve/SCF
Ablative/HCF
Ablatlve/HCF
Ablatlve/HCF
Metallic
Metallic
Metallic
Metallic
Internal
Insulation
20 x 20 2.8 1.30 1.27
20 x 120 • 16.7 0.49 0.47
20 x 120 16.7 0.54 0.37
20 x 120 16.7 0.54 0.37
20 x 120 16.7 0.95 0.93
20 x 120 16.7 0.31 0.26
20 x 20 2.8 0.47 0.43
40 x 40 ii.i 0.23 0.21
20 x 120 16.7 0.41 0.36
40 x 120 33.4 0.28 0.22
20 x i00 13.9 0.60 0.60
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TASK 4 - DESIGN AND COST EVALUATION
Refurbishment activities associated with previously described task analyses,
for which cost estimation was difficult and of questionable technical or practi-
cal feasibility, were identified and are discussed herein. In accomplishing
this task each refurbishment activity was rated according to degree of uncer-
tainty. The format for this evaluation is shown in figure 37.
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT_ Mecha_t.izcalF_ener Attach Concept _"
PANEL LOCATi0N: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
CODE LEVEL
OPERATIHG STATE-OF-ART
EXPERIENCE
i. Locate (26) panel
attaching fastener plug_
2. Drill out (26) panel
attaching fastener plug_
3. Using a prescribed tool
free panel edges from
adjacent panels.
4. Position panel dolly fol
the panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform
for panel retrieval.
6. Lock brakes on the doll,
7. Remove the (26) panel
attaching fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded
directly to the fiber-
glass honeycomb substra
and are removed or re-
placed as one unit.
8. Maneuver the panel free
of the vehicle and lowe:
panel onto panel dolly.
9. Lower panel dolly plat-
form with panel from th_
elevated position to th,
__ transport poslt_o_
=_
1
2
/
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with standard
equipment in the time estimated? Reason: Drilling of
charred ablative plugs has not been experienced.
Can charred gaskets be freed from charred ablator panel?
Reason: Freeing of charred gasket from charred ablator
has not been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactory for this operation?
Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this operation.
Similar type dolly used for aircraft maintenance.
!Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in the time
estimated? Reason: Space around bolt head filled with
charred adhesive.
Same as Item 5
FIGURE 37 TYPICAL DESIGN AND COST EVALUATION FORMAT
!
The basic task analysis format of task 3 was adopted, retaining individual
analyses identification and refurbishment activity description. Refurbishment
confidence rating was added to the form. This rating scheme identified areas
and degrees of uncertainty, not concept relative values.
Two types of criteria were selected for evaluating refurbishment task esti-
mate confidence levels. These criteria are: the operating maintenance experience
for estimating task effort and procedures; and state-of-the-art of materials,
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processes, and equipment used to conduct each refurbishment operation. Table i0
defines four confidence levels for each criterion. The operating maintenance
experience ratings range from much data available, i.e., the Gemini program and
aircraft maintenance, to little available, i.e., coated columbium fastener
removal. Similarly, the state-of-the-art ranges from existing processes_
materials, and equipment to similar equipment used in handling aircraft ordnances_
to repair processes used only under laboratory conditions, to repair for materials
whose final configuration Is not defined.
t
[
TABLE i0 REFURBISHMENT CONFIDENCE DEFINITIONS
CODE LEVEL MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE STATE-OF-ART
I
lo Very high Operation is identical to
that for which data is
available and the conditions
on which source data are
based are directly applica-
ble.
2. High
3. Medium
4. Low
Operation is the same as
that used on a similar type
of equipment but must be
adapted to satisfy some of
the attendant conditions
under which the operation
is performed.
Operation is remotely
similar to an operation
for which the operating
characteristics are loosely
defined. Source data are
indirectly applicable to
the operation being
estimated.
The operationis unique and
no standards are applicable.
Source data are based on the
estimator's experience of
the most clearly analogous
operation.
Refurbishment process, materials,
and equipment are within current
tedmology and have been designed
and produced or the operation has
been tested in substantially the
same configuration for which the
estimate is made.
Refurbishment process, materials,
or equipment are within current
technology but are not yet designed
and produced in the specific con-
figuration for which the estimate
is made.
Refurbishment process, materials,
or equipment require minor develop-
ment for the application being
estimated. Development and test
has been conducted at the labora-
tory level only.
Refurbishment process, materials,
or equipment require extensive
development before application and
are substantially beyond current
technology for handling, instal-
lation, or repair procedures.
Analogous equipment, materials or
maintenance operations have not
been developed and tested even in
the laboratory.
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After each refurbishment activity was rated, according to level of uncer-
tainty, refurbishment operation feasibility was questioned from cost and design
standpoints. Questions and rationale are shown on the right-hand side of the
design and cost evaluation sheet. All design and cost evaluation sheets
generated for this task are contained in appendix B and summarized in this
section of the report.
From the detailed cost and design evaluation forms certain questions were
raised which can only be answered through experimentation on a full-scale mockup.
Some questions concern a particular heat shield system and attachment concept
while others are common to all systems. Key questions and rationale for the
questions are listed in table ii in order of their importance.
TABLE ii COST AND DESIGN UNCERTAINTIES
QUESTION RATIONALE
Will flight environment distort metal
panels and affect ability to line up
bolt holes when reinstalling refur-
bished or new panel?
Replacement panel installation after
the structure has undergone repeated
temperature extremes and loads has
not been experienced in current space-
craft maintenance operations.
Do coated fasteners tend to bind and
distort after repeated temperature
and load environment making special
tools necessary; and what is the use
life of these fasteners?
Since current manufacturing costs of
coated metals are extremely high,
removal and replacement costs should
be accurately defined.
Can all panels, regardless of attach-
ment technique, be made to prefit or
must they be fit and drilled on site?
Tolerance mismatches in support
structure may vary between vehicles
and for different locations on
vehicle.
What is the probability of fouling
panel attachment fasteners and
requiring a destructive removal
technique (e.g., drilling out the
screw)?
Standard aircraft practices are anti-
cipated but may be complicated by
screw inaccessibility in certain
attachment concepts.
What is the probability of fouling a
panel when removing a panel attach-
ment fastener and, if fouled, what
is the probable requirement for
repair (i.e., recoating only, patch-
ing, or resurfacing panel)?
The probability of fouling a panel
depends on tools and personnel doing
the job. Special procedures may have
to be written over and above standard
aircraft practices.
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QUESTION
TABLE ii
What are panel size limits for
various attachment concepts and how
does installation and removal cost
vary with size?
How does randomly damaged panel
refurbishment affect adjacent panels
and what are manhour and elapsed
time requirements to replace a
damaged unit?
What size and nature of repair to
either ablative, HCF, or metal heat
shields can be accomplished on the
vehicle in the maintenance area?
Do gaskets between ablative and HCF
panels provide sufficient flexibility
for easy installation of panels?
What are frequency and cost of
installation and removal of flexible
seals between panels?
In what sequence should panel attach-
ment screws be removed and installed
to prevent excessive loads due to
panel weight or deflection on the
remaining screws; and how does this
influence personnel holding panel
in place?
How difficult is it to replace adja-
cent panels that have interlocking
attachment mechanisms?
(CONTINUED)
RATIONALE
Panel size may dictate a particular
attachment concept which may not be
the one chosen on minimum weight and
fabrication cost bases.
Characteristics of certain attach-
ment methods may dictate special
refurbishment techniques for any
randomly damaged panel.
The nature and size of heat shield
repair may require removal or protec-
tion of adjacent panels.
Installing adequate seals between
panels may be difficultand time con-
suming due to close tolerances and
possible mismatches.
Degree of seal degradation may vary
with material used and cost is a
function of removal technique.
Panel size and working conditions
may influence the number of personnel
working in a specified area which
would influence refurbishment cost
and time.
Interlocking attachment methods to
prevent water and hot boundary layer
gas inflow may cause time consuming
refurbishment problems.
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QUESTION
TABLE ii (CONTINUED)
RATIONALE
i "
What is the procedure for and cost
associated with new panel installa-
tion inspection?
Are small pilot holes in ablator and
HCF plugs (used in concepts 2, 3, 4A,
4B, and 5 over panel attachment
screws) sufficient for locating and
subsequent removal of plugs?
Existing methods of inspection may
be inadequate.
Pilot holes may not be distinguishable
after exposure to entry environment
due to material loss under plasma
flow conditions.
Can ablator and HCF plugs be removed
with a hand drill or is a jig fixture
required?
What are manpower and elapsed time
costs for removing and replacing
multiple plugs?
What are manpower and elapsed time
costs to remove ablator and HCF to
various depths during field operations?
Can ablative and HCF material/panel
substrate bondline integrity be
established on the vehicle in the
field by existing techniques within
the time estimated?
Do ablative and HCF pi-straps permit
adjacent panel contraction and
expansion without distortion of
attachment screws and can pi-straps
be installed and removed with the
manpower and in the time estimated?
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Experience in removing thermally
exposed plugs on large scale struc-
tures is nonexistent.
Cost depends on removal and replace-
ment technique used and plug condi-
tion.
Removal cost may be a function of
area to be removed and its vehicle
location.
Experience is limited in microwave
and x-ray testing on large scale
structures.
Attachment concept is new and has
not been tested under operational
conditions.
QUESTION
TABLE ii (CONTINUED)
RATIONALE
Are conventional handling tools and
ground supportequipment sufficient
for handling panels of various sizes
and with special protective coatings?
What tools or fixtures are required
to align panels with correct
tolerances and how is panel held in
place until screws are attached?
What are the handling characteristics
of ablator or HCF/single face sheet
composite in concepts 4A and B when
mounting to support panel substrate?
Can ablator or HCF panel (concept 5)
be installed and removed with man-
power and in time estimated?
What is the effect of bolt hole
spacing on refurbishment time in
concepts 4A and B?
Do coated metals require special
handling procedures during panel
removal and installation?
Can depth of ablator and HCF plugs be
accurately determined to avoid damage
to panel substrate and attachment
screw during plug removal?
p
Handling characteristics of certain
materials, methods of attachment, and
panel geometry may dictate the use of
special equipment which could signi-
ficantly influence operational main-
tenance cost.
Tools and fixtures for aligning and
securing panels in place may vary
with location on vehicle.
Flexibility of large scale composites
(i.e., 40 by 72 inches) may be imprac-
tical and time consuming during
installation and removal.
Possible distortions or mismatches
due to temperature and loads may
cause binding of the key/keyways.
Minimum weight and refurbishment
times may not be the same for a
given bolt hole spacing.
Handling characteristics of coated
metals is limited on large scale
structures.
Surface recession during entry
environment may cause unequal depth
penetration.
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QUESTION
TABLE ii
What are techniques and procedures
for removing ablator or HCF
material down to substrate bondline
without damaging substrate panel and
at tachment s?
Will repeated use of suction type
panel removal and installation tools
deteriorate panel coatings?
Can primer, adhesive, or dispersion
coating be applied to external
insulation material on the vehicle
in the refurbishment maintenance
area, and for the projected costs?
Can adhesive seal material used in
special joint applications be cured
on the vehicle while in maintenance
area?
Can air bags be used to apply contact
pressure for repair of ablative and
HCF insulation material?
Can a thermal spray gun, used to
repair ablative material, be used on
the vehicle without damaging adjacent
TPS areas?
(CONTINUED)
RATIONALE
Postflight condition of ablator or
HCF and bondline material may dictate
one or several procedures (i.e., hand
versus fixture removal techniques).
Suction tools of the type proposed
have only been used on plate glass
structure and its adaptability to
TPS has not been demonstrated.
Primer, adhesive, or coating contami-
nation during drying, surrounding
area polution, and parallel main-
tenance operations curtailment are
possible.
Limited experience is available in
this type of operation.
Limit design loads of TPS support
structure may curtail certain repair
techniques and procedures.
Use of a thermal spray gun under normal
maintenance operations is limited.
TASK 5 - MOCKUP DESIGN AND TEST PLAN PREPARATION
This task accomplished planning activities for conducting phase II of the
study, including TPS component part design for a full-scale mockup, detailed
plans for parts fabrication and refurbishment operations experiments. Plans
include component part quantities, number of personnel, personnel skills, experi-
ment procedures, measurement and evaluation requirements, equipment requirements,
schedules, and costs.
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In fulfilling these requirements, a task plan was followed which involved a
series of discrete functions. This task plan, shownschematically in figure 38,
gives the reader someinsight into the logic for generating the test plans out-
lined later in the report. The figure also serves as a table of contents, since
pertinent logic flow elements are discussed in chronological order. Experiment
and fabrication costs are discussed in part 3 of this report. These data are
proprietary and therefore have limited distribution.
Task Input Data
Input data to this task involved design and cost uncertainties resulting
from the evaluation in task 4, selected TPSarrangements, full-scale mockupcharac-
teristics, and task guidelines and constraints. The nature of each of these
input data is discussed in subsequent paragraphs insofar as they effect the devel-
opment of the experimental test program that follows.
Design and cost uncertainties. - Cost and design feasibility questions or
uncertainties resulting from the evaluation of specific refurbishment activities
were caused, for the most part, by lack of experience in maintaining a reusable
TPS on a space shuttle vehicle. These uncertainties can best be classified
under the following categories:
Concept practicality
Material effects
Fastener removal and installation
Size limitations
Tool and equipment configurations
Repair procedures.
Each of these categories is interwoven to some degree with each other. Only
those uncertainties which can be resolved through experimentation on a full-scale
mockup are delineated in test plans.
Selected TPS arrangements. - At the completion of task 4, an oral briefing
was made at NASA-LRC at which time MDAC-East presented study progress and recom-
mended candidate heat shield systems and associated attachment methods to receive
more detail study during task 5. These recommendations were considered by
NASA-LRC and a mutually agreed upon concept selection was made by NASA-LRC and
_DAC-East, the results of which are described herein.
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Detaileddrawings
Those individual concepts chosen for detailed study are:
Ablative
Concept 4A: multiple mechanical fasteners/pi-strap (figure 12)
Concept 4B: multiple mechanical fasteners (figure 13)
HCF
Concept 5: key/keyway (figure 14)
Metallic
Concept 6A: flush fastener (figure 15)
Concept 7A: pi-strap (figure 17).
In selecting these TPS concepts for further detail study, two primary objec-
tives were considered:
to select those concepts with desirable individual characteristics to
minimize refurbishment activities associated with future space shuttle
maintenance
to select those concepts which, when combined in an experimental program,
cover the full spectra of anticipated refurbishment problems.
To satisfy the first objective, concepts were chosen on the basis of low
cost refurbishment potential and applicability to near future space shuttle use.
The second objective was met by selecting those concepts which encompass a variety
of approaches, permit examination of significant refurbishment problems, and
provide the most data for the least cost.
Guidelines and constraints. - Certain guidelines and constraints had to be
adopted for program definition to resolve major uncertainties involved in main-
taining a representative space shuttle TPS and at the same time minimize experi-
mental costs of a full-scale mockup. Some of these guidelines and constraints
were specified by NASA-LRC while others were generated based on study results of
tasks 1 through 4. Specifically these guidelines and constraints are:
All test panels, except simulated leading edges and body chines, are
flat members.
Test panels, attachments, supports and standoffs allow for thermal
expansion.
Panel supports and standoffs to accommodate a maximum number of
different TPS panels.
Test panels and supports do not necessarily withstand aerodynamic and
acoustic environments.
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TPS panels are attached to coincide (parallel) with the test fixture
panel support channels (NASA drawing #522929).
Maximum panel width is i0 feet and minimum panel length is 20 inches.
All TPS panels, supports, and standoffs will be fabricated with the
least cost materials, fabrication techniques, and quality control
procedures consistent with mockup requirements.
Refractory metal coatings will be simulated on conventional type metals.
Antennas, doors, cutouts, etc, will not be simulated.
A representative thermal environment will be simulated as required
either by strip type radiant lamps or gas heater.
Panel substrate stiffness requirements will be maintained where
possible.
Full-scale mockup confisuration. - TPS components and experimental test
plans generated during this task center around the use of a full-scale mockup
designed and built by NASA-LRC. The general mockup arrangement is shown in
figure 39. The major portion of the mockup features a cylinder segment with an
approximate 200 ft _ planform area. This segment is representative of a space
shuttle primary structure such as a propellant tank wall. The cylindrical segment
is of a sandwich type of contruction consisting of 0.25 inch face sheets mounted
to seven, 5-inch deep, channels, equally spaced on the perifery. On the outer
surface of the sandwich, additional channels are provided to attach TPS support
structure. Each end of the simulated tank wall structure is trunnion mounted,
at the mid-chord, to an A-frame structure. A drive mechanism rotates the section
to simulate vehicle fuselage top, side, and bottom.
Component Part Design
The design portion of task 5 consisted of preparing detailed drawings of
TPS component parts suitable for fabrication. The component parts include
selected heat shield panels and associated attachments, the panel support struc-
ture between TPS panels and the basic mockup, and TPS panel arrangement and mockup
installation.
These drawings were prepared using MDAC-East standard drawing procedures
which are based on industry accepted drafting and dimensioning practices.
Standard company drawing forms were used which conform to the intent of
MIL-STD-100A. These forms contain an integral parts list, drawing zones, and
other standard drawing information blocks such as title and revision.
Each drawing is numbered and controlled by a central documentation control
function which also serves as the release point for completed drawings issued
for production. If modifications are requested by NASA after initial release,
standard contractor change forms will be used. All changes are numbered and
released according to company drawing control procedures.
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The specific drawings generated during this task for incorporation into the
phase II program include:
MDAC DRAWING FIGURE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION NUMBER
TPS panel installation assembly
TPS panel support assembly
(mockup modification)
64T020001 40
64T020002 41
9O
L
i,
L
I i_
i
64T020003 Ablator panel assembly - pi-strap 42
at tach
64T020004 HCF panel assembly - keyway attach 43
64T020005 Metallic panel assembly - edge fastener 44
64T020006 Metallic panel assembly - pi-strap 45
64T020007 Ablator panel assembly 46
Drawing no. 64T020001. - Panels for metallic concepts are arranged, one fol-
lowing the other, on one end of the mockup, while the HCF and the ablator panels
are attached on the other end, as shown in figure 40. Panel test sequence is
important because certain mockup modifications are required, such as riveting the
key to the hat section support beams for holding the HCF panels. If tested first,
these parts must be removed before the ablator panels can be installed.
In addition to panel arrangements and edge interfaces, this drawing specifies
hardware for attaching TPS panels to the panel support beams.
Drawing no. 64T020002. - This drawing (figure 41) details the TPS support
structure. Heat shield panels are distant from the basic mockup structure and
tubular links are in a post arrangement for panel support and attachment. The
panels are supported by 2.7 inch wide hat section beams, spanning laterally
across the mockup, a distance of 120 inches. These hat section beams are spaced
at 20 inch intervals along the longitudinal axis of the mockup. Mockup length is
240 inches. The hat section beams are supported off the mockup structure by
1.0 inch tubular posts of variable length. Drag struts, between the hat section
beams and mockup structure support channels, are provided for longitudinal
stability. Also shown on the drawing are simulated chine assemblies and the key
detail for the key/keyway concept shown in drawing number 64T020004.
Drawing no. 64T020003. - This drawing (figure 42) details concept 4A. The
design features a 1.0-inch thick elastomer resin filled honeycomb matrix bonded
to a 0.047 inch fiber glass facesheet. The composite (honeycomb matrix/fiberglass
facesheet) is mechanically attached to a 0.375 inch thick, solid, fiber glass
support panel by standard (no. I0) bolts spaced approximately every 7 inches on
center. The approximate size of the heat shield panel is 19 by 70 inches. Four,
1.75 inch wide pi-straps, each 35 inches long, secure two edges of the panel to
the hat section beams using five equally spaced bolts over the length of an
individual pi-strap.
Drawing no. 64T020004. - This drawing (figure 43) details concept 5. The
design features four, 1.0 inch thick, HCF tiles bonded to a 0.375 inch thick,
solid, fiber glass support panel. Each HCF tile is approximately i0 by I0 inches,
with the support panel dimensions being 19.8 by 20.0 inches. A keyway or female
part consisting of two split wedge shaped rails is bonded and mechanically
fastened to the panel substrate at opposite ends of the panel. The key, male part,
which also serves as the panel support sill, is attached to hat section beams and
spaced to mate the panel split keyways. This key portion is detailed in figure 41.
Intermittent notches are machined into both the key and keyways allowing the panel
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to drop over the key, after which the panel is movedalong the keys _ 0.75 inches
to achieve a mechanically attached assembly.
A 2.00 inch wide spacer is positioned after every third or fourth panel along
the longitudinal edges, allowing selected panels to be removedwithout starting at
the chine interface.
In order to restrict the inflow of hot boundary layer gases and moisture in
the lateral joints between panels, overlapping, metallic shingles are added along
the lateral edges of the panels o These shingles are mechanically attached on the
outer surface of the HCFtiles. For the longitudinal joints, where the gaps are
considerably smaller, a step is machined in the HCFtiles and a compressible sponge
silicone gasket is bonded to one edge of the fiber glass support panel. Inter-
locking sills are added to the edges of the panel at the longitudinal joints to
prevent out of phase deflections between adjacent panels and subsequent damage
to the stepped HCFtile interfaces.
Drawing no. 64T020005o - This drawing (figure 44) details concept 6, less
the middle support member. The basic attachment concept principle (figure 15) is
retained in the detail parts drawing, except for panel edge members. Since
concept 6 was generated, further analysis has indicated a more feasible design
and cost approach. Hence, some changes were made and are reflected in the detail
drawing.
The design features a 20 by 20 inch single-face corrugation panel made of
L-605. The 0.010 inch thick corrugation is 0.70 inch high and the facesheet is
0.010 inch thick. Z-section close-out members (0.020 inch thick) are welded to
two opposite panel edges to help distribute panel load to the attachments. The
other two panel edges are unsupported except for adjacent panel interlocking mem-
bers shown in section J-J. At five of the six attachment points, slotted
holes provide for thermal contraction and expansion. The sixth attachment point
is a restrained reference point for positioning the panel during installation.
Standard Hasteloy X shoulder bolts are used for attaching the panel to hat section
support beams. An aluminide coating is applied to the top external surface of
these L-605 panels to simulate coated columbium panels_
Drawing no. 64T020006. - This drawing (figure 45) details the present
phase B shuttle baseline design. This attachment concept is similar to that of
concept 7A (pi-strap attach). However, the two pi-strap feet are deleted and
panels are held in place by flat, 2.34 inch wide straps. The panel skin extends
across the attach joint and overlaps the adjacent panel providing a more positive,
moisture-proof joint similar to house shingles. The middle support of concept 7B
is deleted.
Two different size panels are detailed, a 20 by 20 inch panel which coincides
with the panel size selected for the shuttle's phase B structural test program,
and a 20 by 96 inch panel. Both assemblies are of single-faced corrugation
construction with skin and corrugations made from 0.010 inch L-605. These two
panel assemblies are identical except for width.
As in the previous design the longitudinal edges are unsupported except for
interlocking 0.020 inch thick members which are welded to opposite ends of the
panel.
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Drawing no. 64T020007. - This drawing (figure 46) details concept 4B. The
design features a 1 inch thick elastomer resin filled honeycomb matrix bonded to
a 0.047 inch fiber glass facesheet. The composite (honeycomb matrix/fiber glass
facesheet) is mechanically attached to a 0.375 inch thick, solid, fiber glass
support panel by standard (no. I0) bolts spaced approximately every 7 inches on
center. In this concept, the ablator composite is attached to the panel substrate
after the substrate is attached to the primary structure. The ablator composite
is bolted to the panel substrate through predrilled holes in the ablator composite.
After installation, the holes are filled with premachined elastomer plugs which
are bonded in place. The approximate heat shield panel size is 40 by 70 inches.
A compressible gasket is attached along one edge of the panel providing a tight
fit (no gap) between adjacent panels.
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PANEL AS SE_iBLY
Fabrication Requirements
TPS component parts to be used on the mockup will be fabricated at the
MDAC-East facility. This affords best control of cost, delivery, quality control,
and coordination with engineering. Fabrication techniques for this program are
within the state-of-the-art and no serious program requirement problems are
anticipated. Fabrication and assembly activities will be closely monitored and
controlled through cost-effective administrative control systems.
The current plan is to use our advanced materials fabrication area and
production shops. To make best use of certain equipment and labor skills,
ablative and HCF panels will be fabricated in the advanced materials fabrication
area. The rest of the work will be done in the production shops. Fabrication
will be done using standard shop equipment. No special tooling is required
except a low cost template to align attachment holes.
Detailed instruction sheets for each part will be prepared by production
planning personnel. These documents will prescribe fabrication processes
for making the parts. This planning document is also used as a release sheet
and work authorization and is released to the fabrication shops according to
schedule requirements. These work instruction/authorlzation orders are delivered
to the shop with the raw material and blueprints. Skilled shop personnel, using
this information, lay out the particular part configuration on the raw material.
Subsequently, the material is machined, trimmed, drilled, formed, painted, etc,
as required to make a part which conforms to the drawing.
TPS panels fabricated for mockup use need not be of flight quality, which
minimizes quality controls. Standard quality procedures pertaining to raw
material requirements, panel and attachment dimensions, and attachment hole
location will be adhered to only to the extent necessary to ensure product con-
formance. Control of these parameters, within the tolerances specified, is
required to achieve the replaceability design goal.
Inspection procedures (i.e., receiving, product, radiographic, and shipping)
will be performed to the degree necessary to substantiate product conformance to
the level of detail shown on the engineering drawings. In the case of ablative
and HCF heat shield panels, no specific void rejection criteria will be adhered
to. However, radiographic ablative and HCF panel inspection will be performed
to determine location and number of voids for reference only.
Nonconformances will be documented for disposition by the designer. Noncon-
formances which would adversely affect test hardware refurbishment operation will
be corrected before shipment. Completed panel quality and configuration records
will be maintained which will include completed planning and nonconformance data.
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Test Measurement Requirements
Keys to a successful test program, such as the one proposed herein, are the
manner in which data is obtained, the accuracy of the data, and methods by which
the data are presented. This is especially true in the case of the maintenance
tasks associated with the refurbishment aspects of space shuttle TPS, since many
events occur simultaneously.
Maintenance task evolution and conditions under which they are performed are
multifaceted and must be examined in real time. Various factors or items must be
considered in this evaluation such as the TPS component parts, tools, equipment,
procedures, and personnel performing the particular refurbishment operation.
Normal visual observation and a handwritten history of events is not adequate
since much of what occurred is lost in translation from one observer to another.
In specifying test measurement requirements for this program, it became
apparent that a permanent record of events must be obtained so that the test
could be rerun without additional cost, and interpretation accuracy would be
maximum. These factors narrowed the field measurement techniques to those
involving a movie camera or videotape recording.
Candidate techniques. - The movie camera permanently records various main-
tenance tasks and allows detail analysis at a later time. However, this technique
has a few drawbacks. Recording time is limited to relatively few minutes,
depending on magazine size. This means that refurbishment activities would have
to be stopped for reloading or that some event which cannot be stopped would not
be recorded during reloading. Secondly, movie cameras provide slow feedback
from focus, exposure, and framing errors. Incorrect settings or limited view are
not known until after the film is processed, resulting in loss of data. In many
cases more work is required to obtain a good sound track.
An alternate approach is video tape recording (VTR) which overcomes many of
the problems associated with the movie camera. This technique is proposed for
use in this study. In the following paragraphs some of the salient VTR features
are discussed.
VTR equipment proposed for this study has been used successfully in the
McDonnell Douglas Human Performance Laboratory to evaluate ejection seat develop-
ment, space reconnaissance, and human engineering aspects of F-4 aircraft subsys-
tems. The technique was also examined under contract to the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, MDC Report E0044,
October 1969.
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Some advantages of using the VTR technique are:
Full hour of uninterrupted recording
Quick playback of recording making it possible to immediately assess
results and rerecord substandard data
No film processing
Relatively easy to operate and to assess
Reclaimable tape can be used many times
Recorded data can be viewed as actual tasks are performed.
In general, the VTR system provides identification and quantification of
many aspects of human performance without requiring information from the subject.
Recorded data provide the time to perform a task, the number of times a particu-
lar sub task is performed, a record of task difficulty based on unsuccessful
attempts and errors, degree of dependence on procedures, degree of dependence on
supervision, and frequency and types of problems.
VTR equipment. - The VTR system is composed of three basic units: a televi-
sion camera, a magnetic recorder capable of recording/reproducing picture and
sound, and a monitor that displays the image. This system (figure 47) is similar
to those used by commercial television networks for recording programs for
later playback.
The camera has a wide variety of fixed focal length lenses. Previous work
with the system indicates that zoom (variable focal length) lenses have certain
basic advantages. A zoom lens allows the operator to vary framing and image
size without changing camera position. Frequently, the long focal length posi-
tion (telephoto) allows the operator to see detail on the monitor that he cannot
see with the naked eye. By using a short focal length (wide angle) to start the
scene, the evaluator can be oriented to the location of a particular unit with
respect to the mockup or primary pieces of equipment.
During task recording, an occasional return to wide angle aids in reorient-
ing the evaluator. Zoom lens focus is accomplished by zooming in on the area
to be recorded and adjusting the focus ring until the image is sharp on the moni-
tor screen. On subsequent zooming out (reducing focal length) the lens maintains
focus at all focal lengths.
Cameras can be equipped with a turret containing several fixed focal length
lenses. However, lens selection and adjustment under a continuing scene results
in interruptions and momentary poor picture quality while focusing and framing.
To obtain sufficient data, some complex tasks should be recorded simul-
taneously from different camera angles. For example, a task may involve a crew of
four people who at times are separated. A wide angle shot shows positions but is
useless for details. A camera working on details does not show the positioning
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of the team.
FIGURE 47 VTR EQUIPMENT
To minimize this problem, an additional handheld camera will be
E
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keyed by audio recording to the primary camera.
The monitor serves two functions. First, it gives the operator video feed-
back for framing, focus, and exposure. The monitor is essential to the camera/
operator station. The controls on the monitor allow for electronic adjustment of
focus, contrast, brightness, horizontal, and vertical. In the VTR system the
video signal can be displayed directly from the camera, as with TV, or routed
through the video tape recorder, to confirm most of the recorder electronics.
Secondly, it provides a playback display. Playback may be used immediately
after recording to verify content and quality. Also, the playback may be used
for detailed analysis, usually in a more quiet environment. Displays in addition
to the video picture on the monitor consist of an audio level meter, video level
meter, and counter.
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The need for adequate illumination was demonstrated in early recording
attempts. Although recordings can be made in relatively low light (6 to 12 foot
candles) the images produced on the monitor are flat with a decided lack of
contrast and overall clarity. Also, when the camera beam and target controls are
set to compensate for low light levels, brighter image portions persist. When
the camera is zoomed or panned, the bright areas smear or appear as multiple
images. Under these high gain conditions electrical interference is more preva-
lent. A combination of portable commercial lights and fixtures is adequate for
video requirements.
The tape used in the recorder is similar to that used in magnetic audio
recorders and is supplied on 9-3/4 inch reels holding 3000 feet. Sensitivity to
x-rays, magnetism, dirt, and heat requires reasonable care in use and storage.
The recorder is relatively easy to operate. An hour or two of instruction is
adequate for simple recording and playback operations. This type of measurement
equipment can:
Measure human performance
Provide data useful to program effort
Produce minimum interference with test activities
Be used without extensive training
Be adaptable to a fast reaction situation
Provide results that have operational significance.
Assessment of human performance is as essential as equipment performance
assessment. It is usually impractical to attach measuring instruments directly
to the maintenance personnel. However, the VTR provides first-hand data in
terms of time, distance, and task difficulty. Data collected is important to
other organizations and the valid interpretation of tasks may call for multidisci-
plinary interpretation. The form of data is important too, for it may facilitate
problem understanding and reporting. Beside slowing maintenance effort, inter-
ference can cause invalid information. Techniques should not require special
maintenance task scheduling which interrupt normal work. Extensive instrumenta-
tion of man or equipment cannot be made because of safety, job efficiency, and
interference factors. The technique should not call for a very high skill level,
or a large amount of prior knowledge. A test is geared to a schedule. Therefore,
equipment that requires extensive hook-up time, calibration, and preparation is
not desirable. If the technique can identify relationship of the task to turn-
around time and operational ready status, it will have served its function.
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Test Evaluation Requirements
Historically, human performance evaluation methods have been restricted to
one-shot visual observations, direct interviews with participating personnel,
checklists, and questionnaires. Such methods are not adequate for evaluating
tasks as complex as space shuttle TPS maintenance. The problem here is to provide
a technique to accurately measure human performance to the level of detail
required to make design/procedural changes later. This implies that evaluation
techniques compatible with a VTR system had to be devised, since use of the VTR
system is the proposed measurement technique for this study. Typical means of
measuring task performance were evaluated, such as the use of stop watches and
note taking. These techniques are not adequate for this study since many events
occur simultaneously in normal maintenance of a typical TPS.
The technique proposed is use of a miniature event recording system. The
adequacy of this system has been demonstrated by MDAC-East under contract to the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
The results of this study are reported in AFHRL-TR-69-16. During this study,
extensive field evaluation of the technique was accomplished because this was
the only way to demonstrate the value of the technique for carrying out its
intended purpose, and to probe the limits of its usefulness. Results indicate
a real potential of the system as a technique for measuring human performance in
a maintenance environment, particularly when used with a VTR system. In this
capacity it provides a very good method of extracting relevant data from the
video tape. Field experience suggests that the event recorder provides more
effective use of manpower and a more methodical and complete evaluation of test
elements than do conventional evaluation tools (i.e., stop watch and note taking).
The miniature event recording system is composed of:
event recorder
battery pack
event control box.
The recorder (figure 48) operates without external power and has eight styli
that mark on pressure sensitive chart paper. Combining the video tape recorder
with the event recorder efficiently and accurately assesses tasks. Event record-
ing charts are simple to analyze with the aid of a chart viewer shown in
figure 49. The particular event recorder chosen for this study is a Rustrak,
Model 292-8. It records eight channels, weighs little (- 3 pounds), is small
(~ 3 by 5 by 5 inches) and can be operated from a portable battery pack. The
event control box consisting of eight pushbutton and toggle switches is wired
into the event recorder.
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FIGURE 48 EVENT RECORDER
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FIGURE 49 CHART VIEWER
When using the event recorder, tasks •to be evaluated are divided into
several functions. Each function is assigned to one of the eight channels. Some
typical task functions might include reading refurbishment procedures, using hand
tools, maneuvering support equipment, aligning panels, giving instructions, etc.
The event control box is labeled to correspond to functions assigned to the
recorder. Actuating the various channels using either the pushbotton or toggle
switch on the control box for as long as a particular function is being performed
provides a permanent record on the event recorder. Task continuity is preserved
by stopping or starting the event recorder only when necessary while viewing the
video tape.
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When a recording is finished, the chart can be rerolled on the chart viewer
and reinserted into the event recorder. The events then can be annotated by
lowering the access window and writing notes on the chart since the video tape
recording of the maintenance task and the event recorder are on the same time
base.
For example, if the special event channel were activated during the initial
playback, only a displacement in the line describes what occurred at this point
on the chart. One may want to note that this is where an error occurred, or that
the appropriate tool was not defined in the procedures, or that the interpreta-
tion called for a great deal of skill. The annotation can be the event that is
being tested, such as removing fasteners or applying gaskets. If one notes a
particularly long period when the technician is gaining access to a piece of
equipment, it is important tO know what created the delay.
Chart data are summarized in part by mounting the event chart in the viewer
and winding it back to the start. Channel 1 is then examined. At each point
where the displacement indicates that channel 1 was activated, its duration is
measured using the appropriate scale based on gear train and motor speed. The
time is noted at the end of the event with a rank order notation. The rank
order notation gives a frequency of events on channel 1 at the end of the chart
and is repeated for each channel used. Total time per channel is determined
easily by adding all events for each channel. Thus, one can derive total time
frequency for each channel. With some tasks, it is important to analyze the
relationship between or among functions.
Some of the advantages of this system over using a stop watch and taking
notes are:
Several tasks functions can be recorded at once.
Observer can direct his full attention to the task.
Recorder has less error potential than a stop watch.
Recordings can be used for time-line, task-loading, and time sharing
analyses.
Video tape evaluation in this manner can provide the kind and amount of
information to assess the adequacy of TPS concepts and associated maintenance
tasks. From a maintenance viewpoint the following problems are typical of those
that can be evaluated in depth:
Human error, and design leading to human error
Problems of this type can be fully documented. By backtracking from
the error and replaying the tape, conditions that created the error
can be identified. These might have been in equipment design, the
procedure, tools, or an outgrowth of training or written or spoken
orders.
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Excessive time
The expenditure of excessive time to accomplish what should be a simple
task is often a product of design and procedure problems. This type
of problem should be evaluated in terms of expected frequency of the
task. Quality engineering offers a medium for obtaining effective
changes.
Improper diagnosis of malfunction
Previously, this area has not been effectively evaluated. Determining
what caused incorrect identification of a malfunctioning item often
requires detailed investigation. Causative factors maybe training,
procedure, skill, and design. Early solution of this type of problem
leads to greater design efficiency.
Ineffective team work
Analyses of task loading and time sharing, communication, and work
space could result in an evaluation of group behavior.
Procedure deficiencies
Problems associated with some tasks are the result of inadequate
personnel training.
Adequacy of tools
Issued tools are sometimes inadequate. Their design and material may
result in injury to personnel, damage to equipment, and improperly
adjusted equipment. As men become more acquainted with equipment,
they improvise special tools that frequently improve maintenance.
Documentation and dissemination of more effective tools should be
expedited.
Information derived from this evaluation will be compared to previously
estimated manpower and elapsed time requirements for particular maintenance tasks.
Based on this comparison, deviations will be noted and assessed. A complete
history of events will be documented to NASA-LRC in the form of revised task
analyses for those configurations tested on the mockup. In addition, MDAC-East
will supply to NASA-LRC all video and event recording tapes for subsequent
analyses and disposition. From this evaluation, future cost projections relative
to the maintenance operation of various types of TPS configurations can be made
more accurately.
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Environmental Simulation
A significant factor affecting TPS reuse/refurbishment is its physical
change after exposure to ground and fli_it environments. Such a change may be no
more than scorching of the vehicle's surface, requiring minor repair, to complete
replacement of a damaged or deformed component part, due to excessive loads.
Magnitudes, rates, and periods of exposure of these environments on the TPS could
significantly influence the maintenance operation. Thus, a certain amount of
environmental testing is required on the mockup in order to create a realistic
set of circL_stances.
Those environments which, in general, have the most adverse effect on
materials are temperature, pressure, and acoustics. The nature of the mockup
does not lend itself to adequate or realistic simulation of the pressure and
acoustic environments. Therefore, simulation of these environments is not being
proposed at this time. As a minimum, however, MDAC-East is proposing simulation
of the temperature environment. Insofar as a physical change is concerned,
temperature is the predominant contributor. Therefore, a certain amount of
temperature simulation should be performed. The intent is to create a maintenance
environment which would be representative, at least in part, of that experienced
under operational conditions.
A few examples of the type of physical change which might or would occur
under a temperature environment are cited to substantiate the need for simulation.
One example is the char layer formed on an ablative type heat shield after
exposure to entry temperatures. The char formed on elastomers is soft and
powdery; over this, a thin layer of silica forms. The depth in the ablator to
which the char has penetrated plays a major role in the system refurbishment.
Char condition and depth may significantly influence material removal to gain
access to substrate mounting bolts.
Another example is the reuseable or removal aspects of coated metallic
fasteners after repeated temperature cycling. Experience has shown that in
certain cases protective coatings applied to the metallics tend to flow under
elevated temperatures making bolt and screw removal more difficult. Likewise,
the reuseable life aspects of coated metals after repeated cycling may dictate
special handling procedures which could alter normal maintenance operations.
These are but a few of the many problems created by a temperature environ-
ment. The significance of these problems as they affect refurbishment can only
be assessed under laboratory simulation testing.
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It is proposed that a temperature simulation device be constructed similar
in concept to that shown in figure 50. This design features a gas flame heater
or torch mounted to a variable position tract which can be programmed as desired
to create a specified thermal environment anywhere on the test specimen. The
exposure area at any given time is 20 by 20 inches. The heater track is mounted
on a dolly which provides easy access to other areas of the test specimen. This
strip type heater is more than adequate to accomplish the objectives for which
it is intended.
Gascombustion
ling track
[ stand
Controlbox,
\
FIGURE 50 ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE SIMULATOR
The heater unit provides surface temperatures up to 2400°F with an oxidizing
environment. The use of excess oxygen in the combustion process will promote full
consumption and provide the desired oxidation potential for metallic TPS degrada-
tion, ablation processes, and/or fastener degradation. Fuel gas selection will
be made on a basis of burning characteristics, availability, and cost.
The combustor is used at preestablished operating flows with heating
regulated by controlling the heater spatial position relative to the surface of
the test specimen. The heater position is variable in three orthogonal axes.
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The axis normal to the heated surface provides heat intensity variations while
the axes parallel to the heated surface provide coverage of the entire test area.
This is done by slowly sweeping the test area so that the time integral of heating
a given location delivers the desired total heat input and maximum desired heat
flux conditions. Test input temperature control can be accomplished either by
specimen installed thermocouples or calorimeters (located to provide a sweep
synchronized response), offset calorimeter mounted on the heater, or by heater
operating parameter-position calibration on a calorimetric model.
An alternate to the combustion heater is a quartz lamp heater. If lamps are
used, power can be program controlled for heat intensity variations. This
requires power regulation equipment in addition to the heater positioning system.
For materials which do not discharge particles (i.e., metals) the lamps provide
reliable thermal inputs. However, in the case of ablators, which have a gaseous
and particle discharge, lamp system reliability is diminished as a result of
system contamination. For this reason a combustion type heater is the most
reliable and least cost system for long term use.
Personnel Training Requirements
The overall success and effectiveness of the proposed test program lies in
the hands of the personnel who will carry it out. Not only will personnel highly
qualified within their own areas of competence be assigned to the program, but
the program plan ensures that these people will be thoroughly trained in mainte-
nance type operations. Before actual experiments are conducted a training
program will be performed in various disciplines enabling personnel to become
familiar and proficient in:
test panel hardware
mockup installation
maintenance task procedures
environmental test equipment operation
measurement recording techniques
data evaluation methods
test conduct.
Initially, all program personnel will examine detail drawings of selected
TPS concepts until they become thoroughly familiar with the component parts and
assembly thereof. Later during the fabrication cycle, handling and assembly
characteristics of these parts will be established for deployment on the mockup.
This will be done by letting maintenance personnel assemble parts on a bench
operation at the contractors facility.
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Before panel installation these personnel will also familiarize themselves
with actual mockup installation° At this time, estimated tools and equipment
for panel installation will be assessed for adequacy, particularly regarding type
and quantity. In addition, the impact of the working area as it effects person-
nel performance will be assessed by performing a trial installation of panels on
the mockup.
During training, personnel will be thoroughly indoctrinated in various main-
tenance tasks (i.e., replacement, inspection, and repair). Planned test proce-
dures will be reviewed and coordinated with participating test personnel. Special
maintenance techniques will be fully documented and studied. The intent is to
sufficiently train personnel in realistic environment before actual maintenance
operation.
Personnel required to operate the environmental simulation device, video tape
recorder, and event recorder will be trained in initial setup, calibration, opera-
tion procedure, and individual test requirements. A complete checkout of the
equipment will be made at MDAC-East before shipment to NASA-LRC. During this time
period, personnel who will eventually operate the equipment at the NASA-LRC
facility will have the opportunity to become thoroughly proficient in its operation.
Finally, a dry run of the test conduct will be made to familiarize test
personnel with all hardware and procedureal items as a unit. At this time any
discrepancies will be determined and changes made as required.
Personnel Requirements
An integral part of the planning activity associated with this task was
estimating the type and quantity of manpower to execute the proposed test plan.
The goal of this activity was to minimize overall program costs. This implies
that personnel skilled in one particular discipline might be called upon to parti-
cipate in other pertinent assembly and test functions. This approach is consi-
dered to be entirely feasible in meeting overall program objectives.
Various disciplines in test plan implementation include management, engineer-
ing, product support, manufacturing, and testing. At least one person from each
area of competence will be assigned to the program. Depending upon the particular
activity being performed, the cognizant team member will be assisted by other
study personnel. Specific personnel requirements for phase II are as follows.
Management. - A full time study manger interprets program requirements,
determines task assignments and funding, establishes and integrates schedules,
monitors and directs test program activities and keeps MDAC-East management and
NASA-LRC authorities informed of the program progress.
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En$ineerin$. - A full time design engineer and a part time materials process
engineer are assigned to the program. During component part fabrication, these
personnel ensure product conformance to detail drawings. In particular, the
design engineer institutes drawing changes in response to manufacturing or custo-
mer requests. The materials engineer, for the most part, assists manufacturing
in ablative and HCF heat shield fabrication since many formulations and processes
for these materials are not standardized yet. During the testing portion of the
program these engineers assist the test director in monitoring maintenance tasks.
Product Support. - A full time maintenance engineer updates existing test
procedures and develops new procedures as required. He ensures that these proce-
dures are consistent with design changes that may occur. His primary function is
to become proficient with VTR and event recorder system assembly, operation, and
maintenance. During the testing portion of the study he assists the test director
in monitoring maintenance tasks. After test completion he is chiefly responsible
for evaluating test data and updating task analyses. He also assists in final
report preparation.
Manufacturinj_. - When all test hardware is fabricated, several manufacturing
personnel will support the experimental tests° The prime function of these person-_
nel is to perform various maintenance tasks called for under each test plan.
This includes test hardware replacement, repair, inspection, and overall mainte-
nance. Specifically they are representative of operational maintenace personnel,
having had experience with Mercury, Gemini, and ASSET.
Test. - During the testing portion of the study a test engineer conducts
environmental temperature simulation tests. He also has responsibility for
installing and monitoring all thermocouples and associated test instrumentation.
Test Hardware Requirements
TPS component parts, maintenance tools, test simulation equipment, and
measurement devices for the proposed test plans are listed in table 12.
Task Output Data
Output data of this task are detailed drawings of component parts of selected
TPS concepts, plans for fabrication and maintenance testing of these parts on a
full-scale mockup, and the costs of implementing the plans. Detailed drawings
and fabrication requirements of the test hardware have been presented and discus-
sed in previous sections of this report.
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TABLE 12 TEST HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
QTY NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION DRAWING OR NOTES
SPECIFICATION NO.
121 Radiative Panel Assembly 64T020006-3 To be fabricated
8 Attach strap 64T020006-17 To be fabricated
8 Attach strap 64T02000_-19 To be fabricated
1081 Channel Assembly GI0907-3 To be fabricated
Radiative panel assembly 64T020006-I To be fabricated
4 Attach Strap 64T020006-17 To be fabricated
8 Attach strap 64T020006-21 To be fabricated
80 Shoulder bolt 3M400-3-I0-6 To be purchased
i"
12 Radiative panel assembly 64T020005-I To be fabricated
54 Shoulder bolt 3M400-3-76-6 To be purchased
54 Shim NAS463X-CI0 To be purchased
!• !
3 Ablator panel assembly 64T020003-I
12 Pi-strap assembly 64T020003-5
60 Plug 64T020003-23
40 Bolt AN3-7A
40 Washer AN960-10L
To be fabricated
To be fabricated
To be fabricated
To be purchased
To be purchased
12 HCF panel assembly 64T020004-I
4 Spacer assembly 64T020004-3
6 Bolt AN3-12A
6 Washer AN960-10L
8 Plug 64T020004-13
To be fabricated
To be fabricated
To be purchased
To be purchased
To be fabricated
i'i•
i¸
4 Ablator panel assembly 64T020007-I
96 Screw ANS09-10RI2
2401 Bolt AN3-6A
240 Washer AN960-10L
240 Plug 64T020007-17
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To be fabricated
To be purchased
To be purchased
To be purchased
To be fabricated
TABLE12 (CONCLUDED)
r
QTY NOMENCLATURE OR DESCRIPTION DRAWING OR NOTES
SPECIFICATION NO.
3 pr
3
I
i
i0 oz
i Panel installation arrangement 64T020001
i Panel support assembly 64T020002
Panel dolly
Penumatic wrench
Torque wrench
Flashlight (2 cell)
Inspection mirror
Gloves
High torque screw driver
Panel storage rack
3 inch diameter magnifying glass
Adhesive
cartridge
i gal Adhesive
3 Pneumatic drill
3 Tapered drill
Video tape recording (VTR)
system assembly
Event recorder system assembly
176
Environmental temperature
simulator
Thermocouples
DC3145
RTVI06
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To be assembled
To be fabricated
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be purchased
To be purchased
To be supplied by
MDAC-E as t
To be supplied by
MDAC-East
To be supplied by
MDAC-Eas t
To be supplied by
MDAC-Eas t
To be designed and
fabricated
To be purchased
i:
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Primary outputs of task 5 are experimental test plans whose primary objective
is to resolve uncertainties associated with the various maintenance activities
involved in replacement, inspection, and repair of representative TPS. The
general test setup is shown in figure 51. Six different plans are outlined on
succeeding pages which can be performed individually or in combination with each
other. Major activities and significant milestones for the overall program plan
are shown in figure 52. Each test plan outlines, in chronological order, the
type of maintenance tasks performed for a particular TPS concept. Test activities
are continuously minitored throughout the program by a VTR system.
Panel su
structure
TPS panels.
\
Environmental !temperature,
simulator _
FIGURE 51
!
EXPERIMENT TEST SETUP
I
FulI-scale
For each maintenance task or simulation test called for, reference is made
to a maintenance task schedule. These schedules give details of individual
refurbishment activities associated with the particular maintenance function
under consideration. In addition, these schedules show elapsed time estimates
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Activity
'Authority to procee;I,
Test no. 1 - ablator panel assembly -stra I
Test no. 2 - metallic panel assembly -strap (20 x 20
Test no. 3 - ablator panel assembly
Test no. 4 - metallic panel assembly - strap (20 x 96 in )....
Test no. 5 - HCF panel assembly - keyway attach ...........
Test no. 6 - metallic panel assembly - edge fastener ........
Documentation
Monthly progressreport submitted......
Final report
Oral briefing.
i
Purchase orders released. .................. -_, 1
Manufacturingplanning & tooling.......... _ |
Fabricate and assemble panels, .......... _ |
Setup& test ............................ _ |
Preliminary test data available .............. _ /
FIGURE 52
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and equipment to perform the particular refurbishment activity. This format of
test conduct serves two purposes. It establishes when personnel and equipment
are needed, and; it serves as a check list of duties much like that of an opera-
tional type maintenance manual. Each test plan also contains provision for test
data evaluation, documentation, and a fabrication and test milestone schedule.
Test objectives. - Objectives of individual tests called for under each test
plan are referred to in the classification of the particular maintenance task
function under consideration. These include initial installation, initial
inspection, removal and replacement of a simulated damaged panel, simulated
damaged panel repair in place on mockup, environmental testing, and removal and
replacement of used or heated TPS panels. Specifically, objectives of each of
these maintenance functions are:
Installation: The purpose of this test is to determine and resolve problems
which may be involved in the initial and subsequent installation of a TPS panel on
the vehicle, particularly with regard to handling, positioning, sealing joints,
applying fasteners, etc.
Inspection: The purpose of this test is to establish procedures and equip-
ment requirements for the inspection of the installed TPS panels before flight.
Removal and replacement: Assuming a panel is damaged beyond repair after
initial installation and before release of the vehicle to the field, the purpose
of this test is to note and resolve the problems involved in removing any randomly
located panel on the vehicle and replacing it with a new pane].
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Repair: The purpose of this test is to establish procedures and develop
techniques for TPS panel repair on the vehicle.
Environmental test: The purpose of this test is to create an operational
maintenance environment on the TPS panel exterior surface which would make subse-
quent panel removal more like those conditions experienced after a normal vehicle
entry.
Remove and replace heated panels: The purpose of this test is to examine
problems involved in replacing heated or used TPS panels, particularly regarding
fastener and seal removal and replacement.
Uncertainties within each of these maintenance functions and objectives are
examined in detail under task 4.
Test plans. - Preparation, setup, and test procedures are given below.
(a) Prepare mockup test fixture for TPS panel installation
Check fixture alignment
Verify operation of positioning drive mechanism
Position TPS support structure attachment channels
Drill required attachment holes in mockup support channels
(b) Install TPS panel support structure on mockup in accordance with MDAC
drawing 64T020002.
(c) Inspect TPS panel support structure for alignment.
(d) Drill panel attachment holes in mockup support channels and install
panel attach hardware (i.e. platenuts) in accordance with MDAC drawing
64T020001.
(e) Check fit and install panels on mockup in accordance with MDAC
drawing 64T020001.
(f) Set up and check out VTR system in accordance with established assembly,
operation_ and maintenance procedures.
(g) Set up and check out event recording system in accordance with established
assembly, operation and maintenance procedures.
(h) Set up and check out environmental temperature simulation test equipment
in accordance with appropriate assembly and operational pro=edures. Pro=e-
dures to be supplied on delivery of hardware at test site.
(i) Remove and instrument test panels and mockup structures with appropriate
sensing devices as required to measure temperature and heating input and
response data. Thermocouple quantities for each test are contained in
appropriate maintenance task schedules.
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TEST PLAN i
(a)
INSTALLATION - Install three, 20 by 70 inch, ablator pi-strap panel assemblies
(MDAC drawing 64T020003) on the mockup in accordance with MDAC drawing
64T020001, view C, and procedures described in figure 53. Monitor individual
maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 54-
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 55. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
REPAIR - Repair in place simulated damaged panel on mockup in accordance with
figure 56. Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panel
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 57. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(f) REMOVE HEATED PANELS - Remove charred ablator panels from mockup installation
in accordance with figure 58. Monitor individual maintenance task functions
with VTR system.
(g)
(h)
TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (f)
by use of the VTR system and event recording system.
DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task schedules.
Note and assess deviations. Transmit a complete history of events to
NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configurations
tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 59.
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FIGURE 53 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE A-I
FUNCTION TASK DESCRIPTION
installation of Ablative TPS Test
Panels
Procure (3) substrate panels size
20" x 70" from storage.
Procure (3) ablative composites
size 20" x 70" with associated
attaching nuts, bolts, and
washers from storage.
Visually inspect 20" x 70" sub-
strate panels for obvious damage,
cleanliness, and deterioration.
Visually inspect 20" x 70" abla-
tor composites for obvious damage
and deterioration.
Align and install an ablative
composite to a panel substrate.
Install the (33) nuts and washers
to the (33) bolts on the bottom
side of the panel substrate.
Torque the (33) nuts on the panel 1.15
substrate.
Visually inspect the completed 1.20
ablator panel assembly for
obvious damage and proper
assembly.
.UM_ERFOLLOW,NGT'_E_A"'S_A"LOAOI"G
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-A-1
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT-- PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG, 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20 x 70
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IH HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS PARTS AND MATERIAL
0.20 3 panel support -
64T02003-7
0.40 3 ablators 64T020003-3
99 nuts - NAS 679A3W
99 washers - AN960CIOL
0.45 i flashlight
i inspection mirror
0,50 i flashlight
i inspection mirror
0.55 I panel support -
64T020003-7
1 ablator - 64T020003-3
0.83 3/8" sockets and 3 pneu-
matic wrenches
33 nuts - NAS 679A3N
33 washers - AN960CIOL
3 3/8" socket (3) torque
wrenches (3)
j| i flashlight
i inspection mirror
j i ablator panel assy -64T020003-I
P,0,!oF _4
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-A-1
INSTALLATION
• TASK FUNCTION
HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (M_DAC DWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20 x 70
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
9, Perform Steps 5 through 8 on the
remaining 2 ablator test panel
assemblies required for this test.
I0. Transport ablative TPS test 1.40
panels and associated hardware
from storage to the mockup work
area.
ii. Position one of the TPS test 1.50
panels on the moekup in accord-
ance with configurational
arrangement shown in MDAC DWG.
64T020001. Record serial number
and location of panel.
12. Align the (4) pi-straps on the 1.55
ablative TPS test panel.
13. Visually check flexible gaskets i 1.60
(2) for proper alignment. I
14, Install the (2) pi-Strap attach- 1.75
ing fasteners.
:15. Torque the (2) pi-strap attach- i 1.90
ing fasteners.
L6, Visually inspect the ablative 1.95
test panel for obvious damage
and proper installation.
L7. Apply a small quantity of DC3145 2,25
adhesive to each Of the pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs (20)
with a brush or a spatula to a
thdckness of i0 to 30 mils over
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
f
I
!
-]!
/
- - J TOOLSANDEQUIPMENT
I PARTSANDMATERIAL3 ablator panel assy -pi-
strap attach-64T020003-1
8 pl-strap assy's. 64T0-
20003-5, 40 bolts AN3-7A
40 washers AN960-I06, 40
lugs 64T020003-23
i ahlator panel assy -
pi-strap attach -
64T020003-I
1 test fixture -
64T020002
4 pi-strap assy -
64T020003-5
2 gaskets - 64T020003-13
i socket
i pneumatic wrench
20 bolts AN3-7A
20 washers AN960-10L
i torque wrench
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i" brush or I spatula
DC3145 adhesive
20 ablator plu8s -
64T020003-23
....2o, 4
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MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- A-I
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STP_P (MDAC DWG, 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20 x 70
CUMULATIVE
plugs into plug holes firmly wltf Ill
finger pressure to exclude air Iii
from joint. Allow 24 hours mini-
mum cure time before handling or JJJ
stressing joint. Full cure will lllJJl
develop in 2 to 3 days. III18. Visually inspect pJ-strap attach- 2.35
ing fastener ablator plugs for
proper installation. !JJ
19. Visually inspect the complete 2.40
panel installation.
20. Mix ingredients of the dispersio_ 2.50
coating. Combine 70 parts of
weight of DC92-009 with 30 parts III
by weight of _%P NAPTNA.
21. Fill spray gun and test for 2.60
proper function and mixture. J
22. Spray dispersion coating with s 2.65 !!!
llne pressure at 55 psig to a
thickness of 3 to 5 mils. Use
standard cross coat paint spray
technique, with gun nozzle at
distance of 8 inches, spray ULD
material, a_ least 4 passes are
allowed per coat. Successive
coats must be applied within 30 I''
minutes if a thickness buildup i I]I
desired. Cure the dispersion I ill
LLL
.U_BERrOLLOW,.On_E_*_,S_A.LOAO,N_
ELAPSED rIME IN HOURS
1 ' ----7 --
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TQOLS AND EOUIPMEN1
PARTS AHD _ATERIA[
i f lashligbt
i flashlight
i ablator _enel assy.
pi-strap attach -
64T020003-I
1 spray gun
[
[
t !
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- A-I
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEFT P I_}fDAC DNC. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20 x 7O
MANHOUPS - _ PARTS AND MATERIAL
2.70 =ii i flashlight
;i:!
:i
ii'
22. (Continued)
coating at room temperature for
12 to 18 hours.
23. Visually inspect coating for
proper application.
24. Perform Steps ii through 23
for each of the (2) remaining
ablative test panels required for
this test.
}
L
L
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FIGURE 54 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE B-I
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- E-i
• TASK FUNCTION INSPECTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP _MDAC UWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE- 20 X 70
CUMULATI'
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOUR
_ns ectlon of Ablative TPS Test
Panels
_. Using a flashlight, visually See total at
inspect the entire area of the Step 5
ablative test panel for dents,
abrasions, pit marks, erosion and
deterioration.
!, Visually inspect ablative test
panel dispersion coating for con-
dition, obvious damage and proper
coverage.
L Visually inspect the ablative
test panel pl-strap attaching
fastener ablator plugs for proper
for proper position and alignment
(top of plug should he even with
moldllne - allowable plug and
moldllne mismatch tolerance is
.030 inches.
L Visually inspect pi-straps for
proper alignment and installation
5. Visually inspect the flexible 0.05
gaskets on two sides of the test
panel for obvious damage.
Deterioration, proper alignment
and distortion.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
I flashlight
....!oF_2
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
5. (Continued)
NOTE:
Any damage of a _gnitude affect-
ing the integrity of the fiber-
glass substrate, will warrant the
removal of the ablative panel
assembly for further inspection
and repair.
Perform Steps 1 thru 5 on the 2
remaining ablative test panels
used in this test.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- B-I
TASK FUNCTION INSPECTION
eeHEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
ee ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STR_ (MDAC DWG. 64T020003)
SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20 X 70
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS
.uMs_ VOL_OWI._ T,NE BAR ._ _ANLO*O,_
l'OOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
pAOE__2OF2___
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FIGURE 55 MAINTENANCE TASK SC_{EDULE C-i
_emove Center Ref. MDAC Dw .
_4T020001 Ablative TPS Test
L. Drill out the test panel (center)
pi-strap attaching fastener (20)
ablator plugs.
7. Using a 4 inch wide putty knife,
free both sides of the pi-straps
from the test panel.
). Using a 4 inch wide putty knife,
free the flexible gaskets at the
interpanel sealing Joint.
_. Remove the (20) pi-strap attach-
ing fasteners.
5. Remove the pi-straps from the
test pane] (center) as required.
5. Maneuver test panel (center) free
of the test fixture.
Inspection of Test Panel
7. Visually inspect the test panel
to determine extent of damage and
repair required. Record findings
3. Visually inspect pi-straps and
attaching fasteners for condition
Record findings.
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-c-1
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• ItEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MOAC DWG. b4T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED T_ME IN HOURS
_ANHOURS ----T T--
0.80
0.95
1.05
1.20
1.25 1
I. 30 ,_
1.35 ] I
1.40 [ 1
.U_BER FOLLO_I,O n_E _*R ,s.A.coAm,o
TOOLS AND EOUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 pneumatic drill 1 taper
bit
20 ablator plugs
64T020003-23
4 inch width putty knife
4 pi-strap assy. -
64T020003-5
4 inch width putty knife
gaskets - 64T020003-13
(Ref.)
i socket wrench
20 bolts AN3-7A
20 washers AN960-10L
1 ablator panel assy.
pi-strap attach -
64T020003-I
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
I flashlight
1 inspection mirror
I 5
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-c-1
• TASK FUNCTION I_EMO'gE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIMEINHOURS
FUNCTION - TASK D£SCRIPTTON MANHOURS i 2
9. Transport test panel and associ- 1.50 r
I
ated hardware to the storage area
I0. Inspect support structure, on test
fixture for condition. Record
findings.
R_lacement of Ahlator Composite on
Panel Substrate
ii. Remove each of the (33) attaching
nuts and washers from the back-
side of ablator panel assembly.
1.55
1.85
1.95
2.00
12. Remove the simulated damaged
ablator composite from the panel
support.
13. Visually inspect the panel
support for obvious damage and
deterioration.
14. Install same ablator composite 2.05
on the panel support.
15. Install the (33) nuts and washers 2.35
on the ablator panel belts.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MAI ERIAL
1 ablator panel assy. -
pi-strap attach -
64T020003-I
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i test fixture 64T020002
r21
[ 3/8" socket (2) and (2)
[ pneumatic wrenches
33 nuts - NAS 679A3W
33 washers - AN960CIOL
1 ablator - 64T020003-3
1 panel support
64T020003-7
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
1 panel support -
64T020003-7
i ahlator 64T020003-3
3/8" socket (3) pneumati_
wrenches (3)
33 - nuts - NAS 679A3W
33 - washers - AN960CIOL
pA_E2 OF5
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16. Torque the (33) ahlator panel
nuts.
17. Transport the ahlator panel
assembly and associated hardware
to the test fixture area,
Replacement of Ablative TPS Test
Panel on Test Fixture
18. Position the test panel (center)
on the test fixture.
19. Check alignment of the test panell
on the mockup support structure.
Record findings.
I0. Position the pi-straps on the
test panel for installation.
!i. Check the alignment of the pi-
strap attaching fastener holes.
Record findings.
!2. Install the (20) pi-strap attach-
ing fasteners on the test panel.
!3. Torque the (20) test panel pi-
strap attaching fasteners.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-c-1
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT_P_-8'_ RAp (MDAC DWC. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TtME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 2 3
2.65
2.75
2.85
2.90 1
2.95
3,00 1
3.15
3.30 I
.U.B_R FO_LOWI.G I,.E _*R IS.ANLO*_I._
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
3/8" socket (3) and
torque wrenches (3)
33 - nuts - NAS 679A3W
1 ablator panel assy. -
pl-strap attach -
64T020003-I
i ablator panel assy. -
64T020003-I
i test fixture -
64T020002
i ablator panel assy. -
64T020003-I
i test fixture -
64T020002
4 pi-strap assy. -
64T020003-5
1 socket
i pneumatic wrench
20 bolts AN3-7A
20 washers AN960-10L
1 torque wrench with
socket
.,OE3OF S
24.
25.
Visually inspect the test panel 3.35
pi-strap attachment installation.
Apply a small quantity of 3.65
DC 3145 adhesive to each of the
pi-strap attaching fastener plugs
(20) with a brush or a spatula to
a thickness of 10 to 30 mils over
the entire contact area. Insert
plugs into plug holes firmly with
finger pressure to exclude air
from joint. Allow 24 hours maxi-
mum cure time before handling or
stressing Joint. Full cure will
develop in 2 to 3 days.
Visually inspect pi-strap attach- 3,75
ing fastener ablator plugs for
proper installation.
Visually inspect the complete 3.80
panel installation.
Mix ingredients of the dispersion 3.90
coating, Combine 70 parts of
weight of DC92-009 with 30 parts
by weight of VM&P NAFTHA.
Fill spray gun and test for 4.00
proper function and mixture.
Spray dispersion coating with 4.05
line pressure at 55 psig Use
standard cross coat paint spray
technique, with gun nozzle at
distance of 8 inches, spray ULD
material, at least 4 passes are
allowed per coat. Successive J
]coats must be applied within 30
.U._ERFOLLO_mOT,_EBAR,SMA.LOAOmG
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-c-I
IITASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACEHEAT SHIELO TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWC. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 2_" x 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 3 -- -- _
1
1
1 I
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
-_6.
_-7,
-_8.
)-9.
_0.
1 flashlight
I inspection mirror
I inch brush or spatula
DC 3145 adhesive
20 ablator plugs
64T020003-23
1 flashlight
1 flashlight
1 spray gun
...._4o,_
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FFIGURE 56 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE D-I
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- D-1
• TASK FUHCTION REPAIR
ABLATIVE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" E 70"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
i 2
_TPS Panel
i. Isolate damage to specific panel 0.05
on the mockup.
NOTE:
(i) Repairs to damaged panel o_
mockup shall be limited to
area of 1 to 1-1/2 inch in
diameter, any damage with a
larger area shall warrant
panel removal and repair
accomplished in a refurbish-
ment area.
(2) This task analysis simulates
the damage repair on vehicle.
2. Using a grinding tool, grind away 0.20
damaged material down to the
bondline on the fiberglas face-
sheet.
3. Remove bonding agent using methyl 0.30 I
ethyl ketone, assure area is
thoroughly clean and free of any
foreign matter.
4. Cut a plug of prepared, cured 0.40 I
ablative material to appropriate
thickness to fit the damaged
area. _ I
5. Apply primer DC #1203 to the 0.50 I i
fiberglas faeesheet at the panel
repair area and the bond side of
the cured ablative honeycomb
repair plug. A thin film and
only one coat is required. Allo%
"UNSE"VOLLO*INOn_SA"'S"*"LO*OI"G
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i grlndfng wheel
i grinding disk.
1 1/2" wood chisel
i pint methyl ethyl
ketone (MEK)
i knife
i pint primer DC #1203
1/2" paint brush
7.
(Continued)
primer to dry for a minimum of
1 hour'wlth relative humidity
at 50%
Apply a small quantity of RC
#3145 adhesive sealant to the
fiberglas facesheec bonding sur-
face and sides of the repair
area, with a spatula or a brush
to a thickness of i0 to 30 mils
over the entire contact area.
NOTE:
It is not needy to apply
adhesive to b_th surfaces to be
bonded.
Align and Join the ablative
honeycomb repair plug immediatel!
(within i0 minutes) after spread-
fng the adhesive. Press the plu i
firmly into the repair area.
NOTE:
(i) Plug should not be more than
.030 below the mold llne of
surrounding material.
(2) Allow a 24-hour (minlm_air
cure period before handling
or stressing the bonded Joinl
under normal temperature
conditions (75°F) & relatlv!
humidity above 20%. After
[
8 hours adhesives are set J
sufficiently to allow eleanu Iand trimming.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- D-1
• TASK FUNCTION REPAIR
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (HDAC DWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x YO"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TPME IN HOURS -
MANHOURSo.60 1 2
0.65
NU.SeR FOLLOW,.O TI.E SAR ,S.*.LO*O,.G
TOOLS AND EOUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i pint RC 3145 adhesive
....2_o,_
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8. Remove the excess adhesive and
any residue which may have
accumulated. Trim as required.
9. Visually inspect TPS panel for
proper repair.
i0. Using the x-ray method or micro-
wave tester, check the plug
repair for voids in the adhesive
bond.
ii. Mix ingredients of the disper-
sion coating. Combine 70 parts
of weight of DC92-009 with 30
parts by weight of l_&p NAPTHA.
12. Fill spray gun and test for
proper function and mixture.
13. Spray dispersion coating with
line pressure at 55 psig. Use
standard cross coat paint spray
technique, with gun nozzle at
distance of 8 inches, spray ULD
material D at least 4 passes are
allowed per coat. Successive
coats must be applied within 30
minutes if a thickness buildup
is desired (3 - 5 mils thick).
Cure the dispersion coating at
room temperature for 12 to 18
hours.
14. Visually inspect repair for
proper installation.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- D-I
REPAIR
• TASK FUNCTION
• IIEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-ST_P (MDAC_°_003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 70"
0.80
1.80
1.90
2. O0
2.05
knife
flashlight
i microwave tester
]i flashlight
128
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FIGURE 57 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE E-I
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- E-I
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STl_' (HDAC I_G. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZF 20" X 70"
CUMULATIVE J ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS J TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS 1 2 I, PARTS AND MATERIALL_nvlronmental Simulation Test
L. Assure that all required environ- 0.15 L 1 mobile temperature
mental simulation test equipment simulator unit (gas)
is operational and available in 8 thermocouples
the test area.
2. Position the mockup so that the 0,20 i test fixture
test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental simu-
lation testing. I
3. Maneuver the mobile temperature 0.25
simulator unlt (gas) into the
proper position for testing.
Lock brakes to maintain position,
_. Install the required thermo- 0.45
couples on test panels and mockup
i. Activate the mobile temperature 0.50
simulator unit (gas) for testing.
!hermal Test Environment
_. A representative entry tempera- 2.6
ture environment will be slmula-
i
ted on the external surface of
the test panel by use of a gas
heater device described in Task
Part I, o_ this report. The
temperature profile shall consist
of raising the external surface
temperature of the test specimen,
starting at room temperature, to
between 2200 and 2400=F In approx
imately 350 seconds. This sur-
face temperature shall then he
maintained for an additional
....LoF2
i
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- E-I
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• TASK FUNCTION
• IIEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
(Continued)
350 seconds. At the end of this
time the gas heater wlll be shut
down and natural cooling of the
panel allowed to take place.
This temperature profile repre-
sents one entry mission cycle.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TfM£1N HOURS
MANHOURS 1 2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
PAOE!OF
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FIGURE 58 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE F-I
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- F-1
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE HEATED PANELS
• HEAT SHIELO TYPE _.BLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STR_ (_[DAC DWG. 62T020003)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
_emoval of Heated Test Panels
L. Remove center heat tested TPS
panel. Record serial number and
location.
!. Locate the (20) pi-strap attach-
ing fastener ablator plugs on the
test panel.
;. Drill out the (20) pi-strap
attaching fastener ablator plugs.
_. Using a 4 inch wide putty knife,
free both sides of the pi-straps
from the ablative test panel.
). Using a 4 inch wide putty knife,
free the flexible gaskets at
inter panel sealing joint.
_. Remove the (20) pi-strap attach-
ing fasteners from the pi-straps.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS
-- - l - - - 2_
0,i0 1 J
0.90
1.05 II
if5 ! F
i, 30 i
' I
1.35 I i _-I
1.40 i
1.45
.U_BER FOLLOW_._ T,.E S_R ,S.ANLOA_,.C
7. Remove the associated pi-straps
from the test panel and support
structure.
3. Maneuver heated test panel free
of the test fixture.
Visually inspect the inside and
outside surface of the test panel
for condition and record findings
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTSAND MAIERIAC
1 ablator panel assy. -
pi-strap attach.
64T020003-I
1 pneumatic drive with
¸tapered bit
i
4 inch width putty knife
I
i 4 incil _idth putty knife
120 holts AN 3-7A
20 washers AN 9g0_101_
1 socket 1 pneumatie
wrench
4 pi-strap assy
64T020003_5
I 1 ahlator panel assy_
I pi-strap attach
!64T020003-1
i 1 test fixture 64T020002
1 flasblight and inspec-
tion mirror
I
i FUNCTION - IASK DESCRIPTION
_. Visually inspect test panel pi-
straps and associated fasteners
for condition. Record findings.
Store the heat tested panel pi-
straps and associated attaching
fasteners on a storage rack.
12. Visually inspect test panel
for condition and record findings
13. Visually inspect the test panel I
support hardware on the mockup I
for condition_ Reeord flndlngs_ •
14_ Remove each of the (3_) _hlator I
attaehing nu_s and w_sh_s fr_
t_e hac_ sfde _f ahlator panel
s_pp_rt_ Re_ord findings_
the panel support.
Visually inspect ablator composit 2.10
tion, Record findings.
Visually inspect the substrate 2.15
panel for obvious damage and
deterioration. Record findings.
Visually inspect the associated
hardware for obvious damage and
deterioration. Record findings.
(2) remaining TPS test panels
required for this test.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- _-i
REMOVE HEATED PANELS
• TASK FUNCTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRA_ (_AC DWG. 62T020003)
SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 70"
ELAPSED TIME [N flOURS
2
1.g0 if'
1.65 _111 I i
!]:'1
, • I
li ,!=
iiu
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENI
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i flashlight and
i inspection mirror
i panel storage rack
flashlight
i inspection mirror
1 flashlgiht
1 inspection mirror
3/8" sockets (3) and
pneumatic wrenches (3)
33 nuts NAS 679A3W
33 washers AN 960CIOL
i ablator 64T020003- 3
1 panel support
64T020003-7
3 flashlight and
I inspection mirror
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
I I flashlight
1 inspection mirror
_, 2_ o_2_
1'30
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Activity b ] m
I Weeksalter ATP 21 3 4 6 7
Authority to proceed(15 Feb 1971)......................
Engineering
9rawinp reiensed (64T020001, 2 & 3) ................. ,
.Advanced procurementlist released. .................... d
Procmement
Purchase orders released................................ l
Supportassembly materials required................................. A
Panel materials required. ...........................................
Manufacturinl
Planninl & work orders released ................................. _ 1
Fabricate tonlinl (panel) ...................................... J m
*Fabricate & assemble support assembly. ..............................
Fabricate & assemble panels (3 - 20 x 70 in.) ........................
Pack & deliver supportassembly.....................................
Pack & deliver panels.............................................
Test
*Install supportassembly on mockup ..................................
Setup & test .......................................................
Preliminary test data available ......................................
*The same supportassembly sbucture is used for each test.
Fabrication and installation effort is not duplicated.
bpr M; 1
9 10 11 13 14
......... mmBIg
FIGURE 59 TEST PLAN I SCHEDULE
(ABLATOR PANEL ASSEMBLY - PI-STRAP ATTACH)
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TEST PLAN 2
(a) INSTALLATION - Install nine, 20 by 20 inch, metallic pi-strap panel assem-
blies (MDAC drawing 64T020006) to the mockup in accordance with MDAC drawing
64T020001, view N, and procedures described in figure 60. Monitor individual
maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(b) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 61.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(c) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 62. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(d) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 63. Monitor test as
required with \_R system.
(e) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 64.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(f) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) with figure 65. Monitor individual mainte-
nance task functions with VTR system.
(g) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 66. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(h) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 67.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(i) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace the middle three test panels (MDAC
drawing 64 T020001) in accordance with figure 68. Monitor individual main-
tenance task functions with VTR system.
(j) TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (i)
with the VTR system and event recording system.
(k) DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task function
schedules. Note and assess deviations. Transmit a complete history of
events to NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configura-
tions tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 69.
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FIGURE 60 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE A-2
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- A-2
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHtELO TYPE HETALLIC
• AtTACH CONCEPT pT-NTRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE
CUMULATIVE ELAPSEDTIMEIN HOURS
FUNCTION ~ TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS 1 2
Install TPS Test Panels
i. Transport (9) radiative test 0.i0 Z
panels and associated hardware
from storage area to the mockup.
2. Position one of the test panels 0,25 [ 1
on the test fixture. Record
location and serial number of
test panels.
NOTE:
(i) When adjacent panels are
installed, longitudinal
panel Joints must be
aligned.
i2) Exercise care to prevent
damage to mating surfaces.
(3) Due to the use of two dif-
ferent length pi-straps
(i0 inch and 20 inch) the
number of attaching fasten-
ers varies with the loca-
tion of the TPS test panel
on the test fixture.
3. Align the appropriate pi-strap 0.75 _ _ } 2
combinations on the panel and I
install attaching fasteners, i I
lil Llltlli
,U_B_R_OLLO_INGTt_eBARISMA"tO^D,_
IOOLSANDEQUIPMENT
PARTSANDMATERIAL
i panel dolly
9 radiative panel assy -
_4T020006-3
8 pi-straps -
64T020006-17
8 pi-straps -
64T020006-19
48 bolts - 3M400-3-10-6
2 pair gloves
i pneumatic wrench
pAc_lo_2
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- A-2
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 6/;T020006)
20" x 20"
• ATTACH CONCEPT
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE
CUMULATEVE
MANHOURS
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
4. Perform Steps 2 and 3 on the
remaining (8) panels.
5. Torque test panel attaching L25
fasteners.
6. Visually inspect test panel and 1.35
attaching fastener installation.
.U.RER FOLL0_I.C T,_E IAR ,S_A.LO*_WO
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I torque wrench
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
,_=,Lo,-l_
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FIGURE 62 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE C-2
Remove Simulated Dama_Test Panel
NOTE:
(i) Exercise care in removing
panel fasteners to prevent
damage to the coated panel
surface.
(2) Ensure that all personnel
wear gloves while handling
metallic test panels.
I. Remove test panel pl-straps and
associated attaching fasteners.
2. Maneuver the center test panel
(Ref _AE DWG. 64T020001) free
at longitudinal Joints and remove
it from the moekup.
[n_ection of Dama_ Test Panel
3. Visually inspect test panel for
condition and record findings.
_. Visually inspect test panel
attaching fasteners for damage
5. Visually inspect pl-straps for
condition and record findings.
ELAPSED TIME iN HOURS
0.05
O.10
0.15
.UMBe_ FOLLOWI.G T,ME B*. IS .A.LOAmI._
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-c-2
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE_
• ATTACH CONCEPT__ PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64TO20006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE _O" Y ?O"
CUMULATIVE TOOLS ANO EQUIPMENT
_AANHOU R S PARTS ANO MATERIAL
i pneumatic wrench
i radiative panel assy -
64T020006-3
i pair gloves
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
....ioF__2
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- C-R
• TASK FUNCTION RE, lOVE AND REPLACE
• ItFAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SiZE __OJ.;-_,_O ''
CUMULATIVE CLAPSED TrME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EOUIPMENT
MAN.OURS -- P^RTS AND MATERIAL
0.206. Visually inspect support struc-
ture on mockup for condition and
record findings.
Install New Test__Panel .at_C_nt er
Location
i
ii
7. Position a new test panel in the _otaled at
center location on the test fix- Step 9.
Lure and maneuver to align the
longitudinal joints. Check
alignment of the attaching
fastener holes and record find-
ings.
8. Align the pl-straps on the test _otaled at
panel for installation Step 9.
9, Install the (16) pl-strap 0.30
attaching fasteners.
I0. Torque the (16) pl-strap 0.35
attaching fasteners.
ii. Visually inspect the test panel 0,40
and pl-strap attaching fastener
installation.
1 zadiatlve panel assy -
64T020006-3
4 pi-straps - 64T020006-I
i pneumatic wrench
16 bolts - 3M400-3-10-6
I torque wrench
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i
NUMBER _OLLOW*._ TIME _*R ISMA. LOAOING 2 2PA_[__OF --
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FIGURE 63 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE D-2
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Environmental Simulation Test
Assure that all required
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
tile test area.
test panels are in the right
attitude for epvlronmental simu-
lation testing.
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing.
Lock brakes to maintain position.
Install the required thermo-
couples on test panels and mockup
Activate the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) for testing.
resentative entry temperature
the external surface of the test
panel by use of a gas heater
device described Jn Task 5, Part
ature profile shall consist of
the test specimen, starrinR at
room temperature, to 1800°F in
approximately 350 seconds. _is
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-D2
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• ltEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT__ PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 20"
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MAT ERIAL
seconds. At the end of this time
the gas heater will be shut down
0,50
2.3
I mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas)
thermocouples
ii
_U_B_R FO_LO_PN_ T,_E _AR ,SMA_LOAD,_C PAGE i OV 2
(Continued_ ]
and natural cooling of the panel
allowed to take place. This
temperature profile represents
ment maintenance would be
one entry mission cycle. This
mission cycle will be repeated
until periodic inspection reveals
a degradation or until refurbish-
required.
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-D2
• TASK FUNCTION-- ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
HEAT SHIELD TYPE NETALLIC __ "
ATTACH CONCEPT__ PI-STRA_d. 6_rT_20006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 20"
CU_,_UI,ATI,,, E ELAPSED TtME itJ HOJRS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
FUNCTqON - TASK DESCRIPT!OH MANHOURS 1 2 PARTS AND MATERIAL
F,
II
!!
i
I
[,I
II
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MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-E-z
INSPECTION
• TASK FUNCTION
ItEAT SHIELD TYPE _IETALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT_ PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG, 64T020006)
20" x 20"
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION
In_s__ect T PS Test Panels
i. Using a flashlight and magnifying
glass visually inspect all TPS
test panels for evidence of over-
heat condition and record find-
ings.
!. Visually inspect the test panels
for evidence of distortion due to
buckling and record findings.
_. Visually inspect the test panel
coating for condition and
record findings.
*. Visually inspect the test panel
Joints for excessive gapping or
signs of chafing. Record find-
ings.
_. Visually inspect test panel 0,15
attaching fasteners for evidence Total for 9
of overheating and deterioratian panels.
and record findings.
CU'AULATIVE ELAPSED TrME IN HOURS
MANHOURS i 2
i
I
!
!
i ii i
TOOLSAND_QUIPMENT
PARTSANDMATERIAL
flashlight
3" magnifying glass
flashlight
flashlight
3" magnifying glass
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
t
i i
P,GE__OF
FIGURE 64 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE E-2
FIGURE65 MAIN'fEN_/_CETASKSCHEDULEF-2
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-F-2
• TASK FUNCTION R_IOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWC. 64T020006)
e SINGLE PANEL SiZE _0__
FUNCTION -_ASK DESCRIPTION
Remove Heated TPS Test Panel
i. Remove test panel pi-straps and
attaching fasteners.
2. Maneuver test panel free of the
longitudinal panel Joints.
Remove center test panel from
test fixture (Ref. MDAC Dwg.
64T020001) and record it's
serial number.
Removed Test Panel
Visually inspect test panel for
obvious damage, pit marks, abra-
sions, erosfon, and deterioration
Visually inspect test panel edges
for chipped coating.
ib. visually inspect the test panel
longitudinal Joints for distor-
tion, chafing, and chipped
coating at the Joint.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS
0.05
0.i0
0.15
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
,IH
IIIII
IIlll
I I I I i
'_ '' ' pneumatic wrench
I radiative assyiiiiiI04T02O0053"nel
4 pl-straps -
I 64T020006-19
i 16 bolts - 3M400-3-i0-6
pair gloves
flashlight
inspection mirror
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-F-2
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• EEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
e ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP ( NDAC DWG. 64T020006 )
e SINGtEPANELSIZE 20" x 20"
CUr_ULATI VE
M _NHOU_$FUNCTION-TASK OESCRiPTION
4C° Visually inspect pi-straps for
damage, distortion, and chipped
coating.
4d. Visually inspect test panel
attaching fasteners for damage.
4e. Visually inspect associated 0.30
support structure on mockup for ¸Total for 4
obvious damage and deterioration.through 4E.
Install a New Test Panel
5. Transport a new test panel to t 0.40
&
test fixture t6. Position new test panel on the 0.45
test fixture in the same loca-
tion. Maneuver test panel to
align the longitudinal panel
joints. Check the alignment of
the test panel attaching fastene:
holes and record Eindings,
7. Align pi-straps on the test panel 0.50
and install attaching fasteners.
8. Torque pl-strap attaching 0.55
fasteners.
9. Visually inspect the test panel 0.60
and pi-strap/attaching fastener
installation.
£LAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
i 2 PARTS AND MAT ERtAL
,j
i flashlight
• ; I i inspecclon mirror
J 1 panel dollv
i radiative panel assy -
i 64T020006-3
1 pneumatic wrench
16 bolts - 3M400-3-10-6
4 pi-straps -64T020006-19
i I torque wrench
I1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
,[
]
.... 2_o,_
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FIGURE 66 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE G-2
FUNCTION . TASK DESCRIPTION
_nvironmental Simulatlon Test
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-G-2
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• TASK FUNCTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP _4DAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 20"
CUMULATIVE
MANHOUR$
I. Assure that all required environ- 0.15
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
the test area.
2. Position the mockup so tbat the 0.20
test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental simu-
lation testing.
3. Maneuver the mobile temperature 0.25
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing.
Lock brakes to maintain position.
4. Install the requited thermo- 0.45
couples on test panels and mockup
5. Activate the mobile temperature 0.50
simulator unit (gas) for testing.
6. Thermal Test Environment: A 2.3
representative entry temperature
environment will he simulated on
the external surface of the test
panel by use of a gas heater
device described in Task 5. Part
It Of this report. The tempera-
ture profile shall consist of
raising the external surface tem-
perature of the test specimen,
star_Ing at room temperature, to
1800 F in approximately 350
seconds. This surface temperatur_
sJlall then be maintained for an
additional 350 seconds. At the
end of this time the gas heater I
ELAPSED TiME IN HOURS
1 J 2
31 11
i i i i _ i i i L 2
IOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas)
18 thermocouples
p,cEI OF 2_
6.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE<.-2
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
seTASK FUNCTION11EAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 20"
(Contlnued%
will be shut down and natural
cooling of the panel allowed to
take place. This temperature
profile represents one entry
mlssion cycle, This mission
cycle will be repeated until
periodic inspection reveals a
degradation or until refurbish-
ment maintenance would be
required.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1
NUWmE. FOLLOWING TIW[ BAR ISWANLOAOING
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
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FIGURE 68 MJLINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE 1-2
MAINTENAN.CE TASK SCHEDULE- z-2
REMOVE AND REPLACE
• TASK FUNCTION
:NEAT SHIELD TYPE METAJ_LICATTACH CO_EPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL _ZE---20- '' x _0"
Remove TPS Test Panel
I. Select three panels that have
not been previously removed
ing the radiative panel testing.
Record panel serial numbers and
locations.
2. Remove the (24) attaching fasten-
ers and pi-straps.
3. Maneuver the test,panels free at
the longitudinal Joints and then
ture. Record findings.
!n_ection of TPS Test Panels
4. Visually _nspect test panels for
obvious damage, overheating,
deterioration, and distortion,
and record findings.
5. Visually inspect test panels
attaching fasteners for condi-
tion and record findings.
6. Visually inspect test panels
for condition, and record
findings.
7. Visually fnspect the test panel
support structure on the test
mockup for condition and record
findings. [
0.35
_lace TPS Test Panels
8. Position (3) same pane/s on
the mockup in their original
location. Align longitudinal
panel joints. Check alignment
of attaching fastener holes.
Record findings.
9. Install the (24) test panel
attaching fasteners and pi-straps
and record findings.
I0. Torque the (24) test panel
attaching fasteners.
ii. Visually inspect the test panel
attaching fastener installation.
12. Visually inspect the test panel
installation.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-I-2
REMOVE AND REPLACE
• TASK FUNCTION
• NEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT_ PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE EANEt SIZE 20" x 20"
TOOLSAND_CUlPMEN_
pARTSAND_ATERIAL
radiative panel assy -
_4T020006-3
[ pneumatic wrench
_4 bolts - 3M400-3-I0-6
torque wrench
flashlight
flashlight
inspection mirror
....2_o_
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Activity
Authority to proceed(15 Feb 1971).................
_gineering
Drawielp released (54T020001, 2 & 5)
.Advanced procurement list released
Procurement
Purchase mdefs released
Supportassembly materials
Panel materials ,Nuired
_lanufacturinl
Planning & work orders relsased...
Fabricate tooling (panel)
*Fatuisate & assemble supportassembly.
Fabricate & assemble I_nels (12 - 20 x 20 in.) ...........
Pack & deliver support assembly
Pack & deliver panels,
Test
*Install
Setup & teat
P_eliminary test dal_ available
*The same support assembly structure is used for each test.
Fabrication and installation effort is not duplicated.
FIGURE69 TEST PLAN 2 SCHEDULE
(METALLIC PANEL ASSEMBLY - PI-STRAP)
i42
E
E
F
L
TEST PLAN 3
(a) INSTALLATION - Install three, 40 by 70 inch, ablator multiple fastener panel
assemblies (MDAC drawing 64T020007) to the mockup in accordance with
MDAC drawing 64T020001 and procedures described in figure 70. Monitor indi-
vidual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(b) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 71.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(c) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 72. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(d) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 73. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(e) REMOVE HEATED PANELS - Remove charred ablator panels from mockup in accor-
dance with figure 74. Monitor individual maintenance task function with
VTR system.
(f) TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (e)
by use of the VTR system and event recording system.
(g) DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task schedules.
Note and assess deviations. Transmit a complete history of events to
NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configurations
tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 75.
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FIGURE 70 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE A-3
MAINTENANCETASK SCHEDULE-A-3
• TASK FUNCTION _._T.OJ:L
• IIEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT _LTIPLE FASTENER (_AC DWG. 64T020007)
• SINGLE PA_EL SIZ_ _ r
--CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION TASK DESC RIp T[ON MANHOURS
Inst_a_llation of_Ablative TPS Test
Panel
i. Procure the substrate panels and 0.40
ablator composites and all asso-
ciated hardware from storage. J
2. Transport tile above mentioned
components to the mockup work
area.
3. Visually inspect the ablator
composites for obvious damage,
deterioration, and erosion.
Visually Snspect the substrate
panels for obvious damage and
deterioration.
5. Visually inspect all associated
hardware for obvious damage and
deterioration.
0.60
0.75
0.90
1.05
ELAPSED TIME IN flOURS
I
I
i
4
];I
I
.U_BER FO_LO_r.C T_E BaR 'S_A.LOAm. C
--h
!l
i
i
"i
li!
TOOLS AND EQLIIPI,_ENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
3 ablator panel -
64T020007-5
3 substrate panel -
64T020007-3
180 bolts - AN3-6A
180 washers - AN960-10L
72 screws - AN509-10RI2
180 ablator plugs -
64T020007-17
1 panel dolly
flashlight
inspection mirror
i ablator panel -
4T020007-5
flashlight
Ii inspection mirror
i substrate
64T020007-3 panel
1
_80 bolts - AN3-6A
180 washers - AN960-10L
'72 screws - ANS09-10R 12
60 ablator plugs -
4T020007-17
6.
7,
i8.
9.
Position a substrate panel assy. 1.25
on the test fixture. Align sub-
strate panel attaching fastener
boles and install the (24)
attaching fasteners. Record
serial number a.d location, l
Torque the (24) substrate panel
attaching fasteners (20 _ 25 in,
ibs, )
lation.
Visually inspect the substrate
panel attaching fastener instal-
Position an ablator composite on,.
the installed substrate panel, l
Enter panel serial number and
location. Then align the ablato
composite attaching fastener
holes and install (60) bolt and
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-A-3
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• HEAT SH!ELO TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEFT MULTIPLE FASTENER _HDAC
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE _0_'_ 7_'! ....
C:p._ULAT ,E ELAPSED T,AE N ,_Ou_S
! IF
1,45 r i l
I i
1.50 J
I
!t
: I
2.1o !:
i
i I I
2.15
I
2.55 2;!
2.60 ]
I i
I I
I i
nut combinations (nutplate
mounted on bottom of substrate).
i0, Visually inspect ahlator panel
flexible gasket for proper
alignment.
ii, Torque the (60) attaching bolts
to 20 - 25 in, ibs,
12. Visually inspect the attaching
bolts for proper installation.
DWG. 64TO20007)
:0o722:EMI_,2E2i substrate panel -
64T020007-3
24 screws - ANS09-10RI2
pneumatic screwdrivers
2 torque wrenches with
screwdriver adapter
flashlight
inspection mirror
i ablator panel -
64T020007-5
60 bolts - AN3-6A
60 washers - _N960-10L
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
i torque wrenches
flashlight
.....!o_4
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-A-3
• TASK FUNCTIOH INSTALLATION
• HEAT SHIELD T'YPE _+_ATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEP1 _ MULTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC DWC,. 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANEL SiZE 40" X 70"
Apply a small quantity of DC3145
adhesive to each of the attach-
ing fastener plugs (60) with a
brush or a spatula to a thick-
ness of lO to 30 mils over the
entire contact area. Insert
plugs into plug holes firmly with
finger pressure to exclude air
from Joint. Allow 24 hours mini-
mum cure time before handling or
stressing Joint. Full cure will
develop in 2 to 3 days.
Visually inspect attaching
fastener ablator plugs for propez
installation.
Visually inspect the complete
panel installation.
Mix ingredients of the disper-
sion coating. Combine 70 parts
of weight of DC92-009 with 30
parts by weight of VM.&P NAPTHA.
Fill spray gun and test for
proper function and mixture.
Spray dispersion coatlng with
line pressure at 55 psl8, 3 to 5
mils thick. Use standard cross
coat paint spray teeh.lque, with
gun nozzle at distance of 8
inches, spray ULD material, at
least 4 passes are allowed per
coat. Successive coats must be
applied within 30 minutes if a
CUMULATIVE ELAPSEOTI_EIN HOURS
MANHOURS 2-- ....
4.60 [ 5
• 4.65 i
4.70
4.90
5.10
5.20
.U.Sl. rOL_O.m_T,._I*.,I.*.LO*O,._
I TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTPARTS AND MATERIAL
DC3145 adhesive
60 ablator plugs -
64T020007-17
1 brush or i s_stula
flashlight
flashlight
inspection mirror
spray gun
....! o,-4_
J
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-A-3
INSTALLATION
IITASK FUNCTIONHEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• AtTACH C_NCEET MULTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC DWG. 64T020007)
• SINGLE _XNEL SIZE 40" _ 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
........
5.25 i ] '
I
.U..E. FOLLOWt._ T,.E S*. IS_*NCOAmNG
18. (Continued)
thickness buildup is desired.
Cure the dispersion coating at
room temperature for 12 to 18
hours.
19. Visually inspect panels for
proper installation.
20. Perform Steps 6 thru 19 on the
remaining (2) TPS test panels
required for this test.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
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FIGURE 71 HAINTEHANCE TASK SCHEDULE B-3
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-B-3
• TASK FUNCTION__ INSPECTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPF ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT MULTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC DWG. 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 40" X 70"
i CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPTIDN MANHOURS
Inspection of Ablative TPS Test
Panels
Using a flashlight, visually
inspect the entire area of the
ablative test p_el for dents,
abrasions, pit marks, erosion,
and deterioration. Record panel
serial no. and location.
• isually inspect ablative test
panel dispersion coating for
condition, obvious damage and
proper coverage.
Visually inspect the ablative
test panel attaching fastener
ablator plugs (60) for proper
position and alignment (top of
plus should he even with mold-
line - allow_le plug and mold-
llne mismatch tolerance is .030
inch).
Visually inspect the flexible
gaskets on two sldes.of the test
panel for obvious damage, deteri-
oration, proper alignment, and
distortion.
NOTE:
Any damage of a magnitude
affecting the integrity of the
fiberglas substrate will warrant
the removal of the ablative panel I
assembly for further inspection
and repair.
See Step 4 flashlight
for total, inspection mirrorablator panel assy -
0.05
flashlight
i flashlight
1 feeler.gage
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
NURSER _O_LO_"C TIME BA_ 'SMA"LOAOINO _ACE 1 OF 2
PU'JChON TASK _[$C_,P]ION
5. Perfom Steps 1 thru 4 on the
2 remaining ablative TPS test
panels used in this test.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-B-3
• TASK FUNCTION-- INSPE_CT__ION
• IEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT _ULTTPLF FASTENER (MDA_ _G, 64T020007)
eSINGLEPANELSIZE_ 40" X 7_______
ELAPSFD rIME =N _ouRs TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND ,'AATERIAL
.....2_o,
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FIGURE 72 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE C-3
MAINTENANCg TASK SCHEDULE-c-3
REMOVE AND REPLACE
TASK FUNCTIONNEAT SHFELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT .MULTIPLE FASTENER (HDAC 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 40" X 70"
Remove Ablative_
Pane____l
I. Drill out the test panel (center)
ablator to substrate attaching
ablator plugs (60).
Using a 4 inch wide putty knife
free the flexible gasket at the
interpanel sealing space,"
Removethe (60) ablator to
substrata attaching fasteners.
Maneuver the ablator composite
free of the substrate and the
_0ckup.
ection of Ablator Panel
Visually inspect ablator panel to
determine extent of damage and
the repair required. Record
findings•
Position the ablator panel on
the panel dolly.
Visually inspect the ablator
panel attaching fasteners.
Record findings.
Visually inspect the subst_ate
panel on the mockup for obvious
damage and deterioration.
3,75
3.85
3,90
3.95
TOOLS AN[) EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
5 pneumatic drills with
tapered bits
2 four inch wide putty
knife
4 pneumatic wrenches
60 bolts AN3-6A
1 ablator panel -
64T020007-5
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i panel dolly
i flashlight
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
....ioF_ 3
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
re,placement of Ablator Panel on
). Remove ablator composite from
panel dolly and position on
substrate on the mockup. Check
alignment of ablator composite
and attaching fastener holes.
Record findings.
LO. Install the (60) ablator panel
attaching fasteners.
LI. Torque the (60) ablator panel
attaching fastener to 20-25 in.
ibs.
L2, Visually inspect the ablator
panel attaching fastener
i_stallatlon.
L3. Apply a small quantity of DC 3145
adhesive to each of the attaching
fastener plugs (60) with a brush
or _ spatula to a thickness of
i0 to 30 mils over the entire
contact area. Insert plugs into
plug holes firmly with finger
pressure to exclude air from
Joint. Allow 24 hours mlnlmma
cure time before handling or
stressing Jolnt. Full eure will
develop in _ to 3 days.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-c-3
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELO TYPE ANLATIVE
• ATTACH CONCEPT MULTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANELSIZE 40" _ 70"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS _--
4.05
4.45 i
4, 75
4.80 1
-155.80
.u_st. _OLLO.,.C nN_ JaR IS_A._Oa_.G
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I ablator panel
64T020007-5
i panel dolly
4 pneumatic wrench
60 bolts AN3-6A
3 torque wrench
1 flashlight
DC 3145 adhesive
60 ablaror plugs -
64T020007-17
i brush (i inch wldth)
or I spatula
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FIGURE 73 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE D-3
Environmental Simulation Test
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- _5
o TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• 14EAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
ATTACH CONCEPT MUL_T!PLE FASTENER
SINGLE PANEL SIZ_/9_ j _ TO"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSEDT]MEIN HOURS
MANHOURS T
i. Assure that all required environ 0.15
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
the test area.
2. Position the test fixture so tha 0.20
the test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental
simulation testing.
3. Maneuver the mobile temperature 0.25
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing,
Lock brakes to maintain position
4. Install the required thermo- 0.45
couples on test panels and mockL.
5. Activate the mobile temperature 0.50
simulator unit (gas) for testing
Thermal Test Environment
6. A representative entry tempera- 5.4 _ -
Lure environment will be slmula- -p
i
3
.I
ted on the external surface of
the test panel by use of a gas . 2
heater device described in Task
Part I, of this report. The i'
temperature profile shall conslsl
of raising the external surface
temperature of the test specimen
starting at room temperature, to
between 2200 and 2400°F in appro:-
imately 350 seconds. This sur-
face temperature shall then be
maintained for an additional
.U_eER_OLLOW,.Gn_EB*R,S_*NLOAm.G
TOOLS AN{) EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATER_AL
i mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas)
16 thermocouples
1 test fixture
:q
I:
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION
_. (Continued)
350 seconds. At the end of this
time the gas heater will be shut
doeth and natural cooling of the
panel allowed to take place.
This temperature profile repre-
sents one entry mission cycle.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- D-3
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
• ATTACHCONCEPT MULTIPLE FASTENER
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 40" X ZO"
CUMULATWE ELAPSED TIE
lMANHOURS
IN HOURS
2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
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FIGURE 74 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE E-3
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-E-3
REMOVE HEATED pANEL
• TASK FUNCTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE ABLATIVE
e ATTACH CONCEPT_ H_LTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC DWG. 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANEL$IZE_LQ" _ 70"
FUNCTEON - TASK DESCRIPTION
iRemove TPS Test Panel From Mocku_
jl. Record serial number and tee
test panel.
2, Locate the (60) ablator attach-
ing fastener plugs on the test
panel.
3. Drill out the (60) ablator panel
attaching fastener plugs.
4. Remove the (60) ablator panel
attaching fasteners. Free J
fiexlble gasket with putty knife
5. Maneuver the ablator composite
free of the substrate panel on
the mockup.
Inspect TPS Test Panel
6. Visually inspect the ablator
panel for obvious damage, over-
heating, erosion and deteriora-
tion. Record findings.
7. Visually inspect the associated
record findings.
8. Place ablator panel and assoc-
iated hardware on a panel dolly.
'9. Visually inspect the substrate
panel on the mockup for obvious
damage, over heating and
3.70
3.85
3.90
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AN[_ MATERtAL
i flashlight
5 pneumatic drills with
tapered bit
60 bolts AN3-6A
4 3/8" socket
4 pneumatic wrench
I ablator panel assy. -
64T020007-5
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
1 panel dolly
1 flashlight
1 inspection mlrror
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-E-3
REMOVE HEATED PANEL
• TASK FUNCTION
• ItEAT SHIELD TYPF At_'L_TZVB
• ATTACH CONCEPT MULTIPLE FASTENER (MDAC DWG. 64T020007)
• SINGLE PANELSIZ_
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
i0. Remove the (24) suhstrate panel
attaching screws on the mockup.
ii. Remove the substrate panel from
the mockup.
12. Visually inspect backside of
substrate panel for condition
and record f_ndings.
13. Place substrate panel on panel
dolly.
14. Visually inspect the mockup for
condition and record findings.
15. Inspect the support hardware on
the mockup and record findings.
16. Perform steps i through 15 on
the remaining (2) TPS test
panels required for this test.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS PARTS AND _ATERIAL
4.10 []
4.20 2
4.25 1
4.35
4.40 [
4.45
i 2 pneumatic screwdrivers
24 screws - AN509-I0_12
1 substrate assy. -
64T020007-3
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
1 panel dolly
1 fl_shlight
1 inspection mirror
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
_,o,lo_2
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Activity
Authorityto proceed(15 Feb1971)
Engineering
DrawinlPreleased(64T020001,2 &7)
,Advancedprocurementlist released....................
Procurement
Purchaseordersreleased
Supportassemblymaterialsrequired
Panelmaterialsrequired
Manufacturinll
Planning&workordersreleased.............
Falxicatetooling(panel)
*Fal_'iate &assemblesupportassembly,
Fabricate&assemblepanels(3 - 40x 70 in.)...........
Pack&deliversupportassembly.
Pack&deliver
Test
*install supportasnembiyonmonkup
Setup&test...................................
Preliminarytestdataavailable.........................
*The samesupportassemblystructureis usedforeachtest•
Fabricationandinstallationeffort is notduplicated.
FIGURE 75 TEST PLAN 3 SCHEDULE
(ABLATOR PANEL ASSEMBLY)
23 2412_
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TEST PLAN 4
(a)
(b)
INSTALLATION - Install three, 20 by 96 inch, metallic pi-strap panel assem-
blies (MDAC drawing 64T020006) on the mockup in accordance with MDAC
drawing 64T020001 and procedures described in figure 76° Monitor individual
maintenance task functions with the VTR system.
INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 77.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(c) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 78. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(d) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 79. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(e) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 80.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(f) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 81. Monitor
individual maintenance task functions with VTR system°
(g) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 82. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(h) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 83.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(i) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace one test panel (center panel, MDAC
drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 84. Monitor individual mainte-
nance task functions with VTR system.
(j) TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (i)
with the VTR system and event recording system.
(k) DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task function
schedules. Note and assess deviations. Transmit a conplete history of
events to NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configura-
tions tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 85.
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MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-A-4
• TASK FUNCTION INSTALLATION
• ltEAT SHIELD TYPF _TALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (_AC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SI7.F 20" X 96"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
Install TPs Test Panels
1. Transport (3) radiative test
panels and associated hardware
from storage area to the mockup.
0.i0
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
I 2
2
B
3
2. Position one of the test panels 0.40
on the test fixture. Record its
location and serial number.
NOTE:
i. When adjacent panels are
installed, longitudinal pane
Joints must be aligned,
2. Exericse care to prevent dam
age to mating surfaces.
3, Align the appropriate pi-strap 1.00
combinations on the pane is and
install attaching fasteners,
4. Torque test panel attaching 1,30
fasteners.
5, Visually inspect test panel and 1.35
attaching fastener installation.
6. Perform Steps 2 thru 5 on the
remaining (2) test panels,
Record location and serial nos.
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTSAND MATERIAL
i panel dolly
3 radfative panel assy
64T020006-I
8 pi-straps 64T020006-21
80 shoulder bolts -
3M400-3-10-6
4 pl-straps 64T020006-17
6 pair gloves
3 pneumatic wrenches
80 bolts-3M400-3-10-6
3 torque wrenches
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
I i
PAGE__ oF __
FIGURE 76 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE A-4
i¸ ::
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MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- _-4
F,JNCTtON - TASK DESCRIPTION
i
In.spect TPS Test Panels I
I_ Visually iilspeet the test par, els
for dents, pit marks_ • abrasions_
erosion and deterioration.
2_ Visually inspect te._t panel edge
i for damage and dlstortion_
! 3_ Visually J-nspect test panel
longitudinal joints for distor-
tion, gapping and chafing.
4. Check test panels for looseness.
5. Visually inspect test panel pi-
straps for distortion, deteriora-
tion and alignment.
6, Visually inspect pi-strap
ing fasteners for obvious
and burring of the tool slots.
• TASK FUNCTION INSPECTION___
• HEAT SHIELQ TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-ST_P (MDAC DWG. 64T020"006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" .X 96"
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS ANE} MATERIAL
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
1 flashlight
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
flashlight
flashlight
FIGURE 77 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE B- 4
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FIGURE 78 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE C-4
Remove Simulated Damaged TPS Test
Panel
NOTE:
i. Exercise care in removing
panel fasteners to prevent
damage to panel surface.
2. When removing center panel,
support outside panels if
sagging is Indicated_ with
pi-straps.
i. Remove the center test panel
attaching fasteners and associ-
ated pl-straps.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- c-4
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• ttEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MI)AC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE _0" X _6"
O. 30
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
_AANHOURS 1 2
i
2. Maneuver the center test panel 0.45
(ref. MDAC DWG. 64T020001) free
at the longitudinal Joints and
remove it from mockup.
3. Visually inspect test panel for
condition and record findings.
4. Visually inspect test panel
attaching fasteners for condi-
tion and record findings.
5. Visually inspect test panel
pl-straps for _ndltion and
record findings. Place test
panel and associated hardware
on a storase rack.
.U.BERFOLLO_,.CT,.E_AR,S_A.LOAO,.C
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
3 pneumatic wrenches
I radiative panel assy
64T020006-I
4 pl-strap 64T020006-21
36 shoulder bolts 3M400-
3-10-6
3 pair gloves
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i storage rack
....Lo, 2__
6.
condition and record findings.
_._ T._____T_ Panel
7. Remove same panel from
storage rack and position it in
the center location on the test
fixture. Maneuver panel to
align the longitudinal Joints.
Check alignment of the attach-
ing fastener holes and record
findings.
8. Align pi-straps on the test
panel for installation.
Install attaching fasteners and.
torque.
9. Visually inspect the panel and
pi-strap/attachlng fastener
installation.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-c-4
REMOVE AND REPLACE
• TASK FUNCTION
• 1tEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT. PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANELSIZE 20" x 96"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Visually inspect support struc- 0.55
ture on the test fixture for
0.70
1.15
1.20
ELAPSED T(ME IN HOURS
' 2
IIIll
t11111
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND _,_AT ERIAL
i storage rack
i torque wrench
i flashlight
i inspection _irror
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FIGURE 80 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE E-4
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE_-4
Inspection of Heated TPS Test Panels
i. Visually inspect heated test
panels for obvious damage,
overheating, erosion, and
oration. Record findings.
2. Visually inspect the
panel Joints for distortion,
buckling, excessive gapping, and
chafing, and record findings.
3. Visually inspect pl-straps for
condition and record findings.
4. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for condition and
record findings.
• TASK FUNCTION INSPECTION
: • HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (_AC 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANELSIZE 20" X 96"
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
flashlight
....A or__i
I'
L
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FIGURE _2 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE G-4
FUNCTION - TASK DESCR_PT[ON
Environmental SimulatSon Test
Assure that all required
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
the test area.
test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental simu-
lation testing.
Maneuver the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing,
Lock brakes to maintain position
Install the required thermo-
couples on test panels and test
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-c-_
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE. M_TALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT__ _I-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL S_ZE-- TO" _ 96"
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
l- 2 PARTS AND MATERIAL
i mobile temperature sim-
ulator unit (gas)
30 thermocouples
0.45
simulator unit (gas) for testing
Thermal Test Environment: A
resentative entry temperature
environment will be simulated
the external surface of the test
panel by use of a gas heater
device described in Task 5, Part
I, of this report. The tempera-
ture profile shall consist of
raising the external surface
perature of the test specimen,
starting at room temperature, to
.U_E_FOLLOW,.CT,MEBA_ISM_NLOAD'"G
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-G-4
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONE_ENTAL TEST
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (_AC DWG. 64TO20006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE_-
6. (Continued)
igOO°F in approximately 350
seconds. This surface temperatu]
shall then he maintained for an
additional 350 seconds. At the
end of this time the gas heater
will be shut down and natural
cooling of the panel allowed to
take place. This temperature
profile represents one entry
mission cycle. This mission
cycle will be repeated until
periodic inspection reveals a
degradation or until refurbish-
ment maintenance would be
required.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS
e
NUMBER FOCLeWI._ TI_E BAR IS_A.LOAOI._
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
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FIGURE 84 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE I-4
Remove Three Heated TPS Test Panels
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-I 4
I_I.IOVE AND REPLACE
• TASK FUNCTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (I_)AC' OWC. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 96"
CUMULATIVE J ELAPSED TIME iN HOURS
MANHOURS- --_- _--
L. Remove the (3) center test panels 0.60
attaching fasteners (72) and
associated pi-straps (8).
0.75
0.85
1.00
1.60
2. Maneuver test panels free of the
longitudinal Joints and remove
from test fixture. Place test
panels (3) on storage rack.
3. Visually inspect associated sup-
port structure on mockup for
obvious damage and deterioration.
Install Same 3_TPS Test Panels
4
4. Position TPS test panels on the
mockup in the _eenter position.
Maneuver test panels to align the
longitudinal Joints. Check the
alignment of the attaching fast-
ener holes and record findings.
5. Align pi-strapa (8) on the test
panels and install the attaching
fasteners and torque.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
"" ' _ pneumatic wrenches
radiative panel assy. -
i4T020006-i
72 shoulder bolts -
)M400-3-I0-6
pl-straps - 64T020006-2]
pair gloves
flashlight
inspection mirror
3 pneumatic wrenches
torque wrenches
radiative panel assy -
4T020006-I
72 shoulder bolts
_M400-3-I0-6
8 pl-straps -64T020006-21
.U.SER rOLCOW_,O T,_ S*, ,S_*,LOAmN_ P*CE i_o_ !
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-z-4
REMOVE AND REPLACE
TASK FUNCTIONHEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT PI-STRAP (MDAC DWG. 64T020006)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" x 96"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS PARTS AND MATERIAL
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
Visually inspect the test panels
and attaching fastener installa-
tion.
i
1.70
.UMSER FO_LOW,N_ T_M_ SA_ 'S.ANLOAO,._
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TEST PLAN 5
(a) INSTALLATION - Install nine, 20 by 20 inch, HCF keyway panel assemblies (MDAC
drawing 64T020004) to the mockup in accordance with MDAC drawing 64T020001,
view B, and procedures described in figure 86, Monitor individual mainte-
nance task functions with VTR system.
(b) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 87.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(c) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace a simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 88. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(d) REPAIR - Repair in place simulated damaged panel on mockup in accordance
with figure 89. Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(e) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 90. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(f) REMOVE AND REPLACE HEATED PANELS - Remove and replace middle row of HCF
panels from mockup in accordance with figure 91. Monitor individual mainte-
nance task functions with VTR system.
(g) TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (f)
with the VTR system and event recording system.
(h) DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task function
schedules. Note and assess deviations. Transmit a complete history of
events to NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configura-
tions tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 92,
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Ine eetion of HCF TP$ Test Panels
I. Using a flashlight, visually
inspect the entire area of the
HCF TPS test panel for dents,
abraslone, pit marks, erosion,
and deterioration. Record panel
serial number and location.
2. Visually inepect HCF test panel
coating for condition, obvious
damage, and proper coverage.
3. Visually inspect the spacer asay
for damage_ proper alignment and
installation.
4. Visually inspect HCF test panel
edges for obvious damage,
deterioration, proper alignment,
and distortion.
NOTE:
Any damage of a magnitude affect-
_ng the integrity of the sub-
strate panel will warrant the
removal of the HCF TPS test pane]
assembly for further inspection
and repair.
FIGURE 87
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- g-5
• TASK FUNCTION _NSpECTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE HCF
KEY/KEYWAY ASSEMBLIES (_AC DWG. 64T020004)
20" x 20"
• ATTACH CONCEPT
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE
CUMULA!IV£
MANHOLES
0.05
0.i0
0.1s 3
0.20 q
MAINTENANCE TASK
ELAPSED TIME tN HOURS TOOLS AN[3 EQUIPMENT
1 2 PARTS AND M ATERIAL
! 1 HCF panel assy -
64T020004 -I
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
inspection mirror
flashlight
in_pectlon mirror
i I
PACE__OF
SCHEDULE B- 5
I
! .
J
i .
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FIGURE 88 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE C-5
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- c-s
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
R_move HCF Test Panel (Center_
i. Disengage HCF panel/spacer inter¸ O.05
face interlock by turning lock-
ing mecha_ism (located in center
of spaeerassy) 90 degrees.
2. Remove Ehe spacer _ssy attach!n 0.15
fasteners,
3. Remove the spacer assy. O.20
4. Depress the spring loaded plung 0.25
and maneuver test panel approxi-
mately .75 inch to clear a_tach-
ing keyway. Move test panel
free of the test fixture.
5. Visually inspect the test panel 0.30
to determine extent of damage
and repair required. Record
findings.
6. pl....... pa.el on _ p=nel 0,35 II Di'l I I
storage rack,
lrlilll
7 vlsu_llyinsp.... p....... y for 0t0 I I I_IIII
conditl .... d ..... d findings. ,,,,,,,,It l l l Ill
.U.BE_OLLO.J._n.EBAR,S.=.LOAO,_=
e TASK FUNCTION _ AND REPIN_CE
• HEAT SHIELO TYPE HCF
t ATTACH CONCEPT KEY/KEYWAY ASSE_LIES (bfOAC DWO. 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANEL S_ZE 20" x 20"
CUMULATrVE i ELAPSED T_ME IN HOURS
MANHOURS "- 1
l I,lill!
!i_11!ll
Jl
II
II
TOOLS ANO EQULPMEHT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i allen head wrench
2 bolts - 3M400-3-180-6
i pneumatic wrench
1 HCF panel assy -
64T020004-I
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
I
i 1 storage rack
i flashlight
....__o_
8. Visually inspect spacer assy
associat_ hardware for condi-
tion and =ecord findings.
9. Visually inspect support sttmc-
ture on the moekup for condition
and record findings.
10. Replace HCF test panel in the
center location on the support
structure. Matchup keyways for
installation. Move test panel
approximately ,75 inch or until
spring loaded plunger engages
the panel positioning slot and
record findings.
ii, Position and align spacer assy
on test panel and install attach
ing fasteners and record finding:
12. Interlock interface between HCF
panel/spacer by turning locking
mechanism (located in center of
spacer essy) 90 degrees.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent dmmge
during instsllation and torque-
ing of attaching fasteners.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- c-s
• TASK FUHCTIOH REMOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE HCF
• ATTACH CONCEPT KEY/KEYWAY ASSE_LIES (MI)_AC DWG. 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE_ 20" x 20"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TI_E IN HOURS | TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS I r -2 - I PARTS AND MATERIAL
0.50 i flashlight
• 0.55 1 Ii
il
o.oo , IIJ2ho ts- OO- -lgO-O
0.65 ] allen head wrench
I
.u.sE_ FaLLOW,He T,_ eAR ,SM^NLO*_W_ PACe 2----OF3
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13, Torque the (2) spacer assy
attaching fasteners.
14. Visually inspect the spacer 0,75
assy attaching _astener instal-
lation.
15. Visually inspect the complete 0.80
panel installation.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- c-5
• TASK FUNCTION P_MOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE HCF
• ATTACH CONCEPT_ _y/KEYWAY ASSE_LIES (MDAC DWG, 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE__-----
U_ULAT VE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS IOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
_ANHOUI S 1 PARTS AND MATERIAL
O. 7"0 E i torque wrench
I flashlight
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
.....3 oF3_
il,!
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FIGURE 90 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE E-5
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- E-5
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
o TASK FUNCTION
ee ItEAT SHIELD TYPE HCFATTACH CONCEPT KEY/KEYWAY ASSEMBLIES (MDAC D_G, 64T020004)
Environmental Simulation Test
Assure that all required environ-
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
the test area,
Position the test fixture so that
the test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental simula
tion testing.
Maneuver the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing.
Lock brakes to maintain position.
Install the required thermo-
couples on test panels and test
fixture.
Activate the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) for testing.
ermal Test Environment
A representative entry temperatur£
environment will be simulated on
panel by use of a gas heater
of this report. The temperature
profile shell consist of raising
the external surface temperature
of the test specimen, starting at
room temperature, to between 2200
and 2400°F in approximately 350
seconds. This surface temperatur_
• SINGLE PANEL SIEE_ 20" X 2U"
0.20
0.25
0.45
0.50
TOOTS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL.
i mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas)
18 thermocouples
I test fixture
...._IoF2
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- E-s
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
® TASK FUNCTION
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE HCF
• ATTACH CONCEPT KEY/KEYWAY ASSE_B_IES (MDAC DWG. 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANELSIZE 20" X 20"
additional 350 seconds. At the
end of this time the gas heater
will be shut down and natural
cooling of the panel allowed to
take place. This temperature
profile represents one entry
mission cycle. This mission
cycle will be repeated until
periodic inspection reveals a
degradation or until refurbish-
ment maintenance would be
required.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IH HOURS
MANHOURS i J 2
I
NUMBER _OLLOW_N_ TiM_ BAR iS_ANLOA_
7
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT .
PARTS AND MATERIAL
.... __oF 2.
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FIGURE 91 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE F-5
FUNCTIOH-TASK DESCRIPTION
Remove Heated TPS Test Panel
I. Disengage HCF panel/spacer
interface interlock by turning
locking mechanism (located in
center of _pacer assy) 90
degrees.
2. Remov_ the (2) spacer assy
attaching fasteners.
3. Remove the spacer assy.
4. Depress the spring loaded
MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-F-5
• TASK FUNCTiOH I_OVE HEATED PE_ELS
• liEAT SHIELD TYPE }]CF
• ATTACH CONCEPT KEY/KE_AY ASSEMBLIES (MDAC DWG. 64T020004)
_, SINGLE PANEL SIZE _ x 20 'I
plunger and maneuver center test
panel approximately .75 inch to
clear attaching keyway. Move
fixture.
5. Place heated test panel and
rack.
Insect_
6. Visually inspect panel support
structure an_ecord findings.
0.05
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
IN HOURS
2
-
,,,,,
Illll
lill_
!lill
IIIII
illll
Eilli
tllll
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARYS AND MAT ER{AL
i allen head wrench
2 bolts - 3M400-3-180-6
i pneumatic wrench
i HCF panel assy -
64T020004-I
i storage rack
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
t_U_BER FOLLOW,,_ T,.C B*R 'S_A"LO_OIt'C PAGE_I OF 3
Install New TPS Test Panel
Transport a new HCF test panel
10.
II.
• MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-F-._
• tASK FUNCTION___ REMOVE HEATED PANELS
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE HCF
e ATTACH CONCEPT KEY__EYI4AY ASSEMBLIES_AC DWG. 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE---_Q_2_'"--
CUmULATiVE ELAPSEO TIME _N HOURS
_ANHOURS 1 2
0.40
0.45
0.50
0_55 !
0.60
a:id associated hardware from
storage area to the test fixture
Visually inspect new test panel
and associated hard.;are for con.-
dition and record findings.
Place the HCF test panel in the
center location on the test fix-
ture. Matchup ke>_ays on the
test fixture and test paneL.
Move test panel approximately
I
.75 inch or until spring loaded i
plunger engages the panel posi-
tloning slot and record findings
Position and align spacer assy o
test panel and install attaching
fasteners (2). Record findings.
Interlock interface between HCF
panel/spacer by turning locking l
mechanism (located in center of
spacer assy) 90 degrees.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent damage
during installatiol; and torque-
ing of attaching fasteners.
I!llJ
I I I I I
!!!!!
,,E,,,
III!J
Illl!
IIitl
i HCF panel assy -
64T020004-I
I flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i HCF panel assy -
64T020004-I
1 spacer support -
I pneumatic wrench
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MAINTENANCETASKSCHEDULE-F-5
• TASK f=UNCTION_ MOVE _U_ATED PANELS
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE--.._
• ATTACH CONCEPT___ KEY/KE_VAY A_EM]BI.IES (MDAC DWG. 64T020004)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE _.-20" "( ?0"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSE{) TIME iN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS J PARTS AND MATERIAL
t2. Torque the (2) spacer assy .0.65
attaching fasteners.
[3. Visually inspect the spacer assy 0.70
attaching fastener installation.
[4. Visually inspect the complete 0.75
panel installation.
I
_U_,ER FOLLOW,._ T,_E _AR ,S_ANLOAO,NG
I
I torque wrench
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
....3_ o,3_
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TEST PLAN 6
(a) INSTALLATION - Install nine, 20 by 20 inch, metallic edge fastener panel
assemblies (MDAC drawing 64T020005) to the mockup in accordance with MDAC
drawing 64T020001, view G, and procedures described in figure 93. Monitor
individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(b) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 94.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(c) REMOVE AND REPLACE- Remove and replace simulated damaged panel (center
panel, MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 95. Monitor indivi-
dual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(d) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 96. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(e) INSPECTION . Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure 97..
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(f) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace center heated test panel in
accordance with figure 98. Monitor individual maintenance task function
with VTR system.
(g) ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - Environmentally temperature test installed panels
(MDAC drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure 99. Monitor test as
required with VTR system.
(h) INSPECTION - Inspect TPS panel installation in accordance with figure i00.
Monitor individual maintenance task functions with VTR system.
(i) REMOVE AND REPLACE - Remove and replace middle row of test panels (MDAC
drawing 64T020001) in accordance with figure i01. Monitor individual mainte-
nance task functions with VTR system.
(j) TEST DATA EVALUATION - Evaluate test data obtained in steps (a) through (i)
with VTR system and event recording system.
(k) DOCUMENTATION - Compare test data with previously estimated manpower and
elapsed time requirements given in appropriate maintenance task function
schedules. Note and assess deviations. Transmit a complete history of
events to NASA-LRC in the form of revised task analyses for those configura-
tions tested on mockup.
Time-phased activities and milestone events for this experimental plan are
shown in figure 102.
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In__2eetion of TPS Test Panels
I. Using a flashlight and mirror,
visually inspect entire area of
the radiative test panels for
dents, abrasions, pit marks,
erosion, and deterioration.
Record test panel serial number
and location.
2. Visually inspect panel edges for
damage and distortion.
3. Visually inspect test panel lon-
gitudinal panel Joints for dis-
tortion, excessive gapping, and
chafing.
4. Check test panel for looseness
and clearance under shims.
5. Visually inspect test panel
attaching fasteners for burring
of the tool slots.
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- B-6
• TASK FUNCTION INSPECTION
• ItEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
EDGE FASTENER (MDAC DWG. 64T020005)
20" x 2O"
• ATTACH CONCEPT
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE
CUMULATIVE
_ANHOURS
o.os 3
0.i0 [
0.15
0.20 1
0.25 1
LAPSED TI E IN HOURS 2i
I
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARIS AND MATERIAL
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i pair gloves
i feeler gage
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
FIGURE 94 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE B-6
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FIGURE 96 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE D-6
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE-D-6
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• TASK FUNCTION.
• NEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT EDGE FASTENER ASSY. (MDAC DWG. 64T020005)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE_-.O_ X 20"
Environmental Simulation Test
i. Assure that all required environ-
mental simulation test equipment
is operational and available in
the test area.
2. Position the test fixture so that
the test panels are in the right
attitude for environmental
simulation testing.
3. Maneuver the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) into the
proper position for testing.
Lock brakes to maintain position.
4. Install the required thermo-
couples on test panels and test
fixture.
5. Activate the mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas) for testing.
I'hermal Test Environment
6. A representative entry tempera-
ture environment will he simu-
lated on the external surface of
the test panel by use of a gas
heater device described in Task
5, Part I, of this report. The
temperature profile shall consist
of raising the external surface
temperature of the test specimen,
starting at room temperature, to
1800°F in approximately 350
seconds. This surface temperatur_
shall then be maintained for an
CUMULATJVE TOOLS ANO EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS PART S AND MATERIAL
O. 15
• 0.20
0.25
0.45
0.50
2,3
rOLLOWJ.G Y,_E OAR ISMANLOAOI.G P*OE i_ OF 2
mobile temperature
simulator unit (gas)
2 thermocouples
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- D-6
FUNCTION-TASK DESCRIPTION
6. (Continued)
additional 350 seconds. At the
end of this time the gas heater
will be shut d_n and natural
cooling of the panel allc_ed to
take place.
This temperature profile repre-
sents one entry mission cycle.
This mission cycle will he
repeated until periodic inspec-
tion reveals a degradation or
until refurbishment maintenance
would be required. Repeat
mission cycle TED times.
• TASK FUNCTION ENVIRONMENTAL TEST
• ItEAT SHIEIO TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT EDGE FASTENER ASSY. - (MDAC DWG. 64T02000_)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 20" c
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TI_Ei_ HOURS
_ANHOURS
I
_U_BeR _O_LOWING T,_E S*_ ISMA_LOAO,NO
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND _ATERIAL
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FIGURE 98 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE F-6
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- F-6
• TASK FUNCTION REMOVE AND REPLACE
• HEAT SHIELD TYPE_ Dg_TALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT EDGE FASTENER ASSY - (MDAC DWG. 64T020005)
• SINGLE PANEL SiZE 20" X 20"
Record serial number and location 0.05
of the TPS test panel to be
removed.
Remove the (6) attaching 0.10
on the test panel selected.
0.15Maneuver the test panel free of
the longitudinal panel Joints
remove test panel from its loca-
findings.
spectlon of Heated TPS Test Panel
Visually inspect test panel for 0.20
obvious damage, overheatlngadete-
findings.
Visually inspect test panel 0.30
Ing fasteners for condition and
record findings.
Visually inspect the test panel 0.35
support structure on the mockup
place Heat Tested TPS Test Panel
0.40Position test panel on the
test fixture. Align longitudinal
panel joints. Check alignment
attaching fastener holes and
record findings.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MAT ERIAL
i high torque screwdriver
6 shoulder bolts 3M400-
3-76-6
6 washers - 64TO20005-19
1 radiative panel assy -
64T020005-I
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
i flashlight
1 flashlight
i inspection mirror
I radiative panel assy
64T020005-i
.U.BER FOLLO*,HC T,.E BAR ,S.A,COAO,_C pA_EI OF 2
8. Install the (6) test panel attach
ing fasteners and record findings
MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- F-6
REMOVE AND REPLACE
TASK FUNCTIONIIEAT SHIELD TYPE METALLIC
EDGE FASTENER ASSY - (MDAC DWG. 64T020005)
• ATTACH CONCEPT
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 20"
t. Torque the (6) test panel attach-
ing fasteners.
0. Visually inspect the test panel
attaching fastener installation.
i. Visually inspect TPS test panel
installation.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSE{) TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1] , 2
0.45
0.50 i1
0.55 J 1
0.60 !Ir ,
NU_OER FOLLO**.G TfME BAR IS M*.tOAm,C
TOOLSANDEQUIPMENT
PARTSANDMATERIAL
i high torque screwdrivel
6 shoulder bolts
3M400-3-76-6
6 washers - 64T020005-19
1 torque wrench with a
high torque screwdriver
adapter
i flashlight
i flashlight
i inspection mirror
P*Ge 2 os 2
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MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE- H-6
INSPECTION
TASK FUNCTIONHEAT SHIELO TYPE METALLIC
• ATTACH CONCEPT EDGE FASTENER ASST. (MDAC 64T020005)
• SINGLE PANEL SIZE 20" X 20"
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
2 PARTS AND MATERIAL
1. $alect a haat tested test panel 1 radiative panel assy.
for inspection. Record test 64T020005-1
panel serial number and
2. U|ing a flashlight and magnifyin_ i flashlight
glass vluually inspect the entire 1 3" magnifying glass
panel area for evidence of over
findings.
3. Visually inspect the test panel i flashlight
to buckling. Record findings.
• Visually iaspect the test panel i flashlight
coating for condition and record 1 three inch magnifying
findings, glass
Visually inspect the test panel 1 flashlight
Joints for excessive gapping or 1 inspection mirror
signs of chafing and record
findings.
Visually inspect test panel i flashlight
attaching fasteners for evidence
of overheating and deterioration
and record findings.
.u.sE. _O_LOw,.G T,_f BAR ,S_A_LO*O,.C PACf--1 Of
FIGURE i00 MAINTENANCE TASK SCHEDULE H-6
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FIGURE 102 TEST PLAN 6 SCHEDULE
(METALLIC PANEL ASSEMBLY - EDGE FASTENER)
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cONCLUSIONS
Several significant conclusions may be drawn from this study. These are
summarized below.
i. Minimum weight considerations favor integral tanks; however, tank
simplicity, replaceability, and maintenance considerations suggest nonintegral
tanks.
2. Primary structure can be described as either endoskeletal (those
arrangements where primary structural elements are at som.e distance inside of
the outer body contour) or exoskeletal (those elements which follow closely the
outer moldline of the vehicle). The exoskeletal structure representative of
current aircraft design has been studied for many years; however, little is
known about the maintenance operations associated with an endoskeletal structure,
thus, characteristic refurbishment data is needed in this area.
3. In the hot structure approach, where the primary structure skin also
serves as a heat sink, titanium is the most likely material for construction.
4. For the cold structure approach, wherein the structure is thermally
protected, aluminum is the most likely candidate material for construction.
5. Inherent and critical in the refurbishment concept is an attachment
method which allows easy access to internal subsystems so as to minimize removal,
repair, and inspection times of various components.
6. Attachment concepts chosen for analysis had one or more of the follow-
ing attributes: simplicity, accessibility, reliability, technological currency,
interchangeability, and easy replacement, inspection, and repair.
7. Ablative heat shield attachment techniques lend themselves readily to
adhesive bonding, mechanical fasteners, or combinations thereof. Techniques
considered included bonded attach, mechanical fastener attach, pi-strap attach,
multiple mechanical fastener attach, and key/keyway attach.
8. Unlike ablative heat shields, metallic heat shields rely primarily on
the use of some sort of mechanical fastener. Flush .fastener attach and pi-strap
attach techniques were considered.
9. Primary attachment techniques for hardened compacted fibers (HCF) favor
bonding although most ablative heat shield attachment techniques are applicable
to HCF heat shield systems.
i0. Either of the three types of heat shield panel systems considered (i.e.,
ablative, metallic, and nonab!ative-nonmetallic) can be removed and replaced
without seriously affecting refurbishment of the other.
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ii. Optimum panel length for all materials under minimum weight consider-
ations is approximately 20 inches. Practical panel widths range from 20 to
120 inches.
12. In general, attachment techniques specified for basic heat shield
systems may be applied in specialized areas of the vehicle such as body nose
tip, fuselage chines, and horizontal control surface leading edges.
13. Removal and replacement cost estimates indicate that manpower require-
ments decrease as panel size increases whereas elapsed time increases as panel
size increases.
14. In the case of the removal and replacement of the ablative and HCF
heat shield systems there is little cost advantage in refurbishment of panels
greater than 20 square feet. In the case of metallic heat shield systems the
breakeven point is between 40 and 60 square feet.
15. Although the removal and replacement requirements for the so-called
special areas (chines and leading edges) are relatively small, on a unit basis,
they could have a significant influence on overall vehicle refurbishment cost
when considered for a specific configuration and program definition.
16. Operational maintenance labor costs are very much dependent on the
type of heat shield system and attachment concept used. Variations up to
$8 million for a i00 flight life can be realized depending on the concept
considered.
17. Design and cost uncertainties are best defined under the following
categories: concept feasibility, material effects, fastener removal and
installation, size limitations, tool and equipment configurations, and repair
procedures.
18. All of the questions raised concerning design and cost uncertainties
can be answered by implimentation of the experimental test program as outlined.
19. A limited amount of environmental temperature simulations is required
to create a realistic maintenance environment.
20. The use of video tape and event recording systems provide the most
efficient method of recording and analyzing various types of maintenance
functions.
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APPENDIX A
COST ESTIMATE TASK ANALYSES
A-I
HEAT SHEL9 TYPE; ,\blatlve - ULD
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concept _:_I
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
Small: 20 x 20 InchesPANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION
o R_moval of _P_ Abiativ_ Haterial
from Vehicle
NOTE:
Due to the extensive grinding and
cutting operation required to
remc.e the ablative material _ m
the double [ace honeycomb on the
vehicle, the use of goggles/eye
shields, breathing mask and vacuum
cleaner is mandatory safety equip-
mellt.
i. Using grlndinl_ wheel, sanding I.O0
disc and a suitable knife like
cutting tool. remove the
ablative m_terial from the
structural double Lace boney-
comb on the vehicle, down to
the bond linc.
2. Clean the structural double 1.20
face honeycomb with methyl ethy
k_tone (MEK) to remove debris
frum the surface.
o _ection
3. Visually inspect suriace of 1.25
structural honeycomb for damage
resulting from _blatlve material
removal.
4. C_ver the cleaned surface with 1.30
anti-tarnlsh tissue
.U.BeeFOLLO.,HO*,_ehR'S"_LOA_'"C
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS
2
- ll'
l
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I grinding wheel
I sanding disc
I cutting device
2 goggles/face shield
2 respirator masks
i vacuum cleaner
1 gal. methyl ethyl
ketone (MEK)
I fl_shlight
I inspection mirror
1 box anti-tarnish tissue
_;z io 7eA __ e__
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
PR NC pAL ATTACH CONCERT Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concept 1
PANEL LOCATION BotCom
Small: 20 x 20 inches
P*NEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE I ELAPSED TI_EIN HOURS
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION MANffOURS lj _
o Replace Ablative Material on
vmb [ c l e
5. Transport ablative materlal 1.40
segment to the vehicle.
6. Thoroughly clean all surfaces L.45
to be bonded by wiping with a
clean cloth dampened with
cleaning solvent. Wipe dry
with a clean, dry cloth before
evaporation of the solvent.
Always clean an area wider than
the width of the finally
applied adhesive.
It is essential tbat clean
cloths and clean solvent be use(
in tbe cleaning operation. Do
not use contamlnated materials.
Repeat cleaning operations
until a clean, oll free surface
ls assured.
Cleaned surfaces shall be
allowed to dry 3 to 5 minutes
before the application of any
bonding material. Adhesive
should be applied as soon as
possible after cleaning. Do
not allow handling or storage
between the cleaning and
bonding operations.
.u.seleOLLO.1._*,_es*R,s_Lo*_._
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND _AT ERIAL
i gal. methyl eLhyl
ketone
2 7
A-2
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HEAT_IELD TYPE:. Ablative _ULD
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concept #I
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
S_111: 20 x 20 inchesPANEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o Replace Ablative Material on
Vehlcle
7. Before applying adhesive apply [.65
a sLngleunlform thln brush-
coat of SS-4004 Silicone Primer
to clean mating surfaces. Appl 3
prlmer to cover an area wider
than tbe width of the finally
applled adhesive.
Allow prlraer to air dry a
m£nlmum of 30 minutes at ambient
temperature prior to applying
adhesive. A longer dry time
shall be allowed _f there are
wet spots evident In the prLmer
coat.
Remove the primer and repeat th(
priming procedure whenever the
primer becomes contaminated or
when the Rrv silicone adhesive
Ls not applled within 72 hours
after priming. Use .pl,_i,,Ibl,'
t l_.;Iz_i,l_ i)zuL cdure i o i cmL_ve
8. Mix Rrv-90 Ln the weight ratio 1.80
o£ 1 per cent Sil£cure L-24
Catalyst to weight of base
compound.
It is imperative that the
accelerators be thoroughly
d£spersed throughout the base
compounds. StLrring and foldln_
Lu the accelerator must be done
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
i
I gal. silicone primer
SS-4004
RFV'90 s/llcure, L-24
i catalyst
....± o,_L
HEAT _IELO TYPE: Ablaclve " ULD
PRINCIPAEATTACHCONCEPT" AblaCive Hea_
Shleld AEtachment Concept #[
PANEL LOCATION. Bo_EO_
Small: 20 x 20 /nches
PANEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o Replace A_lat/ye Materla_ on
Vehicle (Cont.)
slowly to avold excessive air
entrapment.
Approximately 5 to 7 minutes of
hand mlxLng or blending with a
spatula Ls normally required to
obcaln un_formlty.
9. Apply adheslve to one of the
mating surfaces using a sealant
gun. Cover entire surface to
be bonded with a layer of
material appcoxLmately 25 mils
thlck.
Place the surfaces to be bonded
together and effect the bond
using even contact pressure and
squeezlng out any excess adhe-
sive. Care should be taken to
insure that no alr Is trapped
between the matlng surfaces.
The adhesive has sufficient
substance _o support the bonded
surface during cure but Ifa
vertlcal bond or slmllar condL-
tlon ts EO be made tooling
ehould be used to hold the bond
together untll the adheslve is
tack-free.
the adheslve shall be cured to
tack-free, flrm, rubbery condl-
tlon prlor to crLmm_ng (8 hrs.)
Remove the excess adhesive by
scrapLn 8 wlth a plastlc scraper
1.95
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
mMlll t01.I.011140 TIME SAIl is M/_41.OAmMG
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I air bag
1 air bag support stand
1 plastic scraper
,,+,_4o,_!
A-3
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
PRINCIpAL ATTACH CONCEPT: AbLatEve tleat
Shield Attachment Concept #l
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE fMANHOURSFUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTqON
o_tace_-_b t a_a ont_
Vehicle (Cont.)
9. (Cont.)
Apply adhesive to one of the 2.00
mating surfaces using a sealant
gun. Cover entire surface to be
bonded with a layer of material
approximately 25 mils thick.
Place the surfaces to be bonded
together and effect the bond
using even contact pressure and
squeezing out any excess adhe-
sive. Care should be taken to
Insure that no air is trapped
between the mating surfaces.
The adhesive has sufficient
substance to support the bonded
surface during cure but if a
vertical bond or similar eondl-
tion IS tO be made tooling
should be used to hold the bond
together unit[ the adhesive ls
tack-free.
Fhe adhesive shall be cured to
tack-free, firm, _ubbery condi-
tion prior to trlmmlng (8 hrs.)
Remove the excess adhesive by
scraping with a plastic scraper.
o_
[O. Visually inspect ablative 2.05
material for proper installation
[I. Set up mlcrowave tester 2.55
12. Microwave test panel for bond- 3.05
line integrity
.UMmERFOLLO,I.=TI=EmA_tS=_LOAm"_
TOOLS AND EQ_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
REV 90 adhesive siltcure,
L-24 catalyst
air bag
air bag support stand
plastic scraper
I ,I._hliRht
HEAT_IEL D TypE: Ablative " ULD
PRINCIPAL ATTAC H CONCEP T Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concept #l
PANE L LOCATION Bottom
2Small: 20 x 20 inches
PANEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
3.25
3.35
3.50
o Replace Ablatlye Material on
Vehicle _Cont._
13. Uslng sealant gun, fill in void
on the perimeter of panel
14. Place platen over the repair
and support with sufficient
pressure to compress adhesive
smoothly. Allow supported
platen to remain in place for
8 hours to allow adhesive to
cure.
15. After curing, use sharp edge
knife to trim surface of
adhesive section flush with
surrounding panel.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
[2 _0
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I sealant gun elastomertc
adhesive (DC :_3145)
I platen
1 air bag
I air bag support
,,o,_6o,_
A-4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concept _l
PANE L LOCATION Bottom
S_II: 20 x 20 inches
PANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
REMOVAl ABD REPIACEMEBT
o Replace Ablative Material on
Vehicle _Cont.)
lb. Apply dispersion coating to
adhesive. Allow to cure for
12 hours.
[i. Inspect panel sealing operation
for proper installation
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 21 3-3
3,60
3.65
wormer FOLLO',W_ Ta.m a*R ,S .*.NLOA_W_
A-5
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS kNO MATERIAL
Dispersion coating
1 brush or 1 spray gun
,,°,!o,7
II
,4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: HC_
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: HC_ Hemt Shle_---
Attachment Concept #]
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small 20" x 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
Replacement of HCF Segment on
Vehicle - cont'd.
1(3. Apply • uniform coat of I_
31_5 approximately O.O10-O.O30
inch thick to the bonding
surface of the structural
double face honey comb surfece
on the vehicle.
ii. Position and ali_ the HCF tile i
on the vehicle in a manner to
prevent as much entrapment of
sir bubbles as possible.
12. Roll the outside tile surface
with s rubber roller to insure
intimate contact at the bond-
line and to squeeme out excess
• adhesive. Work from the center
of the tile to the four sides.
Allow the sasemhly to cure st
room temperature (65°F to lO0°F
for 2_ hours before handling.
The #3145 will be full cured
in 5 to 7 days.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TiME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 2 1
1.80
1.90
2.00
.UUSER FOLLO,_._ T,MZ is. is.a.Loa_.o
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I gal. s_hesive DC#31_5
i rubber roller
....Lo,_5_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:. HC_ Heet _nield
At_e_t Concnt #l
PANEL LOCATION _ot t_ll_
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 X 20 Inchel
FUNCTION - TASK DE.eH_RIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
Replacement of HCF S_a_t on
Vehicle (cont.)
13. RemoYe excels cure #31_5 with
• plastic ic_per (_5 ° cutting
edse). EIerciee care to pre.
v_t damoge to the HCF tile
coltinE.
l_. Vlauelly inspect HCF tile for
proper tnmta llation.
15. Set up micrc_we tenter
16. _croweve telt plnel for bond-
llne in_rAty.
Ct_ULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
2.05 J10
2.60
3.10
_Slll FOLLO"._ _.e sal ts maNLoam.G
TOOLS AND EI:(JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 plastic scraper (45 °
cutting edge)
i flash light i insp.
mirror
1 microwave tester
l
,,=,__o, _,
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ahlnt-4ve/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fastener AtEach ConceDE #2
PANEL LOCATION Bo_9_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 4
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
O
8.
9.
I0.
ii.
12.
0.10
2.10
2.50
2.70
2.90
3.00
3.40
3.60
3.80
3.90
4.30
4.50
Removal of 'rPs Panel
1, Locate (26) panel attaching
fastener pluss.
2. Drill out (26) panel
attaching fastener plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, free
panel edges from adjacent
panels.
4. Poiltlon panel dolly for the
panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform for
panel retrieval.
6. Lock brakes on the dolly.
7. Remove the (24) panel
actachlng fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded dlrecCly
tO the fiberglass honeycomb
substrate and are re_ved
or replaced as one unit.
Maneuver the panel free of
the vehicle and lower panel
onto panel dolly.
Lower panel dolly platform
with panel from the elevated
position to the transport
position.
Unlock panel dolly brakes.
Transport panel to the
storage area to await
disposition.
Store panel on a prescribed
storage rack.
TOOLS AND E_IPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 drills
4 edge freeing cools
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
4 socket wrenches
4 edge freeing tool
i panel dolly
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
1 panel storage rack
.... Lo,_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:Ahlat:Jve/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT- Mech_lcal
Fastener Attach Concept _2
PANEL LOCATION BOCtOm
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 4
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 Inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOUR5
4.60
4.70
4.80
5.40
5.60
5.80
5.90
6.10
o
13. Visually inspect the fibrous
insulation for damage,
deterioration and signs of
overheating.
14. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
Task Analysis No. 29).
15. Visually inspect the support
hardware for damage.
deterloraElon and overheat-
ing.
16. Visually inspect the attach-
ing fasteners for damage,
deterloratlon and overheat-
ing.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
17, Load a new panel onco Ehe
panel dolly and Eransport
panel Co the vehicle.
18. Posltlon panel dolly for
panel installation.
19. Elevate panel dolly plat-
form wlth panel to the Instal
position.
20. Lock panel dolly brakes
21. Position the new panel on
the vehicle and align for
Installation.
80T___E:
Exercise care Co prevent
damage during installation
and corqueing of the panel
arr°oh4_E f=._ .....
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
2 -3
TOOLS AND EC4JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
A-11
C_
I t
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT_ MechanIcal
Fastener Attach Concept f2
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 5
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel
l. Locate (62) panel attaching
fastener plugs.
2. Drill out (62) panel attaching
fastener plugs.
3, Using a prescribed tool, free
the panel edges from adjacent
panel.
4. Position a panel dolly for the
panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform for
panel removal.
6. Lock brakes on the dolly.
7. Remove the (62) panel
attaching fasteners
NOTE:
The panel-_sbonded directly
to the fiberglass honyeeomb
substrate and are removed or
replaced as one unit.
8. Maneuver the panel free of
the vehicle.and lower panel
onto panel dolly.
9. Lower panel dolly platform
from the elevated position
to the transport position.
lO. Unlock panel dolly brakes.
ii. Transport panel to the
storage area to await
disposition.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TtMEIN HOURS
MA""OORS i 3
0.20 4
5.20 i
6.00
6.40
6.80
6.90
8.10
8.90
9.30
9.40
10.20
,UI=_m,OLCOW,._*I_ZI*m,SM_LOA_._
TOOLS AND E_IPMENT
PARTS I_HD MATERIAL
4 drills
8 edge freeing tools
1 panel dolly
8 socket wrenches
8 edge freeing tool
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
pAGIIoF 4
HEAT _IELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: N_chnntcsl
Fastener Attach Concept #2
P*NEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
O Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
12. Store panel on a prescribed
storage rack.
o_
13. Visually inspect the fiberous
insulation for damage,
deterioration and signs of
overheating.
14. RemOve, replace ore repair
insulation as required (see
Task Analysis No. 29).
15. Visually inspect the support
hardware for damage,
deterioration and overheating.
16. Visually inspect the attach-
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and overheating.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
17. Load a new panel onto the
panel dolly and transport
panel to the vehicle.
18. Position panel dolly for
panel installation.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 5
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS 3 4 PARTS AND MATERIAL
10.60 ] 1 panel storage rack
Ii.00 i_ 4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
11.40 ]
11.80 I
13.00 I
13.40 1
.U_SERrOLLO,I._ TiM! I*.l$._LO*_._
1 panel dolly
e,_e2oF 4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT_ Pi-Strap Attach
Concert #3
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 6
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
20.
21.
CUMULATIVE tMANH_URS
thickness of i0 to 30 mils
over the entire contact area.
Insert plugs into plug holes
firmly with finger pressure
to exclude air from Joint.
Allow 24 hours minimum cure
time before handllng or
stressing Joint.
Full cure will develop in
2 to 3 days.
Visually inspect pl-strap
attaching fastener plugs
for proper installation.
Visually inspect the complete
panel installation.
1.95
2.00
2 3
III
P
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
3 3
PA_I--OP__
A-16
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ah_atlye/ltCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: -' t
Cn._pr #3
PANEL LOCATION 8Ot¢Om
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate the (28) pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs
2. DriLl out the (28) pl-strap
attaching fastener plugs
3. Using a prescribed tool, free
panel edges and pl-strap edges
from adjacent panels
4. Position a panel dolly for the
panel removal
5. Elevate panel dolly platform
for panel removal
6. Lock brakes on panel dolly
7. RemOVe the (28) panel attaching
fasteners
8, Remove the associated pi-straps
9. Maneuver the panel free of the
vehicle and lower panel onto
panel dolly
lO. Lower panel dolly platform with
panel from the installed posi-
tion to the transport position
II. Unlock panel dolly brakes
12. Transport panel with associated
pl-straps to a storage area to
await disposition
13. Store panel on a storage rack
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
_ANN_JRS T -- -
O.10
2.10 ! i
2.70 I
2.90
J.lO ( _2
3.20
3.60
4.00 I[4.20
4.40
4.50
4.90
5.10
.us|ca eoLLo,l._ *_,_ B*R ISM*"LO*mH=
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 drills
4 edge freeing tools
l panel dolly
4 socket wrenches
4 edge freeing tools
1 panel dolly
1 panel dolly
i pane[ storage rack
1 3
eAoe__oe __
[:
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIpAL A TACH CONCEPT. PI-Strap Attachment
Concept _3
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
Medium: 2O x 1ZO inches
PANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o_
14. Visually inspect fibrous insul-
ation for damage, deterioration
and overheating
15. Remove, replace or repair
insulation (see task analysis
no. 29)
16. Visually inspect all support
hardware for damage, deteriora-
tion and overheating
17. Visually Inspect attaching
fasteners for damage, deteriora
lion and overheating
o Replacement of rPS Panel
18. Load a new panel and associated
pi-straps, on the panel dolly
19. transport panel on dolly to the
vehicle
20. Posltion panel dolly for panel
installation
21. Elevate panel dolly platform
with panel to installed positlOl
22. Lock panel dolly brakes
23. Position the new panel on the
vehicle and align for
installation
NOT___EE:
Exercise care to prevent damage
during installation and
torqueing of the panel
attaching fasteners.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 2- 3
5.20
5.30
5.40
5.60
6.00
6.20
6.40
8506.70
NUMBER FOLLOWING TIMI IAI is M_LOA_NG
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
1 panel dolly
i panel dolly
...._2°3__
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HEAT _IELO TYPE:. Ablative/HCF
PRINCIpAL ATTACH CONCEPT: PI-StraD Attachment
Concert #3
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 8
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
O Removal of _PS Panel
[. Locate the (62) pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs
2. Drill out the (62) pi-sErap
attaching fastener plugs
3. Using a prescribed tool, free
panel edges and pl-strap edges
from adjacent panels
4. Position a panel dolly for the
panel removal
_. Elevate panel dolly platform
for panel removal
6. Lock brakes on panel dolly
7. Remove the (62) panel attaching
fasteners
8. Remove the associated pi-straps
9. Maneuver the panel free of the
vehicle and lower pane[ onto
pane[ doily
0.20
5.20
6.00
6.40
6.80
6.90
8.10
8.90
9.70
1 2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 drills
8 edge freeing tools
3 l panel dolly
C 8
_: 8 8 socket wrenches
i 8 edge freeing tools
....A o,4
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCOflCEPT" Pf-Strap Attachment
Concept #3
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TA_< DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. g
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Pane!(ConC.)
i0. Lower panel dolly platform wlth
panel
to the transport posit/on
If. Unlock panel dolly brakes
12. Transport panel with associated
pl-straps to a storage area to
await dlspolltlon
13. Store panel on a storage rack
o l_spectlon
14. Visually inspect flbro_s
insulation for damage,
deterioration and overheating
15. Remove, replace or repa/r
insulation as required (see
task analysts no. 29)
I6. Visually lnlpect all support
hardware for damage, deteriora-
tion and overheating
17. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage, deterlora
lion and overheating
o Replacement of TPS Panel
18. Load a new panel and
assoclated pl-straps, on the
panel dolly
19. Transport panel on dolly to
the vehicle
20. Position panel dolly for panel
installation
21. Elevate panel dolly platform
with panel to Install position
22. Lock panel dolly brakes
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
MANHOURS --Z
I0.I0
10.20
ll.00
11.40
11.80
12.20
12.60
13.00
13.80
i
14.20
14.60
14.70
.O=tER _LLO,m_T,NIJAI'S_L0*_"_
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I panel dolly
I panel storage rack
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
I panel dolly
I panel dolly
2 4
PAOE_ OF --
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BEAT SHIELD TypE: ,_blatlve/ilCF
PRINCIPA L ATTACH CONCEPT: Pl-Strap Attachment
Concept #3
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x JO0 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o _eplacement of rPS Panel (Cont.)
23. Position the new panel on the
vehicle and align for
installation
L0r£:
Exercise care to prevent damage
during installatLon and
torqueing oF the panel attach-
LnA Lasteners.
24. Align the pl-straps for the
attaching fastener installation
25° install the (62) pi-strap
attaching fasteners
26. Lower platform of the panel
dolly from the install position
to the transport position
27. Release panel dolly brakes
28. Remove panel dolly from the
work area
2). torque the (62) pi-str;_p
attaching fasteners
J0. Visually Inspect the pi-straps
attaching fasteners for damage
m_d proper installation
11. Apply a s_ll quantity of RFV 10(
adhesive to the pi-strap
attaching fastener plu_s (fi2)
with a brush or a spatula to
a thiek11¢s_ of tO to 30 mil-
over the entire contact area.
in,erE plu_s into the plug holes
firmly with finger pressure to
exclude air from the joint.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. s
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
MANHOURS +_ 4 PARTS AND MATERIAL
15.10
15.50 3 8[
16.70 C 8 socket wrenches
17.I0 8 I panel dolly
17.20 E
17.60
18.20 E 4 torque wrenches
18.80 E 4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
20.00 Z 8 RFV 160 adhesive
3 4
p*_E__ov__
HEAT _IELD TypE: Ablatlve/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT. PI-Strap Attachment
Concept #3
pANEL t OCATION gott_
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 100 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 8
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Replacement of FPS Panel {Chat.)
Allow 24 hours mlnlmum cure
tfrae before handl_ng or stress-
ing Jofnt. Full cure will
develop in 2 or 3 days.
32. Visually inspect plugs for
proper operation.
33. Visually inspect the complete
panel installation
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME
MANHOURS ]
20.40
20.80
NUlI[I [OLLOIlNG Till IAIISM_LOA_NO
IN HOURS
4
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
.... 4o, 4
A-20
F
C
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPTI Multiple
M_qhanlcal Fasteners ConceDE #4A Pt-Strap
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
o Removal of TPS Panel
i. Locate (6) pl-strap attaching
fastener ablator plugs.
2. Drill out (6) pt-strap attach-
ing fastener ablator plugs.
3. Using a prescribed toolp free
both sides of the pl-straps
from the ablator panel.
4. Using a prescribed tool, f_ee
flexible gaskets at inter pane]
sealing space.
5. Re_ve (6) pi-strap attaching
fasteners.
6. Remove associated pt-straps.
7. Maneuver ablator panel assp.
(includes ablator panel
attached to honeycomb
substrata panel) free of
vehicle.
NOTE:
(i) Ablator panel and honeycomb
substrate panel are removed
as an assembly.
(2) Disassembly of panels
(16 studs) to be
accomplished in the
refurbishment area and
disposition of subassemblle
determined.
8. Transport ablator panel
assembly and associated pl-
straps to refurbishment area.
9. Store panel on storage rack.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOUR5
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 9
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
0.05
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.15
1.20
.u.le, FOLLO",.O _,ml m** IS m*.Lo*m._
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
1 drill
1 edge freeing tool
i socket wrench
1 edge freeing tool
1 panel storage rack
,Ao,3._o, _
HEAT_IELO TYPE: Ahl.t4ve
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCOf4CEPT" Multiple .--
_¢eh_._c_l _ast_ners Cnncent #4 A Pi-Strap
PANEt LOCATION,a_r_nm
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 9
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: SBall: 20 x 20 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
1.25
i. 30
1.35
1.45
1.50
1.55
1.65
1.70
1.75
o
i0. Visually inspect the fiberous
insulation for damage, over-
heating and deterioration.
11. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
Task Analysis No. 29).
12. Visually inspect all support
hardware for damage,
deterioration and over-
heating.
13. Vilually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterloraEion, _d signs of
overheating.
o Replacez_nt of TPS Panel
14. Transport a new ablator panel
assembly and _sociated pl-
straps ¢o the vehicle.
15. Position the new ablator pane]
assembly on the vehicle for
installation.
16. Position the pi-ltraps on the
ablator panel for installation
17. Install tha (6) pl-strap
attaching fasteners.
18. Torque the (8) attaching
fasteners.
19. Vlsually inspect the pl-strap
attaching installation.
ELAPSED TSME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
1 socket wrench
1 torque wrench
1 flashllght
1 inspection mirror
,A_,2o,_3__
A-21
.i
i
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HEAT_IELO TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COt4CEPT: Multiple
M_chenlcal Fastener Concept #4A
PANEL LOCAT_N Bottom
PANEL SIZE: _dium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. i0
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Re_3val of TPS Panel
1. Locate (26) pi-sCrap attach-
fastener ablator plugs.
2. Drill out (26) pi-strap
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, free
both sides of the pi-straps
from the ablator panel.
4. Using • premcrlbed tool, free
flexible gaskets at inter
panel sealing space.
5. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel assembly
removal.
6. Elevate do31y platform for
panel assembly removal.
7. Lock brakes on dolly
8. Remove (26) pl-otrap attach-
in s fasteners.
9. Remove associated pl-straps
I0. Maneuver ablator panel assy
(comprised of ablator panel
attached to the honeycomb
substrata panel) free of
vehicle.
NOTE:
(1) Ablator panel and
honeycomb substrate
panel are removed as an
assembly.
(2) Disassembly of panel
(72 stubs) to be
accomplished in the
CUt4ULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1 [ 2
0.10
2.10
2.50 t ]
2.70 I
2.90
3.10 42 _4
3.20
3.60
4.00
4.20 4
.uMmzl Focco.l._ us| mA. ISU_LOA_N_
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 drills
4 edge freeing tools
2 edge freeing tools
1 panel dolly
4 socket wrenches
4 edge freeing tools
pAOEI___ Or 4_____
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ah].fIVg
PRINC_pALATTACH CONCEPT:___
Mechanical Fastener Concert #4A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANE L SIZE : Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 10
REMOVAL ANO REPLACEMENT
o Re.oval of TPS Panel (Cont.)
in the refurbishment area and
disposition of subassemblies
determined.
Ii. Lower panel dolly with panel
from Installed position to
transport position.
12. Unlock panel dolly brakes
13. Transport ablator panel essy.
and associated pl straps to
the refurbishment area.
14. Unload ablator panel assy.
from panel dolly and store on
prescribed storage rack.
o
15. Visually inspect the fiberous
insulation for damage
overheatlng and deterloration.
16. Visually fnspect all support
hardware for damage.
deterioration and overheating.
17. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and overheating.
io Replacement of TPS Panel
18. Load a new ablator panel
assembly and associated pi-
straps on the panel dolly and
transport to the vehicle.
19. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel assembly
installation.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS r
4.40
4.50
4.90
5.10 4
5.20 2
5.30 2
5.40
6.00 4
6.20
NUUmE. FOLLOWm_ _mK man IsU_LOAm._
TOOLSAND EQ4JIPMENT
PARTSAND MATERIAL
I panel dolly
1 panel storage rack
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
i panel dolly
A-23
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HEAT_IELO TYPE: bblatlve
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCO_EPT: Multinle
Hachantcal Futlnar Concept #4A
PANEL LOCATION _tt_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 11
0.20
5.20
6.00
6.10
6.50
6.90
7.00
8,20
REMOVALAND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: _r_e: 20 x 300 inches
CL_ULATIVE
FUNCTION- TA_ DESCRIPTION MANF'K_JRS
o Removal of 'ITS Panel
1. Locate (62) RE-strap attach-
lng fastener ablator plugs.
2. Drill out (62) pl-strap
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
3. Using a prescribed Cool, free
both sides of the pl-straps
from the ablator panel.
4. Using a prescribed tool, free
flexible gaskets at inter pane
suling space.
5. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel assembly
removal.
6. Elevate dolly platform for
panel assembly resoval.
7. Lock brakes on dolly.
8. Remove (62) pl-strap attach-
ing fasteners. IIII
IIII
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 drills
8 edge freeing tools
2 edge freeing tools
1 panel dolly
8 socket wrenches
HEAT_iELD TYPE:A_I@tive
PRINCtRALATTACH CONCEPT: M.Ir4ple
Mechanical FaArener Concept #4A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 11
REMOVALAND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
9. Remove associated pl-straps.
10, Maneuver ablator panel assy.
(Comprised of ablator panel
attached to the honeycomb
substrate panel) free of
vehicle.
NOTE:
(1) Ablator panel and honsy-
comb substrate are
removed as an assembly.
(2) Disassembly of panel
(184 stubs) to be
accomplished in the
refurbishment area and
dtapositlon of sub-
assemblies determined.
II. Lower panel dolly wlth panel
from installed posltion to
transport position.
12. Unlock panel dolly brakes.
13. Transport ablator panel assy.
and associated pl-straps to
the refurbishment area,
14. Unload ablator panel assy.
from panel dolly and store
on prescribed storage rack.
o
15. Visually inspect the flberous
tnsulatlon for damage,
overheating and deterioraEion
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS
9.00
9,80
10.20
10.30
ii. I0
11.50
11.90
4
A-25
...._Io,4_3_
TOOLS AND EGCJIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
8 edge freeing tools
1 panel dolly
I panel storage rack
4 flashlights
4 Inspection mirrors
2 4
L.,_z__ oF __
z°_
_t
z
I
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _llltiYe
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: _111D1@ _(_h4Rnl-
¢al FasceMr Concept t116B
PANEL LOCATION ]_ottoll
PANEL SIZE: _11 20" X 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 12
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Rutoval of TFS Panel
1. Locate (16) ablator panol attach
In 8 fastener ablator plugs.
2. Drill out the (16) attaching
fall•net ablator plugs.
3. Using • premcrlbed tool, free
flexthle gaskets on all sldas of
the sblator panel at the inter
pans1 sealing space.
4. Romove the (16) ablator pens1
&t lathing fasteners.
5. Knneuver the panel free of the
ftherglals honeycomb lubetrata
panel on the vehicle.
6. l_anepo¢¢ ablator panel to the
storage area to await dlspoltttOl
o x_mc_lon
7. Vlltmlly lnspect the flberslass
honeycomb subltrate panel for
damage, deterioration and
overhuttng.
8. Visually lnspect the associated
herd_tre for damage and over-
h_ttlng.
9. Visually inspect attaching
f•mtener• for damage, deteriora-
tion and slgns of overhe•tlngo
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED T/ME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1 ] 2
0.05
1.65
1.95 J I
2.00 [
2.10
2.15
2.20 ]
2.25
Numelm rOLLOwm_ _MI eAR IS M_CO*m,_
TOOLS AND EC_JFPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 Drills
I Edge Freeing Tool
2 Socket Mr•riches
1 Edge Freeing Tool
I Flashlight
I f_pectlon Nlrror
.... ±o,_
HEAT_iELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAl-ATTACH CONCEPT Holtiple Hechanl-
ca1 Fastener Concept I_B
PANEL LOCATION. Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 12
REMOVALAND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small 20" • _Q"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANt_3URS
2.35
2.40
2.70
2.80
2.85
3.15
3.20
3.25
o Replacement of TPS Panel
lO. Transport a new ablator penel to
the vehicle.
11. Position the new ablator panel on
the vehicle for imltalL•tlon.
Exerclse care to prevent damage
during Installation and torqueifi8
of attaching fasteners.
12. 1natal1 the (16) attaching
fasteners.
13. Torque the (16) •tEaching
fasteners.
14. Vistmlly inspect attaching
fasteners for proper lnstall•tlon
i5. Apply • mall quantity of RTV 106
adhesive to each of the attaching
fastener ablator plugs with •
brush or spatula to • thickness o
of LO to 30 mill over the entlre
contact area. Insert plugs in
plug holes flrmly with finger
pressure ¢o exclude air from
Joint. Allow 24 hours minimum
cure tim. before handling or
stressing Joint. Full cure will
develop In 2 to 3 days.
16. Visually inspect the •tEaching
fastener plugs for proper
installatiOns
17. Visually inspect the complete
panel lnstallacLon.
2
L_I Ill
I'-I I11
TOOLS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS ANO MATERIAL
Torque Wrench
Flashlight
Inspection Hirror
IIII
Flashlight
InSpection Nirror
.... 2o, 2__
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: _lative
PRtNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: _11t|nle
Mechanical Fastener Concept" #4B
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 14
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
13. Visually inspect the fiber-
glass honeycomb substrate
panel for damage,deterioratlon
and overheating
23.40
23.80
24.29
25.00
25.40
25.80
25.90
26.30
29.50
14. Visually inspect the associate
hardware for damage and over-
heating
15. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage, deter-
ioration, and overheating
o Replacement of TPS Panel _Cont.)
16. Transport a new ablator panel
to the vehicle
17, Postton panel dolly for
ablator panel installation
18. Elevate ablator panel to
installation position
19. Lock panel dolly brakes
20. Position the new ablator panel
on the vehicle and align for
installation
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation and
torqueing of the ablator
panel attaching fasteners
21. Install the (176) ablator
panel attaching fasteners
ELAPSED TIMEiN HOURS TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
3 4 PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
I panel dolly
8 socket wrenches
,,o,3_o,__
HEAI_IELD TYPE: ^blative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: M.lr_ple
Mechanical Fastener Concept #4B
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 14
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
22, Lower panel dolly platform
23, Release panel dolly brakes
24, Remove panel dolly from work
area
25. Torque the (176) ablator
panel attaching fasteners
26. Visually inspect the ablator
panel attaching fasteners for
proper installation
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
MANHOURS 4 5
29.90
30.00
30.40
32.00
33.20
.... 4
TOOLSAND E(;_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 panel dolly
1 panel doily
4 torque wrenches
4 4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
,,o,4o,_
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abl_lve
PR CtP_- AT H CONCEPT- Keyway _¢ach
_ncept _c
PANEL LOCATION BOttOm
_dlu_! ZO x 1ZU inches
PANEL SIZE:
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. i6
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent d_age
during installatlon and torque-
ing of attaching fasteners,
23. Install the (3) pl-strap attach-
ing fasteners.
24. Lower panel dolly platform
25, Release panel dolly brakes,
26. Remove panel dolly from work
area.
27. Torque the (3) pi-strap attach-
ing fasteners,
28. Visually inspect pl-strap
fasteners for proper installation
29. Apply a small quantity of RVT
106 adhesive to each of the
pl-strap attaching fastener plugs
with a brush or spatula to a
thickness of i0 to 30 mils over
the entire contact area. Insert
plugs into plug holes firmly
with finger pressure to exclude
air from Joint. Allow 24 hour
minimum cure period before
handling or stressing Joint-
full cure will develop in 2 or
3 days.
30. Visually inspect the pl-strap
attaching fastener plug install-
ation.
31. Visually inspect the complete
panel installation,
CUMULATIVE" ELAPSED TIMEINHOURS
MANHOURS
4.30 l
4.50 I 4
4.60
4.80
4.85
4.90
4.95
5.00
5.20
NUNIIR_OLLCVlNO rE.! mam,s_coA_.c
TOOLSAND EQ4JlPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 socket wrench
1 panel dolly
I torque wrench
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
I RVT 106 adhesive
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
....±0,_
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ahlattve
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT _eyway Attach
Concept t_
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 lnch_g
FUNCT[ON - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate each (6) pl-strap attach-
ing fastener ablator plugs,
2. Drill out (6) pi-strap attach-
ing fastener ablator plugs.
3. Remove (6) pi-strap attach-
ing fasteners.
4. Using a prescribed tool, free
pi-straps of panels.
5. Using a prescribed tool, free
flexible gasket at inter panel
sealing space.
6. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel removal.
7. Elevate panel dolly platform
for ablator panel reBoval.
8. Lock brakes on panel dolly
9. Maneuver ablator panel
approximately .75 inches to
unlock panel attaching keyway,
pull panel free of vehicle and
place on panel dolly.
10. Lower panel dolly with panel
from install to transport
position.
11. Transport ablator panel and
associated pi-strapa Co the
refurbishment area Co await
disposition.
12. Unload panel and pi-straps
and score the panel on a
prescribed storage rack.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS --i- _l---
0.10 2
0.60
0.70
0.80
1.60
2.00
2.40
2.50
3.30
3.70
4.50
4.90 I
L
NUNSER FOLLOWIM_ Tl_e SAR I$ M_LO*_S_
TOOLS ANO EGUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 drills
2 socket wrenches
2 edge freein 8 tools
8 ed8e freeing tools
1 panel dolly
I panel storage rack
p*_ilop6___
HEAT _IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT. K_u_av Attach
Cnncept #5
PANEL LOCATION BotCom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o
13. Visually inspect ablator
panel attaching fasteners
for damage, deterioration
and overheatin 8 .
14. Visually inspect lnsuXation
and associated hardware for
damage, deterioraElOn, and
overheating.
15. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29)
o geplecsa_nt of TPS Panel
16. Load the new ablator panel
and assoclated pi-straps on
the panel dolly and transport
tO the vehicle.
17. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel installation.
18. Elevate ablator panel to
install position,
19. Lock the panel dolly brakes.
20. Position the new ablstor
panel ou the vehicle, match
up keyway and align for
installation.
21. Check the flexible gaskets on
tWO sides of the panel for
position and alignment.
22. Install Ehe new pi-strap and
align for attaching
fastener installatlon.
ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
i ?
5.30
5.70
6.90
7.30
7.70
7.80
8.60
9.00
9.10
NU.SlJ _OLLOWlS_ T_St IAm I_m_LOA_M_
I
8
8
I B
C
2
TOOLS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
I panel dolly
pAOE 2___OF 4
A-37
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRtNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: g__v_ay Att,ch
ConcePt #5
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: barge. 20 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
9,20
9.60
9.70
I0.I0
10.20
10.30
10.40
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent damage
during installation and torqueing
of attaching fasteners.
23. Install the (6) pf-strap attach-
ing fasteners,
24, Lower panel dolly platform.
25. Ralease panel dolly brakes.
26. Remove panel dolly from work area.
27. Torque the (6) pi strap attaching
fasteners.
28. Visually inspect pi-strap
fasteners for proper installation.
29. Apply a small quantity of RTV 106
adhesive to each of the pl-strap
attaching fastener plugs with a
brush or spatula to a thickness
of i0 to 30 mils over the entire
contact area. Insert plugs into
plug holes firmly with finger
pressure to exclude air from
Joint. Allow 24 hour minimum
cure period before handling or
stressing Jolnt-full cure will
develop in 2 or 3 days.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 socket wrenches
i panel dolly
8
2 2 torque wrenches
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
RTV 160 adhesive
....!o,4__
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH_EPT: Keyway Attach
Concep_ _
PANEL LOCATION ]_ottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. i7
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SSZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
CU#4UL ATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
10.50
10,90
o R_lacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
30. Visually inspect the pl-strap
attaching fastener plug
installation.
31. Visually inspect the complete
panel installation.
TOOLS AND E(_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
pA_,__o,__h_
A-38
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Plush Fasteners -
No Intermediate Support #6A __
PANEL LOCATION Nottom
Small: 20 x 20 Inches
PANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 18
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel
I. Install panel removal
handlIn E tools on panel
2. Remove (6) panel attaching
fasteners.
3. Usln 8 panel removal tools
maneuver panel free of panel
Joints.
o
4. Visually inspect panel for
damage and deterioration.
NOTE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces,
5. Visually inspect fasteners
(6) for serviceability.
6. Visually inspect panel
support hardware.
7. Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware
8. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required
(see task analysis no. 29)
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
9. Transport panel to storage
area
i0. Store panel on storage rack.
NOT____E:
Panels to be individually
packed to prevent damage
to panel surface.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOUR5
0.05
0.15
0.25
0.30 1_
O. 35
0.40
0,45
0.55 I I
0.60 -_ 1
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 panel removal tools
I pneumatic screwdrive
2 panel removal tools
I flashlight
1 inspection mirror
2 panel removal tools
1 panel storage rack
,_o,!o,i
i"
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPTFlush Fasteners -
No Intermediate Support #6A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 18
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
O
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.95
1,05
1.10
1.20
1.25
1.30
Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
ii. Remove panel removal
handling tools,
12. Place protective cover
over panel on storage rack.
Replacement of TPS Pane_
13. Remove cover from panel on
storage rack.
14. Install panel removal
handlin E tools
15. Transport panel to vehicle
for installation
16. Position panel on vehicle
and align panel Joints.
NOT_:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damage to the
mating surfaces.
17. lnstall (6) panel attach-
ing fasteners.
18. Remove panel removal
handling tools
19. Torque fasteners (6)
20. Visually inspect fastener
installation.
21, Visually inspect panel
installation
1 2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
2 panel removal tools
I protective cover
i protective cover
2 panel removal tools
I pnemaattc screwdriver
2 panel removal tools
1 torque wrench
I flashlight
1 inspection mirror
,,o,_2o,2__
A-39
HEAT SHIELO TYPE: _tR1 tic
PRPNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT. Fl_h Fasteners
AttachmenE t Concept #68
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: S_all (40" x 40")
o Removal of TP8 Panel
I. Install panel removal handling
tools on panel
2. Remove the (18) panel attachin 1
fasteners
3. Using the handling tools man-
euver panel free of longitudi-
nal panel Joints and vehicle
o Insvectlon
4. Visually inspect panel for
damage and deterioration
NOT_____:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces
5. Visually inspect fasteners (15)
for serviceability
6. Visually inspect panel support
hardware
7. Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware
8. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29 )
o Removal of TPS Panel (ConE,)
9. Transport panel to storage are_
I0. Store panel on storage rack
11. Remove panel reRoval handllng
tools (5)
NOT._E:
Panels to be individually rack-
ed to prevent damage
12. Place protective cover over
panel on storage rack
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 19
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE ELAP$EO TIME INHOURS
MANHOUR$ 1 1
0"10 i ] 2
0.30
0.50
0.60
0.70
O. 80 F
i.lO
1.20
1.30
1.40
TOOLS AND EQ'iJIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 panel removal tools
1 pneumatic screw driver
i screw driver
4 panel removal tools
i flashllght
I inspection m;rror
4 panel removal tools
i panel storage rack
4 panel removal tools
I protective cover
HEAT_ilELD TYPE; _¢tallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COflCEPT:_
Attachment. Concert #6g
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 19
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small: 40 x 40 Inches
CUa4ULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPTION MANHOURS
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
1 •50
1.60
1 •80
2.00
2.20
2.30
2.40
2,50
2,60
o Replacement of TPS Panel
13. Remove cover from panel on
storage rack
14. Install panel removal handlln_
tools
15. T_nsport panel to vehicle fo|
i_tallatlon
16. Position panel on vehicle and
shift in two directions to
achieve proper overlap and
alignment of the longitudinal
panel Joint
NOT__EE:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damage to the mating
surfaces
Install the (18) panel
attaching fasteners
SOT____E:
Exercise care during install-
ation to prevent damage to
fastener heads and surroundin
panel skin
Remove the panel removal
handling tools
Torque the (18) panel attach-
ing fasteners
Visually inspect the (18)
panel attaching fastener
installation for damage
Visually inspect the completel
panel installation
TOOLS AND EG_JIP_4ENT
PARTS /_4D MATERIAL
i protective cover
4 panel removal tools
i pneumatic screw driver
I screw driver
4 panel handling tools
i torque wrench
I flashlight I insp-mlrro
i flashlight 1 insp-mirrol
,,0,--2o,
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HEAT _IELD TYPE: HPtRJ]Ec
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pi-S_rap
AttachinR Concept #7A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS 1-- -
0 Removal of TPS Panel
I. Install panel removal handling 0.05
tools on panel
2. Remove pl-strap fasteners (6) 0.15 1
and pl-strap from panel
NOTE:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damage to the panel
coated surface
3. Using panel removal handling 0.25
tools, maneuver panel free of
panel joints
o
4. Visually inspect panel and 0.30 [
pf-straps for damage and
deterioration
NOTE:
Pay partlcular attention to
mating surfaces
5. Visually inspect pl-straps 0.35 ]
fasteners (6) for servlceablli-
ty
6. Visually inspect panel support 0.40 [
hardware [
7. Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware
8. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29 )
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont._
9. Transport panel to storage area 0.55
.U.IE, FOLLO.I._T,_ESAIIS_*"LOA_,O
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 20
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
TOOLS AND EQ_JIPMENT
PARTS ANO MATERIAL
2 panel removal tools
1 pneumatic crew driver
2 panel removal tools
I flashlight
I inspection mirror
2 panel removal tools
,,0,z_0,2__
HEAT mlELO TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCOflCEPT" Pi-Strao
Attachlng Concept #7A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 20
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
0.65 3
0.70 £
0.75
0.80
0._0
1.00
i. I0
1.15
1.25
1.30
1.35
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION- ?A_ DESCRIPTIOfl MANHOUR5
I0. Store panel on panel storage 0.60
rack
NOTE:
Panels to be Individually
racked tO prevent damage to
panel surface
II. Remove panel removal handling
tools
12. Place protectlve cover over
panel on storage rack
Replacement of TPS Panel
13. Remove cover from panel on
storage rack
14. Install panel removal handlin
tools
15. Transport panel to vehicle
for insEallatlon
16. Position panel on vehicle and
align panel Joints
NOT___E:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damage tO the mating
surfaces
17. Install pl-straps and pl-stra[
fasteners (6)
18. Remove panel removal
handling tools (2)
19. Torque pl-strap fasteners (6)
20. Visually inspect pl-Itrap
fasteners (6) installation
21. Visually inspect TPS panel
installation
1 2
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
i panel storage rack
L
2 panel removal tools
I protective cover
i protective cover
2 panel removal tools
I pneumatic screw driver
2 panel removal tools
1 torque wrench
1 flashlight
I inspection mirror
,,0,io,2___
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HEAT_tELD TYPE: _JEILlc
PRINCIpAL ATTACHCONCEPT: _l-StraD AttAch-
in K Concept #7A
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2z
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANELSIZE: _diul 20" X 120"
CUUULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASKDE_RIPTION MANHOURS
1 2
0.20
0.60
0.70
I.I0 i
1.50
L. 70
1.90 2
2.L0 "-
2.30
o Removal of TPS Panels
I. Ina_tll panel renoval handlins
tool8 on panel.
2. Position and elevate panel dolly
for p_nel removal.
3. Lock brakes on panel doily.
4. Remove Pi-etrap attaching
fastener8 (26) and Pi*atrapa
from panel.
Exercise care to prevent dumKe
to panel surface and panel
[aBtener head slots.
5. Uning the panel removal hnndlin8
tools maneuver panel free of
panel Joint8 and vehicle. Lover
panel onto panel dolly and lower
dolly plat£orm.
6° Visually inspect panel and Pi-
strepa for d_utae and deteriora o
tio_.
Pay particular attention to mE-
ins 8ur£ace8 end faatener hoLel.
7. Visually inspect PI-atrap
£astenera (26) for mervLceabilit
8. Visually inspect panel support
hard,era.
9. Visually inspect insulation and
associated hard, are. Remove.
replace or repair insulation, a8
TOOl-SAND EQUIPMENT
PARTS ANDMATERIAL
8 Panel Hlndling Tools
I Panel Dolly
2 Pnelmtic Scrn Drivers
2 Screw Drivers
8 Panel Randl_ TooLs
2 Plashliaht8
2 Ine_ction Mirrors
HEAT SHIELOTYPE: ]_lllc
PRINCIP_ ATTACH CONCEPT: P['StraP Attach-
LnJz Gowceot fTA
PANEL LOCATION Dot tom
PANEL SIZE: )_dium 20" • L20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2z
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o ln,sp*ction (CorLt.)
r_uired (Sae Task An_lyeie
Ho. 29).
L0. Transport panel with doily co
8toraae area.
LL. Store panel On _escrlbed pa_l
etora|e rack.
Pa_lJ to be indivi_lly racked
to pr_ant dM'_ae.
12. Remove panel removal handlin K
reeve
13, I_uetAll protective cover over
panel on strobes rack.
o _nlaclnt of _ PIII_Is
Lb. Remove protective cover from
_l on JtoraEe rack.
15. Install panel rem_al handling
to, Is.
16. Rmmve pa_L from panel at.rose
rack and place on pa_l dolly.
17. Transport panel and doily free
JEer&Ks aru to vehicle.
18. Position and elevate doily for
panel tnmtAlletion on vehicle.
[9. Lock brakes on panel dolly.
20. Ralee panel from dolly and posi-
tion on vehicle. ALien panel
Joints.
u0_:
Exercise extreme care to prevent
dmm|e to the _ttin8 eur£aces.
CUMULATIVE
_ANHOURS
2.70
2.90
3.10
3.30
3.50
3.70
3.90
4._)
4.70
4.60
5.20
ELAPSEDTIME IN HOURS
1 2
TOOLSAND EQUIPMEN1
PARTS ANDMATERIAL
l Panel DoLly
l Panel StoraKe Rack
8 Panel RelovaL Tools
1 Panel ProtectLve Cover
I Panel Protective Cover
8 Panel P_uovaL Tools
l Panel Storage Rack
I1 Panel Dolly
I Panel DoILy
1 Panel DoLLy
I Panel Dolly
,,0,2 0,
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TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2z
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:. _t41ilic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: ]_-Stk*&D A¢_¢h"
l_ co.c.pt _7A REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL LOCATION _O t tO_
PANEL SIZE: _dl_ 20 II X 120 tt
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MAHHOURS 2
o Replacement of TI_ Panel
21, Install (26),Pt-strap attachln s
fast@nets.
lion:
Exercise care durLnll Instsllatlon
to prevent damaSe to the fastener
heads and surroundlng panel mkLn.
22. Remove the panel removsl bJndILnl
tools.
23. Unlock brake on panel dolly.
26. R_ve panel dolly fr_ york
area.
25, Torque the (26) l:t-strap attach°
Lni_ fastenec s.
26. Visually tmlpect the (26) Pi-
strap attachtn& fastener Lnst_Zl-
ation for damage.
27. Visually inspect the completed
panel installation
_.60
6._
6.50
6.70
6._
TOOLS AND EQUtPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
,A_, 3 0,__3_3
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HEAT $NIELO TYPE: _11LC
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT_ Pi'St_ep At_ch-
i_z Co.ant eTA
PANEL LOCATION BottOm
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 22
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANELSIZE: 1,8r6e 20" X 300"
CL_ULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASKDESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o Raplacemsnt of TPS Pszz@l - _nt£
21. Install (58) Pi-strap atutcbLnl
2 3
10 • 80 U
11.20
11.30 2
11.70
12.lO
t2.SO t
12.90 3
fasterlero o
glercl8@ ca_e duriu S inotallatior
to prevent dnmaSe to the fastens:
heads and surrouudin8 panel skin.
_. Raiove the panel re_eal haudlin
tools.
23. Unlock brake on panel dolly.
' Remove panel dolly from york
area,
2_., Toz_lue the (_) Pi-strep attach-
iz_ _eteners.
2_. VisuaLly inspect the (58) Pi-
strap at_achlns fasteoer
imstazllation for dsmsSe
26. Vis_lly inspect the cc_pleted
pa_l inmtanation.
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTS_'SDMATERIAL
4 PnewNtic Screw Drivers
4 Screw Drivere
16 Panel R_moval Tools
I Panel Dolly
i Panel Dolly
4 Torque Wrenches
4 Flashllshts
4 Inspectlon Hitter8
4 Flsmhlishts
4 Inspectlon Hitters
,,0,_o, 3__
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HEAT_IELO TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: P4--R_rAn Cnn_pnt
with Intermediate Panel Support Concept #TB
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 40 x 40 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Remove body chine on one
side of the panel
(See task analysis no. 27 )
2. Install panel removal handling
tools on panel
3. Remove (2) indexing screws from
panel
4. Remove (14) pl-strap fasteners
and pl-strap from panel
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent damage
to panel coated surface and pl-
straps.
5. Using panel removal handling
tools, maneuver panel toward
side with removed chines, to
release the panel from mid panel
support, and panel Joints
o_
6. Visually inspect panel and pl-
straps for damage and
deterioration
NOTE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces
7. Visually inspect pl-strap
fasteners (14) for service-
ability
8. Visually inspect panel support
hardware
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS f 2
1.25 - - :'"
1.35 2
1.40 r" 1
1.60
1.80 -- 2
1.90
2.00
2.10
.u, me_ ,OLCO,,Nr. TI.e m*R ,S,_LOA_._
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
4 panel removal tools
i pneumatic screwdriver
4 panel removal tools
1 flashllght inspection
mirror
....i 0,3__
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIpAL ATTACHCO_EPT" PI-Strap Concept
with Intermedlate Panel Support Concept #7E
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 40 x 40 inches
FUNCTION- TAM DESCRIPTION
o Inspection (Cont.)
9. Visually inspect insulation and
associated hardware
10, Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29 )
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
II, Transport panel to storage area
12. Store panel on storage rack
NOT__Ze:
Panels to be individually
racked to prevent damage
13. Remove panel removal handling
tools
14. Install proCectlve cover over
panel on storage rack
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps tO remove
each panel in sequence to reach
the specific panel desired
o Replacement of TPS Panel
15, Remove protective cover from
panel on storage rack
16. Install panel removal handling
tools
17. Transport panel from storage
rack to vehicle
18. Using handling tools, position
panel on vehicle and slide
panel in panel support channel
to its prescribed Iocatlonand
align indexing screw holes
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
M_HOURS 2- 3
2.20
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.80
2.90 ] 2
3.10 E
3,30 :I 2
w,msea I'OLLOWlS¢ 'r,ae mA'e ,s._coA_a6
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
4 panel removal tools
i panel storage rack
4 panel removal tools
i panel protective cover
4 panel removal tools
....2 o,
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HEAT_IELD tYPE: Metallic
PRINOPALATTACH CONCEPT. Pi-gtrap Concept
with Intermediate Panel Support Concept #7B
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small: 40 x 40 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
3.35
3.55
3.65
3.75
3.85
3.95
4.60
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent damage to
mating surfaces
19. Install indexing screw(2)
20. Install pl-straps and pi-strap
fasteners (14)
NOTE:
Exercise care during installa-
tion to prevent damage to
fastener heads and surrounding
panel skin
21. Remove the panel removal
handling tools
22. Torque pi-strap fasteners (14)
and indexing screws(2)
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps to
replace each panel in sequence
to install the specific panel
desired.
23. Visually inspect pi-strap
fastener installation on panels
installed
24. Visually inspect panel
installations of panels affected
25. Install body chine (See task
Analysis No. 27)
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
3
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERtAL
I pneumatic screwdriver
1 screwdriver
4 panel removal tools
i torque wrench
I flashlight
i inspection mirror
,._.!o,3l_
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCtPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pi-Strap with
Intermediate Panel Support Concept #7B
P_NEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 40 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of TPS Panel
I. Remove body chine on one side
of the panel
(see Task Analysis No. 27 )
2. Instal panel removal handling
tOOlS on panel
3, Position and elevate panel
dolly for pm*el removal
4. Remove (2) indexing screws
from panel
5. Remove (28) pi-strap fasteners
and pi-straps from panel
NO____E:
Exercise care to prevent damage
to panel coated surface and
panel fastener head slots
6. Using the panel removal
handling tools, maneuver panel
toward side with removed chines
to release the panel from mid
panel support, and panel Jolnts
Lower panel on to oanel dolly
and dolly platform
o
7. Visually inspect panel and
pl-straps for damage and
deterioration
NOT____Z:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces and indexing
screw holes
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1 2
1.25 - -- ti 1
1.45 ] 4
1.85
1.90
2,30 -- 4
2.70
2.90
m I'OLLOW,.O T,=| I*l ,S M_LOAm._
TOOLS AND EO4JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
8 panel removal tools
1 panel dolly
i pneumatic screw driver
2 pneumatic screw driver
2 screw drivers
8 panel removal tools
2 2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
eA_zloF 4
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pi-Strap with
Intermediate Panel Support Concept #7 B
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 40 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
8. Visually inspect pi-strap fast-
eners (28) for serviceability
9. Visually inspect panel support
hardware
I0. Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware
ll. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29 )
12. Transport panel with panel
dolly to storage
13. Store panel on prescribed panel
storage rack
NOTE:
Panel to be individually
racked to prevent damage
14. Remove panel removal handling
tools
15. install protective cover over
panel on storage rack
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps to
remove each panel In sequence
reach the specific panel
desired
Replacement of TPS Panel
16. Remove protective cover from
panel on storage rack
17. Install panel removal handling
tools
18. Remove panel from rack and
place on panel dolly
CU'_ULATIVE
MANHOURS
3.10
3.30
3.50
3.90
4.10
4.30
4.50
4.70
4.90
Eli
4 i i
ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
2 3
TOOLS AND EG_JlPMENT
PARTS ANO MATERIAL
flashlights
inspection mirrors
panel dolly
panel storage rack
;panel removal tools
i protective cover
protective cover
panel removal tools
panel dolly
,,o,io, 4_!_
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HEAT_IELO TYPE: _talllc
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCONCEPT:Pi--StrQD with
Intermediate Panel Support Concept #7E
PANEL LOCATION__Bottm
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 40 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
19. Transport panel on dolly
from storage to vehlcle
20. Position and elevate dolly foz
panel installation on vehicle
21. Using panel handling tools
position panel on vehicle
and slide panel in panel
support channel to its pre-
scribed location and align
indexing screw holes
NOT___EE:
Exercise care to prevent
dautage to mating surfaces
22. Install indexing screws (2)
23. Install pt-straps and (28)
pi-strap fasteners
SOT___E:
Exercise care during install-
ation to prevent damage to
fastener heads and surroundir
panel skin
24. Remove the panel handling
tools
25. Remove panel dolly from work
area
26. Torque (28) pi-strap fasten-
ers and (2) indexing screws
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps to
replace each panel in
sequence tO install the
specific panel desired
27. Visually inspect pi-strap
fastener installation on
panels installed
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND EGcJIPMENT
MANHOOR S 2 .... _ PARTS AND MATERIAL
5.30 [ I
5.7O [ 4
6.10 8 panel removal tools
6.15 1 pneumatic screw driver
6.55 2 pneumatic screw drivers
2 screw drivers
6.75 8 panel removal tools
7.15 1 panel dolly
7.35 2 torque wrenches
7.55 2 flashlights
2 inspection mirrors
mmH mccom.¢ _mz zAw is m_co*m.¢ pact _- oF
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
HEAT _IELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT. pl-_r._n _t_h
I .... diate Panel S ...... C ...... #7B REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 40 x 120 inches
CUMULATIVE TOOLS AND E(_JIPMENT
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS PARTS AND MATERIAL
28. 'Jisually inspect panel 7.75
installation of panels affectE
29. Install body chine 8.40
(see Ta,k Analysis No. 27
,,_, 4_0, 4_L
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HEAT_41ELD TYPE: _t=114 r
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCONCEPT: Pl--_rran with
Inter_dimte Panel SuDnort Concert f7R
PANEL LOCATIOn Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Larae: 40 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DE_RIPTION MANHOOR$
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
2
1.25
1.65
2.45
2.50
3.30
8 4.10
4.50
4.90
o Removal of TPS Panel
I. Remove body chine on one side
of panel
(see Task Analysis no. 27 .)
2. Install panel removal handling
tools on panel
3. Position and elevate panel
dolly for panel removal
4. Remove (2) indexing screws
from panel
5. Remove (62) pl-strap fasteners
and pl-straps from panel
NOT__ZE:
Exercise care to prevent damag_
to panel coated
6. Using the panel removal handllr
tools maneuver panel t_ard
side with removed chines, to
release the panel from mld
panel support and panel Joints.
Lower vanel on panel dolly and
lower dolly platform
o
7. Visually inspect panel and
pi-|traps for damage and
deterloratdou
NOT___.EE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces and indexing
screw holes
8. Vlsually Inspect pl-strap
fastensrs (62) for service- _
ability.
TOO(_SAND E_IPMENT
PARTSAND MATERIAL
16 panel removal tools
1 panel dolly
1 pneumatic screw driver
2 pneumatic screw driver
2 screw drivers
E 16 panel removal tools
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
4 flashlishts
4 inspection mirrors
,,o,!o,___
HEAT_IELO TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT _-_trap with
Intermediate Panel Support Concept #7B
PANEL LOCATION. Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z5
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Larse: 40 x 300 inches
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOUR$
5.30
5.70
6.50
6.90
7.30
7.70
8.10
8.50
8.90
9.70
10.50
9. Visually inspect panel support
hardware
I0. Visually inspect Insulation
and associated hardware
II. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
Task analysis no. 29 )
o Removal of TP8 Panel (Cont._
12. Transport panel on panel
dolly to storage
13. Store panel on prescribed
panel storage rack
NOTE:
_anel to be individually
racked to prevent damage
14. Remove panel removal handling
tools
15. Install protective cover over
panel on storage rack
o Replacement of TPS Panel
16. Remove protective cover from
panel on storage rack
17. Install panel removal handling
tools
18. Remove panel from rack and
place on panel dolly
19. Transport panel on dolly from
storage to vehicle
20. Position and elevate dolly for
panel installation on vehicle
2 3
L_ 4
TOOLS AND E(_JIP_4ENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
-- 8
] 8
E 8
8
I panel dolly
I panel storage rack
16 panel removal tools
I protective cover
16 panel removal tools
i panel dolly
I panel dolly
....20,3__
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Hetallic
PRINCIpAL ATTACHCO_CEPT: Pl--gr_nn _4_h
Intermedlate Panel Suvvort _oncevt #7B
PANEL LOCATtON EpTT?M
RANEL$1ZE: [.ara_ _.0 v _C_ tnoh_a
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
21. Using panel handling tools,
position panel on vehicle and
slide panel in panel support
channel to its prescribed locatlq
and align indexing screw holes
NOT____E:
Exe_clse care to prevent damage
to '_ting surfaces
22. Install indexing screvs (2)
23. Install pi-straps and (62) pl-
strap fasteners
s(rr_.._EE:
Exercise care during installation
to prevent damage to fastener
heads _ud surrounding panel skin
24. Remove the panel handling tools
25. Remove panel dolly from work area
26. Torque (62) pl-strap fasteners
and (2) indexing screws
27. Visually inspect pl-strap
fastener installation
28. Visually inspect panel
installatlon
29. Install body chine
(see Task Analysis no. 27
CUMULATIVE
MANPE)URS
11.30
11.35
12.95
13.35
13.75
14.15
14.55
14.95
15.60
3 4
g
: 4
TOOLS AND E@JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
16 panel removal tools
!i pneunmtic screw driver
12 pneumatic screw drivers
12 screw drivers
16 panel removal tools
1 panel dolly
4 torque wrenches
4 flashlights
4 inspection mirrors
.... 3_o,_
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HEAT_IELO TYPE: _lative
PRINCIPAL ATTACHCONCEPT. Ablative Chine
Attach-_lli¢ Interface Concept
pANEL LOCATION C_J_e A_-ea
PANEL SIZE: _,r Selden t
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 27
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Removal of China Sealant
1. Locate the 8 chine attaching
fastener plugs.
2. Drill out the (8) chine attachiv
fastener ablitive plugs.
3. Using a prelcribed tool, free t_
chine se&ment from the adjacent
chine se_nts, from the m_llt_
iprin 8 seal and at metallic lip
seal.
4. Renove the (8) chine se_nt
attaching fasteners.
5. Nane_er the chine se_aent free
of the vehicle.
6. Transport chine segment to the
storage area to await diapositiOl
7. Store chine se_nt on a pre-
icribed storage rack.
o_
8. Visually £nlpoct the chine sup-
ports for d_mge, deterioration
sad signs of overheating.
9. Visually inspect the at_chLng
hard.re for dm_ge , deteriora-
tion and signs of overheatiu 8.
o Replaceuent of Chlne Sepnt
10. Transport s new chine sapient to
the vehicle.
CUMULATIVE
MANF_URS l
0.05 I
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.00
I.I0
1.15
I. 20
t.25
1.35
NUMOEn FOLLOWING _aE eat It M_LOt_NG
2
1
TOOLS AND E_JLPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I Drill
1 Edge Freeing Tool
I Socket Wrench
I Chine Storage Sack
1 Flashlight
I Inspection Mirror
,,o,± o,3
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_-- AblatLve Chin_
AtUach-_tallic Interface Concept --
pANEL LOCATION___Ene APeB.
PANEL SIZE: 40" $_J_o_nt
o Replacement of Chine_
11. position the new chine leant Or
the vehicle and align for
ins Utllation.
NOTE:
Ex_rclse care to prevent damage
during tnotallation and torqueiug
of the chine se&ment attaching
fasteners.
12. Install the (8) chine segment
attaching fasteners.
13. Torque the chine segment attach-
tn 8 fasteners.
14. Visually inspect the chine seg-
_nt at aching fasteners for
proper installation.
15. Apply a II_mll quantity of RTV 106
adhesive to each of the (8) chine
segment attaching fastener abla-
tive plugs with a brush or
spetuZs Co s thickness of 10 to
30 mils over the entire contact
• re•. InierE plugs into plug
holes firmly with finger pressure
EO exclude air from Joint.
Verify that plug does not extend
below the mold line of the chine
segment. Ptu8s in this confi8ura-
Cion must be re_mved. Plu8•
extendin 8 above che mold line
must be crl_med to imtch evenly
with the mold line. Allow 24
hours mini uacure time before
handlLn8 or stressing Joint.
CUMULATIVE
m_h_URS
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 27
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
3..40
1.60
1.65
1.7o
1.8o
i
.uMiim FOLLOI,.C _NI laR ,S _LoamNo
ELAPSED TIMEINHOURS TOOLS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I SOChet WCench
I Torque Wrench
I Flashlight
I Inmpoctlon Mirror
RTV I06 Adhesive
,,+,2--o,3.2_
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HEAT _fllELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT, A]bl&tive ChlEle
Atcach-14etallic Interface Concept
PANEL LOCATION _ A2"_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 27
REMOVAl AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: /tO" _nt
FUNCTION - TA_K DESCRIPTION
o Re__lac_nt o£ Chins
Full cure will develop in 2 to
3 deylt.
L6. Visually inspect chine lel_ent
air.chin8 fastener plugs for
proper install&iron.
17. VisuaLly inlpect the colplete
chine installation
CUWiULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
1.85 [
I L1.90
wuas|_ FOLLOWIWG T,aS tat I$ _LOA_NG
(004.5 AND EG#JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 Ftashllsht
I Inspection Hlrror
,,o,3 o, _t_
A-55
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIpAL ATTACHCONCEPT. Ahlattwe Leading
Edge Attach Concept
PANEL LOCATIO_ Leadina Ed2e
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 28
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: Small 20"
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
FUNCTION - TA_ DESCRIPTION MANHOURS _ __ m m
O Removal of Ablative Leadin R EdRe
1. Locate the (12) leading edge 0.05
segment attaching fastener plug
2. Drill out the (12) ablative 1.05 :
leading edge segment attaching
fastener plugs
3. Remove the (12) leading edge 1.20 I 1
segment attaching fasteners
4. Maneuver the ablative sleeve 1.35 I
leading edge segment free of
the vehicle wing
5. Transport ablative sleeve to th 1.45
storage area to await disposi-
tion
6. Store ablative sleeve on a pre- 1.50
scribed storage rack
o
7. Visually inspect wing leading 1.55
edge attaching hardware for
damage, deterioration and over-
heat conditions
8. Visually inspect rib sleeve 1.60
support for damage, deteriora-
tion and overheat condition
9. Visually inspect wing spar in- 1.65
sulation for damage, deterior-
ation and overheat condition
Replacement of Ablative Sleeve
10. Transport a new ablative sleeve 1.70
leading edge to the vehicle
TOOLS AND EQAJIPMENT
PARTEAND MATERIAL
1 drill
I socket wrench
i edge freeing tool
ll leading edge storage rac
flashlight
inspection mirror
,,_,±o,J__
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACrlCO,NCEPT: Ablative Leadine
Ed2e Attach Concept
PANEL LCCATION Leading Edge
PANEL SIZE: Small 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 28
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
Ii. Position leading edge ablative
sleeve on vehicle wing and
align for installation
12. Install the leading edge sleew
(12) attaching fasteners
13. Torque the (12) leading edge
sleeve attaching fasteners
14. Visually inspect the leading
edge sleeve attaching fastenerl
for proper installation
15. Apply a small quantity of RTV
106 adhesive to each of the
(12) leading edge sleeve
attaching fastener ablative
plugs with a brush or a
spatula tO a thickness of i0
to 30 mils over the entire
contact area. Insert plugs in.
to plug holes firmly with
finger pressure to exclude air
from Joint, Allow 24 hours
minimum cure time before
handling or stressing Joint.
Full cure will develop in 2
to 3 days.
16. Vlsually inspect ablator
plugs for proper installation
17. Visually inspect the complete
leading edge installation
CUMULATIVE
_ANHOUR$
1.75
1.90
1.95
2.00
2.15
TOOLS AND EC_IIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
socket wrench
torque wrench
flashlight
inspection mirror
106 adhesive
flashlight
inspection mirror
,,o,2__o,2__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Insulatlon - Foil - Wrapped
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Grid Mesh.Sup_rted
PANEL LOCATION _ottom
PANEL SIZE: 20" X IO0"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
Re_val of Insulation Se_nents
i. Remove the appropriate TPS
panels as per applicable re-
moval and replacement task
analysis.
NOTE:
(i) Each insulation blanket
measures 20" x i00".
(2) Each blanket has i0
support, and drag strut
insulation blankets, size
9" x i0"
2. Re_ove the laces (_) on each of
the iO support and drag strut
insulation blankets that are
attached to the 20" x 100"
insulation blanket. Place on
transportation dolly.
3. Remove 32 attaching fasteners
from 2 wire grids
_. Remove the wire _-Ei_ from the
bottom side of the _3" x leO"
insulation blanket. Place wire
grids on transportation dolly.
5- Maneuver the 20" x i(_" insula.
tion blanket. Place wire
grids on transportation dolly.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOUR5
1.00
1.40
1.80
2.20
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS TOOLS AND E_IPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
,,o,!o, "_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Insulation-Foil-Wrappe_
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Grid Mesh-Supported
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 20" x I00"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Re.oval of Insulation Segment cont
ELAPSED TIME
6. Transport insulation blanket 2.60 2
[
and accessories to a storage
a rea.
o
7- Remove the insulation blanket 3.00
(20" x I00") from transporta-
tion dolly and visually inspeel
the segment for obvious damagej
contamination, overheating and
deterioration.
8. Store ir_ulatlon segment in 3.20
appropriate storage rack.
9. Rem_ove the wire _ids (20" x 3.60 i
48") from the trsnaportetlon
dolly and visually inspect wir,
grid for obvious damage, corro.
sion, contamination, over-
beating and deterioration.
IO. Store wire Erid on an sppro- 3.80 [
priate storage rack.
II. Remove the (32) insulation 4.00
attaching fasteners from the
transportation dolly and Ylau-
ally inspect fasteners for
obvious damage, contamination, i
overheating and deterioration.
.u=eem FOLLOW,NO t,=e =*,¢ ,s_LOAmN_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
CUMULATIVE TOOLS AND E(>JIPMENT
MANHOURS PARTS AHO MATERIAL
.... 2_o,_
A-57
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Insulati°n-F°il-WraI_Ped
PRINCIPA L ATTACH CONCEPT: Grid Mesh Sup_oI_ed
PANEL LOCATION _O_t_ _
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
PANEL SIZE: '_0" x 1OO't
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS 3 IT
o _ (cont'd)
12. Store the insulation attaching 4.10
fasteners with insulation and
wire _rids.
13. Remove the (10) support and 4.50
drag strut inmulation blankets
(9" x i0") from the transporta-
tion dolly end visually inspect
panels for obvious damage,
contamination overheating and
and deterioration.
14. Vlsual_y inspect the associated 4.90
]penel supports, drag 8txuta and
support hardware, on the vehicl ._,
for obvious damage, contamina-
tionp deterioration and o_r-
heating.
o Replacement of Insulation Se_ents
15. Transport the Insulation 5.30 #
blanket and associated equip-
ment, on dolly, fro_ storage
area to the vehicle for instal]
ation, i
16. Install inBulation blanket and 6.50
align the 20" x 48" wlre grids
on the bottom aide of the
20" x 1DO" insulatlon blanket
and position both as an aBSCm_
b_y in the right location on
the vehicle.
.UMaEt FOLLOWmC T,_E .al I$ _LO*'_._
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Inaulation-Foil-Wrapped
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:Grid Mesh SunDorted
PANEL LOCATION _ott_
PANEL SIZE: 20'1 • l_"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
o Replacement of Insulation Se_aenta
(cont'd)
iT. Install the (32) insulation
attaching fasteners and torque
to prescribed walue.
18. Inltall the (10) lupport and
drag itrut insulation blankets
in their proper placee and
athach each to the wire glld
vith _ laces.
19. Visually Inset the insulation
blanket for proper installation
20. R_ove transportation dolly
from the vehicle work aree.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS ] _---
6.90 Ii
7.90 t]8.10 l
8.30 +
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
....Ao,_L_
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD-100-4 Series
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:__
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o Repair of TPS Panel _Repair of ULp -
100 Series Material)
I. Isolate damage to specific panel
and small sections of ULD-100-4
_terials which would not be
practicable to replace but could
be repaired.
2. Remove all loose, £rlablewateri
al by brushing clean or usln 8
clean, filtered compressed alr,
3. Brush or spray catalyzed silicone
resin (G.E.RTV 615) freshly pre-
pared as a primer, on all sur-
faces to be filled by repair
material. A llght coat of several
mils iS adequate.
4. Pack firmly but gently the
correct formulation of uncured
ULD-100-4 series material (stor-
age or freshly mixed) into the
primed repair section. Apply su£-
ficient material Eo a height of
approxlmate[y 50 to 100mils
above the level of the surround-
ingvmterlal.
5. Place platen over repair and sup-
port platen with air ba S with
sufflclent pressure to compress
uncured ablator. Allow 8 hours to
cure ablator
0.I0
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
ELAPSED TI_E IN HOURS
_0
TOOLS AND E(_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 Flashlight
1 Inspection Hirror
1 C_pressor
1 Brush or 1 Spray Gun
1 Platen
1 Air Bag
1 Air Bag Support
1 Compressor
,,0,_xo,
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD-IO0-4 Series
PRINC*PAL ATTACH CONCEPT:
PANE L LOCAIION Bottom
PANEL SqZE:
CUMULAXlVEFUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
6. Remove air bag and platen.
7. Post cure ablator repair for one
hour at 200_10 degrees P.
8. A£ter cure, use i sharp edged
knife to trim surface of repair
section flush with surrounding
material.
9. Apply dispersion coating, Allow
to cure for 12 hours.
I0. Visually inspect repair for
proper application.
TASK ANALYSIS• NO.
REPAIR
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
0.60 [ 3]0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
.U_SER FOLCOW_NC TI.E S*m _SMA.LO*m.C
1
l
J
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I Heat Lamp
1 Brush or 1 Spray Gun
I[ Flashlight
I Inspection Hlrror
A-59
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TASK ANALYSIS NO.
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _lmt4v_ trLI}-illtra L_ Density _terial
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONC EPT _hin( _it _iirinl_
PANEL LOCATION R_ t" I- _
PANEL SIZE: 20 II x 20"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
2. Allow • 26 hour (mlnlmum
air cure period before
handling or stressing the
bonded Joint under nontal
_onditlonl of temperature
(75"F) relative hu_idlty
above 20Z. After 8 hrs
adhesives are set suffi-
ciently to allow clean up
and tri_In8.
8. Remove the excess adhesive and
any resldue which my have
accumulated. Trim as required,
o In___pectton
9. Visually inspect TPS panel for
proper repair.
10. Using the x-ray _thod or micr,
wave tester. Check the plug
rep•lr for voids in the adhe-
sive bond.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS
0.73
0.80
• 1.80
REPAIR
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
9 _o
31
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:_g_L_---_uLL°_-_nBity _terial
PRINCIpA_ATTACH CONCEPT:_ r
......... c...... ,2 REPAIR
PANEL LOCATION RnPt_
PANEL SIZE: 20" X 20"
31
o Repair of TPS Panel {Cont.)
11. Nix ingredients of the
dispersion co|tln 8 . Combine
70 parts of weight of DC92-
009 with 30 parts by weight
of VM+P _TIL_.
12. Flll spray gun and test for
proper function and _xture.
13. Spray dlmperslon coating with
line pressure it 53 pslg.
Use standard cross coat pelnt!
spray technique, ulth gun
noz=le at distance of 8 inches
spray ULD _terlal, at least
6 passes are allowed per coat.
Successive coats oust be
applied within 30 _nutes if s
thickness buildup is desired.
Cure the dispersion coating at
room temperatre for 12 to 18
hours.
14. ViBually inspect repair for
proper accompllshlnt.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIMEIN HOURS
MANHOURS 10 ll
1.90
2.00
2.05
2.10
NUMeeR rOLLO._N_ T,_E =AR _Sm_COA_._
TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
A-61
HEAT_IELD TYPE" HCP
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical Fastener
Att._hi..= Content #2
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 20" x 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
32
Repair of TPS panel
(I) The area shall be alr-condl-
tioned. Filters in the sys-
tem may be of the commercial
throw away or recleanlng type
(2) The area shall be maintained
at a temperature of 72 _3°F
and a relative humidity of
50 ±SZ
(3) The area shall be vacuumed at
least once during each 24
hour operational period.
Portable vacuum clemters may
be used provided vacuumlng
is not performed during any
processing or qualiflcatlon
operations.
(4) If visible dust or contamina-
tion on storage cabinet
topsp ledges, pipes and
ductlng is present, it shall
be removed with cheesecloth,
moistened with water, before
starting any operation.
All hand tools used in any
operations in this area
shall be solvent cleaned with
a cheesecloth dampened with
either methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK) or tolulene before
being used. Safety disposable
cans shall be provided for
discarding used cloths
(s)
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1 2
.u.eE. eOLLO.,"C ,,=E e*_ IS NA.CO*OI.C
TOOTS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
HEAT_IELD TYPE: HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: M_ehn.4 _I _A.rener
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANE L SIZE: 20" x 20"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
(6)
(7)
(8)
Only clean cheesecloths shall
be used in cleaning and
wiping operations
During tricing and cutting
operations, pick up all
pieces imc_ediately after the
pieces fall to the floor. An:
debris producing operation
shall be followed by vacuum
cleaning after completion of
what whole operation and
before another processing
operation is begun
Clean, white shop coats,
surgical style caps and clean
cotton gloves shall be worn
at all times during any
processing or qualifying
operations in this area.
Coats, caps and cotton gloves
mus_be replaced when they
become soiled
(9) Wear safety glasses (or
goggles) and rubber gloves
while working wlth solvents
and grinding of HCF materials
(i0) Wear respirator mask to pre-
vent the inhalation Of for-
ei_ matter during grinding
operation
Repair of TPS Panel (Repair on
HCF Material_
1. Locate the damaged panel O. I0
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
A-62
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: HCP
PRINOPkLATTACH CONCEPT:_r
At_m_h_no. Coneent #2
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 20 I= x 20 °
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION
2. Remove the damaged panel per
task analysis no.
mechanical fastener attaching
Concept #2
3. Transport panel to the
refurbishment area
4. Using a grinding wheel, grind-
ing disc and a sharp knife
like device remove the HCF
material from the panel down
to the bond line on the fiber-
glass honey comb substrate
5. Clean the bondln$ agent from
the fiberglass honeycomb sub-
strate, uslng a methyl, ethyl
ketone after substrata is cle_
and free of any foreign mater-
lal, cover substrate with
clean cloth to prevent con-
tamlnatlon
6. Procure a serviceable HCF
segment, sized tO fit the
fiberglass honeycomb substrate
7. Remove cloth cover from the
flberglass honeycomb substrate
Apply primer DC#1203 to the
substrate and the bond side of !
the HCF segment. A thin film
and only one coat is required.
Allow primer to dry for a
minimum of I hour with relative
humidity at 50 _5Z
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MAN"OURS i'--- -- "_
0.85 _ -_ F- l
0.95 [ I
1.05 I
I
i.i5 !
1.20
_UUBER FOLLOWI._ TD_ IAR I_ .A.LOA_.O
TOOLS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 grinding tool
1 shsrp knife
Cleaning cloth
i brush
i;
HEAT _IELD TYPE: HCF
PRINapAI_ATTACH CONCEPT:_r
Attaching_ Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 20" x 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
9.
Apply a small quantity of
RC#3145 adhesive sealant to th_
fiberglass substrate bonding
surface and spread with a
spatula or brush to a thlckr_ms_
of I0 to 30 mils over the
entire contact area
It is not necessary to apply
adhesive to both surfaces to
be bonded
Align and Join the HCF
segmnt to the fiberglass
honeycomb substrate immediately
(with in i0 minutes) after
spread the adhesive. Press
the parts flr_y together
with flnser pressure using a
progressive action starting
at one end so air will be
excluded from the Joint.
NOTE:
Allow a 24 hour (mini_uu) air
cure period before handling
or stressing the bonded Joint.
Under normal conditions of
temperature (75"F) relative
humidity above 20Z the bonded
parts will cure tO handle in
24 hours. Full cure will
develop in 2 tO 3 days.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS
1.30
1.35
3
TOOLS AND EQ_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 spatula or I brush
4 5
PA0_ _ oF __
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TASK ANALYSIS NO.
HEAT SH,ELO TYPE: Coated Columblum (Type I Field Repair Coating)
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT.
PANEL LOCATION Bottom
Not Applicable
PANEL SIZE:
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
REPAIR
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
i- 2
o Repair Coatln_ of TPS Panel
i. Isolate discrepancy to be re- 0.05
paired.
NOT......_E:
Repair of defective coating
ares shall be limited to a
three inch diameter circle
and shall not extend to panel
edge. Defective coating in
excess of above limitations
shall require removal of panel
and shop repair.
2. Prepare the defective area for 0.20
repair coating by sanding the
defective area untll all loose
material Is removed and the
surface is smooth.
3. Wash the area with water tO 0.25
remove all grlt and loose
material.
4. Wash area with acetone to re- 0.30
move all other contamination.
5. Inspect surface to assure area 0.35
is clean and smooth prior to
coating application.
6. Prepare the thermal-spraygun. 1.05
the vibrator unit and the air-
Jet unit. which is set at 70
pal. For base coat application
and test instrument.
.UJeCRFCLLO.mCT,_eaAa,S.ANLOAmNO
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
I flashlight
I inspection mirror
aluminum oxide
sanding paper
water cleaning cloth
acetone cleaning cloth
1 flashlight
I inspection mirror
1 the_al-spraygun
1 vibrator unit
1 alr-Jet unit
1 thermo electric test
instrument or 1 eddy
current tester
HEAT SHIELD TYPe
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT
pANE L LOCATION Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
Coarpa Col,,_h(.m (Ty.n_ I Field Repair Coating)
REPAIR
PANE L SIZE: Not Applicable
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTtON MANHOURS
o Repair of TPS Panel - Cont'd.
i. I0
1.20
I. 30
1.40
1.45
1.55
1.65
7. Apply the thermal-spray pm#der
to the defective area holding
spray gun perpendicular to and
6-8 inches from surface being
coated. Control the base coat
thickness between 2-112 and
3-1/2 mils by controlling the
speed and nu_er of passes of
the thermal-spray unit. Insure
that the thermal-spray powder
covers all of the defect area
and extends one-half inch past
the perimeter of the defect on-
to the good coating in all
directions.
8. Inspect the base coat applica-
tion to assure that conditions
of step 7 are met.
9. Obtain repair glass from shop.
I0. Apply the repair glass with a
camel's hair brush. Each
application should he as thin
as possible to obtain a coatlm
as crack free as possible.
Assure that thermal-spray
powder is covered with glass.
nut that glass not extend onto
the good coating.
Ii. Visually inspect glass for
proper application.
12. Dry repair glass at 120-150
degree F for one hour.
13. Obtain repair glass from shop
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
2
I
TOOLSANO EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
thermal spray powder
(AL203)
i thermal spraygun
i masking template
I set safety clothing
1 fire extinguisher
1 thermo electric test
ins trumentor
I eddy current tester
repair glass
1 camel's hair brush
i flashlight
1 inspection mirror
i 1 heat lamp
repair glass
....2_0,4_
A-65
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Cn.rpr( Coltlmh_.m (Tvne I Field Repair Coating)
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT"
REPAIR
PANEL LOCATION R o t .r.ore
Not Applicable
PANEL S_ZE:
33
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Repair of TPS Panel - Cont'd.
14. Apply the repair glass (see
Task Number I0.)
15. Visually Inspect glass for
proper applIeaL_ on.
16. Dry repair glass at 120-150
degree F for one hour
17. Obtaia repair glass from shop
18. Apply the repair glass. (see
Task Number i0.)
19. Visually inspect glass for
proper application.
20. Dry repair glass at 120-150
degree F for one hour.
i
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS J TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
1.75 I camel's hair brush
1.80 1 flashllght
I i inspection mirror
20. (Cont'd.) Dry repair glass at
120-150 degrees F for one
hour.
21. Obtain repair glass from shop
22. Apply the repair glass. (see
Ta_k Number i0.)
23. Visually inspect glass for
proper application.
24. Dry repair glass at 120-150
degree F for one hour
25. Inspect repair for proper
coating thickness, of 10-15
mlls.
ELAPSED TiME IN HOURS
[I _- 1 f I --
I
1.90
2.00
2. IO
2.15
2.20
2.25
2.35
2.45
2.50
2.60
2.70
!LAPSED TIME {N HOURS
• b
III
LII
Nu.eE. FO_LO.,NO _,._ BA. IS .A.LOAO,.C
1 heat lamp
repair glass
i camel's hair brush
i flashlight
i Insp-ction mirror
I heat lamp
1 heat lamp
repair glass
1 camel's hair brush
1 flashlight
1 inspection mirror
1 heat lamp
I thermo electric test
instrument or 1 eddy
current tester.
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
HEAT_.HIEL D TypE Coated Columbium (Type I Field Repair Coating)
RmNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT
REPAIR
pANE L LOCATbON Bot tom
Not Applicable
PANEL SIZE
_3
o Repair of TPS Panel - Cont'd.
26. Obtain repair glass from shop.
27. Apply the repair glass. (See
Task Number I0.)
28. Visually inspect glass for
proper application.
29. Dry repair glass at 120-150
degree F for one hour.
30. Inspect repair for proper
coating thickness of 10-15
_fls.
31. Return tester to shop
32. Return thermal spraygun and
equipment to shop.
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TtMEIN HOURS
MANHOURS 7 8
2.80
2.90
2.95
3.05
3.15
3.25
3.35
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
repair glass
I camel's hair brush
i flashlight
I inspection mirror
1 beat lamp
i i thermo electric test
Instrument or 1 eddy
current tester.
J 1
p._,L o,J_
A-66
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _arbon-Carbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Carbon-Carbon
L_adlnw Edge Conceut
PANEL LOCATION l_mdln_ _a_e
PANEL SIZE: 20"
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
34
Leading Edge Repair
1. Locate leading edge segment
that has the damage condition
2. Remove the leading edge seg-
ment from the wing of the
vehicle per task m_ysls
no. carbon-carbon
leading edge concept #9
Transport leading edge segment
to the refurbishment area
SOT___E:
(1) Repair of carbon-carbon
leading edge segment is li_tec
to scratches and score marks.
(2) Any punctures, cracks thru
the material would warrant
removal of segment and
replacement with a like
serviceable segment
(3) Segment with_aJor damage
would be sub_tted for
disposition
4. Using an abrasive (fine) sand
paper smooth off any burrs thai
may exist.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS 1
0.10 ]
NUWSERFOLLOWlNGTIMEIARISM_LOA_NG
TOOLS AND EQ_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
Sand paper
.... io, 3_L_
HEAl SHIELD TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_Jrbon-Carbon
L#adin2 Ed2e Ccecevt
PANEL LOCATION Lesdin2 Ed2e
PANEL SIZE: 20"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
0.155.
6.
Using Methyl Ethyl Ketone to
remove any debris that may
remain.
NOT____E:
Air dry repair for three hours
before proceeding with repair.
Apply pOWdered silicon metal
using the flame spray method.
Assure that the application
adequately covers the damaged
area.
NOTE:
Powdered silicon metal is fed
into an oxyacetyline flame and
blown onto the repair area.
Using an oxyacetylene torch
heat treat repair area to
2800°F
NOTE :
This type of repair is saris-
factory for operating tempera-
rures of 3000°F.
0.30
0.45
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
REPAIR
34
I Frame Spray Curt
1 Oxyacetylene Torch
,._E2_OE!
A-67
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HEAT _IEL D TYPE:. Ablative - ULD
pRINCIPA L ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanleal Fastener
Attachlnfi Concept #2
PANEt tOCATION Bottom
20" x 20"
PANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
INSPECTION
o Inspection of TPS Panel
1. Using a spot light, visually
2.
3.
inspect the entire area of the
ablative panel for dents,
abrasions, nit marks, erosion
and deterioration
Visually inspect ablative panel
attaching fastener plugs for
proper position and alignment
(plug is even with mold line -
surface mismatch between plug
and panel allowable - .030
inches)
Visually inspect panel edge
molded seal for damage, proper
allgnment and for proper sealing
NOTE:
(1) Any d_age of a ma_nltude
affecting the integrlty of
the fiberglass honeycomb sub-
strata will warrant the removal
of the ablative panel assembly
for further inspection and
repair.
(2) Remove ablative panel
assembly per applicable removal
and replace_nt task analysis.
(3) Visually inspect all attach-
ing fasteners for serviceability
(4) Vlsually Inspect support
hardware for damage, corrosion,
and overheating.
CUMULATIVE
MANHOURS
0.025
0.05
0.075
ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
1 2 J
IIII
I II I
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TOOLS AND EC_JIPME NT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
1 spot light
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HEAT_IELD TYPE:. Metallic - Coated Columblum
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_L_k_LC_.._nCaDt #7g
with IvrD_R41ta panel Su_Dnrt: C_nel_t
PANEL LOCATION _OttOM
PANEL SIZE: 40" X 40"
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPTION
o Inspection of TPS Panel
i. Using a spot light and magnify-
ing glass visually inspect the
entire area of the coated
metallic panel for deep dents,
scratches, abrasions and pit
marks that may cause oxidation
and deterloratlon of the metal-
lic coated material
2. Visually inspect the edges of
the panel for signs of chafing
and chipping of the _eta11ie
panel coating
3. Visually inspect the longi-
tudinal panel Joint for
distortion, excessive gappLngp
chafing and chipping of the
metallic coating at the Joint
4. Using nylon gloves, place hands
on panel and check panel for
looseness (excessive end play
and side play)
5. Cheek pl-straps for damage (deep
dents, scratches, abrasion and
plt marks that may cause
oxidation and deterioration of
the metallic coated material)
6. Vlsually inspect all panel pl-
strap attaching fasteners for
tool damage to coating and
burring of the tool slots
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 37
INSPECTION
CUMULATIVE ELAPSED TIME IN HOURS
MANHOURS 1 2
0.05 3 1
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25 ]
O. 30 1
NUrSIng ,re.LOwinG 'r,Nz I,AI_ ,S N_LO_O'Nf,
TOOLS AND E_JIPMENT
PARTS AND MAT ER_AL
i Spot light
1 magnifying glus
pAazlo, 2
HEAT_IELO TYPE: Hetalll_ - Coated Columbium
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" Pi-Stran Attach Concept
_th Intermediate Panel Suvvort. Conceot #7g
PANEL LOCATIO_ Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 40" X 40"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURS
o Inspection of TPS Panel
NOTE:
(1) Any deep dent or bole in
panel wlll warrant removal of
panel for repair due to the
fact that the coating material
on the back side of panel skin
will be affected and wlll
require a similar repair.
(2) Remove panel par appllcable
removal and replacement task
_nalysls.
7. Inspect entire back slde of
panel for deep dents, scratches
abrasions and pit marks
affecting panel coating
8. Visually Inspect the backslde
edges of the panel for chafing
and chipping of the coating
9. Visually inspect backside of
panel, panel Joint for
distortion, excessive gapping
and chafing and chipping of
panel coating
O. 35
0.40
0.45
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
INSPECTION
TOOLS ANO EQUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
pA_E20F 2
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HEAT_IELD TYPE: Cirbon-Cerbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" _arbon-earbon
leading edge concept
pANEL LOCATION Le&din E ed_e
PANEL SIZE: 20"
CUMULATIVE
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION MANHOURE
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
INSPECTION
o Inspection of TPS LeadlnR Edge
1. Using a spot light and magnify- 0.025
Ing glass, vliually inspect
the entire outside surface of
the leadlng edge sealant for
scratches, abraslonsp pit urks
erosion end deterioration
2. Visually inspect the mating 0.05
surfaces for indications of
chafing, erosion and
deterioration.
3. Using nylon gloves, check 0.075
leading edge secant for
security of attachllnt (exces-
sive end play and side play)
(1) Any dsgape of a magnitude
affecting leading edge sellout
integrity, will warrant the
leading edge segment removal
for further inspection and
repair.
(2) Remove leading edge se_,ent
per applicable removal and re-
placelnt talk s_llylil. I
4. Inspect the inside of the I 0.10
leading edge se6_ent for obvious
danm_e and evidence of over-
heating of the support hardware
end the attechlng fasEsners.
.U_|ERFOLCOW,M_T'.e JAn,$_LO*_._
39
TOOl.SAND EI_JIPMENT
PARTEANO MATERIAL
1 spot light
1 mal_nlfving gills
,.,Zo,___z
HEAT_IELD TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_ C_rbon-cg_bon
la'alnn edei co_caot
PANEL LOCATION Legding edle
20"PANEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
INSPECTION
O Inspectlon of TPS Leidlng Edge
5. Visually inspect wing spar
attachlng area for damage and
evidence of overheating.
6. Vlsually inspect the inside
areas of the two adjacent
leading edge se_nts for
obvious damage, and evidence Of
overheating of support hardware
and attaching fasteners.
CUMULATIVE
MANh_4JRS
0.125 LL
0.15
MU.Slm FOCLO',.C T,MI I*t IS _AMLOAmN_
1 2
TCO(.S AND EGUIPMENT
PARTS AND MATERIAL
,,o._o, 2
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APPENDIX B
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
B-I
IHEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
P_J_IP_LMTAC_CONCEPT: Ablative Neat
_nleld AttaChment Concept #1
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELS_E: Small: 20 x 20 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Ablative Material
from Vehicle
NOTE:
Due to the extensive grinding and
cutting operation required to
remove the ablative material
from the double face honeycomb
on the vehicle, the use of
gogglea/eye ghlelds, breathing
Naek and vacuum cleaner is
mandatory safety equipment.
1. Using grinding wheel,
sandtn E disc and a suitable
knife like cuttln g tool,
remove the ablative material
from the structural double
face honeycomb on the
vehicle, dmen to the bond
11ne.
2. Clean the atructural double
face honeycomb with methyl
ethyl ketone (MEK) to remove
debrls from the surface.
o_
3_ Vlsually inspect surface
of strnetursl boneyeomb
For damage resulting from
ablative material removal
4_ Cover tbe cleaned surFsee
witb anti_tarniab tissue_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
COST AND DESIGNEVALUATION
CnnE LEVEL
Oe'EmATm_ STATE*OF_RT
3 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
COSTAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can ablative material be removed with listed tools
and in the ttme estimated? Reason: Surface of
structural honeycomb will be subjected to damage.
PAGE_OF 6
HEATSHIELDTYPE: Ablative - ULD
PRINCiPAl ATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative Heat
Shield Attachment Concert #l
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 1
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replace Ablative Material on
Vehicle
5, Transport ablative material
segment tO the vehicle.
G, Thoroughly clean all
surfaces to be bonded by
wiping with a clean cloth
da_ened with cleaning
solvent. Wipe dry with a
clean, dry cloth before
evaporation of the solvent.
Always clean an area wider
than the width of the
finally applied adhesive.
It is essential that clean
cloths and clean solvent
be used in the cleaning
operation. Do not use
contaminated materials.
Repeat cleaning operations
until a clean, oll free
surface is assured,
Cleaned surfaces shall be
allowed to dry 3 to 5
mlnutes before the
application of any bonding
material. Adhesive should
be applied as soon as
possible after cleaning.
Do not allow handling or
storage between the cleaning
and bonding operations.
COOE LEVEL
O_RAIlMG STATE-OF-ARTEXPERIENCE
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 2__OF__ 6 __
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HEAT _IELO TYPE:_--
PRMCpAL ATTACH C0mCEfl: Ablative Heat
Shield Attechaant Content el
PMEL LOCA_ON: aortae
PANEL_ZE: Small: 20 • 20 inche_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. i
COST AND DES_N EVALUATION
FONCTION - TMK DESCRIPTION
o Replace Ablative Material on
CODE LEVEL
uem;m STATE-OF-ART
Vehicle
7. hears applying adhesive 2 1
apply a single uniform
thin brush-coat of 5$-400&
Silicone Priamr to clean
mmtlng surfaces. Apply
prmr to cover an area
wider than the width of the
finally applied adhesive.
Alloy priser to air dry a
ainiaum of 30 minuteo at
a"Xient t@sperature prior to
applying adhesive, A
lo_er dry time shall be
alloyed If there are wet
spots evident In the primr
coat.
RMbOVa the primer and repeat
the priain| procedure when
ever the priser becomes
contaminated or when the
RTY sillcone adhesive is
not applied within 72 hours
after primin$. Use
applicable cleaning procedur
to rewove primer.
8, Mix RTV-90 in the weight 1 1
ratio of 1 percent Slllcure
L-2A Catalyst to weight of
base compound.
It IS i_eratlve that the
accelerators be thorou|hly
COST AND DESION FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can primer be applied on spacecraft in
refurblshmnt maintenance area? Reason:
Contamination of primer while drying. Pollution
of surroundin 8 area and curtailment of parallel
maintenance actions.
PAGE 30F__.__ o
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _bJ,_--
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:
Shield Attachamnt ConcePt Jl
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Semll: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. l
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replace AblatlveMaterial on
Vehicle
dispersed throuahout the
base compoundo. Stirring
and folding in the
accelerator must be done
slowly to avoid excessive
air entrapment.
Approximtely $ to ? minutes
of hand mixing or blending
with a spatula is norsally
required to obtain uniforaity
9. Apply adhesive to one of the
mting surfaces usin B a seal-
ant Run. Cover entire surfac
to be bonded with a layer of
material approx. 25 ails thic
Place the surfaces to be
bonded together and effect
the bond usin 8 even contact
pressure and squeesin_ out
any excess adhesive. Care
should be taken to insure
that no air is trapped bstwes
the ntis| surfaces. The
adhealve has sufficient
substance to support the
bonded surface during cure
but If a vertical bond or
similar condition is to be
made toollng should he used
to hold the bond together
until the adhesive le tack
CODE LEVEL
_'tRAlm STATE.OF-ARTr_K:le(l_[
2 1
3 2
COST AND DE_AGIIFEASIBILITY QUESTI_IS
Can adhesive be applied on spacecraft in refurbish-
ment maintenance area? Conta_nation of adhesive
while drytn s. Pollution of aurroundin| area
and curtailmmnt of parallel maintenance actions.
Can air bass be used to apply contact pressure?
Reason: TPS support structure has limited desi|n
loads.
PAGE4._____OFm
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TASK ANALYSIS NO. l
HEATSHIELDTYPE: Ablative - ULD
PHtNCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative Heat
Shleld Attachmen t Concept #i
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: .Small: 20 x 20 inches
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replace Ablative Material on
_t.)
The adhesive shall be cured to
tack-free, flrm I rubbery
condition prior tO trlm_ing
(8 hours). Remove the excess
adhesive by scraping wlth a
plastic scraper.
InnD_ect lon
i0. Visually inspect ablative
material for proper
installation.
ii. Set up microwave tester.
12. Microwave test panel for
bond line integrlty.
13. Using sealant Hun, flll in
void on the perimeter of
panel.
14. Place platen over the
repair and support with
sufficient pressure to
compress adhesive smoothly.
Allow supported platen to
remain in place for q hours
to allow adhesive to cure.
15. After curlng t use sharp
edge knife tO trim surface
of adhesive section flush
with surrounding panel.
COOE LEVEL
OP_RATIRG STATE.OF-AR T
EXPERIENCE
1 1
2 1
1 1
3 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can panel bondllne integrity be tested on the
spacecraft in the time estimated? Reason:
Limlted experience of microwave testing.
Can air bags be used to apply contact pressure?
Reason: TPS support structure has limited
design loads.
PAGE_OF__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Ablative H_a_
Shield Attachment ConcePt #l
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. l
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replace Ablative Material on
Vehicle (Cont.)
16. Apply dispersion coating
tO adhesive. Allow to
cure for 12 hours.
17. Inspect panel sealing
operation for proper
installation.
COOE LEVEL
O_RAT_ $TATE_)F-ART
eXPENIEKE
2 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can dispersion coating be applied on spacecraft
in refurbishment maintenance area? Reason:
Contamination of dispersion coating while curing.
Pollution of surrounding area and curtailment of
parallel maintenance actions.
B-4
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HEATSHIELDTYPE: HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: HCF Heat Shield
_rra_h_nt GoncaBt #1
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: SmaLl: 20 x 20 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
o Removal of TPS HCF Naterlal
from Vehicle
_OT_._EE:
Due to the extensive grinding
and cuttlng operation required
to remove the ECF materlal
froa the structural double face
honeycomb on the vehicle, the
use of 8oggles/eyeshleld8,
breathing masks and vacuum
cleaner is mandatory safety
equipment.
1. Using a grlndin E wheel,
sending dlsc and a suitable
knife llke cutting tool,
remove the HCF material
from the structural double
face honeycoab on the
vehicle, down to the bond-
line.
2. CLean the surface of the
structural double face
honyecomb with methyl
ethyl ketone (HEK)
tO remove the debris.
3. Cover the cleaned surface
with anti-tarnish tissue
after cleanin B proceJure.
4. Inspect the structural
CODE LEVEL
O_WAT_ STATE-OF-ART
EXPERIENCE
3 4
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can HCF material be removed with listed tools and
in the time estimated? Reason: Surface of
structural honeycomb will be subjected to
damage.
PAGE 1OF 4
HEAT SHIELDTYPE: HCF
PR_CIPALATTACH CONCEPT" HCF Heat ShieLd
kttachube_t Concept Jl
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
pANEL$1ZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
CODE LEVEL
OMeleTS STATE-OF-4RTEXPEe_E
o_o_)
double face honeycomb
surface for damage
deterioration overheatln s
and cleanliness.
5. Cover the structural double i I
face honeycomb surface
with the anti-tarnish tlss_
o Replacement of HCF Sesment on
Vehicle
6. Transport a na_ HCF 1 1
segzmant from the storaEe
area to the vehicle.
Exercise care in bandlin N
the HCF seEwnt (20" x 20"
tile) to prevent damage
to the exterior coating
applied to each tile.
7. Remove the anti-tarnish 1 1
tissue from the structural
double face honeycomb
surface of the vehicle.
8. Hake vlsual check to 1 1
assure that the structural
double face honeyconb
surface Is still clean
and free of amy foreiEn
latter.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE2OF 4
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HEATSHIELD TYPE: HCF
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT'_HCF Heat
kttarhmant Conceo¢ _1
PANEL LOCATION: gottoa
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 • 20 inches
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of HCF Sepent on
Vehicle _Cont._
9. Apply a single uniform coat
of #1203 silicone primer to
the structural double face
honeycomb surface and the
inside surface of the HCF
tile.
1O. Apply a uniform coat of
DC#3145 approximately 0.010-
0.030 Inch thick to the
bonding surface of the
structural double face
honey comb surface on the
vehicle.
11. Position and align the HCF
tile on the vehicle in a
manner to prevent as much
entrapment of air bubbles
as possible.
12. Roll the outside tile
surface wlth a rubber
roller to Insure intimate
contact at the bondllne
and to squeeze out excess
adhesive. Work from the
center of the tile to the
four sides. Allow the
assembly to cure at room
temperature (65°F to lOO'F)
for 24 hours before handling,
The #3145 will be full cured
in 5 to 7 days.
COOE LEVEL
OF_A1]IG STATE-OF-ART
£X_E_E
2 1
3 2
1 1
l 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can primer be applied on spacecraft in
refurbishment maintenance area? Reason:
Contamination of primer. PolLution of surrounding
area and curtailment of parallel maintenance
actions.
Can adhesive be applied on spacecraft In
refurbishment ulntenance area? Reason:
Contamination of adhesive. Pollution of
surrounding area and curtailment of parallel
maintenance actions.
PAGES OF4____
HEATSHIELDTYPE: HCF
PRINCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: HCF Heat Shield
ATr=rh_t Concept #I
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSlZE: Small 20" x 20"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o R eplacaent of HCF SeKment. on
13. Remove excess cure #3145
with a pleltlc scraper
(45" cutting edDe).
Exercise care to prevent
damage to the HCF tile
coatln B .
14. Visually l_pect HCF tile
for proper lnstallatlon.
15. Set up microwave tester.
16. Microwave test panel for
bondLine integrity.
17. Using sealant gun, fill in
void on the perimeter of
panel.
18. Place platen over the repal
and support with sufficient
pressure to compress
adhesive smoothly. Allow
support platen to remain
in place for 8 hours to
allow adhesive to cure.
19. After curing, use sharp
edAe knife to trim surface
of adhesive flush wlth
surroundin B panel.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
O_-RAIlIM, STATE-OF_RTEXPEn_ENCE
1 1
1 1
2 1
1 1
3 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can panel bondllne integrity be tested on the
spacecraft? Reason: Limited experience of
microwave testing.
Can air bags be used to apply contact pressure?
Reason: TPS support structure has llmlted desiBu
loads,
PAGE4__._OF--
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: M echanical
Fag_ener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnche_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 3
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
i. Locate (6) panel attaching
famtener plugs.
2. Drlll out (6) panel
attaching fastener plugl.
3. Using a prescribed tool,
free panel edges from
adjacent panels.
4. Remove (6) panel attaching
fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded directl
to the fiberglass honey-
comb substrate and are
removed or replaced as one
unit.
5. Maneuver the panel free of
the vehicle.
6. Transport panel to storage
area for disposition
7. Store panel on the
prescribed storage rack.
O In_ctfon
8. Visually inspect fibrous
insulation for damage.
Deterioration and signs of
overheating.
9. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task _nalvalA no_ 29 ).
COOE LEVEL
OPERA_ STATE.F-ARTEXPERIENCE
1 1
4 3
2 3
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with stander
equipment in the time estimated? Reason: Drilling
of charred ablative plugs has not been experienced.
Can charred gaskets be freed from charred ablator
panel? Reason: Freeing of charred gasket from
charred ablator has not been experienced.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in
the time estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
PAGEI_oF__
HEAT $HIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fastener Attach Concert #2
PANEL LOCATION: _Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 3
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Insulation (Cont._
I0. Visually inspect the
support hardware for
damage deterioration
and overheating.
Ii. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and
overheating.
o R_lacement of TPS Panel
12. Transport a new panel from
storage area to the
vehicle.
13. Position the new panel on
the vehicle and align for
installation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
and torquelng of the panel
attaching fasteners.
14. Install the (6) panel
attaching fasteners.
15. Torque the (6) panel
attaching fasteners.
16. Visually inspect the panel
attaching fastener for
proper installation.
COOE LEVEL
o_ERATI_ STATE_F.Afl TEXPER_E"¢E
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
3an attaching fasteners be installed in estimating
tlme? Reason: Misalignment of fastener holes in
ablator panel and fastener holes and platenuts in
panel support structure.
PAGE2__OF__
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JHEATSHIELDTYPE:. Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fastener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 4
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT_N O_RAn_ STATE_F_RT
_PEfllEN_(
Removal of TPS Panel
i. Locate (26) panel attaching l l
fastener plugs.
2. Drill out (26) panel 4 3
attaching fastener plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, 2 3
free panel edges from
adjacent panels.
4. Position panel dolly for the 1 1
panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform for 2 2
panel retrieval.
6. Lock brakes on the dolly. 1 1
7. Remove the (26) panel 1 1
attaching fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded directly
to the fiberglass honeycomb
substrate and are removed
or replaced as one unit.
8. Maneuver the panel free of i 1
the vehicle and Lower panel
onto panel dolly.
9. Lower panel dolly platform 2 2
with panel from the elevated
position to the transport
• position.
10. Unlock panel dolly brakes. 1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with standarc
equipment in the time estimated? Reason: Drilling
of charred ablative plugs has not been experienced.
Can charred gaskets be freed from charred ablator
panel? Reason: FreLlng of charred gasket from
charred ablator has not been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactory for this operation_
Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this
operation. Similar type dolly used for aircraft
maintenance.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in the
time estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
iSame as item 5.
PAGE_OF_
HEATSHIELDTYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fastener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION:_ EoCtom
PANELSIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 4
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
0P_RATIRG STATE._F_ART
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
II. Transport panel to the 1 l
storage area to await
disposition.
12. Store panel on a 1 l
prescribed storage rack.
o _n
13. Visually inspect the 1 1
fibrous insulation for
damage, deterioration and
slgns of overheating.
14. Remove, replace, or repair
insulation as required
(see task anaiysls no. 29)
15. Visually inspect the 1 1
support hardware for
damagep deterioration
and overheating.
16. Visually inspect the 1 i
attaching fasteners for
damage, deterioration
and overheating.
o Replacement of TPE Panel
17. Load a new panel onto the I i
panel dolly and transport
panel to the vehicle.
18. Position panel dolly for 2 2
panel installatlon.
19. Elevate panel dolly 2 2
platform with panel to the
inscaxx posxclon.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 5.
PAOE20F 4
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TASK ANALYSIS NO.. 4
[
[
BEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ab$ative/NCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Futener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
COOE LEVEL
OPERATES STATE-OF-ART
[XPF,RIENC[
o Replacement of TPS Panel _Cont.)
20, Lock panel doily braken. 1 1
21. Position the new panel on
the vehicle and align for
i_tailation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
and torquing of the panel
atcachlng fasteners,
22. Install the (26) panel i 1
attaching fasteners.
23. Lower the panel dolly
platform to transport
position.
24. Release panel dolly brakes.
25. Remove panel dolly from
the work area.
26. Torque the (26) panel
attaching fasteners.
27. Visually inspect the
panel attaching fasteners
for proper inatallatlon.
28. Apply a small quantlty of
RTV 106 adhesive to each
of the (26) panel attach
ing fastener plugs wlth a
brush or spatula to a
thickness of 10-30 mlls
over the entire contact
area.
2 2
1 1
1 L
L 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimated
time? Reason: Mlsallgnment of fastener holes
in ablator panel and fastener holes and platenuts
in panel support structure.
Same as item 5.
PAGE30F 4
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fastener Attach Coneeot #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 4
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of TPS Panel _Cont.
Insert plugs into the plug
holes firmly wlth finger
pressure to exclude air
from the Joint. Allo
24 hours minimum cure tlme
before handling or stress-
ing Joint. Full cure
wlll develop in 2 to 3
days.
29. Visually inspect pluss
for proper operaclon.
30. Visually inspect the
complete panel installatio.
COOE LEVEL
OrE_AlZn_ STATE-OF-ART
_XPERIE_(
1 L
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_OF_
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iHEATSHIELDTYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Mechanical
Fag_tener Attach Conce.t #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 5
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
I. Locate (62) panel attaching
fastener plugs.
2. Drill out (62) panel
attaching fastener plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, Ere
the panel edges from adJacen
panel.
4. Position a panel dolly for
the panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform for
panel removal.
6. Lock brakes on the dolly.
7, Remove the (62) panel
attaching fasteners.
NOTE:
The panel is bonded
directly to the fiberglass
honeycomb substrate and are
removed or replaced as one
unit.
8. Maneuver the panel free of
the vehicle and lower panel
onto panel dolly.
9. Lower panel dolly platform
from the elevated position
to the transport position.
COOE LEVEL
OFE'RAIIn_ STATE_OF_AR TEXPERIENCE
l 1
4 3
2 3
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 i
2 2
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment in the time estimated?
Reason: Drilling of charred ablative plugs has
not been experienced.
Can charred gaskets be freed from charred ablator
_anel? Reason: Freeing of charred gasket from
charred ablator has not been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this opera-
tion? Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this
operation. Similar type dolly used for aircraft
maintenance.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in the
time estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
Same as Item 5.
PAGE I_OF__
HEATSHIELDTYPE: Ab lative/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:- Mechanical
Fastener Attach Cnn_egt #2
PANEL LOCATION:B°C_
PANELSIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel (Font:)
i0. Unlock panel dolly brakes
II. Transport panel to the
storage area to await
disposition.
12. Store panel on a prescribed
storage rack.
o _io_.
13. Visually inspect the
fibrous insulation for
damage, deterioration and
signs of overheating.
14. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see_
task analysis no. 29),
15. Visually inspect the
support hardware for damage,
deterioration and over-
heating.
16. Visually inspect the
attached fasteners for
damage, deterioration
and overheating.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
17. Load a new panel onto the
panel dolly and transport
panel to the vehicle.
COOE LEVEL
OPERAII_ STATE-OF_RTEXPERIENCE
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE2_OF__
B-II
HEATSHIELDTYPE: Ahlmrivm/HC¥ ....
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:He_D-_L_----
Fiprener Attach Conceor #2
PANEL LOCATION:Bo_OI -
PANEL SIZE_ _ _ ln_h_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 5 __
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPT_N 0_ATn_
E_PERIENCE STATE-O -ART
0 Replacement of TPS Pene_l__Cont.i
18. Position panel dolly for 2 2
p•nel lnstellet ion.
19. Elevate panel dolly plat- 2 2
form with panel to the
Install position.
20. Lock panel dolly brakeD 1 1
21. Position the new panel on 1 1
the vehicle •nd align for
installation.
.o__e:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
and torquelng of the panel
at t achlng fasteners.
22. Install the (62) panel l 1
attaching fastener|.
23. Lower the plane dolly 2
platform to transport
position.
24. Release panel dolly brakes, i
25. Remove panel dolly from 1
the work area.
26. Torque the (62) panel i
attaching fasteners.
27. Visually inspect the panel 1
attaching fasteners for
proper installation.
28, Apply a small quantity of l
RTV 106 adheslve to each
of the (62) panel
COlT AND DEIIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 5.
Same as Item 5.
Can attaching fasteners be Installed In estimated
time? Reason: Hlsallgnment o f fastener holes
In ablator panel and fastener hole8 and platenuta
in panel support structure,
Same as Item 5.
PACE30F 4
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: ___
PRINCtPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Michanlcal
F•stener Attach Concept #2
PANEL LOCATION: __ttom ....
PANELSIZE: Large: 20 • 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DE$CRIPT_N
Replaceunt of TPS Panel (Cont.)
attaching fastener plugs,
with a brush or spatuLa to
• thickness of I0 to 30 mile
over the entire contact area
Insert plugs lnto the plug
holes firmly wlth flnger
pressure to exclude alr
from the Joint. Allow
24 hours minimum cure time
before handling or stressln 8
Joint. Full cure will
develop In 2 to 3 days.
29. Visually inspect plugs for
proper operation.
30. Visually inspect the
complete panel installation.
TASK ANALYSISNO. s
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
OPERATM_ STATE-OF-ART COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIGN$
1 1
1 1
PAGE_O¢ 4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: A_blative/HCF
P_INCIPAL A _ CH CONCEPTP i-st rap_"'_'""t A .... h
PANEL LOCATION: _Bottom-
PANELSIZE: _S_mall: 20 x 20 inches ___
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 6
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate the (10) pi--etrap
attaching fastener plugs.
2. Drill out the (10) pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool,
free panel edges and pi-
straps edges from adjacent
panels.
4. Remove the (10) pl-strap
attaching fasteners.
5. Remove the associated pl-
straps.
6. Maneuver panel free of
vehicle.
NOTE:
Panel i_onded directly to
a fiberglass honeycomb
substrace, therefore are
removed as a single unit.
7. Transport panel and
associated pi-straps to
the storage area to await
disposition,
8. Store panel on prescribed
storage rack.
o _ection
9. Visually inspect fiberglass
COBE LEVEL
o_ ATING STATE -OF-ART
EXPI _IE#CE
1 1
4 3
2 3
1 1
1 L
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment In the tlme estimated? Reason:
Drilling of charred ablaclve plugs has not been
experienced.
Can charred ablator pt-strap be freed from charred
ablator panel? Reason: Freeing of charred ablacor
pi-strap from charred ablator panel has not been
experienced.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in
the time estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
PAGEI_OF__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PNMClPAL ATTACH cONCEPT: Pi-Stra. Attach
Concept p3
pANEL LOCATION: Bottoa
PAMELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 6
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Inspection (Cony
insulation for damage.
overheating and
deterioration.
lO. Remove, replace, and repair
insulation (as required
(see task analysis no, 29 )
iI, Visually inspect all support
hardware for damage,
deterioration and over-
heating.
12. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for dsamge,
deterioration and signs of
overheating.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
13. Transport a new panel with
associated pi strapg to the
vehicle.
14. Position panel on the vehicl
and align for lngtallation.
15. Align pi-straps on panel
for fastener installation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
and torqu_in8 of pf-agrap
attaching fasteners.
16. Install the (lO) pi-strap
attaching fasteners.
COOE LEVEL
O_[RAIm STATE_)F-ART
EXPENENCE
1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimating
time? Reason: Misalignment of fastener holes in
ablator pi-strap and fastener holes and platenuts in
panel support structure.
PAGE__?,_OF--
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iNEATSHIELDTYPE:Ahlattv_/HCV
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT! Pi-Strao Attach
ConcePt #3
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inche#
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 6
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.).
17. Torque the (10) pi-strap
attaching fasteners.
18. Visually inspect pl-strap
attaching Fasteners For
proper installation.
19. Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adhesive to each
of the (10) pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs
with a brush or spatula
to a thickness of l0 to
30 mlls over the entire
contact area. insert
plugs into plug holes
firmly with finger
pressure to exclude air
from Joint. Allow 24
hours minimum cure time
before handling or
stressing Joint. Full
cure wlll develop in
2 to 3 days.
20. Visually inspect pi-strap
attaching fastener plugs
for proper installatlon.
21. Vlsually inspect the
complete panel installation
COOE LEVEL
oPIERAIIMG STATE.OF.AR TEXPERIENCE
1 1
1 1
1 l
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 3_OF_
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HEAT _41ELD TYPE:Ablative/HCF
PRMCIPAL ATTAC H COMC EPT'. Pi-Strap
AT_acha4nt Concept _ 3
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
pANELSITE: Hediu_: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FLWCTION - TASK DE$CRIPT_H
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate the (28) pl-strap
attaching fastener plugs.
2. Drill out the (28) pl-strap
attaching fastener plugs.
3. Uslng a prescribed tool,
free panel edges and pl-
strap edges from adjacent
panels.
4. Posltlon • panel dolly for
the panel removal.
5. Elevate panel dolly plat-
form for panel removal.
6. Lock brakea on panel dolly.
7. Remove the (28) panel
attaching faateners.
8. Remove the associated pi
straps.
9. Maneuver the panel free
of the vehicle and lower
panel onto panel dolly.
10. Lower panel dolly platform
wlth panel from the
installed position to the
transport position.
II. Unlock panel dolly brakes.
O_Ral"_
£XP_IEI;CE
i
4
1
C0(}E LEVEL
STATE-OF-ART COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment in the time estimated?
Reason: Drillln g of charred ablative plugs has
not been experienced.
Can charred ablator pi-strap be freed from charred
ablator panel? Reason: Freeing of charred
ablator pl-atrap from charred ablator panel has not
been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satlsfactory for this operatlor
Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this
operation. Simllar type dolly used for aircraft
maintenance.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in the
time estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
Same as Item 5.
PAGEIOF 4_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: t_,l irtv_l_lcP
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pl-Strap
PANEL LDCATiDN_ Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
COOE LEVEL
oPznAlm_ STATE-OF-ARTEXPERIE_E
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
12. Transport panel with 1 1
associated pl straps to
a storaBe area to await
dlmposltlon.
13. Store panel on a storage 1 1
rack.
ol_
14. Visually inspect fibrouB l l
insulation for damage,
deterioration and
overheatln g .
15. Remove, replace or repair
insulation (see task
analysis no. ).
lb. Visually lnipect all 1 1
support hardware for
damage, deterioration
and overheating.
17. Visually inapect attaching l 1
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and
overheating.
o Replacement of TPU Panel
18. Load a new panel and I I
associated pi-straps, on
the panel dolly.
19. Transport panel on dolly l l
to the vehicle.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 2 OF 4
B-15
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: kbl"tlve/liCP
PRNICIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT_ Pl-Strao
Attachment Concant #_
PANEL LOCATION: Botto=
PANELSiZE: 14edlua: 20 x T20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT_N
o Replacemmt of TPS Panel _Cont.i
20. Posltlon panel dolly for
panel Installatlon.
21. Elevate panel dolly plet-
form wlth pans1 to
Installed position.
22. Lock panel dolly brakes.
23. Positlon the new panel on
the vehlcle and 811an for
installation.
NOT___EE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage durln 8 iMtellatlon
and torqoeln 8 of the panel
attachln 8 fasteners.
24. Allgn the pl-strap for the
ettachln 8 fastener
installetlon.
25. lnstmll the (28) pi-strap
attaching futeners.
26, Lower platform of the panel
dolly from the installed
position to the transport
position.
27. Release panel dolly brakes.
28. Remove panel dolly from
the work area.
29. Torque the (28) pl-strap
attaching fasteners.
COOE LEVEL
OPERATm STATE'F-ART
EXPER_E
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same 88 Item 5.
Can attachln 8 fasteners be l_.stalled in the
estlm_ted time? Reason: Mlsallgnment of
fastener hole8 in ablatlve pi-strap end fastener
holes end platenutes in panel support structure.
Same as Item 5.
PAGE30F 4
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative/HCF
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_ F_-Stra.
At_a_nt Concept #3
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Hedlum: 20 x 120 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont___,
30. Visually inspect the pl-
strap attachln 8
fasteners for damaBe
and proper installation.
31. Apply • sull quentlty of
RTV 106 adhesive to the
pl-strep attechin 8
fastener plugs (28)
wlth a brush or a spatula
to a thickness of 10 to
30 miles over the entire
contact area. Insert
plus8 into the plu 8 holes
firmly with flnBer
pressure to exclude air
from the Joint. Allow
24 hours minimum cure
tlsm before handling
or stressin 8 JolnC. Full
cure vlll develop in 2
or 3 days.
32. Visually lnspect pluas
for proper operation.
33. Visually inspect the
coBplete panel
installation.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 7
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CrmE LEVEL
COSTAND DESIGII FEASIBILITY QUESTIONSOpERATU_ STATE-OF-ARTEXPU_CE
pAGE4____0e__--4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abler tve/HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COk_EPT: Pt-Strav Attachment
Co11cent #3
pANEL LOCA_ON: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: LsrKe: 20 x 300 111ches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
TASK ANALYSIS NO. g
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
o_RalS_ STATE_F4RT£XPL_E_E
i. Locate the (62) pi-strap 1
attaching fastener plugs
2. Drill out the (62) pl-strap 4
3. Using aprescrlbed tool, free 2
panel edges and pl-strap
edges from adjacent panels.
4. Posltlon a panel dolly for I
the panel removal.
5. Elevate panel dolly plat- 2
form for panel removal.
6. Lock brakes on panel dolly. 1
7. Remove the (62) panel 1
attachlng fasteners.
8. Remove the associated pl- 1
straps.
9. Maneuver the panel free of 1
the vehicle and lca;er panel
onto panel dolly.
10. Lower panel dolly platform 2
with panel.
iI. Unlock panel dolly brakes. 1
12. Transport panel with
associated pi-straps to a I
storage area to await
disposition.
13. Store panel on a storage i
rack.
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment in the estimated t_e? Reason:
Drilling of charred ablative plugs has not been
experienced.
Can charred ablator pl-strap be freed from charred
ablator panel? Reason: Free£ng of charred ablator
pi-strap from charred ablator panel has not been
experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactory for this
operation? Reason: Dolly has not been designed.
similar type dolly used for aircraft maintenance.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench in the
tl_ estlnmted? Reason: Space around boltbead
filled with charred adhesive.
Same as Irma 5
PAGE_OF 4
NEATSHIELDTYPE: Ablatlve/HCF
PRINCIPAL A TACH CONCEPT" Pi-Strap Attachment
Concept _3
PANEL LOCATION:--_ °tt°m
PANELSIZE: LarKs: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. s
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o _ectlon
14. Vlsuelly inspect flbro_
insulation for damage,
deterioration and over _
beating.
15. Remove. replace or repair
insulation as required
(see task analysis no. 29).
16. Vlsually inspect all
support hardware for
damage, deterioration and
overheating.
17. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and over-
heating.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
18. Load a new panel and
associated plstraps0
on the panel dolly.
19. Transport panel on dolly to
the vehicle.
20. Position panel dolly for
panel installatlon.
21. Elevate panel dolly plat-
form wlth panel to install
position.
22. Lock panel dolly brakes.
23. Position the new panel on
the vehicle and align for
installation.
COOE LEVEL
o_, Xlllr_ STATE_F-ART
EXPI _IENC[
1 l
1 1
l 1
l 1
"J 1
1 l
2 2
l l
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 5.
PAGE20F 4
B-17
HEATSHIELD TYPE: AblJelve/HCY
pRJ_IPALA_(ACUC0_CEPT: P:L-Strao Attachaant
concept F3
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PAI|EL$1ZE: Lsrp: 20 x 300 Inches
FUNCTION - TAlK DESCfllPTION
o Replacmnt of TPS Panel (toni_.
NOTE :
Exercise care to prav_¢
damase durlns Installation
and torquelng of the panel
attaching fasteners.
24. Align the pl-straps for
the attaching fastener
installation.
25. Install the (62) pl-strap
attaching fastanmrs.
26. Lower platform of the pane
doily from the install
position to the transport
position.
27. Release panal dolly brakes
28. Remora panel dolly from
the work area.
29. Torque the (62) pl-strap
attachln8 fasteners.
30. Vlsually Inspact the
pl-straps attachlng
fastaners for dmga,
and proper Installation.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. g
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
O_lm $TATE_F_RTUPLq_
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in the estimated
time? Reason: Nlsallgnment of [aetener holes in
ablator pl-strap and fastener holes and platenuts In
panel support structure.
Same as Item 5.
PAGE3OF___ 4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablatlve/HCF
PRINCIPAL A ACH CONCEPT: Pt-Strap Attacr_entc.... pt_
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Large: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 8
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
31. Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adheslve to the
pi-strap attaching
fastener plugs (62) vlth
a brush or a spatula to a
thickness of 10 to 30 mils
over the entire contact
area. [nlert plugs into
the plug holes firmly vith
linker pressure tO exclude
alr from Joint. Allow
24 hour minimum cure
tlae befora handling or
strosslng Joint. Full
cure will develop in
2 or 3 days.
32. Visually inspect plugs for
proper operation.
33. Visually inspect the
complete panel installatio[
CODE LEVEL
OP'_ATPJ_ STATE-OF-ART
EXPERIEIGE
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_OF--
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B-18
HEAT _41ELD TYPE: AbLative
PRMCIPAL ATTACH C_NCEPT:_
Mechanical Fasteners Concept _4A P_ Strap
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
pANELIITE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 9
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCT_H - TASK DESCRIPT_N
o Removal of TP$ Panel
1. Locate (6) pi-otrap
attachlng fastener ablator
plugs.
2. DriLl out (6) pi-strap
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
3. Using a prescribed Cool,
free both sides of the
pi-straps frol the ablator
panel.
4. Using a prescribed tool,
free flexible gaskets at
inter panel sealin N space.
5. Remove (6) pi-strap
attachln 8 fasteners.
6. Resove associated pi-strapa.
7. Maneuver ablator panel assy.
(includes ablator panel
attached to honyecomb
substrate panel) free of
vehicle.
NOTE:
(1) Ablator panel and honey-
comb substrata paneL are
removed as an assembly.
(2) Disassesbly of panels
(16 studs) to be
accomplished in the
refurbishment area and
disposition of sub-
assembAles oetermlned.
cnnE LEVEL
O_llK; _ATE_F_RTue_q_ncE
1 1
4 3
2 3
2 l
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment in time estlmated? Reason:
Drilling of charred ablative plugs has not been
experienced.
Can charred ablator pi-strap or gasket be freed
from charred ablator panel? Reason: Freeln 8 of
charred ablator pl-strap or gasket from charred
ablator panel has not been experienced.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench
in the time estimated? Reason: Space around
bolthead filled with charred plus adhesive.
PAGE_OF 3
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: AbLative
Pfl_ALATTACH CONCEPT" Multinle
MerhAn4_al _llt_arm Cnn_ent 8AA Pt-.qtrap
PANEL LOCA_0N: Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 9
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
pANELII7E: Small: 20 x 20 inches
COOE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION o_e_ean,,_ sl"aTE-OF-_T
o Removal of TPS PaneL (Cont.)
8. Transport ablator paneL 1 1
ass_-hly and associated pi-
straps to refurblshaent
area.
9. Store panel on storage rack. 1 I
o Inspection
10. Vilt_slly l_pect the i l
fibrous insulation for
de.Be, overheat_g and
deteriorltion.
11. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29 ).
12. Visually inspect all suppor 1 1
hardware for damage,
deterioration end over
heating.
13. Vie_ally inmpect attachln 8 I 1
fasteners for dalage,
deterioration, and slgnB
of overheatin 8 .
o Replacement of TPS PaneL
14. Transport a nev ablator L 1
panel assembly and
associated pi-straps to
the vehicle.
IS. Position the new ablator 1 1
panel assembly on the
vehicle for installation.
COST AND DE_G_ FEASIOIUTY QUEST_I_
eAOE2_J__Oe_._._
B-19
HEAT _IELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: ---]_&]8_,D,_I_
Heclmnlcal Fasteners Contest 04A PL-Strap
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSlZE: SMII: 20 • 20 Inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 9
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FLIICTIOil - TASK D(SCRIPTION
o Replacqm4nt of TPS Panel _Cont.)
16. Position the pl-strap on
the ablator panel for
Inmtallatlon.
17. InJtall the (6) pl-etrap
at tecbin I fasteners.
18. Torque the (6) attaching
fasteners.
19o Visually inspect the pt-
strap attaching instelletio
20. Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adhesive tO each o£
the pl-strap attaching
fastener plugs vith • brush
or spatu/A to • thickness
of 10 to 30 tills over the
entire contact area. Inset
plugs into plug boles firml
vlth finger pressure to
exclude air Eros Joint.
Alloy 24 hours minimtmcure
period before handling.
F_I cure will develop in 2
to 3 days.
21. Visually inspect pi strap
attaching fastener plug
installation.
22. Visually inspect the
complete panel installation
COOE LEVEL
O_'Uu_;ulh STATE,.,OF_IIRT
urm_
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
CO_T AND OESIrdl FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimated
tfue? Reason: Kleellsnmut of fastener holes in
8bletor pi-strep Bud faatener holes and platenutee
In panel aupport structur..
PAGE3_OF_
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abler ive
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CGNCEPT; Xulttn]a
Mechanical Fastener Conceot _4A
PANEL LOCAllOH: 5ottom
PANELEIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. lo
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Reaoval of TPS Panel
l. Loc•te (26) pt-otrap attach-
f•stener ablator pluss.
2, Drill out (26) pl-etrap
attaching fastener ablator
pluss.
3. Ustns a prescribed tool, fre
both sides of the pl-•trape
from the •bl•tor panel,
4. Using • prescribed tool, fre
flexible seekers at inter
panel sealing space.
5. Position panel doily for
ablator panel assembly
reswval.
6. Elevate dolly platform for
panel assembly removal.
7. Lock brakes on dolly.
8. Remove (2_ pi-strap
attachln 8 fssteners.
9. Remove associated pi-strape.
I0. Maneuver •blator panel
assy (comprised of ablator
panel attached to the
honeycomb substrate panel)
free of vehicle.
(1) Ablator panel and honey-,
comb 8ubstrate panel are
removed as an assembly.
CODE LEVEL
OFUfAllI_ STATE,OF-ART
L_em_m_
1 1
4 3
2 3
2 3
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASlilLtTY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator pluN8 be drilled out with
standard equlpsmnt In t/Jse ntlmted? Reason:
Drlllln N of charred ablative pluNS has not been
experi_ced.
Can charred ablator pl-strsp or psket be freed
from charred ablator panel? Reason: Preelng of
charred abletor pl-ettap or gasket from charred
abletor panel has not bean experienced.
Wlll panel dolly work satisfactory for this operation
Reason: Dolly has not been deelsusd for thls operatt
Similar type dolly used for aircraft maintenance.
Csn fasteners be removed with sochat wrench in the
tim estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled vfth charred adhe•lva.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CGNCEPT: Multivle
Heehanteal Faltenar Consent 04A
PANEL LDCA1]ON: Bottom
PANELSIZE; Medium: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. lO
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
(2) Disueably of panel
(72 stubs) to be
accomplished in the
refurbishment area and
disposition of sub
assmablies determined.
ii. Lower panel dolly wlth
panel from installed
position to transport
position.
12. Unlock panel dolly brakes.
13. Transport ablator panel
assy and associated pl o
straps to the refurbistment
area.
14. Unload ablator panel •esy
from panel dolly and store
on prescribed storaNs rack.
o Inspection
15. Visually inspect the
fibrous insulation for
daumNe , overhestln 8
and deterioration.
16. Visually inspect ell
support hardware for daumNe
deterioration and over-
hearths.
17. Visually inspect attschln N
fasteners for damaNe ,
deterioration and over
heatin N.
CODE LEVEL
Og'I_.ATIglG STATE-Of-ART£XPTRIEFJ_
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
l 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Sase as Item 6.
_GE2 _ 4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
TASK ANALYSIS NO. lO
E
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT! Hult tnla
MmehanicA1 FAaemr Cn_anr J&A
pANEL LOCAllON: Bottom
pANEL$,TE: Medium: 20 • 120 _nehsa
FUNCT_N - TASK OE$CRIPTmN
o Replacement of TPS Panel
18. Load s nm*eblator panel
assembly and assoclmced
pl-straps on the panel
dolly and transport to the
vehicle.
19. Position panel dolly for
abletor panel assembly
Instellatlon.
20. Elevate ablator p_nel
easy to ivJtellatlon
position.
21. Lock the panel dolly brakes
22. Position the nw ablator
panel assembly on the
vehlcle and allIn for
Installation.
23. Position pl-straps on panel
and allBn for lnscellatlon.
NOTE:
Exercise care co prevent
damaEe durln& installation
and torqueln$ of pL-strap
attachlnE fasteners.
24. Install the (26) pl-strap
attaching fasteners,
25. Lover the panel dolly
platform.
26. Release panel dolly brakes.
27. Remove panel dolly from
work area,
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CnnE LEVEL
• FTJ_lm $1"ATE-OF-.AIIT COST AND DESKS FEAM|_Ty QUEST_
1 1
2
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 Can attachlnl fasteners be installed in estimating
elm? Reason: N1selIEm_nt of fastener holes
in ablator pl-etrep and fastener holes and platsnute
in panel support structure.
1
1
1
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HEAT _IELD TYPE: Ablative
PflMC_AL ATTACH CON_EpTMultlule
l_tehani_l Fntan,r Content #_A
PANEL LOCA11OH: Bott_
PANEL SATE: Hedima: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. l0
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FtJICTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
CODELEVEL
OYIRAlqI_ STATE-OF-ARTE_m_JCE
o Replacemant of TPS Panel _Cont.)
28. Torque the (26) pl-strap 1 l
atcachln E fasteners.
29. Visually inspect the pl- 1 1
strap fasteners for proper
Installatlon.
30. Apply a small quantity of 1 1
RTV 106 adhesive to each of
the pl-strap attachin E
fastener pluss (26) wlth
a brush or a spatula to a
thickness of 10 to 30 mils
over the entire contact area
Insert plugs into plu| holes
firmly wlch rinser pressure
to exclude air from Joint.
Allow 24 hours aln/mua cure
tile before handllns or
streseln| Joint. Pull cure
will develop in 2 to 3 days.
31, Visually inspect pl strap i 1
attachin E fastener ablator
pluEs for proper
installation.
32. Visually inspect the 1 1
colplete panel installation.
COST AND DESIGII FEAIIIIUTY QUESTIONS
PAGE 4 OF 4
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HEATSHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH £ONC EPT: M,,1 tt.lR
Mechanical _altener Concept P4A
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Lar&e: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. ll
COST AND DESIGNEVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK OE$CRIPTION
Rtaoval of TPS Pans1
1. Locate (62) pi-strep attach-
Ing fastener iblator plugs.
2. Drill out (62) pl-etrap
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tool, frel
both sides of the pi-atrape
from the ablator panel.
A. Usln_ a prescribed tool, freq
flesible gaskets at inter
penal sealing apace.
5. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel assembly
removal.
6. Elevate dolly platform for
panel assembly renoval.
7. Lock brakes on dolly.
8. Remove (62) pi-etrap
attaching fasteners.
9. Remove associated pi-straps.
i0. Haneuver eblator pans1 aeey
(Comprised of eblator panel
attached to the honeycomb
subetrate panel) free of
vehicle.
CODE LEVEL
OPeJAIm_ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
4 3
2 3
2 3
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
_n charred abletor pluEs be drilled out vlth
standard equipment in time estimated? Reason:
Dr111Ing of charred ablator plugs has not been
experienced.
Can charred ablator pi-strep or gaikat be freed
from charred eblator panel? Ram|on: Freeln 8 of
charred ablator pi strap or gasket from charred
ablator panel has not been experienced.
Same as Item 3.
WIll panel dolly york satisfactory for thai operatlon_
Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this
operation. Slmllar type dolly used for aircraft
maintenance°
Can fasteners be removed wlth socket wrench In the
tle_ eetlmeted? Reason: Space around bolthead lille,
wlth charred adheslve.
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" Hult lole
Miehan4cel Futenar C6ncmDt #4A
PANEL LDCA11ON: Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. ll
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
PANELSLZE: _ar2e: 20 x 300 inches
CODE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION 0et_lm STATE-OF-ARTEXPEmE_
o R_so__._val of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
(1) Ablator panel and 1 1
honeycomb substrata are
removed as an assembly.
(2) Disass_Ibly of panel 1 1
(184 stubs) to be
accomplished In the
refurbishment area and
disposition of sub-
assemblies determined.
11. Lover penal dolly with 2
panel from installed
position to transport
position,
12. Unlock panel dolly brakes. 1 1
13. Transport ablator panel I i
ally and associated pi-etrs i •
tO the refurbishment area.
14. Unload ablator panel assy 1 1
from panel dolly and store
on prescribed storage rack.
o _ection
15. Visually i_pect the 1 1
fibrous insulation for
dmuge, overheatln 8 and
deterioration.
16. Rmsove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. ).
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBIUTY QUESTIONS
2 Same as Itel 6.
B-23
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iHEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ab_t*ve
PRN_AL ATTACH CONCEPT; M.! st_rile
Mechanical Putemar Concur #L
PANEL LOCATION: )or tom
pANEL$iTE: Lar|e: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTWN
o Inspection _Cont.)
17. Visu411y inspect ell euppo
hardware for dauale,
deterioration end over-
haatln 8 .
18. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for daumSe ,
deterioration and over-
heetiq.
o Replacement of TPS Panel
19. Load e nev ahlator panel
assembly end associated
pl-strape on the panel
doily and transport to
the vehicle.
20. Position penal doily for
mblator panel assembly
installation.
21. Elevate ablator panel easy
tO i_stailetlon position.
22. Lock the panel dolly brakes
23. Position the na_ ablator
panel assmlbly on the
vehicle and allan for
installation.
24. Position pi-streps on panel
and aliBn for installation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damt|s durin K Installation
and torquein s of pi-strap
attechtn, fmsrm_._m
TASK ANALYSIS NO. u
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CnnE LEVEL
O_RA]II_ STATE-OF-ART C_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUEITtoN$
Um_JcE
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
1 l
i Z
Sa_ as Item 6.
PAQE3__OF__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: AbTa_$ve
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: X.lti_le
PANEL LOCATION: Bot tom
PANEL$1ZE: LarGe: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. u
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
C00E LEVEL
FONCT_N - TASK DESCRIPTION O.pEJAlllII_ aTATE_F_RTr:xPeJUEl_e
o Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
25. Install the (62) pl-strap I 1
attachln s fasteners.
26. Lower the panel dolly plat- 1 I
form.
27. Release panel dolly brakes. 1 1
28. Remove panel dolly from i i
work area.
29. Torque the (62) pl-strap 1 1
attachlu 8 fasteners.
30. Visually inspect the pl-stra I I 1
fasteners for proper
installation.
31. Apply a sm_ll quantity of 1 1
RTV 106 adhesive to each of
the pl-strep attechin s
fastener plus• (62) with
a brnsh or a spatula to a
thickness of i0 to 30 mils
over the entire contact
area. Insert pluss into
plu s holes firmly with
flnssr pressure to exclude
air from Joint. Allow 24
hours minimum cure tiae
before handlln s or strasslng
Joint. Full cure will
develop in 2 to 3 days.
32. Visually inspect pi-strap 1 1
attachln8 fastener ablator
plugs for proper lnstallatlol.
33. Vlstmlly inspect the cmwlet, 1 1
panel Installation.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimated
time? Reason: Misallinment of fastener holes
in abletor pi-strep and fastener hole| end platenut
in panel support structure.
PAGE___440F 4
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablaetve
PRMCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Multlple Hechamtcal
Fgltlmer Concept #4g
PANEL LOCATION: Bottop
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate (16) ablator panel
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
2. Drill out the (16) attaching
fastener ablator plugs.
3. Using a prescribed tOO1. free
flexible gaskets on all sldes
of the ablator panel at the
inter panel sealin H space.
4. Remove the (16) ablator panel
attaching fasteners.
5. Maneuver the panel free of the
fiberglass honeycomb substrate
panel on the vehicle.
6. Transport ablator panel to
the storage area to await
disposition.
o__
7. Visually Inspect the fiber
glass honeycomb substrate
panel for dmge, deteriorat-
ion and overheating.
8. Visually inspect the asaociatl
hardware for damage and
overheating.
9. Visually inipect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterioration and signl of
overhut ins.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 12
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODELEVEL
ORRAllt_ aTATE-OF_RT
eXPEREICE
1 1
4 3
2 3
1 1
1 l
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FUSIBILITY QU[STION$
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equlplmnt in the time estluated?
Reason: Drilllng of charred ablative plugl has not
been experienced.
Can charred galkets be freed from charred ablator
panel? Reason: Freeln 8 of charred gasket froa
charred ablator has not been experienced.
Can fasteners be renoved with socket wrench in the
tile estlmeted? Reason: Space arom_d bolthead filled
wlth charred plug adhesive.
1 I
i i
PAGE_.___OF 3
HEAT aHIELDTYPE: Ablative
PRBCIPAL ATTACH CONC_PT:_cL_Ical
Fastener Concept _4B
PANEL LOCATION: _ttom
PANELSBE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 12
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION oRe_v_ STATE-OF-ART(XrEXlEKE
0 Replacement of TPS Panel
10. Transport a new ablator 1 1
panel to the vehicle.
ii. Position the new ablator l i
panel on the vehicle for
l_tallation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
and torqueing of attsching
fasteners.
12. Install the (16) attachln N 1 l
fletenera.
13. Torque tha (16) attaching 1 1
fasteners.
I_. Viltually inspect attaching 1 1
falteners for proper
inetallatlon.
15. Apply a slall quantity of 1 l
RTV 106 adhesive to each of
the attschi_ fastener
ablator plugs wlth a bruah
or spatula to a thIcknels
of 10 tO 30 mils over the
entire contact area. Inserl
plugs in plug holes firmly
with finger pressure to
exclude air from Joint.
Allow 24 hours minimum
cure time. before handling r
stressing Joint. Full cure
will develop in 2 to 3 days
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estllmted
time? Reason: Mlsalignment of fastener holes in
ablator panel and threaded fastener holes in fiber-
glass honeycomb substrate.
PAOE20_. 3
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COUCEPT:_nlcal
Pastsper Content tP4B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: tledlma: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 13
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODELEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION OF_Alm STATE-OF-ART
_eA_
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate (72) ab/ator panel 1 1
attaching fastener
ablator plugs.
2. Drill out the (72) attach- 4 3
fastener ablator plubs.
3. Uslng a prescribed tool, 2 3
free flexlble gaskets on all
sides of the ablator panel
at the interpanel sealing
space.
4. Position a panel dolly for 1 1
the ablator panel removal.
5. Elevate dolly platform for 2 2
ablator panel removal.
6. Lock brakes on dolly. 1 1
7. Remove the (72) ablator 1 1
panel attachi_ fasteners.
8. Disneuver ablator panel free 1 i
of the fiberglass honeycomb
substrate panel on the
vehicle and lower plane
onto panel dolly.
9. Lower panel dolly with panel 2 2
from installed position to
transport position.
10. Unlock panel doily brakms. 1 1
11. Transport eblator panel to
the storage area to await
dlsposltlon.
C_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drlllad out with
standard equlpmmnt In the time estlnmted? Reason:
Dr11Ilng of charred ablative plugs has not been
experlenced.
Can charred gasket be freed from charred abletor
panel? Reason: Freeing of charred 8asker from
charred ablator panel has not been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactory for this
operation? Reason: Dolly has not been designed
for this operation. Slmilar type dolly uaed for
aircraft mmlntenance.
Can fastener be r_ved with socket wrench in the
tlme estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
filled with charred adhesive.
Same as Item 5.
PAGE_OF 4
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Multinle Machanlcal
Fastener Concept #4B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 13
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
P/dIEL$1ZE: Sell: 20 x 120 lnches
CODE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TAlK DESCRIPTION O_T_ frtVe-OF-t_
o R_val of TPS Panel (Cont.)
12. Store ablator panel on a 1 1
prescribed storage rack.
o In_ectlon
13. Visually inspect the 1 1
fiberglass honeycomb
substrate pansl for
dhmsge, dsterloration
and overheating.
14. Visually inspect ths
associated hardware for l 1
damage and overheating.
15. Visually inspect attach- 1 1
lng fasteners for damage,
deterioration and signs
of overheating.
o Raplacesmnt of 1_S Panel
16. Transport a new sblator 1 1
panel to the vehicle.
17. Position panel dolly for 2 2
ablator panel
i_tallatlon.
lB. Elevate abletor panel to 2 2
lutallatlon position.
19. Lock panel dolly brakes. 1 I
20. Position the new ablator 1 I
panel on the vehicle and
align for installation.
C_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTION$
Sslm as Item 5.
PAGE2OF. 4
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HEAT SltlELD TYPE: Ab 1afire
PREmCIPALATTACH COI_EPT: NuZtipie Nec_nical
Fastener Concept 4B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PGNELSiZE: Hediml: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 13
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o _eplacesaut of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOT_:
Exercise care to prevent
dam_ile durtn6 Installation
and torqumtn8 of the
ablator panel attaching
fasteners.
21. Install the (72) ablator
pamel attaching fasteners.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Lover panel dolly platform.
Release panel dolly brakes.
Relove panel dolly from
work area.
Torque the (72) eblator
panel attachina fasteners.
Visually inspect the
ablator panel attechine
fasteners for proper
l_tallat ion.
Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adheelve to each o|
the (72) accachln8 festenes
ablator pluss wlth a brush
or • spatula to a thlcknes|
of 10 to 30 rolls over the
entire contact area. Insel
pluss into the plu 8 holes
firmly with rinser pressur,
to exclude air from Joint.
Allow 2A hours minimum
curs tim before handling
CODELEVEL
O_XASm STATE-QF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attachln8 fasteners be installed in estlmatad
tiM? Reason: Hisallsnmant of fastener holes
in ablator panel and thruded fastened holes In
flbsrslass honeycomb substrata.
PAGE 3 OT 4
HEAT SHiELDTYPE: Ablative
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCE_T: Hulttple Mechanical
Fastener Concept _4p
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Hedl_: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 13
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUI_TION - TASK DESCRIPTION
RspleceDemt of TPS Panel (Cont.)
or streasin8 Joint. Full
cure will develop in 2
to 3 days.
28. Visually inspect ablator
plugs for proper
installation.
29. Visually inspect the
complete panel
installation.
CODE LEVEL
O_KATI_ STATE-OIeXe'EI_IK,E
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
F
F:
%
L
V:
{:
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abler ivm
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CGNCEPT! M.lt4plm
Hmcb_sical Past_.r Consist J4R
PANEL LOCATION: DOt tom
PANEL$1ZE: ZArn: 20 • 300 Inches
FGNCTION - TASK OESCRIPTIGN
o Removal of TPS Panel
L. Locate (176) ablator panel
attaching fastener ablaeor
pluBs.
2. Drill out the (176) attach-
3. Using a prescribed toolt
frse flexible Baskets on all
sldes of the ablator panel a
the inter panel seaLln B
space.
4. PosLtton a panel dolly for
the ablator panel rGmoval.
5. Elevate dolly platform for
ablator panel r_soval.
6. Lock brakes on dolly.
7. R_ove the (176) ablator
panel attachln B fasteners.
B. Maneuver ahlator panel free
of the fiberBlass honeycomb
substrata panel on the
vehicle and Lover panel
onto panel dolly.
9. Lover panel dolly rich panel
from installed position to
transport position.
i0. Unlock panel dolly brakes.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z4
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CQCELEVEL
o_nm STATE-OF-_eT COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
_ece
1 l
4 '3
2 3
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out with
standard equipment in the time estimated? Reason:
DrilllnB of charred ablator pluBs has not been
experienced.
Can charred Basket be freed from charred ablator
panel? Reason: Freeing of charred gasket from
charred ablator panel has not been experienced.
Will panel dolly work satisfactory for this operation
Reason: Doily has not been designed for this
operation. Similar type dolly used for aLrcraft
maintenance.
Can fasteners be removed with socket wrench In
the time eat/mated? Reason: Space around holthead
filled with charred adhesive.
2 Same as Item 5
I i
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Ablative
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" M,zlt]pl_
Mechanical Fastener Conce_t #4B
PANEL LOCATION;_
PANELSIZE: Lar2e: 20 • 300 Inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 14
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FI/NCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
Ii. Transport ablator panel to
the storase area to await
disposition.
12. Store ablator panel in a
prescribed storage rack.
o_
L3. Visually lrmpect the
flberglass honeycomb
substrata panel for
damage, deterioration
and overheating.
14. Visually inspect the
associated hardware for
damaBe and overheatin S.
15. Visually inspect attaching
fasteners for damage,
deterioration, and over-
heating.
o Replaceemnt of TPS Panel (Cont)
16. Transport a new ablator
panel to the vehicle.
17. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel installation.
18. Elevate ablator panel to
installation position.
19. Lock panel dolly brakes.
20. Position the new ablator
panel on the vehicle and
align for installation.
COeE LEVEL
O_WAlm_
F_[_[ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
I i
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
I 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 5.
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HEAT SHIELO TYPE: Ablative
PRDICIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Multlnle
PANEL LOCATION: Bat t_a
PANEL SITE: Larla: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCT_N - TASK DE$CRIPT_N
o Raplacm_',t of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
dm_ge durin s installation
and torquein B of the ab_tor
panel attschin g fasteners.
21. I_tall the (176) ablator
panel attaching fasteners.
22,
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
Lower panel dolly platform.
Release panel dolly brakes.
Ruwve panel dolly from
_mrk area.
Torque the (176) ablator
panel attachin s fasteners.
Visually inspect the ablator
panel attechlng fasteners
for proper Installation.
Apply a ssall quantity of
RTV i06 adhesive to each of
the (176) attaching
fastener ablator plu|s vlth
s brush or a spatula to a
thickness of i0 to 30 ells
over the entire contact
area. Insert plup into
the plug holes flruly vlth
finest pressure to exclude
alr from Joint. Allow 24
hours s_nlmun cure time
before handlln 8 or stressing
Joint. Full cure will dave1 _p
In 2 to 3 days,
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 14
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
Oe_RATm6 STATE-OF-ARTzxPewe_
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
1 1
I 1
I 1
I 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimated
time? Reason: Misells_ent of fastener holes in
ablator panel and threaded fastener holes in
fiberglass honeycomb substrate.
PAGE_3OF_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: kh] a_'tvp
PRINCIPALATTACH CONCEPT' Multiple
Mechanical Fastlulr Concept 846
PANEL LOCATION: BQ_ _¢q_
PANEL SIZE: Larle: 20 x 300 lnches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT_N
o _lacement of TPS Panel
28. Visually inspect ablator
pluss for proper
installation.
29. Visually inspect the
complete panel installation
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 14
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
C00E LEVEL
OP_RATIA_ STATE-OF_kRT COST ANDDESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONSEXPERIENCE
1 1
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEP_AY_"y Attach
_once_t 1_
PANEL LOCATION" Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
FUNCTION - TAlK DEICRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate each (3) pi-strap
attaching fastener
ahlator plu8s.
HOTE:
One pi-strap is used to
secure every 3 panels.
This study deals wlth
panel nearest the pi-strap.
2. Drill out (3) pi-mtrap
attaching fastener ablator
pluss.
3. Remove pi-strap attachiu 8
fasteners (3).
4. Using a prescribed tool
free pi-strap of panels.
5. Ustn 8 a prescribed tool
free flexible gasket at
inter panel sealing space.
6. Maneuver ablator panel
approximately .75 inches
to unlock panel attaching
keyway and pull panel
frme of vehicle.
7. Transport ablator panel ant
associated pi-strap to the
storage area to await
diepositlon.
8. Store panel on storase
rack.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 15
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
OPERAI_ STATE-OF-ART COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUEITIONS
l 1
4 3
I i
2 3
2 3
4 4
Can charred ablator pluBs be drilled out with standa!
equipment in the tl_e estimate? Reason: Drilling
of charred ablato plugs has not been experienced.
Can fasteners he removed with socket wrench in the
time estimated? Reason: Space around boithead
filled with charred ablative.
Can charred pi-strap and charred Basket be freed
from charred ablator panel? Reason: Freeing of
charred pi-strap or charred gasket from charred
ablator panel has not been experienced.
Can panel be unlocked and freed from vehicle in the
time estimated? Reason: Binding due to distortion
of TPS supporting structure.
1 1
i 3
PAGE__OF__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRINCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: KAy_.y *rr.rh
Concept #_
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: SmaLl: 20 x 20 inches
FDMCTION - TAbK BEICRIPTION
o Ing_ectlon
9. Visually inspect ablator
panel attaching famteners
for damage, deterioratio_
and overheating.
10. Visually inspect i_sulation
and associated hardware
for damage, deterioration
and overheating.
11. Remove, replace or repair
insulation as required (see
task analysis no. 29).
0 Replace_nt of TPS Panel
ll. Transport the n_ ablator
panel and pl-mtrap to the
vehicle.
12. Pomitlon the new ablator
panel on vehicle, matcbup
keyway and allBn for
installation.
13. Check the flexible Baskets
on two sides of the panel
for position and alig_aent.
14. Install the new pi-mtrap
and alien for fastensr
installation.
NO__TTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
end torqueln g of attachln B
fasteners.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 15
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
OI_RATII_ STME-OF-ART CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUEITIONS
[AP_I[IFA
1 1
1 1
1 l
4 4
1 1
1 l
Can new ablator panel be positioned and altaned for
installation in the tie_ estl_ted? Reason:
M/sallgnmsnt of keyways due tO distortion of TPS
support |tructure.
PAOE2 _ 3__
B-31
HEATSHIELD TYPE: Ablative
pRiNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Keyway Attach
Concept f5
PANEL LOCATION: 8ottom
PANEL SIZE: Sull: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. is
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replac_nt of TPS Panel {Cont.)
15. Install the (3) pl-etrap
attaching fasteners.
16. Torque the (3) pl-etrap
attaching fasteners.
17. Visually inspect pl-strep
ettechln 8 fastener
installation.
18. Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adhesive to each
Of the pl-strap attaching
fastener plugs with a
brulh or spatula to a
thickness of 10 to 30 mile
over the entire contact
area - insert plugs Into
plug holes firmly with
finger pressure to exclude
air from Joint. Allow 24
hours minimum cure period
before handlln8 or stress-
ing Joint. Full cure will
develop in 2 to 3 days.
19. Visually inspect the pl-etr
attaching fastener plu B
installation.
20. ViSually inspect the
complete panel
installation.
CODE LEVEL
oFt.J_lm $TATE_F_RT
U,Ff.mEN_E
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST ANDDESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can attaching fasteners be installed in estimated
time? Reason: Mlsalignment of fastener holes In
ablator pt-mtrap and fastener holes and platenut
in panel support structure.
PAGE30F 3
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablat lye
PRmCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: _4vwav Attach
Contest B5
PANEL LOCATION: Not tom
PGNEL S_E: Hedttm: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 16
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DE$CRIPT_N
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Locate each (3) pt-strap
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
2. Drlll out (3) pl-strap
3. Remove (3) pl-strap attachtn s
fasteners.
4. Using a prescribed tool, free
pi-strap of panels.
5. Using a prescribed tool, free
flexible gasket at inter
panel sealing space.
6. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel removal.
7. Elevate panel dolly platform
for ablator panel r_ovaL.
8. Lock brakes on panel dolly.
9. Mantmver ablator panel
approximately .75 inches to
unlock panel attaching
keyway, pull panel free of
vehicle and place on panel
dolly.
10. Lover panel dolly with panel
from install to tranmport
ooslt_nn.
CrmE LEVEL
g_'_qXllOU STATE-QF-ART
_ewws
1 1
4 3
1 1
2 3
2 3
1 L
2 2
1 1
4 4
2 2
COSTAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator plugs be drilled out vlth
standard equtpBent in the time estlmmted? Reason:
Drilltn N of charred ablator pings has not been
experienced.
Can fasteners be rwved vtth sock, t vr_ach in the
tin estLaated? Reason: Space around bolthud
filled vlth charred ablator.
Can charred abLator pi-etrap and charred gasket be
freed from charred abLator panel? Reason: Freeing
of charred ablator pi-etrap and charred gasket from
charred ablator panel has not been expart_csd.
WIll panel dolly york satisfactory for this
operation? Reason: Dolly has not been designed
for this type of operation. Sillier type dolly used
for aircraft amlntenance.
Can panel be unlocked and freed from vehicle in the
tl_e estimated? Reason: Binding due to distortion
of TPS supporting structure.
SaM as ltmn 7.
naEZ___of4_E_
H[AT_HIELD TYPE: Ablatlve
PRICIPAL_TTACH CONCEPT: [_wav Attach
Concept O_
PANEL LOCA_ON: Bet tom
pGNELStTE: _dlua: 20 x 120 1riches
TASK ANALYSIS NO._ x6
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPT_N
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
11. Tranlport ablator panel and
associated pl-straps to the
refurbishment area to await
dlspo_tlon.
12. Unload panel and pl-straps
and store the panel on a
prescribed storage rack.
o _n
13. Visually inspect ablator
panel attaching fasteners
for damage, deterloratlon
and overheating.
14. Visually lnmpect insulation
and associated hardware
for damage, deterioration
and overheating.
15. Relove t replace or repair
tnsulatLon as required
(see task analysis no. 29).
o Replacement of TPS Pa_
16. Load the nw ablator panel
and associated pl-straps
on the panel dolly and
transport to the vehicle.
17. Position paneL dolly for
ablator panel installatlon.
CODE LEVEL
0eu_rmG STATE-OF-ART
L 1
1 l
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 7,
PAGE 2 OF 4
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HEATSHIELO TYPE: Ablattvl
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" Kewav Attach
Concept #5
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Medium: 20 x 120 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 16
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
OaR
_t of TPS Panel _Cont.)
18. Elevata ablgtor panel to 2 2
install position.
19. Lock the panel dolly brakes 1 1
20. Position the new ablator 4 4
panel on the vehicle
umtchup keyway and align
for installation.
21. Check the flexible seekers 1 1
on two sides of the panel
for position and alignment,
22, Install the new pt strap l 1
and align for attachln N
fastener installation.
NOT___E:
Exercise care to prevent
damage during installation
end torqusing of attaching
fasteners.
23. Install the (3) pi-strap 1 l
attaching fasteners.
24. Lo_er panel dolly platform. 1 1
25. Release panel dolly brakes. 1 1
26. RemOve panel dolly from 1 1
work area.
27. Torque the (3) pl-strap l 1
attaching fasteners.
28. Visually inspect pl-strap 1 1
fasteners for proper
installation.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can nm_ ablator panel be positioned and aligned
for installation in the time estimated? Reason:
MisaliNnaent of keyways due to distortion of TPS
support structure.
Can attaching fasteners be Installed In estimated
time? Reason: Mlsalignment of fastener bolas in
ablator pi-strap and fastener holes and platenuts
in panel support structure.
PAGE____ OF--_---
HEAT SHIEInTYPE:Ablattve
PRINCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Kewav Attach
Concert #5
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSLZE: l_ed£ma: 20 x 120 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 16
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TA3K DESCRIPTION
Re lacelent of TPS Panel Cont.
29. Apply a small quantity of
106 adhesive to each of
the pl-strap attaching
fastener plugs wlth a brush
or spatula to a thlckeess
of l0 to 30 mils over the
entire contact area. Inser
plugs into plug holes
firstly with finger pressure
to exclude air from Joint.
Allow 24 hour mLnlamn cure
period before handling or
stressiu N Joint. Full
cure will develop In 2 or
3 days.
30. Visually inspect the pl-
strap attachln B fastener
plug installation.
31. Visually inspect the
complete panel installation
CODE LEVEL
o_]m STATE-OF-ARTEXPERRNCE
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Ill
t:
E
ii
L
E
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablatlve
PRMGIPAL ATTAJ_J4 CONCEPT: Kevvav Attach
UOnCept Wb
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSlZE: LarNe: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DE$CRiPT_N OPERAT_ $TATE_F4RT
EXPER_
Removal of TPS Panel
1. l_cate each (6) pl-strap 1 1
attachin G fastener ablator
plug8.
2. Drlll out (6) pl-strap 4 3
attaching fastener ablator
plugs.
3. Remove (6) pf-gtrap 1 1
attaching fasteners.
4. Usin G a prescribed tool, 2 3
free pi--straps of panels.
5. Using a prescribed tool, 2 3
free flexible gasket at
inter panel sealing space.
6. Position panel dolly for 1 1
ablator panel removal.
7. Elevate panel dolly platform 2 2
for ablator panel removal.
8. Lock brakes on panel dolly. 1 1
9. Maneuver ablator panel 4 4
approximately .75 inches to
unlock panel attaching
kgyway, pull panel free of
vehicle and place on panel
dolly.
10. Lo_er panel dolly with panel 2 2
from installation to
transport position.
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can charred ablator pluss be drilled out with
standard equipment in the time estimated? Reason:
Drilling of charred ablator plugs has not been
experienced.
Can fasceners be removed with socket vrench in the
tim estimated? Reason: Space around bolthead
flllad rich charred adhesive.
Can charred ablator pi-gtrap and charred Gasket be
freed from charred ablator panel? Reason: Freein G
of charred ablator pl-strap and charred Basket from
ablator panel has not been experienced.
Nlll panel dolly work satisfactory for this
operation? Reason: Dolly has not been designed
for thls operation. Similar type dolly used for
aircraft maintenance.
Can panel be unlocked and freed from vehicle In the
time estlomted? Reason: glndln g due to distortion
of TPS supportin G structure.
_GE__LI_ 4____
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abler lye
PRI_iPALATTACH CONCEPT: Ke_ay Attach
Content _5
PANEL LOCATION: _ttom
PANELSIZE: LarRe: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
[A_ue_
o Removal of TPS Panel
11. Transport ablator panel
and associated pl-strapa
to the refurbistment area
to await disposition.
12. Unload panel and pl-atraps
and store the panel on a
prescribed storage rack.
o
13. Visually inspect ablator
panel attachin G fasteners
for daumge, deterioration
and overheating.
14. Visually Inspect insulatio_
and associated hardware fez
damage , deterioration and
overhoatln g .
LS. Remove, replace or repair
in*ulatlon as requlred (8el
task anglysle no. 29)
o Replaceumnt of TPS Panel
16. Load the n_ ablator panel
and associated pl-atraps
on the panel dolly and
transport to the vehicle.
17. Position panel dolly for
ablator panel installation,
18. Elevate eblator panel to
lustall position.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
STME_F_RT COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 7,
PADE_ 4_!_
B-3S
/
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abler ire
PcRolNCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Ke_ay Attach
ncept #5
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSiZE: Large: 20 x 300 1riches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
CODELEVEL
ORD_TNm STATE-OF-ART
Re lecgment of TPS Panel Cont.
19. Lock the panel dolly brakes 1 1
20. Position the n_ ablator 4 4
panel on the vehicle,
match up keyway end allgn
for installatlon.
21. Check the flexlble seekers 1 1
on two sldes of the panel
for posltlon end allrmaent.
22. Install the n_ pl strap
and eLIE n for attachln8
fastener Installatlon.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
dalase durtn s installation
and torquelng of attaching
fasteners.
23. Install the (6) pl-strap 1 1
attach/rig fasteners.
24. Lover panel dolly platform. 1 1
25. Release panel dolly brakes.
26. Rtmove panel dolly from 1 1
work area.
27. Torque the (6) pt-strap 1 1
ettachins fasteners.
28. Visually inspect pt-strap 1 1
fasteners for proper
Installation.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can new ablator panel be positioned end eliNnsd for
installation In the tim estimated? Reason:
Mlsaltgrment of keyways due to distortion of TPS
support structure.
Cmn attaching fasteners be installed In estimated
elms? Reason: MlsaLI&naent of fastener holes In
ablator pl strap and fastener holes end platenuts
In panel support structure.
PAOE3OF4_L
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abl"tlvs
PBIINCiPALA_[ACH CGNCEPT: Z.y_ay Art.rh
_oncept F_
PANEL LOCATION: Bottoa
pANELSIZELarge: 20 • 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 17
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPTION
o Replaceaent of TPS Panel _Cont.)
29. Apply a smell quantlty of
30.
31.
CODE LEVEL
_vm
RTV 106 adhesive to each of
the pi-strap attachin E fast, her
pluEs with a brush or
spatula to a thickness of
L0 to 30 mlLs over the
entire contact area. Inserl
pluEs into plus holes flrmL]
vlth finger pressure to
exclude alr from Joint.
Alloy 24 hour ainlaum cure
period before hendllng
or stressln$ Jolnt-fu11
cure v111 develop In 2 or
3 days.
Visually inspect the pl-str_p
attaching fastener plu H
installetlon.
Visually lnspect the
complete panel Installatlon
STATE-OF-ART
l
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE40F 4
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HEAT _lEI/t TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Flush Fasteners -
No Intezlmd_a_e $_q_nort #GA
PANEL LOCATION: .Bottom
PANELSIZE: SauLll: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 18
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Renewal of TPS Panel
i. lnstall panel removal
handling tools on panel.
Cone LEVEL
OPERAlS_ STATE-OF-ART[APE_K_
3 2
2, R_ove (6) panel attaching 1 1
fasteners.
3. UsLo 8 panel removal tools 3 2
umnauver pans1 free of panel
Joints.
o_
4. Visually inspect panel for 1 1
dmge and deterioration.
NOTE:
Pay particular attention to
Bating surfaces.
5. Visually inspect fasteners 1 1
(6) for serviceability.
6. Visually inspect panel l 1
support hardware.
7. Visually inspect insulation 1 1
and associated hardware.
8. Re_ve, replace or repair
insulation as required
(see task anslysls no. 29).
o Reaoval of TPS Panel (Cont.)
9. Transport panel tO storage 1 I
area.
10. Store panel on storage rack. 1 i
COST AND DEUGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will panel removal handling tools work satlsfactorl]
on mtalllc panels? Reason: To date none demllnad
for thls operations, similar type tool used for hand
ifn8 of plate glass.
Can fasteners be re_oved in the allocated flea?
Reason: To data no fastenera deelBnad or fabricated
to withstand therual conditions.
Same as Item i.
PAGE Z_OF__
HEAT 9tiELO TYPE; Hetalltc
PL_WlCleAL ATTACH CONCEPT: l_luah l_'.mtenerm -
No tntera_dlate Support I6A
PANEL L8CATION: Bottom
PANEL$iZE: Sull: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUiI_TIOH - TASK DESCRIPTION
ConE LEVEL
0_RATI[G STATEJJF_ART
Urd_fl_
o Removal of TPS Panel (Cont.)
NOTE:
Panels to be individually
packed tO prevent daBage
to panel surface.
11. Remove panel resoval 3 2
handling tools.
12. Place protective cover 1 1
over panel on storage
rack.
o Replacmnt of TPS Panel
13. RemOve cover from panel on I l
storage rack.
14. In0tall panel renewal 3 2
handling tools.
15. Transport panel to vehicle 1 1
for installation.
16. Position panel on vehicle 1 1
and alien panel Joints.
NOTE:
Exercise extr_ care to
prevent dalage to the
matin H surfacem.
17. Install (6) panel attach- 3 2
inn fasteners.
18. Remove panel raloval 3 2
handling tools.
19. Torque fasteners (6). 1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Nlll panel removal handling tools work satisfactoril
on letalllc panels? Reason: None designed for this
operation to date. similar type tool uaad for
handlln 8 plate Elass.
Sam as Itm Iio
Can coated fasteners be reused? Reason: Coated
setallic fasteners have never been used on 'ITS panel,
Sage as If_a ii.
PAGE 2 OF _.__
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HEAT SHIELD TYI ;: Metallic
PRINCIPALATTAC. CONCEPT: Flush Faoceneril -
Ho Interuedlate Suonort J6A
pANEL LOCATION: Bot tom
PANELSlZE: Small: 20 x 20 1riches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z8
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Replacement of TPS Panel(Cont._
20. Vleually inspect fastener
Znstallatlon.
21. Visually inspect panel
_nstallatlon.
COOE LEVEL
ore_aTm
_PIEJIIEk_E STATE-OF-ART
L 1
i 1
COSTAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE3OF__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Hetallic
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_S
k_r._h..ne, _nnrmne 86B
PANEL LOCATION: Bott_
PANEL SIZE: Smnll: 40 x 40 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 19
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TAlK DE$CRIPT_H
o Removal of ITS Panel
i. lnstalL panel re_mval
handlln8 tools on panel.
COOE LEVEL
OmERMmG STATE-OF_ART
3 2
2. Remove the (18) panel 1 1
attachln8 fasteners.
3. Usln 8 the handling tools 3 2
maneuver panel free of
longitudinal panel Joints
and vehicle.
o
4, Visually inspect panel for 1 1
dasmge and deterioration.
ROT___EE:
Pay particular attention
to matin 8 surfaces.
5. Visually inspect fasteners
(18) for serviceability.
6. Vlsually inspect panel i 1
support hardware.
7. Visually inspect Irmulatlon 1 i
and associated hardware.
8. RemOve, replace or repair 1 1
Ineulatlon as required
(see task analysis no. 29).
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
9. Transport panel to storage 1 1
area.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Wlll the panel removal handlln g tool work
satisfactorily onmetalllc panels? Reason: To
date none deslBned for this type of operation,
similar type tool used to handle plate glass.
Same as Item 1 above.
1
PAGE__OF__
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HEATSHIELDTYPE: Heta111c
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Fl,mh _antenera
Attaclment. Concept 06B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottol
PANELSIZE: Small: 40 x 40 inches
FUNCTION - TAlK DESCRIPT_N
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _*
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
O_P.Arm_ STATE-OF-ART[Xe_RNCE
o R_moval of TPS Panel (Cont.)
10. SCore panel on storage rack. I 1
11. Remove panel removal 3 2
handling tools (5).
NOTE:
Panels to be individualLy
racked to prevent dama8e
12. Place protective cover over 1 1
panel on storase rack.
o Replace=ant of TPS Pane L
13. Remove cover from panel on 1 L
storaBe rack.
14. Install panel removal 3 2
handling tools.
15. Transport panel to vehicle
for installation.
18. Position panel on vehicle
and shift in two
directions to achieve props:
overlap and all8m_ent of
the longitudinal panel
Joint.
NOTE:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damase to the
matin g surfaces.
17. InstalL the (18) panel
attaching fasteners.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
S_ as It_ 1 above.
Will panel remwval handlin 8 tool work satisfactorily
on metallic panels? Reason: To date, none
duiNned for this operation, similar type tool
is used for handlin B plata glass.
Can fasteners be installed in tlme allocated?
Reason: To date, fasteners not designed, fabricated
or used In this conflNuratton.
PAGE__!_2_ 3____
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HEAT $HIE in TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:
Pi-Strao Attachina Concant J7A
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2o
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
1. Install panel removal
handling tools on panel.
COGE LEVEL
|)[_Alm STAT£-OF-ART
3 2
2. Remove pi-strap fasteners 3 2
(6) and pl-strap from panel.
NO____:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent damage to the panel
coated surface.
3. Usin O panel renewal 3 2
handling tools, maneuver
panel free of panel Joints.
o
4. Visually inspect panel and 1 1
pl-straps for damage and
deterioration.
NOTE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces.
5. Visually inspect pl-straps 1 i
fasteners (6) for
serviceability.
6. Visually inspect panel 1 1
support hardware.
7. Visually i_pect 1 1
insulation and associated
hardware.
8. Remove_ replace or repair 1 1
insulation as requEred (see
task analysis no. 29).
COST AND OESICdl FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will panel removal handling tool work satisfactorily
on Mtallic panels? Rta|on: To date, no tool
deltgned for this operation, similar type tool
used to handle plate 81ass.
Can utalllc fasteners be rmved In tim allocated?
Reason: To data, no fasteners destsned, fabricated
to withstand the_l conditions.
Same as Functlon-Task Descrlption No. 1 above.
PAGE 1 OF 3
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH cONCEPT:
PE-Strap Attachine Concept f7A
PANEL LOCATION: _ttom
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 20
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
P_ELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
C00E LEVEL
FUNCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION Oe'_T'_ STATE_F4RT
o Re,oval of TPS Panel _Cont.)
9. Transport panel to storage 1 1
area.
10. Store panel on panel 1 1
storage rack.
SOTS:
Panels to be individually
racked to prevent damaEe
to panel surface.
11. Remove panel removal 3 2
handling tools.
12. Place protective cover over 1 1
panel on storage rack.
Replacement of TPS Panel
13. Remove cover from panel on 1 1
storaos rack.
14. Install panel removal 3 2
handlln 0 tools.
15. Transport panel to vehicle 1 1
for installation.
16. Position panel on vehicle 1 1
and align panel Jolnts.
SOT____EE:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent dasmBe to the
mating surfaces.
17. Install the pl-straps 3 2
and pl-straps fasteners (6),
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Wlll panel r_oval handling tool work satisfactorily
on metallic panels? Reason: To date, no tool
designed for this operation, similar type tool
used for handling plate glass.
Same as Function-Task Description No. ii above.
Can pl-straps and fasteners be installed In the
estinmted time? Reason: Misalisnment of fastener
holes in metallic panel and fastener holes and plate
nuts in nanll a_nnrr ser,,er,,r_
PAGE 2__OF__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:
PI-Strav Attachln_ Concant #TA
PANEL LOCATION: _6ot Tom
PANEL SIZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 20
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Replacement of TPS Panel (Cont.)
18. Remove panel removal
handling tooLs (2).
19. Torque pl-strap
fasteners (6).
20, Visually inspect pl-strap
fasten@rs (6) installation.
21. Visually inspect TPS panel
irmtallatton.
COOE LEVEL
OP_RAI_ STATE-OF-ARTEXPERIENCE
3 2
Z 1
l l
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Function-Task Description NO. II above.
PAGE 3 OF__
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B-42 [
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Hetalllc
PRiNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: PI -_'" Ar_'_h -
in_ Concept 17A
pANEL LGCATIGN: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Hedi_ 20" x 120"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 21
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTIGN - TASK DESCRIPTION
• Reuoval of TPS Panel0
l, Install panel removal handling
toolm on panel.
2. Poeltlon and elevate panel
dolly Eor panel removal.
3. Lock brakes on panel dolly.
4. Raaove Pi-etrap attaching
fasteners (26) and Pi-straps
from panel.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent dam g
to panel surface and panel
fastener head slots.
5. Using the panel removal hand-
ling tools maneuver panel free
of panel Joints and vehicle.
Lower panel onto panel dolly
and lower dolly platform.
•
6. Visually inspect pmnel and PI-
straps for damage and
deterioration.
ROT__EE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces and fastener
boles.
7. Visually inspect Pi-strap
fasteners (26) for
mm_tc_ahtl/tv
CODE LEVEL
OrlLRAlm STATE-OF-ART
Up_c
3 2
2 2
2 2
3 2
1 l
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
IWILI panel removal handling tool work satisfactorily
on metallic panels? Reason: To date, no tool designed
for this operation; similar type tool used to handle
plate glass.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this operatlol
Reason: Dolly has not been designed for this operation
Same am function-task description No. 2 above.
Can Pi-straps and fasteners be removed in the estimate
time? Reason: Thermal action on threaded surface.
Same as functlon-Task description No. 1 above.
PAGEI_GF__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_J_ h-
4n_ CnnrApr 17A
PANEL LOCATION: BottOm
PANELSIZE: Medt_ 20" x 120"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2l
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
g. Visually inspect panel support
hardware.
9. Visually inspect insulation an,
associated hardware. Remove,
replace or repair insulation.
as required (See Task Analysis
No. 29 ).
10. Transport panel with dolly to
storage area.
11. Store panel on prescribed
panel storage rack.
NOTE:
Panels t_-be individually
racked to prevent damaHe.
12. Remove panel removal handlinB
tools.
13. Install protective cover over
panel on storage rack.
" Replacement of TPS Panels
14. Remove protective cover from
panel on storage rack.
15. Install panel removal handling
tools.
16. Remove panel from panel
storaBe rack and place on
panel dolly.
17. Transport panel and dolly from
storage area to vehicle.
COOE LEVEL
o_ ATIIIG STATE-OF-ART
EXPI IIENCE
1 1
L 1
2 2
1 L
3 2
l 1
1 1
3 2
l 1
1 1
COST ANG DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUE_I"iGH$
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: DoLly has not been designed for
this operation.
Will panel handling tool work satisfactorily on
metallic panels? Reason: To date, no such tool deslgne
for this operation; however, similar tool used to
handle plate glass.
;a_e am functlon-Task description No. 12 above.
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TASK ANALYSIS NO. 21
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: M_kJl14r
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT' P]--qtTaP A_tach-
P_,ELLOC,_O.:" " . .... COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
PAMEL$1ZE: Mmdtm 20" x 120"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
position and elevate dolly for
panel installation on vehicle.
Lock brakes on panel dolly.
RalBe panel frol dolly and
position on vehicle. AllBn
paael Jolntn.
.orE___.
Exercime extreme care to
prevent dmge to the mating
surEeceo.
21. Install (26) Pl~ltrap attach-
¸ Ln B fastmers.
Exerclle care durlng lnmta11-
i atlon to prevent da_ie to thei i fast_er heada and lurrounding
I: panel skin.
22;_Remove the panel rem_vel
handlin8 tools
18.
19.
20.
23, Unlock brake on p_el dolly.
24. Remove panel dolly froa york
ereJ,
25. Torque the (26) Pi;strep
attschln 8 fasteners,
26. Vlsually inspect the (26) P1-
strap attaching fastener
installatlon for damage.
27. Vlsually inspect the completed
panel inetallatlon
COOE LEVEL
OPERATm STATE.OF-ART
£xer:ele_E
1 1
1 1
3 2
3 2
2 2
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can Pl-strap attaching fasteners be *nstalled in the
eltlmated time? Reaeon: Mieallgnment o£ fastener holes
In panel and feetener holee and platenuts in panel
support structure.
W111 panel removal handllng tool york sat£sfactorily
meta111c panele? Reason: To date, no tool has been
deilgned or Eabrlcated for thls operatlon; hoverer,
slmilar typl tool is used to handle plate glass.
_111 panel dolly york satlsfactorily for this operatlo
Reason: Dolly ham not been designed for this operation
Same as Item 23 above.
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NEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:P_-$tra" Attaching
uoncept FIA
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL S_E: Lares: 20 x 300 lnchal
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 22
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPT_N
o Removal of TPS Panels
i. Install panel rmoval hand-
ling tools on panel.
2. Position and elevate panel
dolly for panel removal.
3. Lock brakes on panel dolly.
4. Re_ove pl-strap attaching
fasteners (58) and pi--straps
from panel.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage to panel coated
surface and panel fastener
hsad slots.
5, Using the panel removal
handling tools (16),
maneuver panel free of
panel Joints and vehicle,
Lower panel onto panel
dolly and lower dolly
platform.
o
6, Visually Inspect panel and
pi-straps for damage and
deterioration.
NOTE:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces and fastener
holes.
COOE LEVEL
O_WAI_
_ml_ STATE-OF-ART
3 2
2 2
:' 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will the panel removal handling tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? To date no tool
designed for thls operation; however, s11aiIar tool
used to handle plate glass.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for thls
operation? Ruson: Dolly has not been designed
for this operation.
Same as Item 2.
Can pl-straps and fasteners be re_toved in estimated
time? Reason: Thermal reaction on threaded
surfaces.
Same as Item 1.
Same a8 Item 4.
PA i 4GE__OF __
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: H_lllc
PRMCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Pi-rrr"9
Attaching Concept #TA
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELS_E: LarDs: 20 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 22
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Inspection (Cont.)
7. Visually inspect pl-atrap
fasteners (58) for
serviceability.
8, Visually inspect panel
support hardware.
9. Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware.
Remove, replace or repair
insulation, as required
(see task analysis no. 29)
I0. Transport panel with dolly t
storage area.
NOTE:
Panels to be individually
racked to prevent damage.
12. Remove panel removal
handling tools,
13. Install protective cover
over panel on storage
rack.
Replacement of TPS Panels
14. Remove protectlve cover
from panel on storage rack.
15, Install panel removal
handling tools (16),
16. Remove panel from panel
storage rack and place on
panel dolly.
COOE LEVEL
OPERAllE $TATE-OF_RTEXPERIERGE
3 2
1 1
1 1
2 2
3 2
1 1
1 1
3 2
2 2
COST AND OESlGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Sa_ as Item 4.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly is
designed for this operation.
Will the panel removal handling tool work satisfacto
on metallic panels? Reason: To date no tool design
for this operation, however, a similar tool is used
to handle plate glass.
Same as Item 12,
Same as Ite_ 10.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pl-Strap
Attaching Concept Q_A
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: LarKe: 20 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TAlK DESCRIPTRN o_eAln_
[_PEnlEmCE
o Replacement of TPS PaneLs
17. Transport panel and dolly 2
from storage area to
vehicle.
18. Position and elevate dolly 2
for panel installatlon on
vehicle.
19. Lock brakes on panel 2
dolly.
20. Raise panel from dolly and 1
position on vehicle.
Align panel Joints.
ROTE:
Exercise extreme care to
prevent dBwage to the
mating surfaces.
21. Install (58) pi strap
attaching fasteners.
22. R1movs the panel removal
handling tools.
23, Unlock brake on panel
dolly. Remove panel dolly
from work area.
24. Torque the (58) pi-strap
attaching fasteners.
25. Visually inspect the (5)
pt-|trap attaching
fastener installation for
damaae.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 22
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
STATE_F4RT
2
2
2
l
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item i0.
Same as Item i0.
Same as Item lO.
Can pl-straps end fasteners be used satisfactorily
on this operstlon? Reason: Mlsalignment of
fastener holes in panel and fastener holes and
platenuts In panel support structure.
Will the panel removal handling tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reason: To
date, no tool designed for this operation, however a
similar tool is used to handle plate glass.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly is
designed for thls operation.
PAGE3_OF____
HF.ATSHIEIDTYPE: H_e_lli_
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COMCEPT: p_-Strap
Attaching Concept #TA
pANEL LOCATION: Bott_
PANELSIZE: Large: 20 x _0O inches
FUNCTION - TAlK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of TPS Panel C__q_.J
26. Visually inspect the
completed panel
installation.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 22
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE
oe_eal_m_
EXPERiEmCE
LEVEL
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Hetaliic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pl-Strap Concept
with Interumdlate Panel SumDort Concept 17B
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: Small: 40 x 40 1riches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of TPS Panel
i. Remove body chine on one
slde of the panel (sea
task analysis no. 27).
2. Install panel removal
handLln 8 tools on panel.
3. Relove (2) lndexlng screws
from panel.
4. Remove (14) pt-strap
fasteners and pt strap
froa panel.
5. Using panel removal handling
tools, maneuver panel toward
slds with removed chines,
to release the panel from
mld panel support, and
panel Joints.
6. Visually inspect panel
and pl-straps for dsmaSe
and deterioration.
ROT.__EE:
Pay particular attantlon to
nmtln8 surfaces.
7. Visually inspect pl-strap
fasteners (1A) for service
ability.
CODE LEVEL
0_n_ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
3 2
1 1
3 2
3 2
L 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will the panel removal handlln 8 tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reasons:
To date no tool designed for thls operation,
however, a slallar tool Is used to handle plate
glass.
Can pl-etraps and fasteners be removed
satisfactorily on thls operation? Reason:
Thermml reaction on the threaded surfaces.
Can mld panel support unlock easily from the
panel stiffener durlng this operation? Reason:
This operation has not been experienced.
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _tallL¢
PRiNCiPAL ATTACH CIOUCEPT: Pt-_trap Cnnempt
with Interaadl&ta Panel StmDort Concept 17B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL S_E: Snell: 40 • 40 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
FGNCTiON - TASK DESCRIPTION Ot'_PA_ STATE,OF-ART
L_euc[
o
8. Vlsually inspect panel 1 1
support hardware.
9. Visually inspect insulation l 1
and associated hardware.
I0. Remove, replace or repair
insulatlon as required (see
task analysis riD. 29)
o hmoval of TPS Panel {Cont.)
11. Transport panel to storasa 1 l
area.
12. Store panel on storasa l 1
rack.
_OTE:
Panels to be individually
racked to prevent damaSs
13. Remove panel r_ovaL 3 2
handlius tools.
14. Install protective cover
over panel on storage
rack.
NOTE:
Repeat precedln S steps
to rumva each panel in
sequence to reach the
specific panel daslrsd.
1 1
COST ANOOESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
WIll the panel removal hendlln 8 tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reason: To
date no tool designed for this operatlonj however,
a aim/let tool laused to handle plate sLass.
PAGE____20dF__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _bttalltc
PfllNClP_LATTACH CGNCEPT: Pl-Strap Coqc_pt
with Intermediate Panel SUDDOrt Concept fTB
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$iZE: Small: 40 x 40 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CrmE LEVEL
FLII_TIGN - TASK DESCRiPT_N empire _ATE_F_[XPERRICE
RepLec_nt of TPS Panel
15. Remove protective cover l 1
from panel on storage
reck.
16. Install panel removal 3 2
hendLlng tools.
17. Transport panel from 1 1
storage rack to vehicle.
18. Using hand1108 tools, 3 2
position panel on vehicle
and slide panel in panel
channel to its prescribed
location end align indaxln S
screw holes.
Exercise care to prevent
damge to utlng sur£aces.
19. Install lndexln 8 screw (2). L 1
20. Install pt straps and 3 2
pi-strep fasteners (14).
NOTE:
Exerclee care durinR
installation to prevent
damage to fastener
heads and surrounding
panel skin.
21. g_ve the panel relovel 3 2
handling tools.
22. Torque pi-strap 1 1
fasteners (14) and
lndexlng screvs (2).
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUE_i'ION$
Same as Itel 13.
Can mid panel support lock eaelly with the
panel stiffener during this operation? Reason:
Thls operation has not been experienced.
Can pl--straps and fasteners be installed in the
estimated time? Reason: Htsallgment of fasteners
in panel and fastener holes and pletenuts in panel
support structure.
Will the panel rmmval handling tool work
satisfactorily on imtallic panels? Reason: To
date no tool designed for thls operation, however,
a slmtLar tool is used to handle pLate glass.
PAGE 3 OF 4
NEAT SHIELD TYPE: _tallic
Pfl_CrAL ATTACH C0JCEPT: P_r_'_ _r-pt
vlth Ints_diate Panel $unoo_t C_cept #7B
PANEL LOCA_GN: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: SmaLl: 40 • 40 1aches
FUNCTIOU- TASK DESCRIPTION
RepLacement of TPS Panel (Cont.:
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps to
replace each panel In
seqmce to lnstaL1
the specific penal
desired.
23. Vlsually inspect pl-strap
fastener l_etellatton on
panels Installed.
24. Visually lnepact panel
Installation8 of panels
affected.
25. Inst_11 body chine (see
task enalysSe no. 27).
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 23
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODELEVEL
_lum STATE-OF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
CO_TAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: MetaLlic
PBINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: PI-_ rap _ rh .
Intermediate Panel Support CoqceDt rig
PANEL LOCATION:. Bottom
pANEL$IZE: Medium: 40 x 120 Inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Re_vaL of TPS Panel
1. Remove body chine on one
aide of the panel.
(see task analysls no. 27)
2. Instal1 panel removal
handling tools on panel.
3. Position and elevate panel
dolly for panel removal.
4. Remove (2) indexlng
scr_a from panel.
5. Remove (28) pl-etrap
fasteners and pl-straps
from panel.
NOTRE:
Exerclae care to prevent
damage to panel coated
surface and panel fastener
head slots.
6. Uslns the panel removal
handling tools, _aneuver
panel toward side wlth
removed chines, to release
the panel from mid panel
support, and panel Joints.
Lower panel on to panel
dolly and dolly platform.
Inlpectlon
7. ViIually inspect panel and
pl-atraps for damage and
deterioration.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
OI'EI_II_ STATE-OF-ART
EXP[RENCE
1 1
3 2
2 2
3 2
3 2
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
N111 the panel removal handllng tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reason: To
date no tool designed for this operation, however,
a similar la used to handle plate BLase.
Nl11 panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly is
designed for thls operation.
Can pl-atrapa and fasteners be ramved
matlafactorily on thls operation? Reason:
Thermal reaction to the threaded surfaces.
Can mid panel support unlock easily from the panel
stiffener during thls operation? Reeson: This
operation has not been experienced.
PAGEIOF__
HEATSHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRWlCIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Pl-Strsv with
Intermediate Panel Suonort Content #TB
PANEL LOCATION: got tom
PANEL SIZE: Medium: 40 x 120 inche*
FUNCTION - TA$K DESCRIPTION
Inspection _Cont.)
NOTE:
Pay particular attention
to NtlX_ surfaces and
indexing screw holes.
8. Visually Lnlpect pl-strap
fasteners (28) for
serviceability.
9. Visually inspect panel
support hardware.
I0. Visually inspect
insulation and associated
hardware.
ll. R_ve, replace or repair
insulation am required
(see task analysis no. 29)
12. Transport panel wLth panel
dolly to storage.
13. Store panel on prescribed
panel storage rack,
NOTE:
Panel tO be individually
recked tO prevent damage.
14. Remove paneL removaL
handling tools.
1S. Inmtall protective cover
over panel on storage rack.
NOTE:
Repeat preceding steps tO
r_ve each panel in maque_c
to reach the specified panel
0m_.m
desired.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
STATE-OF-AIqT
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly is
designed for this operation.
Will the panel removal handling tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reason: TO
date no tool desiBned for thls operation, however,
a similar tOO1 IS used tO handle plate glass.
PAGE2OF__
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TASK ANALYSIS NO. 24
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Heta111c
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT' Pl-Strap with
Intermediate Panel StmDort ConceBt #TB
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: _]Ledtum: 40 x 120 inches
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of TPS Panel
16, Remove protective cover
from panel on storage rack.
17. Install panel re,toys1
handlln8 t_ls.
18. Emsovs panel from rack and
place on panel dolly.
19. Transport panel on dolly
from storage to vehlcle.
20. Posltlon and elevate dolly
for panel inetallatlon on
vehicle.
21. Using panel handling tools
position pans1 on vehicle
and slide panel in panel
support channel to Its
prescribed location and
align indexing scr_ holes.
NOTRE:
Exercise care to prevent
d_tage to smtinl surfaces.
22. Install indexing screws (2)
23. Install pl-straps and (28)
pl-strap fasteners.
sjr_:
Exercise care during
/notailation to prevent
damage to fastener
heads and surrounding
panel skln.
oemAlm
EXpemelOE
CODE LEVEL
STATE-OF-_RT COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as It_a 14.
WIll pans1 dolly work satisfactorily for thls
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly is
designed for thls operation.
same as Irma 19.
Will the panel removal han_llng tool work
0atlsfactorlly on _talllc paneZs? Ruson: To
date no tool deelped for thls operation, however,
a similar tool Is used to handle plate glass.
Can pl-straps and fasteners be installed in
astlmtsd elm? Reason: H_aZlgnllnt of futanar
holes in panel and fastener holes and platenuts
in panel support structure.
PAGE_30F_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _--
PRINCPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_
InTe[14d_Late Panel $u_oort Coneaot |7B
PANEL LOCATION: 8°tt°u
PANELSIZE: _diua: 40 x 120 Inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO.. 24
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUI_TION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o R* lacenont of I'PS Panel Cont.
24. _move the panel handlin$
tools.
25. Emve panel dolly from
work aru.
26. Torque (28) pt-strap
fasteners and (2) indexing
ocrM.
NOT__E£:
Repeat precedln B steps to
replace each panel in
sequence to Install the
speclElc pans1 deslred.
27. Visually inspect pl-strap
[aet_ner Installation on
panels Installed.
28. Visually inspect panel
lnltillatlon oE panels
e[facted.
29. Install body chine
(see tack ap_lysis no. 2_
CODELEVEL
O_[RATI_ STATE-OF-ART
3 2
2 2
3 2
3 2
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGJIFEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Itm 21.
Same as Item 20.
Sam as It_a 23.
Same as Itm 23.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Hetallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:Fi-Strap with
Intenaedlate Panel Support _Bnceot #Tg
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Large: 40 • 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o RemOval of TPS Panel
I. Remove body chine on one sid
of panel.
(see task analysis no. 27)
2. Itmtall panel removal
handllng tools on panel.
3. Position and elevate panel
dolly for panel removal.
4. Remove (2) indexing scrt_s
from panel.
5. Remove (62) pi-etrap
fasteners and pi-straps
from panel.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage to panel coated
area.
6. Using the panel removal
handling tools maneuver pane
toward side wlth removed
chines, to release the panel
from mid panel support and
panel Joints. Lower panel
on panel dolly and lover
dolly platform.
o
7. Visually inspect panel and
pi-straps for damage and
deterioration.
CODE LEVEL
OPERAI_ STATE-OF-ARTp,',_g_,1[
1 1
3 2
2 2
l 1
3 2
3 2
1 1
COST AND DE$ICdl FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will the panel removal handling tool work sattofact
orlly on metallic panels? Reason: To date no tool
designed for this operation, however, a si_lar
tool is used to handle plate glass.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly Is
designed for thla operation.
Can pl-otraps and fasteners be removed
satisfactorily on this operation? Reason:
Thermal reaction on the threaded surfaces.
Can ald panel support unlock easily from the panel
stiffner during this operation? _ason: This
operation has not been experienced.
PAGE_Of__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Netallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Pi-Strap with
Intermediate Panel SuvDort Content #7E
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: Large: 40 x 300 inches
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION O_ATTP_
o Inspectlon _Cont._
NOT_:
Pay particular attention to
mating surfaces and indexing
screw holes.
8. Visually inspect pl-strap
fasteners (62) for
serviceability.
9. Visually inspect panel
support hardware.
i0, Visually inspect insulation
and associated hardware.
iI. R_ve, replace or repair
insulation as required
(see task analysis no, 29).
o Removal of TPS Panel _Cont.)
12. Transport panel on panel
dolly to storage.
13. Store panel on prescribed
panel storage rack.
NOTE:
Panel to be individually
racked to prevent damage.
14. Remove panel removal
handling tools.
15. Install protective cover over
panel on storage rack.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
$TATE_F4RT COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: To date, no such dolly iS
designed for this operation.
Will the panel removal handling tool work
satisfactorily on metallic panels? Reason: To datq
no tool designed for this operation, however a
similar tool Is used to handle plate glass.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: M_all 4e
PRiNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: PL-Strap with
Zntermediate Panel SUPPort ConeQot 07B
PANEL LOCATION: BO_tom
PANELSIZE: Large: 40 x 300 *pches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Replacement of TPS Pan_el
16. Remove protactlve cover
from panel on storage
rack.
17. Install panel removal
handling tools.
18. RemOve panel from rack
and place on panel dolly.
19. Transport panel on dolly
from storage to vehicle.
20. PosltEon and elevate dolly
for panel instlllAtinn on
vehicle.
21. Using panel handlin$
tools, posltlon panel
on vehicle and slide panel
in panel support channel
to its prescribed
location and align
indexing screw holes.
Exercise care to prevent
dumge to matin A surfaces.
22. Install indexing screws
(2).
23, Install pl straps and (62)
pL-strap fasteners.
Exercise care durtn E
installation to prevent
dmBe tO fastener
heads and 8urroundln E
panel skln.
CODE LEVEL
oP_Tm STATE-OF-ARTEXPE_
1 1
3 ; 2
1 1
2 2
2 2
3 2
1 1
3 2
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Gale at Item 14.
Will the panel removal handling tool work
satisfactorily on mtalllc panels? Reason: To
date no tool destEned for this operation, however,
a similar tool is used to handle plate 81ass.
Can pl-atraps and fasteners be installed Ln
estimated tim? Reason: MlsaiL_ment of fastener
holes in panel and fastener holes and platanuts
in panel support itructure.
PA.e3_______
Metallic
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:
PBMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT; Pl-Strap with
with Intermediate p_ Suooort Concept _7B
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELS_E: Lares: 40 x 300 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 25
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODELEVEL
FUI_TION- TASK DESCRIPT_N 0_mAm_ STATE_F4RT
Re laceaenC of TPSPanelCont._
24. Remove the panel handling 3 2
tools.
25, RemOve panel dolly from 2 2
work area.
26. Torque (62) pi-strap 3 2
fasteners and (2) indexing
screws.
27. Visually inspect pi-strap 3 2
fastener installation.
28. Visually inspect panel 1 1
Lnstallatlon.
29. Inmtall body chine 1 1
(see task analysis no. 27)
CO_T ANO DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Same as Item 21.
Will panel dolly work satisfactorily for this
operation? Reason: Dolly has not been
designed for thls operation.
Same as Item 23.
Same as Item 23.
Sane as Ires 23.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Carbon_Carbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH cONCEPT: Carbon-Carbon
Leadln2 Ed2e Attach Concent
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$1ZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 26
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o g_emoval of Leading _dge SeRment
1. Remove the (14) screws from
the access door adjacent
to the lending edge panel
se_nt to be removed.
2. Usl_ 8 a socket wrench turn
the hex shaft, protruding
fro= the backslde of the
main wing spar, In the
counter clockwise direction
co retract the (4) spring
loaded locking pins.
(Support the leadlng edge
segment during this
operation).
3. Wlth the (4) leadlng edge
spring loaded locking pins
retracted, pull the leading
edge segment straight
forward and free of the
vehicle wing.
HOTE:
(1) Each leading edge
segment which is
accessible thru the
access door on the
top of the wing, overla_
the leading edge segment
to the right and left
of this specific segment
(2) Therefore, any right
hand or left hand
segment requires
COOE LEVEL
OWCJEATS_ STATE_F_T
_PER_RCE
1 1
2 2
2 2
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can the locking device guarantee positive lockin g
action each time? Reason: no such device to date
has been designed for this concept.
Can leading edge segment be removed in the allotted
time? Reason: To date, no such leading edge legment
has been designed or fabricated.
removal of two overlap
segments,
PAGE_OF_
HEAT $HIE In TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
_BRPAL ATTACH CO_EPT:_
Leadln N EdNa Attach Concept
PANEL LOCA_ON: Bot ¢o_
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnchel
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 26
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCT(ON - TASK DESCRIPTION
COOE LEVEL
Op_tAlllm $TATE-O-ARTFJU'f._IK_
0 Removal of Leading Edge Ssgltent
lCont.)
4. Transport leading edge I I
semsent to the storage
area to await disposition.
5. Store 18adln 8 edge se_nt 1 1
on a prescribed storaKe
rack.
o
6. Visually tnspacc wing spar I l
forward area and attaching
points, for damage.
deterioration end overheat
conditions.
7. Visually inspect backside 1 1
of I_ln_l_ spar tbru the
wing access door for
damage, deterioration and
an overheat condition.
8. Visually inspect main wing 1 1
spar forward insulation
for damage, deterioration
and overheat condition.
o Repleceg_t of Leadln_ F,dNe
9. Transport a new leading 1 1
edge seg_nt ¢o the
vehicle.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 20F____ _
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
PR_CIPALATTACH CONCEPT: Carbon-Carbon
Leadlnt Edte Attach Concent
PANEL LOCATION:Dotton
PA%EL$1ZE: Small: 20 x 20 lnche_
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 26
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacement of Leadlr_ Edge
Seiiment (Cont .__
10. Position and allsn the
leading edge segment in the
appropriate place on the
forward slde of the main
wing spar.
HOTEE:
AJ previously noted, any
right hand or left hand
leading edge segment
replacegent involves two
other segments due to the
overlap principle.
II. Using the socket wrench, fur:
the hex shaft protruding
from the backelde of the
nmln wln8 spar. in the
clockwlle direction to
extend the spring loaded
locking pins. (Pull
forward on leading edge
segment to ass re locking
pins are in full'lo_h ,
pooition).
12. Replace the access door
with (14) screws, adjacent
to the leading edge
segment that was replaced.
13. Torque the access door (14)
attaching screws.
14. Visually inspect access
door for proper
_n.r.llartnn.
Cane LEVEL
OPEWA_
_i_FERUEBCE STATE-OF-ART
2 2
2 2
1 1
1 1
<
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIGN$
Will a new leadln 8 edge segment align properly
with the leading edge slot? Reason: To dace. no
leading edge seKment has been designed or fabricated.
Can the Locking device guarantee positive locking actJ
each time? Reason; To date. no such device has been
designed for thls concept.
PAGE3_OF__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PRBCPALATTACH CONCEPT: AblativR Chin.
Attach-Hat&Llic Interface Conc.Bt
PANEL LOCATION: _ _
PANEL SIZE: 40" SoJFeent
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _. _27 _ _
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CQOE LEVEL
OPZRATZq_ STATE_F_kRT
_zt:e
o Removal of Chine Sep_nt
i. Locete the (8) chlns 1 1
ettachln 8 fastener plugs.
2. Drill out the (8) chlne 2 2
attaching fastener ablative
plugs.
3. UsEng a prescribed tool, 1 1
free the china sop•st
from the adJmcmnt chine
sepmnte, from the Imtalllc
spring lul and at
metalllc lip seal.
4. R_ove the (3) chlne seam•st 2 2
attachlns fasteners.
5. Naneuver the cblne sesl_nt 1 l
free of the vehicle.
6. Transport chine ee_nt to 1 1
the mtorege area to avail
disposition.
7. Store chine se_nt on • 1 1
prescribed storaHe rmck.
8. Visually inspect the chlne 1 1
iupporta for dams•,
deterioration and signs of
overheating.
9. Vlsu&lly lnspect the attach- 1 1
Ins hardware for damaHe.
deterioration and signs of
overhlatlng.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can plugs be drilled out vlth standard equipment
In the •stiNted time? Drllllng of charred plugs
has not been experlneced.
Can a prescribed hand tool free charred Joints?
Reason: Freeln H of charred Jolnts hal not been
experienced.
Can the fasteners be removed In the estimated time?
Reason: Space around bolt filled with charred
adhesive,
1 3
PAGE__0F__
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Abiatlve
PH CIPAL TTACH EPT: Ablative Chine
.... _-Hetaf l_e i .... face Co_cep_
PANEL LOCATION: _ Chln_ A[ea _--
PANEL SIZE: _'_ ,_LSZ_LT_
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT)0H
o _ceaent of Chlne Se_Rent
10. Transport a new chine
ashiest to the vehlcle.
11. Pomltlon the nay chine
sepent on the vehicle and
• llgn for installation.
NOTE:
Exercise care to prevent
damage durln 8 Installation
and torquelng of the chine
se_nt attaching
fasteners.
12. Install the (8) chine
seglent attaching
fasteners.
13. Torque the chine segment
attaching fasteners.
16. Visually Lnspect the
chlne sepent attaching
fasteners for proper
installation.
15. Apply • small quantity of
RTV 106 adheslve to each
of the (8) chine segment
attaching fastener
ablative plugs vith •
brush or spatula to •
thickness of 10 to 30
mils o_er the entlre contac
area. Insert plugs into
plug holes firmly with
finger pressure to
exclude air from Joint.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. z7
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
C0OE LEVEL
EXPERI(_E STATE-OF-ART C0_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
1 1
2 2 Can the new chlne aLlgn properly for installation?
Reason: To date, no chine has been designed or
fitted for •ligpJ_nt.
2 2
1 1
1 l
Can the attaching fasteners be Installed In the
estimated time? RMSOn: Hisallgrment of fastener
holes in ablator panel and fastener holes and
plat•nuts In panel support structure.
1 1
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NEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablat ave
PR_IPALATTACH CONCEPT" ah)attva Lsmdin 5
_ase Attach Concept
PANEL LOCATION: Leading EdKe
PANELSIZE: ___ . 20" Semmnt
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 28"
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT_N
09_pAlmG STATE_F_UP_E
o Re,oval of Ablative Leadl_
1. Locate the (12) leadlng edge 1 1
segment attaching fastener
plugs.
2. Drill out the (12) ablative 2 2
Leading edge segment attach-
ing fastener plugs.
3, Remove Che (12) leadlng edge 1 1
segRent attaching fasteners.
4. Haneuver the ablative sleeve 1 1
leading edge eegwent free of
the vehicle wing.
5. Transport ablative sleeve l 1
to the storage area to
await disposition.
6. Store ablative sleeve on a 1 1
prescribed storage rack.
o_
7. Visually inspect wing leading 1 1
edge attaching hardware for
damage, deterioration and
overheating conditions.
8. Visually inspect rib sleeve 1 l
support for damage ,
deterioration and overheatin E
condition.
9. Visually inspect wing spar 1 1
insulation for damage.
deterioration and overheating
condition.
COSTAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can plugs be reewved using standard equipment and
in the estiaated tlme? Reason: Drllling of
charred ablatlve plugs has not been experienced.
Can the prescribed tool free the charred leadln 8
edge segment from the adjacent segwents? Reason:
Prescribed tool not experienced on thla operation.
PAOE__ 33
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NEATSHIELD TYPE: Ablative
PI_CRIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_g
• Attach C@ncep_
PANEL LOCATION: LeadlnJt Edge
PANEL SIZE: 20" SeBnent
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 2B
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FURCTION - TASK DEICRIPTION
o Replacelm_t of Ablative Sleeve
10. Transport • nw ablative
sleeve leading edge to the
vehicle.
U. Position leading edge
ablatlve sleeve on vehicle
win 8 and all_n for
installation.
12. Install the Leading edge
sleeve (12) attaching
fasteners.
13. Torque the (12) leadlng edge
sleeve attaching fasteners.
14. Vlsually inspect the leading
edge sleeve attaching
fasteners for proper
installation.
15. Apply a small quantity of
RTV 106 adhesive to each of
the (12) leading edge
sleeve attaching fastener
ablatlve plugs with a brush
or • spatula to • thickness
of 10 to 30 aila over the
entire contact area. Insert
plugs into plug holes firmly
with finger pressure to
exclude sir from Joint.
All_ 24 hours ainim_m cure
ttae before handling or
CODELEVEL
Oe_A_ _ATE-OF-aRTEm_d_
1 1
2 2
2 2
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Will the new ablative leading edge sleeve align
properly for installation? Reason: Misalignment
of fastener holes in the ablative sleeve and
fastener holes and platenuts In the sleeve support
structure.
Same as Item 11.
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablal:tve
PRINCiPAL ATTACH CO_X_EPT: Ahl.H.. x..a4ng
Edae Attach Content:
PANEL LOCATION: -J_--
PANEL SIZE: 20" Sell.eric
TASK ANALYSIS NO. ,,,
COST AND DESIGNEVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Replacer of Ablaclve Sleeve
L_dln_e
or scresmlns Joint. Full
cure w111 develop in 2 co
3 days.
16. Vlsually lnspect ablator
plus8 for proper Installati_.
17. Visually inspect the couplet
leadlnB edse inBtallaclon.
CODELEVEL
gpeeAlmm STATE-OF4RTeXeeJ_l_E
1 1
1 l
C_T AND DESIGN FEASiBILiTY QUESTIONS
PAGE.___3 Of__
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HEAT_IIELD TYPE: Insulation - Foil - Wrapped
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COk_EPT: GrLd Huh-Supported
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: 20" x 100"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Removal of Inmulatlon So,merits
1. Rwve the approprlate TPS
panels as per removal and
replacemt task analysis
no. multiple Mchanlcal
faltener concept #4B panel
olze 20" • 300".
NOTE:
(1) Each ipJulation bla.ket
measurel 20" x i00"°
(2) Each blanket has 10
eupport and drag strut
Itmullt 1on blanket s,
gize 9" x L0".
2. Remove the lacu(4) on each
oE the 10 support and drag
strut inlulmtlon blanketo
that are attached to the
20" x 100" ineulatlon
blanket. Place on
transpor tat ion dolly.
3. Remove 32 attachln 8 faotener_
from 2 vlre 8rlds.
4. Rmmovl the wlre 8rlds from
the bottom mlde of the 20"
• i00" Insulation blanket.
Place wlre grldm on
transpor tatlon dolly.
5. Maneuver the 20" x 100"
lnoulatlon blanket free of
vehlcle and place on the
transpor tatlon dolly.
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CnnE LEVEL
_ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
CO_TAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_O_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: - - ped
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Crtd Mmsh-_,T._rted
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 20" x 1OO"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o ReNoval of Inmulatlon SeNment
6. Traneport lnsulat£on blamket
and aceeosor£es to a storase
area.
o
7° Remove the insuLation bLankel
_20 _t x 1OO_ Eros _ranmport_
_ _mo_ _ _ _ _D _
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COOE LEVEL
_rJ_Ek_[ STATE-OF-ART
1 L
1 1
1 L
1 1
L L
1 1
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_Oe_.____
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HEATSHIE In TYPE: Insulation - PoLl - Wrapped
PRINCIPAIATTACH CONCEPT: Grid Hesh-Supported
PANEl LOCATION: Bottom
PANELStZE: 20" • lO0"
FUI_TION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o _ (cont.)
12. Store the insulation attach
Lng fasteners vlth lnsulJt-
ion _nd wire grids.
13. Remove the (lO) support and
drag strut insulation
blankets (9" x 10") froa
the transportation dolly an
visually inspect panels for
obvious damage, contaminat-
ion, overheatin 6 and
deterioration.
14. Vla_lly tup@ct the
associated panel supports,
dra s struts and s_pport
hardware, on the vehicle
for obvious damage,
contamination, deteriorat-
ion and overheating.
o Re lacement of Insulation Se men
15. Tranlport the insulation
blanket and associated
aquipmnt, On dolly, Eros
storage area to the vehicle
for insulation •
16. Install insulation blanket
and align the 20" • 48" vlr
grids on the bottom side
of the 20" • SO0" ing_atto
blanket and position both a
an assembly in the riNht
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 29
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
_lm STATE.OF-ART[H,e_uce
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can insulation blanket and wire grids be lnmtalled in
the time sstIMtsd? Reason: Insulation blanket
and wlre grids installation has not been experienced.
PAGE_OF_
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Insulation - Foil - Wrapped
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Grld Mesh-Supper ted
pANEL LOCATION: Sot to1
PANELSIZE: 20" x 100"
TASK ANALYSIS NO, 29
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODE LEVEL
F_NCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o p'_P.AlmU STATE-OF-aRT
E_PLq_K_[
o Replacement of Insulation
17. Install the (32) 1 1
insulation attaching
fasteners and torque to
prescribed value.
18. Install the (10) support l 1
and dra N strut
insulation blankets in
their proper places and
attach each to the wire
8rid with 4 laces.
19. Visually inspect the 1 1
insulation blanket for
proper installation.
20. Relove transportation 1 1
dolly from the vehicle
Work area,
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_OF--
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD-IO0-4 Series
PRI_IPAL ATTACH COMCEPT:
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PMEL SIZE:
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _o
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCT_ - TASK DEICRIPT_N CODELEVEL
eeeXAlm STATE-OF-ART[H_ae_
o Kepmlr of TP$ Panel (ltepair of
_D - 100 Series Material)
i. Zsolate dama$e to specific i 1
panel end su_ll section8 of
ULD-lOO-emateriaia which
vould not be practicable
to replace but couZd be
repaired.
2. Renoveall loose, frlable 1 1
material by brushing clean
or using clean, filtered
compressed alr.
3. Brush or spray catalyzed l 1
silicone resin (G.E.RZV 615)
freshly prepared as a primer
on all surfaces to be filled
by repair material. A light
coat of several ells is
adequate.
4. Pack flrmly but gamely the 1 L
correct formulation of
uncured ULD-IO0-4 series
mterlal (storase or Ereshly
_xed) Into the primed
repair section. Apply
sufficient ssterlal to a
heiBht of 8pprox/metely
50 to I00 alia above the
iavel of the surrounding
material.
§. PLace platen over repair 2 2
and support pLat_ wlth
elf bag vlth sufficient
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can air bag be efficiently adapted to apply
contact pressure for ablative material repair?
Reason: TP$ support structure has limited design
1_.a..
L 2
PAGE__0f__
HEATSHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD-IOQ-4 Serles
PR_CIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE:
FUNCTION - TASK DESCBIPT_N
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 30
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CODELEVEL
O_FJTMG STATE-OF-ART
o Repair of TPS Panel (Repair of
ULD - 1DO Series Haterlal)
pressure to compress
uncured ablator. Allo_
8 hours to cure ablator.
6. Remove air bag and platen. 1 l
7. Post cure ablator repair 2 2
for one hour at 200+_10
degrees F.
8. After cure, use sharp L 1
edged knife to trim
surface of repair section
flush vlth surrounding
materiel.
9. Apply dispersion coating. 1 1
AIIo_ to cure for 12
hours.
lO. Visually inspect repair for l 1
proper application.
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can cure at 2OO'F be accomplished on vehicle?
Reason: This operation has not been previously
performed.
PAGE2__2Of 2
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4t:i•
HEATSHiELDTYPE:2_De_tty _te,l,TASK ANALYSIS NO.
PRlUCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_ner
PANEL LOCATION: _+*_
PANELSlZE: on" - _"
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o bpslr of _5 ]Paml
1. Isolate _ to specific
panel on the vehlele.
NOTE:
(I) .epei---_ to _ oo
panel on wehlcle shall be
llaited to sr_ of 1 to 1_
lneh In disinter, any d_m_e
with • larger _ Shrill
_u_ant panel remowhl end
repair aee_opllshed In • re.
flarblo_mnt _rqm.
(2) _ task _ts de-
picts the _ ropelr on
wehie TM o
2. Uel_ • grinding tool, grind
sway daa_ld amtertal down
to the b(_dlloo so t_e
fibor_l_ss booey_amb mubstl_te
3- Itmmm boo41_ •gent using
_thyl ethyl heros•, aosu_m
• ram tm thorouSt_ elmm
free of _ foreign matter.
k. cnt s _1_ of _red, eur_
ablative material to ap3ro-
priate thlekx_ss to fit the
_mq_ed arlm.
5. zppl_ W_r PC #12o3 to tbe
h_eyo_b sub•trite on the
wrhlole repair aria and the
s14e o1" the ClnWd •bls-
tim ho_yc_b rei_lr plus.
d thin fl_Jo add oe_L_r _ eo_t
is requital. _ prlmr to
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
CnnE LEVEL
o_ta]m STATE-OF-ART COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Utm_
1 1
3
2 3
1 1
This operation seeoopllshed onl_ m_r laboratory con-
dltlon_. No experience on • _exxl_ctlon operation.
C_n Nethyl Ethyl Ketone ()l_) solvent poison mterlal
$n _d_nt al_•? Reasons )_ rmaets on these types
Of •tutorial.
1 1
HEATSHIELDTYPE:__Den_lty _,l._ ASK ANALYSIS NO. _
PR_CIPAL ATTACH CONCEP_: _(_lliD_Ci_O&te r_ r
Atta_h_ _ne _0FANE_OCA:,OH:" _ COST AND DESIGNEVALUATION
PANELSLZE: 20" • 20"
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPT_N
o Re_lr of T_S Bmml (Cont.)
dry for • mlnlsAm of 1 hot_
with relatlwe hmaidlty at _0
_.
6. Apply • m _'t que41tity of RC
_31_ edheslwe sealant to the
fiber glass substrate _oodln_
surface •nd sides of the
repair area, with • mpetUl£
or • brush to • thickness Of
10 to 30 mils OVer the ent_
contact L_m.
____:
It Is not necessary to apply
adhesive to both surfaces to
he bonded.
7. ALllg_ add _01_ the •blatl_
honeycomb r_l_ir pl_ lame41-
• relay (vlthln 10 ml_ntes)
after sp_mdl_ the adheslwe.
Press the plU_ fintly into the
repair •re_.
rW_:
1. Plug sh_-'-l_-not he _ore
tben .0_0 belov the amld
ll_e of StD_ot_dl_ itori•l.
2. Allow • 2_ hour (mlnt_m
sir cure perio_ before h_nd-
ii_ or stressing the bonded
_olnt under nonml condltlon_
of tmapemture (_°F) relattw_
htmidity above 20_. After 8
hrs _si_s •re set s_fi-
clentl_ to •i_ clash up
CODE LEVEL
OP_RA]mG STATE-OF-&RT
LV'.,_K{
1 1
1 1
CO_TAND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 2_0_
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HEATSl41ELO Ty_:A_IMJJIPJa_J_t_L]_Denelty _TASK ANALYSIS NO.
PANEL LOCATION: ]lnttom
PANEL MZE: 90" x _0"
FUMCTtOM- TASK DESCRIPTION
8. ]_mmm the excess adheslwB am
sl_y ]residue vhleh amy bate
seeumlated. Yr/a as requ/_k
• IMpeet T_8 paml f_
];roper _pJlr.
10. Uml_ the x-ray method _-
alerowsve tAmmr. @neck the
tel;lit lea- voids in the
adhNl_ hood.
11. Nix l:_redients of the dim-
perli_ oonti_. _blne
?0 I_'te of vel_ of D0_-
009 vith _0 [reFill by l_elght
Of WN+p L4PmA.
)2. FIll s_a_y gun and test for
wopr tuaotion and alxtm.
13. 8_ dlapetwlon eoatlnl vith
11m Wess_e at 55 pslS. Use
mtaa4s.,_ eawes _o_t _Xnt
spr_ te_b_l_, vlth SUn
aossla at dlotsaoe of 8 Inches
Sl_sy ULO naterlal, at leest
k PeSNS m _ per _t.
8uoaesstwe e_ts m_t be
ap_lled within 30 situates if
• thick]uss buildup tll _eslr_
the dlope_lon eo_ti_ 11
temperature for 12 to 18
hot_s.
lk. ¥I_ i_peot r_pei_ for
proper •ceooplto/nt.
31
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
COI)E LEVEL
OP_UITIN6 STATE-OF-ART ClO_" AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONSeJUeF_eEe
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
Are the testlns units x-ray c_ the mlerow.w_ tester
portable! Ituson: Inspeetlon of _Sl_Irs ot YPB
pe_l: _ust at times he aee_apllshed on the wehlcle.
1 1
2 2 Will vehtole he in • co_trolla4 on_l.-'onment durln_
this operation! _1_o_: Dtspel_slon oc_tt_ ut cure
at room temperature.
1 1
eASe___or __.t_
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[HEAT SHIELD TYPE:HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: _hanlcal Fastener
Attm_h4n_ Con_mnr 02
PANEL LOCATtON:
PANEL$1ZE: _. 20 x 20 lnehes
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _2
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FLINCTIGN - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Repair of TPS Pine1
(1) The srea shall be air-
coudlcloned. Flltsrs in
system may be of the
co_m@rlcal throw away or
recleenin R type.
(2) The area shall be maintalne¢
at a relative hmmldtty of
50+$Z and a temperature of
72+3"F.
(3) Thmarea shall be vacuumed
at least once during each
24 hour operatlonal perlod.
Portable vacuun cleaners
say be used provided
vacuumlng Is not performed
durln B any procsssln B or
quallflcatlon operetlons.
(4) If visible dust or
contamination on storage
cabinet tops, lmdgts,
plpe8 and ductlng Is pressnl
It shall be removed with
cheesecloth, molstened wlth
water, before starting any
operation.
(5) All hand tools used In any
operations In thls area
shall be solvent cleaned
with a cheescloth dampened
wlth either methyl ethyl
ketone (HEK) or tolulen*
before being used. Safety
CODE LEVEL
O_WAlm STATE_F_RT
UPL_E
C0_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE_L OF__
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: HCF
PRIICiPAL ATTACH CGNCEPT:_ener
Attachlua Contest #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bot toq_
PANEL$1ZE: Small: 20 • 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 32
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FLqlCTIOa - TASK DESCRIPTION
Repslr of TPS Panel (Cont.)
disposable cans shall bs
provided for dlscardln N
used cloths.
(6) Only clean cheesecloths
shall be uled in clmanlng
and wiping opsratlons.
(7) Durln 8 trlmuJ.n| and
cuttln 8 operstlons, pick
up all pieces lmmsdlatsly
after the places fall to th,
floor. Any debrl8 producl_
operation shall be followed
by vacumt cle_nln 8 after
completion of what whole
operation and before snothe_
processln N operation Is be|_ n.
(8) CLean, Mite shop coatsp
surNlcal style caps and
clean cotton gloves shell
be worn at e11 rises durLn K
any processln 8 or quallfylnl
opsrstlonm in thls area.
Coats. capo and cotton
Nlovss must be replaced
whlm they become soiled.
(9) SHmr safety Nles|e8 (Or
goEsles) and ru_er 81ovss
whLLe vorkln_ with solvents
and srlndlng of BCF
m_terlals.
(10) Wear respirator ask to
prevamt the l_h_Latio_ of
forelmn maiser dur_
8rindl_ operation.
CrmE LEVEL
O_T_ nATE-O_-kqTeXetme_
C0_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE 2 0T 5
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RCP
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COflCEPT: }ee_hanieal Fastener
Attaching Concept #2
PANEL LOCAllON: Bottos
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK 9ESCRiPTIOII
o Repalr of 17PS Panel (Repair on
HCF Material)
1. Locate tb_ damaged panel.
2. Remove the daubed panel
per task anelyeis no.
mechanical fastener
attaching Concept #2.
3. Transport panel to the
refurblshment area.
4. Using a grinding wheel,
grinding disc and a sharp
knife llk_ device remove
the HCF material from the
panel dov_ to the bond llne
on the fiberglass honeycomb
substrata.
5. Clean the bonding agent
from the fiberglass honey-
comb Jubstrate, ustn_ a
methyl, ethyl ketone after
sub0trate is clean and free
of any foreign material,
cover substrata with clean
cloth to prevent contamlnat*,
6. Procure a serviceable HCF
segment, sized to fithths
fiberglass honeycomb
substrate.
7. Remove cloth cover from the
fiberglass honeycomb
substrata. Apply primer
DC#1203 to the substrata
and the bond side of the
CODE LEVEL
OPtPAI_ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
,n.
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIO(I$
PAGE_--
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: HCF
PRINCIPAL ATTACH cONCEPT: N_chsntcal Fastener
Attachine Concert #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL$IZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 32
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Repalr of TPS Panel (Repair on
HCF Material}. (tout,)
HCF seKlent. A thln film
and only one coat is
required. Allow primer to
dry for a mlnlmmm of 1 hour
vith relativa hualdity at
50 ±5%.
8. Apply a small q_antlty of
RC#3145 adhesive sealant
to the fiberglass substrata
bonding surface and spread
with a spatula or brush to
a thickness of 10 to 30 ntis
over the entire contact area
NOTE :
It is not necessary to apply
adhesive to both surfaces
to be bonded.
9. Align and Join the _CP
secant to the fiberglass
honeycomb substrata
immediately (with in 10
minutes) after spreading
the adhasive. Press the
parts firmly together
with rinser pressure using
a progressive action
starting st one end so air
will be excluded from the
Joint.
CamE LEVEL
oPiJ_111_ STATE-OF-ART
eXem_m_
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEATSHIELDTYPE:C.... dCol_i. (TypeI FieZd TASK ANALYSIS NO. 33
PRINCIPALATTACH CONCEPT:. Repair Coating)
P_ELL0CB_ON:_ttom COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
PANEL SIZE: Hot App ltcable
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Rea_Coatlu& of TPS Panel
1. Isolate discrepancy to be
repaired.
NOTE:
Repair of defective coating
area shall be limited to a
three inch diaw_ter circle
and shall not extend to
panel edge. Defective
coating in excess Of
above ll_tattons shall
r_qutre r_val of panel
and shop repair.
2. Prepare the defective arm
for repair coating by
sanding the defective area
u_til all loose matorial
is removed and the surface
is smooth.
3. Nash the area with water
to resove all grit and
loose material.
4. Wash area with acetone to
remove all other
contamination.
5. Inspect surface to allure
area is clean and sewoth
prior to coating appllcatlo
6. Prepare the tberaal-sprayNu
the vibrator unit and the
alrJst unit, which is set a
70 psi. For base coat
application; and test
CODE LEVEL
OPe]ATmG STATE-OF-ARTLXPE.tlEICE
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
L.
L,
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: _L_2a_LWL_L I FieldRep.rTASK ANALYSIS NO. 33
PRINCIPAL ATTACH COBCEFT: Coating)
P_ELGCAT,OH:_..... COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
PANEL SIZE: Rot Applicable
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Repair of TPS Panel (Cont.)
7. Apply the thers_l-spray
powder to the defective
area holding spray gun
perpendicular to and 6 8
inches from surface belng
coated. Control the base
coat thickness between
2.1/2 and 3-1/2 mils by
controlling the spsad and
number of passes of the
thermal spray unit.
Insure that the thermal-
spray powder covers all
of the defect area and
extends one half inch past
the perimeter of the defect
onto the good costing in all
directions.
8. Inspect the base coat
application to assure that
co_dltions of step 7 are I_t
9. Obtain repair glass frou
shop.
I0. Apply the repair glass with
a camel's heir brush.
Each application should be
as thin as possible to
obtain a coating as crack
free as possible. Assure
that thermalmspray po_der
is covered with glass,
but that glass not extend
onto the good coating.
CODELEVEL
OPERAT_ f;TAtt-0F-_WT
i,V,e_ua
2 2
g
1 1
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
Can the theraal 8praygun be safely umad on
vehicle to uke repair, or should panel be
removed end repmired in refurbtshl@nt mree?
Reason: To date, this operation has not been
checked for feasibility.
PAGE2OF__
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K.T _,E'" TYPE:C..d Col_.bi. (_p. I Pi.ld RepairTASK ANALYSIS NO.
PRIINCIPAL ATTACK CONCEPT:. . Coating)
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: Not ADDIlcab_@
CODE LEVEL
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION O_RAIm STATE-OF-ART(XPEmeKCE
33
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
o RepaLr of TP$ Panel _Cont.)
11. Visually l_pect glass for 1 1
proper appllcatlon.
12. Dry repair glass at 120-150 1 1
degree P for one hour.
13. Obtain repair glass from 1 1
shop.
14. Apply the repair glass 1 1
(see task number i0).
15. Vlsually inspect glass for 1 1
proper application.
16. Dry repalr glass at 120-150 1 1
degree F for one hour.
17. Obtalu repair glass from 1 1
shop.
18. Apply the repair glass. 1 1
(see task number 10).
19. Visually inspect glass for 1 1
proper application).
20. Dry repair glass at 120-150 1 1
degree p for one hour.
21. Obtain repair glass from 1 1
shop.
22. Apply the repair glass. 1 1
(see task number 10).
23. Visually inspect glass for 1 1
proper eppllcation.
24. Dry repair glass at 120-150 1 1
degree P for one hour.
25. Inspect repair for proper i 1
coating thlckaees, of
10-15 mlle.
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
PAGE30F 4
HEAT SHIELD TYPE:_ I Field Repair TASK ANALYSIS NO.
PRMCIPAL ATTACK CONCEPT: Coating)
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Not Appllcable
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Repair of TPS Panel (Cout_)
26. Obtain repair glass from 1 1
shop.
27. Apply the repair glass. 1 1
(see task number I0).
28. Visually inspect glass for 1 1
proper application.
29. Dry repair glass at 120-150 1 1
degree F for one hour.
30. Inspect repair for proper 1 1
coating thickness of 10-15
mils.
31. Return tester tO shop. 1 1
32, Return thermal spray gun 1 1
and equipment to shop.
33
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
C0OE LEVEL
om_zm STATE-OF-_eT COST AN0 DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
EXP_R_
Hanhourl required to perform repalr task
questlonable. Reason: To date, talk has not been
accompllshed except under laboratory conditions.
egoE_oe 4__L_
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
pRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Carbon_ Carbon
Leadlne Edge Concept
PANEL LOCATION: Leading Edge
PANELSIZE: Small: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 34
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Leading Edge Repair
I. Locate leading edge segment
SOT__ZE:
(I) Due to the lack of
information pertaining
to repair or carbon-
carbon lesdlng edge
segments a repair is
construed to be limited
to scratches and score
marks.
(2) Any punctures, cracks
thru the matertal would
warrant removal of
se_nt and replacesent
vlth a llke servlceable
seE_ent.
(3) Segment with major
damage would be submlttl
for dlsposltlon.
(4) As more knowledge becom
avallable the above
mentioned steps 1 thru
3 will be subject to
change.
2. Using an abrasive (fine)
sand paper and smooth off
any burrs that may exist.
3. Use a suitable solvent to
remove any debris that mey
remain.
COOELEVEL
OffAl m
_PERIENC_ STATE_F4RT
i 1
d
s
1 1
1 1
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
IS it absolutely necessary to remove leading edge
segment for repair? Reason: This task was never
performed before
PAGE__ZOF 2
HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Carbon-Carbon
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT: Carbon Carbon
Leading Edge Concept
PANEL LOCATION: Leading Edge
pANEL$1ZE: Samll: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 34
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DE$CBIPTION
o Leading Edge Repair _Cont_)
4. Using a heat gun apply heat
to the repair area for a
sufficient length of tlme
to thoroushly dry repair
area.
5. Apply powered silicon metal
using the flame spray
method. Assure that the
application adequately
covers the damaged area.
b. Using an oxyacetylene
torch heat treat repaired
area to 2800"F.
Thls type of repair is
=atlsfactory for operating
t_peratures of 3000"F.
o
7. Visually inspect the repair
and assure that the silicon
metal coatln 8 covers the
damage area adequately.
C@E LEVEL
OF_AAImG STATE-OF-ARTEXPE_ENCE
1 1
2 2
2 2
1 1
CO_T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTION|
Can flmmespraymethod be accowpllshedon
vehicle? Reason: Thls operation not experienced
before.
Can torch be used on repair area on vehicle?
Reason: This o_eration never experienced before.
PAOE-Z_Of_
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Ablative - ULD
PRMCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT; Mechanical Fastener
Attachtna Concant #2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: Stall: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 3s
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPT_IN
o Inspection of TPS Pane_ll
1. Oslng a spot light, visually
inspect the entire area of
the ablative panel for dents
abrasions, plt markm, eroslor
and deterioration.
2. Visually inspect ablator pan4
attachlng fastener plugs for
proper position and alignment
(pLug is even with _Id Line -
surface mismatch between plu i
and panel allowable - .030
inches).
3, Visually inspect panel edge
¢solded seal for damage,
proper allgmNnt and for
proper sealing.
_OTE:
(i) Any damage of a magnltude
affecting the integrity
of the flberNlass honey-
comb substrata will
warrant the removal of
the ablative panel
assembly for further
inspection and repair.
(2) RemOve ablative panel
ass_shly par removal and
replacement, task
analysis no. ,
mechanical fastener
attaching Concept #2.
CODE LEVEL
OP_RAI_ STATE-OF-ARTtXPERIE_E
1 L
1 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEATSHIEL.O TYPE: HCF (Hardened Compacted Fibers)
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT" Hechanical Fastener
kttachin_ Concept '#'2
PANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANELSIZE: 20 x 20 inches
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _6
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
o Inspection of TPS Panel
i. Using a spot light, visually
inspect the entire area of
the HCF panel for dents,
abrasions, pit marks, erosioz
and deterloratlon.
2. Visually inspect the HCF
panel surface coatin S for
dalage.
3. Visually inspect HCF panel
attaching fastener plugs
for proper bonding and
alignmlnt (pi G Is even with
mold line. Surface mismatch
between plug and panel .030
inches allowable).
4. Visually l_pect panel edge
molded seal for damage,
proper allgn_nt and for
proper 8ealin_.
SOT_.__E:
(1) Any damage of a
magnitude affecting the
integrity of the fiber-
glass honeycomb subetrat,
wlll warrant the removal
of the HCF panel for
further inspection and
repair.
(2) Remove HCF panel per
re_wval and replacement,
task analysis no.
mechanical fastener
attmrh4-_ Concept #2.
C00E LEVEL
OPte.AlmJ $TATE-0F-ART
f_p_emc_
l 1
l 1
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEATWlEID TYPE: Metallic - Coated Columbine
PRBICiPAL ATTACH C01_EPT' Pl-Strav Attach Concept
wlth lntirmediate P_al SnDDort: Concept #TB
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: 40 x 40 i_chas
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 37
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FIJMCTION- TASK DESCRIPTION
Inspection of TPS Panel
1. Using a spot light and
magnifying glass visually
inspect the intern area of
the coated metallic panel
for deep dents, ecratcham.
abrasions and pit marks
that lay ca_e oxfdatlon
and deterioration of the
metallic coated material.
2. Visually inspect the edges
of the panel for elgna of
chafing and chipping of
the metallic panel coating.
3. Visually inspect the
longitudinal panel Joint for
distortion, excessive
gapping, chafing and chlppln_
of the metallic coating at
the Joint.
A. Using nylon gloves, place
hands on panel and check
panel for looseness
(excessive end play and
aide play).
5. Check pt-straps for damage
(deep d_ts. scratches,
abrasion and pit marks that
may cause oxidation and
deterioration of the metallic
coated material).
CODELEVEL
OI_RATm_ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
C0$T AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: MItalllc - Coated Columbl_
PRI_CIPALATTACH CONCEPT: l'i-Strao Attach Concept
wtrh T_._.A_arm P=..I _,._?nr_: Cnn_ept #TB
PANEL LOCATION: _ttom
PANEL$IZE: 40 • 40 _n_has
TASK ANALYSIS NO. 37
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK DESCRIPTION
Inspection of TPS Panel _Cont.)
6. Visually inspect all panel
pl strap attaching fasteners
Eor tool damage to coating
and burring of the tool slot
NOTE:
(i) Any deep dent or hole in
panel wlll warrant
r_oval of panel for
repair due to the fact
that ths coating
material on the back
alde of panel skin will
be affected and wlll
require a siailar repair,
(2) RemOve panel per
removal and replaceaent,
task analysis no.
pi-strap attach concept
with intermediate panel
support Concept #8.
(3) Inspect entire back side
of panel for deep dents,
scratches, abrasions and
pit marks affecting pane]
coating.
(4) Visually inspect the
backside edges of the
panel for chafing and
chipping of the coating.
(5) Visually inspect backsldl
of panel, panel Joint fo:
distortion, excessive
oann4no and _haftnl and
chipping of panel coating.
CODE LEVEL
0m[RAIII_ STATE'_F-ARTp_eua
1 1
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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NEAT SHIELD TYI_: l_e.m 11 sa
PfliNCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:)EI-BJMem4?-.A_,4_ Cooc_. I_
v4_h Tm,tm'lfq_,A4m'l_b 1RIM1 q._|'_Y_le'_. (_m_spt B7)
PANEL LOCATION: lk_tnm
PANEL SIZE: kO" • kO"
TASK ANALYSIS NO.
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCT_U" TASK DESCRIPTION
o lnepeetlon of TPS Pare1
1. Ualng • spot light saa asllnlfy
1_ Ela/s, vls_lly lnspeet
the entire ar_ of the paaol
surl*Bce fc_ dents w scratches,
s_loug _ pit oarkl, that
cause oxldatloa sad 4eterlors-
tlon
2. Vieu_t.,l_ lnepeet the ed_s of
the _nel for signs Of obaftn_
of the pe_l
3. Vloually inspect the lm_ltu-
dll_l imnel Joints for distca'-
tlum, e_ssl_ _pplng snd
cheflal_ •
k. Uelul_ nylon gloves, place
hsmls on panel sad check pene)
for loo_ness (exeesslwe end
idsy and sl_ lxl_y)
5- Cheek pl-strapo f_ daaa_
(Ae4p dents, scratches,
abrulonm aM pit marks that
may cluse oxidation
deterlcmatlon of eaterlsl)
6. ¥1snelly Inmpeet all panel
pl-st_sp attachl_ f_tener$
for tool _ such as barr-
lnl of tool slots
NOLO:
(1) Any _ of • ma_nit_
s_ec_i_ panel street.s,
viii v_Tlant the panel rmnomal
for further inspection a_d
repslr.
CODE LEVEL
13_-_vlwJ STATE-OF-ART
1 1
I i
I I
I I
I 1
1 I
COST AND DESIGN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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HEAT SHIELD TYPE: Metallic
PRINCIPAL ATTACH CONCEPT:_I_ Coneel_t
vith Intex_ed:L&te _lEOpJ_pJ_ept #7B
pANEL LOCATION: Bottom
PANEL SIZE: _O" x _O"
TASK ANALYSIS NO. _e
COST AND DESIGN EVALUATION
FUNCTION - TASK OESCRIPT_N
Inspection of TP5 I_nel (Cont.)
(2) Fmlaowe panel per applica-
ble ren_v_l and repl£cement
task analysis.
7. Inspect bsckoide of p_el for
major structural 4amaze, dents
abrasions a_d pit msrks
8. Visua]-ly inspect _anel backsid
edges for chefln_
9- Visually inspect pmnel hecksld
panel ,_olnts fOr distortion
excessive _pplng and chefi_
CODE LEVEL
OPERAI_ STATE-OF-ARTEXPER_[
1 l
1 1
CO_T AND 9E$1GN FEASIBILITY QUESTIONS
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